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INTRODUCTION
1  INTRODUCTION

Volume III contains information for programmers of MARS. This document contains detailed
information of the program flow and internal databases  in MARS. MARS was developed based on the
RELAP5/MOD3.2.1.2 and COBRA-TF of U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), which is in use
throughout the world for nuclear reactor safety evaluations.

The code is capable of modeling a wide range of systems that include single pipes to small-scale
experimental facilities to full nuclear reactor plants. MARS has models for thermal hydraulics including
noncondensable gas transport, control systems, heat transfer to and from solid surfaces, and nuclear reactor
kinetics. The models are built up from volumes connected together with junctions. The volumes can have
associated heat structures attached to them. Junctions can include valves of various types.

This manual discusses the programming techniques utilized in the MARS computer code. In
particular, the dynamic memory modular data and their associated modulaized subroutines, the input
processing and transient control module, the property tables and their interpolation subroutines, the restart
and plot file structures are discussed.
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CODING CONVENTIONS Programming Language
2  CODING CONVENTIONS

2.1  Programming Language

The programming language used in MARS is primarily FORTRAN 90 with some extensions.
Variable and Procedure names can be up to 31 characters long. C language subroutines are used for
compression and decompression for restart-plot file. The FORTRAN 90 source files have either a ".f90" or
a ".h" suffix. The ".f90" files are source code for programs, subroutines, and functions. The ".h" files are
source code files for the include files like common blocks, specification statements, data statements,
statement functions, etc. 

2.2  Preprocessors

Predefined preprocessor symbols are used to sequentially preprocess the source code before it is sent
to the FORTRAN 90 compiler. It has the ability to have only one source file that can be filtered so that it
can be configured to run on different type of executables. Present MARS version uses 4 different
preprocessor symbols, i.e. "Qwin", "bin", "dll", and "selap". Each meaning of symbol is described as
follows.

2.2.1 Preprocessor symbol

The preprocessor symbol of CVF compiler works under the control of !DEC$ if defined (parameter)
statements and !DEC$ endif:  These if-define statements are embedded in the source file itself. The select
program recognizes four specifications and control statements in the source code.

!DEC$ if defined (selap)

……

……

!DEC$ endif

These “!DEC$ if defined(parameter)” and “!DEC$ endif” pair of statements delimit a block of
coding that is not commented out if parameter is defined in a define statement. Otherwise, the block of
coding is commented out. The CVF compiler recognize the block before compilation of source program. 

2.3  Static and Dynamic Storage

MARS uses both static and dynamic data storage. The static storage is done using normal Fortran
common blocks and the dynamic storage is done using a Modular data type to manipulate dynamically the
storage during input process. Detailed descriptions of the static block and dynamic common  modules are
given in Section 9. 
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2.4  Input Deck Structure

The input decks have an optional title card, individually numbered cards, and an end card. The
default name for this file is indta. The title card has an equal sign in column 1, and the end card has a
period in column 1. The individually numbered cards start with a card number that signifies the type of the
card. Comment cards have an asterisk in column 1. Comments can be added to the individually numbered
cards by adding an asterisk after the last number on the card, followed by the comment text. Duplicate
cards, i.e., cards with identical card numbers, can also be a part of the input deck. In that case, the last
duplicate card is the one that is used. The duplicate cards do not have to be physically adjacent in the deck.
The input cards are read by subroutines in the CVI package, which is described in detail in Section 8.

2.5  Restart/Plot File Structure

The restart/plot file is really two binary files merged into one binary file. The default name for this
file is rstplt. This approach was taken to reduce the number of magnetic tapes involved when the code was
run on a large mainframe computer like the IBM-360. This restart/plot binary file contains interspersed
blocks of restart file records and plot file records. Each block of records is delimited by a special record
that tells the kind and length of the records that follow. The file is initialized in the ReadRestartFile
subroutine. The WritePlotRecID subroutine writes the labels for the plots at the start of the run or at the
start of a restart run if 2080xxxx cards are in the restart input deck. The WritePlotRecord subroutine writes
the numeric value of the plot variables each time a plot edit is requested. The ReadRestartInput subroutine
reads the restart cards in the input deck and processes them. The WriteRestartRecord subroutine writes the
restart records to the file each time a restart edit is requested. Details on the restart/plot file structure are
given in Section 13.
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3  PROGRAM STRUCTURE

The MARS program consists of two separable part of code, i.e. system analysis part and 3D vessel
analysis part program. System analysis program have 22 functional modules which consists of several
subroutines. The internal subroutines are encapsulated within modules except the main drivers of each
module. The overall structure and relation between modules are shown in Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-2. It
operates in two essential stages, input data process (InputProcessM) and transient stage
(TransientControlM). During the input data process, ReadNewProblemM module is used. In this module
the input deck is read into memory, and all procedures are called to process the input deck. Any errors in
the input deck are noted in the output file. In order to minimize the number times the input deck has to be
processed to remove all the errors, any input errors that are found are temporarily patched, i.e., benign
numbers are used to replace the bad input numbers, and the input processing continues. This procedure
eliminates the tedious process of finding the first error, fixing it, re-running the problem, finding the
second error, and repeating the process until all the errors are found and fixed. After completion of reading
process, InitializeNewM module is used. In this module, the size of dynamic storage unit is determined and
links between the various parts of dynamic storage area are calculated and set. During this process another
input errors are checked. 

If there is no input error, the transient is run and TransientControlM module is used. During the
transient, major and minor edits are written to the output file and plot records and restart records are
written to the restart/plot file. The frequency of these writes is set by values on the time step input cards.

ExtraProcedure and CommonFunction module contain mathematical, property functions and many
extra subroutines used by other modules. 
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Figure 3-1 MARS Structure for Input data Process

MARS3.0 InputDataProcessM ReadNewProblemM ReadComponentM
InputDataProcess InputDataProcess ReadNewProblem ReadComponent 
TransientControl GenInitialize ReadRestartFile DeleteComponent
ReEdit ReadInputCards ReadRestartInput ReadPIPE
Strip ReadNewProblem ReadModelChange ReadTMDVOL
ReadClear ReadReEdit ReadTimeStepControl ReadMTPLJUN
Error_s ReadStrip srestf ReadSelfInitialize ReadPUMP

ReadMinorEdit ReadBRANCH
ReadUserSupplyVar ReadTMDPJUN
ReadTrip ReadSNGLVOL

ExtraJobControl ReadNonCondensable ReadSNGLJUN
ReEdit ReadComponent ReadVALVE
Strip ReadHeatStructure ReadACCUM
ReadClear ReadMaterialData ReadTURBINE
Error_s ReadReactorKinetcs

ReadGenTable InitComponent
ReadControlVar InitCompFirst

InitPIPE
InitializeNewM InitSNGLJUN >> FindIndex
InitializeNew InitMULTID
InitTimeStep InitMultiLoop
InitCompFirst InitSteamTable
InitTrip InitState
InitGenTable InitJunctions GetMaterialData
InitCompFinal InitCompFinal GetMat1D
InitHeatStr InvJunctionTable GetMat2D
InvHeatStrTable CheckElevation GasConductivity
InitReactorKinetics InitVolumeVel GapConductivity
InitControlVar SetJunctionFlag
InitMinorEdit SetVolumeFlag
CheckSelfInitial InitPUMP
CheckUserVar WriteSummary
WritePlotRecID
SetDMMIndex HeatStrSolve WallHeatTransfer CriticalHeatFlux
InitRefloodHT InitHeatStr GetHTCoefficient CHFCalculation
InitRadiation Steady1D CHFCalculation CHFAECLTable
Init2DGraph SetBoundary PreCHF CHFCanduBundle

SetBoundaryReflood SubcooledBoiling CHFCanduH2O
GetHTCoefficient PostCHF CHFHANARO
QFDrive QFSearch PreCHFBundle CHF Knoebel
GetHTReflood SinglePhase CHFKRB1
Transient1D CondensNewModel CHFKutateladze
Transient2D Condensation noncnd CHFORNL
RadiationHT CHFPGBasic

CHFPGFlux
CHFPGGeometry
CHFPGPower
CHFRectangle
CHFSRL 

A
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Figure 3-2 MARS Modular Structure for Transient Control Stage

3.1  Main Driver MARS

Main routine MARS use three top modules, ExtraJobControl, InputDataProcessM and
TransientControlM module. The subroutines contains in each modules are described in the following
section.

3.2  ExtraJobControl Module

ExtraJobControl module contains ReadClear, ReEdit, Strip, error_s, error_s3 subroutines, and all
subroutines are open to public environment.

1. ReadClear does the clear the all allocated memory before the new start for multiple
problem input case.

2. ReEdit performs reedit of data from a restart-plot file. However capability is not yet
implemented.

3. Strip write stripf file by copying user selected information from restart-plot file.

A
TransientControlM TransientAdvanceM TimeStepControlM VolumeProperty
TransientControl TransientAdvance TimeStepControl SetVolumeProperty >> StateACCUM
TransientSet TimeStepControl MoveHydroVar StateVolumes
TransientAdvance CheckLevel CheckSteadyState >> Cramer
TransientFinal Trip WriteMinorEdit Detment SetBoundaryProperty

SetBoundaryProperty WriteMajorOutput
HeatStrAdvance WriteRestartRecord JunctionProperty
PRIZERLevel WritePlotRecord SetJunctionProperty Separator
HydroSolve SetCourantLimit Dryer
ReactorKinetics SetCourantLimitNew GESeparator >> GESub
ControlVar HeatStrSolve StratifiedFlow

HeatStrAdvance
Steady1D
SetBoundary
SetBoundaryReflood WallHeatTransfer
GetHTCoefficient GetHTCoefficient

ExtraProcedure CommonFunctions QFDrive QFSearch CHFCalculation
aatl airprops GetHTReflood InterphaseHTC PreCHF
dtrot ncprop Transient1D GetInterphaseHTC SubcooledBoiling
ijprop psatpd Transient2D ECCMIXHTC PostCHF
itrscn pstpd2 RadiationHT BubbleDropSurface PreCHFBundle
rotmat srf_tn BubbleHTC SinglePhase
getjunctions surftn FilmNewHTC CondensNewModel
jundebug stcset HydroSolveM FilmNewNC Condensation
volumedebug stvrpx
savereason svh2x2 VolumeVelocity InterphaseDrag
scnreq th_cnd VelocityExplicit GetInterphaseDrag
sdbset thcond VelocityFinal ECCMIXDrag
t_master1 cond_lw PressMatrixLoad BubbleDropDrag

vi_scs PressMatrixSolve BBYSLUGDrag
viscos WaterPacker
viscos_lw EquationFinal SpecialModel
helphd HeatStrFinal Valve
polat LevelTrack
polatr ImplicitVelocity ThermalFront
pset ImplicitPressure HeadLoss
rmblnk ImplicitEnergy ChokeFlow
strgas CCFL
strliq BoronTransport
strtcri Pump
strtpar Accum

Turbine
WallDrag
VolumeAvgVel

HydroSolve
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InputDataProcessM Module PROGRAM STRUCTURE
4. error_s generate an Error Summary File

5. error_s3 generate an Error Summary File of 3D output

3.3  InputDataProcessM Module

The main driver of this module is subroutine InputDataProcess which is called from MARS.
InputDataProcessM conatins GenInitialize, ReadInputCards, ReadReEdit, ReadStrip and rhelp
subroutines. These subroutines are encapsulated in module.

1. InputDataProcess controls all input data processing. 

2. GenInitialize does the general initialization. It contains the internal DefineVersion
subroutine.

3. ReadInputCards reads in the input cards

4. ReadReEdit processes input for re-edit problems. However the capability not yet
implemented.

5. ReadStrip process input data for strip option. This contains the internal subroutine
srestf which reads strip data from restart plot file.

6. rhelp process lists of volumes and junctions to print if debug activated

3.4  ReadNewProblemM Module

1. The main driver of this module is subroutine ReadNewProblem which is called from
InputDataProcess. This module contains many input reading subroutines, and all
subroutines are encapsulated in the module.

2. ReadNewProblem processes the input data for a new problem. This subroutine
contains internal rdialmon routine, which dial the two-phase pressure drop and
interfacial drag. It contains internal r_icv routine, which process interactive control
input cards. It contains ReadCOBRA, which processes the 3D vessel module input
data

3. ReadContainCouple process the Containment Link input data.

4. ReadControlVar processes the control system components

5. ReadGenTable processes the general tables

6. ReadHeatStructure processes the heat structure components. It contains ReadInput,
hd_mov, r_master1, and r_masterG. ReadInput process the heat structure input.
hd_mov move the heat structure data down in memory structure. r_master1 read input
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for 3D kinetics model, MASTER. r_masterG read input for 3D kinetics model,
MASTER-GCR.

7. ReadHydroSysCard processes optional hydrodynamic system cards

8. ReadMaterialData processes thermal property composition cards

9. ReadMinorEdit processes the minor edit cards

10. ReadModelChange processes the card one options 

11. ReadNonCondensable processes input data for constants needed in noncondensable
calculations

12. ReadRadiation processes the radiation heat transfer components

13. ReadReactorKinetics processes the reactor kinetics input. It contains PowerHistory,
and FeedBack. PowerHistory process power history input. FeedBack process
feedback input data for kinetics.

14. ReadRestartFile creates the restart file

15. ReadRestartInput reads restart input file.

16. ReadSelfInitialize processes the optional self-initialization control and identification
cards

17. ReadTimeStepControl processes the time step control cards

18. Readtrip processes the trip cards

19. ReadUserSupplyVar processes the user-supplied variables to be added to the restart/
plot file for plotting and/or interactive mode

20. Read2DGraph processes the 2D contour map input data

21. Read3DMotion process the input from motion.inp if model optional 80 is activated.

3.4.1 Description of Driver and Associated Subroutines

The subroutines in this module will be briefly discussed in the order in which they are encountered in
the ReadNewProblem, which is the main driver for calling these subroutines. It calls the reading
subroutines: ReadRestartFile or ReadRestartInput, ReadModelChange, rdialmom, ReadTimeStepControl,
ReadSelfInitialize, ReadMinorEdit, ReadUserSupplyVar, ReadTrip, ReadNonCondensable,
ReadHydroSysCard, ReadComponent, ReadHeatStructure, ReadRadiation, ReadMaterialData,
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ReadReactorKinetics, ReadGenTable, ReadControlVar, Read2DGraph, ReadContainCouple,
Read3DMotion, and ReadCOBRA.

3.4.1.1  ReadRestartFile

The ReadRestartFile subroutine processes the cards for a new restart/plot file. It opens the restart file
as a new file. The name of the restart file is either the default value of "rstplt" or the value entered on the
command line after the "-r" or "-R" option. The ReadRestartFile subroutine writes the first two records on
the restart file. The first record consists of two integer words, 10 and 8. The first word, 10, is the number of
words in the second record that will be written to the file and the second word, 8, is the length of these
words in bytes. The second record consists of three 24-byte chunks followed by one real*8 word. Each
chunk consists of three 8-byte words or 24 characters. If the chunk is not 24 characters long, it is padded on
the right with blanks. The first chunk is the program version, e.g., "MARS". The second chunk is the type
of the file and contains the character string "restart-plot file". The last chunk is the date and time of the run,
e.g., "29-JUN-01 09:10:35". The last word consists of the variable problemopt611 This variable contains
information of the type of the run, e.g., steady-state (=1) or transient (=2). The integer variable
problemopt611 is equivalenced to a real*8 word.

3.4.1.2  ReadRestartInput

The ReadRestartInput subroutine processes the 103 and optional 104 restart cards for an existing
restart/plot file. The desired restart record is entered in the input deck on card 103, and the restart/plot file
name is on the optional 104 card. The ReadRestartInput subroutine opens the restart/plot file as an old file
if the command line option "-r" is used and as an unknown file if the "-R" is used ahead of the restart/plot
file name. The ReadRestartInput subroutine starts reading the file until it finds the desired restart record
number. If it finds the restart record number, the restart records for this restart are read into the internal
database and the transient is started. Any new restart/plot records are then written after the desired restart
record. Thus, any restart/plot records from the earlier run that were written after the desired restart record
are overwritten.

Some convenience features associated with the restart/plot file have been added to the code. A restart
record of -1 on the 103 card signifies that the last restart/plot file record is to be used for the restart. All the
restart records that are on the restart/plot file are written at the end of the output file in a format that is
suitable for cutting and pasting into a restart input deck. The 103 cards are in the proper format, have the
time of the restart as a comment on the card, and the 103 on each card is preceded by an asterisk so it looks
like a comment card to the input deck processor. That way, the user only needs to remove the asterisk on
the card that has the desired restart number on it, and the problem is off and running again. This eliminates
transcription errors. In the past, users have had to perform an intermediate steady-state run in order to
eliminate the front end of the restart/plot file and set the time to back to zero. This procedure is customarily
done in order to eliminate the "null" transient run that is commonly used to initialize the problem prior to
running a transient. This process is simplified by use of the word "reset" instead of the "restart" on the 100
card. When reset is used, the front end of the restart/plot file is eliminated. The time is not reset to zero, but
by using the 200 card, the time can easily be reset to zero. As a convenience to the program debugger in
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which multiple runs are made using the same restart file name, the "-R restartfilename" and "-O
outputfilename" options have been added. Use of these options will allow overwriting of the restart file and
output files, so that they do not have to be removed before each debug run.

3.4.1.3  ReadModelChange

The ReadModelChange subroutine processes the card 1 developmental model options. It sets the
appropriate logical chngno variables to true. For example, if option 6 is entered on card 1, then chngno(6)
is set to true. Initially, all the 90 elements in the chngno array, with the one exception of option 60, are set
to false. The user can get a short description of all the currently available options in any version of the code
by entering 0 for the option number. To turn off an option on a restart, the user enters the option number
again with a negative sign in front of it.

3.4.1.4  Rdialmom

The rdialmom subroutine is contained in ReadNewProblem. It processe the card 11 for setting dials
of two-phase pressure drop and interfacial drag force. If the card 11 is not entered, the dials are not turn on,
indicating that default values, 1.0, are given for the dials of two-phase pressure drop and interfacial drag
force. If the card 11 is not entered, W1(R) and W(2) are set for the dials of two-phase pressure drop and
interfacial drag force, respectively.

3.4.1.5  ReadTimeStepControl

The ReadTimeStepControl subroutine processes the time step control cards, 200-299. The optional
200 card contains the initial time and an optional control variable number for controlling the time step size.
The 201-299 cards contain the end time, minimum and maximum time step sizes, control options in a
packed word, and output frequencies as a multiple of the maximum time step size for the minor edits (and
plots), major edits, and restarts. In the original MARS code, the time steps sizes were either halved or
doubled as appropriate. This resulted in the code stopping exactly at the end time, since it was usually a
multiple of the maximum time step size. In versions of the code prior to MARS 3.0, the doubling of the
time step size was replaced by a 10% increase. The halving was still kept as a way of getting out of trouble
quickly when things started happening too fast in the transient. The end time was still sacred in that the two
time steps before the end time was reached were changed so that the end time was hit exactly. This resulted
in differences in what should have been identical transients in which there was an additional time step card
containing an intermediate end time and one in which there was no intermediate card. In order to eliminate
this behavior, MARS was changed so that the time steps before the end time are not modified.
Consequently, the actual time the transient ends is the first time step beyond the end time. This eliminated
the differences between the restarted run and un-restarted run. In order to accommodate the user that still
wants to end the transient exactly on the end time, the code now allows the user to put in a negative sign in
front of the end time. This signifies to the code that the user wants to hit the end time exactly, and the two
smaller time steps will be taken before the end time in order to hit the end time exactly.
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The time step cards are stored in the dynamic common module TSTP_CT. As one might expect, it is
a relatively small dynamic common module. This dynamic common module is written to the restart file on
a restart edit. 

3.4.1.6  ReadSelfInitialize

The ReadSelfInitialize subroutine reads the optional self-initialization control and identification
cards (cards 140-147).  These cards allow the user to have extra input checking when running a self
initialization steady state problem. It process the pump controllers, steam flow controllers, and feedwater
controllers. This option pertains only to s.i. steady state, for PWR plant models for which no reactor
kinetics feedback is modeled. The time selfinitialzation cards are stored in the dynamic common module
SSI_BLK. As one might expect, it is a relatively small dynamic common module. This dynamic common
module is written to the restart file on a restart edit.

3.4.1.7  ReadMinorEdit

The ReadMinorEdit subroutine processes the 301-399 minor edit request cards. Eight different
categories of quantities can be requested: general, component, volume, junction, heat structure, reflood-
related, reactor kinetics, and control system. The ReadMinorEdit subroutine creates a control file from the
input cards that is used later by InitMinorEdit. This control file contains three word per minor edit request:
(1) card number, e.g., 301, (2) variable requested, e.g., "p", and (3) parameter value, e.g., 345010000. This
control file is dynamic common module MI_EDTC. It is not written to the restart file on a restart because
if the restart input file has any 301-399 cards in it, all the cards from the previous problem are deleted.

3.4.1.8  ReadUserSupplyVar

The ReadUserSupplyVar subroutine processes the 20800001-9999 expanded plot variable cards. The
control file for storage of the expanded plot variable information is the USR_VAR dynamic common
module. This dynamic common module is written to the restart file on a restart.

3.4.1.9  ReadTrip

The ReadTrip subroutine processes the 400, 401-599, 600, 601-799, 20600000, 20600010-
2060100000, and 20610010-29620000 trip input cards. If the 20600000 card is present, then the 2060
expanded series of trips are used. Otherwise, the 400-799 series of trips are used. The control file for
storage of the trip information is the TRP_BLK dynamic common module. This dynamic common module
is written to the restart file on a restart.

3.4.1.10  r_icv

The r_icv is contained in ReadNewProblem. It processes the 801-899 interactive input cards. These
are used when MARS is interfaced with the NPA version (ViSA program). This input is used to specify the
trip logic, valve area, mass flow rate of the time-dependent junctions, and heater power that are to be
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interactively controlled by the user during the execution of MARS. The variables related with the
interactive control functions are stored on the module "icv_mod" and written to the restart file.

3.4.1.11  ReadNonCondesable

The ReadNonCondensable subroutine  processes the 110 and 115 cards. It is called for new problems
to calculate the mixture constants for the noncondensable gases. Up to five gases can be specified on these
cards. Available gases include: helium, hydrogen, nitrogen, krypton, xenon, air, argon, and SF6. The
mixture constants are: the gas constant, the heat capacity at constant volume, and the internal energy at 0
K. The mixture values are stored in the normal common block, /statec/, which is written to the restart file
on a restart.

3.4.1.12  ReadHydroSysCard

The ReadHydroSysCard subroutine reads in the data from the optional 120-129 hydrodynamic
system cards. The information on these cards define for each system, the reference volume, the elevation
of the reference volume, the fluid type in this system, the name of the system, the system information flag,
and the thermodynamic property file name for the system. The fluid types include both the original (old)
light and heavy water fluids as well as the new light water fluid. The system information flag specifies
whether noncondensables are present in the system at the initialization time. The control file for storage of
the data processed by the ReadHydroSysCard subroutine is the SYS_DATC dynamic common module.
This dynamic common block is written to the restart file on a restart.

3.4.1.13  ReadComponent

The ReadComponent subroutine process the data on the CCC0000 card to determine the component
name and type. It then calls the appropriate reading subroutine, e.g., ReadPIPE, ReadACCUM, etc., to
process the rest of the cards for the component. This routine is main driver of ReadComponentM Module.
The control file for storage of the component information is the CMP_DAT dynamic common module.
This dynamic common block is written to the restart file on a restart.

3.4.1.14  ReadHeatStructure

The ReadHeatStructure subroutine processes the input data and sets up storage for the heat
structures, cards 1CCCGxxx. It calls the ReadInput internal subroutine to process the geometry dependent
input data. Another internal routine hd_mov move the heat structure data down in memory structure. It also
processes the gap data cards. Before the return of this routine, it calls the internal routines, r_mater1, which
process the 3D kinetics code MASTER module and r_materG, which process the 3D kinetics code foe
GCR, MASTER-GCR. The control file for storage of the heat structure information is the HT_SRCM
dynamic common module. This dynamic common block is written to the restart file on a restart.
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3.4.1.15  ReadRadiation

The ReadRadiation subroutine processes the radiation heat transfer input cards, 60000000 and
6SSNNxxx. This subroutine calls the simul function of ExtraProcedure Module, to invert the view factor
matrix. The InitRadiation subroutine will complete the processing of the radiation heat transfer database
when it is called later. The control file for storage of the radiation heat transfer information is the
RAD_HTC dynamic common module. This dynamic common block is written to the restart file on a
restart.

3.4.1.16  ReadMaterialData

The ReadMaterialData subroutine processes the thermal property composition data on cards
201MMMxx. The control file for storage of the thermal property composition information is the rmadac
normal common block and M_TBLS dynamic common module. It is written to the restart file on a restart.

3.4.1.17  ReadReactorKinetics

The ReadReactorKinetics subroutine processes the30000000, 30000001, 30000002, 30000101-199,
30000011-20, 30000201-299, 30000301, and 30000401-499 reactor kinetics cards. It calls the
PowerHistory internal subroutine to compute the initial conditions of the fission product decay groups. The
ReadReactorKinetics subroutine calls the FeedBack internal subroutine to process the 30000501-599,
30000601-699, 30000701-799, 30000801-899, 30001701-1799, 30001801-1899, 300019C1-19C8, and
30002001-2999 reactor kinetics feedback cards. The normal common block /rknatb/ contains the table for
interpolating for the ANS79 neutron absorption effect in the decay heating calculations. The control file
for storage of the reactor kinetics information is the R_KINC dynamic common module. This dynamic
common module is written to the restart file on a restart.

3.4.1.18  ReadGenTable

The ReadGenTable subroutine processes the 202TTT00-99 general table cards. The control file for
storage of the general table information is the GEN_TBLC dynamic common module. This dynamic
common block is written to the restart file on a restart.

3.4.1.19  ReadControlVar

The ReadControlVar subroutine processes the 20500000, 205CCC00, and 205CCCC0 control
variable cards. The control file for storage of the control variable information is the CON_VARC dynamic
common module. This dynamic common block is written to the restart file on a restart.

3.4.1.20  Read2DGraph

The Read2DGraph subroutine processes the plot requests, 20300000, 203nnn00 cards. The storage of
the plot variable information is the PLT_DAT dynamic common module. It is not written to the restart file
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on a restart because if the restart input file has any 20300000-203499999 cards in it, all the cards from the
previous problem are deleted.

3.4.1.21  ReadContainCouple

The ReadContainCouple subroutine processes the 22000000 containment connection cards. The
subroutine also loads the containment dynamic link library, i.e. contl.dll or contain20.dll   and call input
processing unit of containment module. control file for storage of the control variable information is the
CON_VARC dynamic common module. This dynamic common block is written to the restart file on a
restart.

3.4.1.22  Read3DMotion

The Read3DMotion subroutine processes process the input from motion.inp file if model optional 80
is activated. motion.inp file contains the 3D geometric information of body and description of motion, such
as roll, pitch, yaw and acceleration motion. The values are stored in the normal common block, / motion/,
which is not written to the restart file on a restart.

3.4.1.23  ReadCOBRA

The ReadCOBRA subroutine is contained in ReadNewProblem. It processes the vessel component
input cards, 600000000 and  60000100 cards. The routine calls all input process for 3D vessel modules, i.e.
filopen, clearc, blkdat ans inputc. 

3.5  ReadComponentM Module

1. The main driver of this module is subroutine ReadComponent which is called from
ReadNewProblem. This module process the data on the CCC0000 card to determine
the component name and type. Many input reading subroutines of each component are
encapsulated in the module.

2. DeleteComponent deletes an existing hydrodynamic component during restart
problems. 

3. ReadACCUM process accumulator component data.

4. ReadBRANCH process branch, separator, jetmixer, or eccmix component data.

5. ReadMTPLJUN process multiple junction component input data.

6. ReadPIPE process pipe component data. 

7. ReadPUMP process pump component data. It contains VolumeJunction, Description,
and TwoPhase, and rcirdc internal routines. VolumeJunction process volume and
junction data of pump component. Description process pump description card such as
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speed, head and torque etc. TwoPhase process pump multiplier data for two phase
degredation data.

8. ReadSDBVOL process 'sub-domain boundary volume' input data.

9. ReadSNGLJUN process single junction input data.

10. ReadSNGLVOL process single volume input data.

11. ReadTMDPJUN process time dependent junction input data.

12. ReadTMDPVOL process 'time dependent volume' input data.

13. ReadTURBINE process turbine component data.

14. ReadVALVE process valve input data. A valve has the same input as a single junction
in addition to valve data. Valve types available are: trip valve, check valve, inertial
swing check valve, motor valve, servo valve and relief valve. 

15. ReadMULTID process multi-dimensional component.

16. vj_mov move the memory location of volume and junction data during restart input
process.

3.6  InitializeNewM Module

1. After all the reading process subroutines have read in the data from the input cards, the
input checking subroutines perform checks on the data and computes and sets the
offsets for any data that needs to be linked. The main driver of this module is
subroutine InitializeNew which is called from ReadNewProblem of
ReadNewProblemM Module. This module contains many input reading subroutines,
and all subroutines are encapsulated in the module. After the reading subroutines are
called by ReadNewProblem to process the input cards, ReadNewProblem calls the
InitializeNew subroutines (almost all these subroutines start with the letter Init) to
check the input and link up the various components. This module contains many input
checking subroutines, and all subroutines are encapsulated in the module.

2. CheckSelfInitial checks the optional self initialization cards

3. CheckUserVar checks the user-supplied restart/plot file variable requests for validity

4. InitControlVar initializes the control variables

5. InitGenTable cross checks the general tables and establishes linkages for the general
tables and trips
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6. InitMinorEdit sets up the internal storage and linkages for the minor edit variables

7. InitRadiation checks the radiation heat transfer input

8. InitReactorKinetics initializes the reactor kinetics

9. InitRefloodHT checks the reflood input and sets up the reflood indices

10. InitTimeStep checks the control system variable reference for time step control

11. InitTrip checks and processes the trip data and sets the initial values of the trips

12. Init2DGraph process user submitted plot requests and initialization

13. InvHeatStrTable prepares the inverted heat structure table that links heat structures to
volumes

14. SetDMMIndex set the absolute address of the first of each dynamic common memory
module.

15. WritePlotRecID writes the plot variable labels to the restart/plot file

3.6.1 Description of Driver and Associated Subroutines

The subroutines in this module will be briefly discussed in the order in which they are encountered in
the InitializeNew, which is the main driver for calling these subroutines. It calls the reading subroutines:
InitTimeStep, InitCompFirst of InitComponent Module, InitTrip, InitGenTable, InitCompFinal of
InitComponent Module, InitHeatStr of HeatStrSolve Module, InitRadiation, InitRefloodHT,
InvHeatStrTable, InitReactorKinetics, InitControlVar, InitMinorEdit, Init2DGrapgh, CheckSelfInitial,
CheckUserVar, and WritePlotRecID.  

3.6.1.1  InitTimeStep

The InitTimeStep subroutine checks to make sure the control variable specified on the 200 card,
which was processed by the ReadTimeStepControl subroutine, does indeed exist.

3.6.1.2  InitCompFirst ( from InitComponent Module)

The InitCompFirst subroutine cross checks the component input and does the first pass at component
initialization. It sets pointers in the component block to the first volume, firstVol_1, and the first junction,
firstJun_1, of the component. The time-dependent volume flag, isTdpVol, and time-dependent junction
flag, itTdpjunflg, are set true for those components. It calls InitPIPE to set the to-volume number and the
from-volume number for junctions internal to the pipe, annulus, multid, prizer, and canchan components. It
calls InitSNGLJUN to set the to-volume number and the from-volume number for mtpljun, pump, branch,
jetmixer, separatr, tmdpjun, sngljun, valve, accum, turbine, and eccmix components. It changes the volume
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coordinate direction in use flags, iCcoordDirc(i), iCcoordDirc(i+1), and iCcoordDirc(i+2), from false to
true based on whether there is a connection to faces 1 or 2, 3 or 4, and 5 or 6. It sets the each of the flow
regime map information words, isMapInfo(i), isMapInfo(i+1), and isMapInfo(i+2), whenever the
corresponding iCcoordDirc flag is true. The map information word is set to 3 for an annulus, 4 for a pump,
and 5 for an eccmix component. The gravitational constant, -gravcn, is stored in the gravv(i+2) or z-
direction gravity vector. The constant, gravcn, is set in ReadHydroSysCard to the constant, 9.80665.

After the volume and junction values are initialized to zeros or some other appropriate value, the
InitMultiLoop subroutine is called to prepare the multiple loop table, load the number of volumes,
junctions, and components per loop, and establish the order for processing. The pump flags:
snglPhasReferralFlg, twophaseReferralFlg, headnTorqmltplrFlg, and motorTorqReferalflg are reset. The
thermodynamic properties file or files are read into the fa array at filndx(6) by calling ReadSteamTable for
the old H2O and D2O tables and newReadSteamTable for the new H2O tables.

3.6.1.3  InitTrip

The InitTrip subroutine completes the checking and processing of the trip data and sets the initial
values of the trips. It checks for illegal trip variables and gets the conversion factors for the constant
factors. It checks the logical trip references and gets the location of the references.

3.6.1.4  InitGenTable

The InitGenTable subroutine cross checks and establishes linkages for the general tables and trips. It
checks the trip references from the general tables.

3.6.1.5  InitCompFinal (from InitComponent Module)

The InitCompFinal subroutine controls the cross checking of component input and completes the
component initialization. It sets table and trip information for time-dependent volume and time-dependent
junction components. It calls InitState to get the initial thermodynamic conditions for the volumes and
InitJunctions to get the initial velocities for the junctions. It also sets the table and trip information for other
types for components. For example, for valves, it sets the appropriate values for check, trip, inertial, motor,
servo, and relief valves. It sets the pump table and trip values. It sets the accumulator junction isolation trip
variable, accTrip. It sets the turbine terms. It calls SetJunctionFlag to set the junction flags like
isUpdwnjunflg and isHorzvertjunflg. It calls SetVolumeFlag to set the vertical orientation and the flow
regime map information variable, isMapInfo. 

The InitCompFirst subroutine calls InvJunctionTable to prepare the inverted junction table and
checks for the proper number of junctions per volume. The inverted junction table contains for each
volume, the number of inlet and outlet junctions, nIvJcns, followed by four flags:

• isRevJcn - true if this junction has its coordinates reversed, i.e., it points from a larger x-
coordinate towards a smaller x-coordinate 
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• isOutlet - true if this is an outlet junction

• isToEnd - true if this volume is hooked to the "to" end of the junction 

• isMomFluxOff - true if momentum flux is off in this end of the junction. 

In addition, the position number of the junction in the jundat junction block, IvJcnNo, and the index of the
junction, iIvJcnI, are stored in this table. The InitCompFirst subroutine calls LevelStackTable to prepare
the level stack table. This table consists of five items: 

• the index of the volume in the stack containing the mixture level

• the index of the volume at the top or head of the stack

• the index of the volume at the top or head of the level stack that is above this level stack

• the index of the volume that is at the top or head of the level stack that is below this level 
stack

• a flag that indicates that the stack has been processed

3.6.1.6  InitHeatStr (from HeatStrSolve)

The InitHeatStr routine is one of two drivers of HeatStrSolve Module and it resolves geometry
temperature referrals between heat structures. It also checks the geometry references. It checks the initial
temperature references. It checks and sets pointers for the interconnections between the heat structure
block, the material property block, and the general table block. It checks the source type and sets the
appropriate pointers. It checks the compositions. It does the boundary related checks and checks the
references to the general tables for temperature. It checks the references to the boundary volumes. It checks
the PG CHFR specific data for validity. It checks the boundary condition type for validity. It sets the
addresses for the trips in the general tables. It calls the steady-state initialization subroutine Steady1D to
get the initialization for the transient solution and for the steady-state temperatures in those structures that
specified it. It initializes the gap deformation model.

3.6.1.7  InitRadiation

The InitRadiation subroutine checks to make sure that no more than 100 conductors radiate. It checks
the radiation conductor surface numbers for validity. It checks the validity of the head conductor number.
It saves the offsets to the surface area, surface temperature, and fluid temperature. It checks the view
factors and the reciprocal relationship for validity. It calculates the inverted form-factor matrix by calling
the simul matrix inversion function. It calls RadiationHT to calculate the radiosities and net radiative heat
fluxes at the radiating surfaces.

3.6.1.8  InitRefloodHT

The InitRefloodHT subroutine checks the reflood input and sets up the reflood indices.
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3.6.1.9  InvHeatStrTable

The InvHeatStrTable subroutine prepares the inverted heat structure table. The inverted table is a
table that contains for each volume:

• the number of heat structures

• the inlet junction

• the outlet junction

• an index to the surface temperature that is in contact with the volume 

3.6.1.10  InitReactorKinetics

The InitReactorKinetics subroutine completes the checking of the reactor kinetics input, sets
pointers, and computes the bias reactivity. It checks the scram table reference and sets pointers. It checks
the volume references and sets pointers. It checks the heat structure references and sets pointers. It
computes the bias reactivity and builds the scram curves. It checks for separable or table feedback. If
separable feedback, it does the volume feedback and heat structure feedback. If table feedback, it does the
volume averaging, the heat structure averaging, and searches the coordinate tables. It computes the
interpolation elements, evaluates the reactivity, and sets up for the first advancement. It changes the
MARS heat structure indices in the Doppler feedback data to offsets.

3.6.1.11  InitControlVar

The InitControlVar subroutine checks the control system legal variable requests and computes the
initial values for all the components.

3.6.1.12  InitMinorEdit

The InitMinorEdit subroutine uses the control file, dynamic common block 12, created by
ReadMinorEdit to create an internal buffer large enough for holding 50 values of each minor edit variable
requested on the 301-399 cards. This buffer is in dynamic common block 16. This block has an id of
filid(16), starts at filndx(16), and has a length of filsiz(16). Once the 50 values are obtained after taking 50
time steps at the maximum time step, the values are written to the output file, and the buffer area is cleared
so that it can accumulate the next 50 values. This dynamic common block is written to the restart file on a
restart edit.

3.6.1.13  Init2DGraph

The Init2DGraph process user submitted plot requests and initialization. During this process, the
memory block and address of requested plot variables has been set for the transient plot . 
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3.6.1.14  CheckSelfInitial

The CheckSelfInitial subroutine does the checking and setup for the steady-state initialization option
on the 140-147 cards.

3.6.1.15  CheckUserVar

The CheckUserVar subroutine sets up the pointers to the expanded plot variables that are input on he
20800001-9999 cards.

3.6.1.16  WritePlotRecID

The WritePlotRecID subroutine writes the headers for the plot variables to the restart/plot file.
Record 1 consists of two integers, 3 and 8. The first integer is the number of 8-byte words in the next
record and the second integer is the size of the words in bytes. Record 2 consists of three words. Word 1 is
the character string "plotinf". Word 2 is the number of variables written each time a plot record is written.
Word 3 this number divided by two plus one. It is essentially half the number of variables rounded up to
make sure that there is enough room if the number of plot variables is an odd number. Record 2 is written
as three floating point 8-byte values. Record 3 consists of two integers: the number of variables and the
integer 8 to indicate that the words are 8-bytes long. Record 4 consists of the character string "plotalf"
followed by all the names of the plot variables, e.g., "time", "count", etc. Record 5 is like the Record 3 and
consists of the two integers: the number of variables and the number 8. Record 6 consists of the character
string "plotnum" followed by the numeric parameter for each the variables, e.g., volume number for
volume variables, junction number for junction variables, zero for the time variable, etc. These six records
are only written at the beginning of a new restart/plot file and are essentially the labels for the data values
that are written later. These six records will be written again after a restart if there are changes in the
number of variables, e.g., additional variables added to the 2080001-9999 cards, deleted components, etc.
The actual data values for these variables are written to the restart/plot file in the WritePlotRecord
subroutine.

3.6.2 Card Number, Subroutine Name, and Common Block Connections

Connection between Card Numbers, Subroutines, and Common Blocks  relates the card numbers in
the input deck with the subroutine names that are used to process those cards, and the normal or dynamic
common block in which the information is stored.
Table 3-1 Connection between Card Numbers, Subroutines, and Common Blocks

Card Numbers Type of Input Subroutines Common 
Block filid(id)

1 Developmental 
model control ReadModelChange /contrl/
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2-5
Debug printout of 

selected volumes and 
junctions

rhelp /contrl/

100-101

Problem type and 
option,

Input check or run 
option

InputDataProcess /comctl/

102 Units selection ReadNewProblem /contrl/

103 Restart input file 
control

ReadRestartInput, 
srestf

104 Restart-Plot file 
control

ReadRestartInput, 
ReadRestartFile /ufilef/

105 CPU time remaining 
and diagnostics ReadNewProblem /contrl/

110, 115

Noncondensable gas 
species, 

noncondensable 
mass fractions

ReadNonCondensable /statec/

120-129 Hydrodynamic 
system

ReadHydroSysCard
InitCompFirst

stcset

SYS_DAT
C

steam tables
/stcom/
/stcblk/

28
6

140-147 Self-initialization 
option control ReadSelfInitialize SSI_BLK 37

200-299 Time step control ReadTimeStepControl TSTP_CT 2

301-399 Minor edits ReadMinorEdit
InitMinorEdit MI_EDTC 12

16

20800001-20809999 Expanded plot 
variables ReadUserSupplyVar USR_VAR 33

400-799
20600000-20620000

Trips, variable and 
logical, trip stop 

advancement

ReadTrip
InitTrip TRP_BLK 18

801-899 Interactive input R_icv ICV_MOD 7

1001-1999 Strip requests ReadStrip none 3

1001-1999 Compare dump files cmpcom

Table 3-1 Connection between Card Numbers, Subroutines, and Common Blocks
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CCC0000
Hydrodynamic 

component name and 
type

ReadComponent CMP_DAT
/rcomp/ 3

SNGVOL
CCC0101-CCC0200

Single-volume 
component ReadSNGLVOL CMP_DAT

VOL_DAT
3
4

TMDPVOL
CCC0101-CCC0299

Time-dependent 
volume component ReadTMDVOL CMP_DAT

VOL_DAT
3
4

SNGLJUN
CCC0101-CCC0201

Single-junction 
component ReadSNGLJUN CMP_DAT

JUN_DAT
3
5

TMDPJUN
CCC0101-CCC0299

Time-dependent 
junction component ReadTMDPJUN CMP_DAT

JUN_DAT
3
5

PIPE
CCC0101-CCC3199 Pipe component ReadPIPE

CMP_DAT
VOL_DAT
JUN_DAT

3
4
5

ANNULUS
CCC0101-CCC3199 Annulus component ReadPIPE

CMP_DAT
VOL_DAT
JUN_DAT

3
4
5

PRIZER
CCC0001-CCC3199

Pressurizer 
component ReadPIPE

CMP_DAT
VOL_DAT
JUN_DAT

3
4
5

CANDU
CCC0001-CCC3199

CANDU channel 
component ReadPIPE

CMP_DAT
VOL_DAT
JUN_DAT

3
4
5

BRANCH
CCC0001-CCCN201 Branch component ReadBRANCH

CMP_DAT
VOL_DAT
JUN_DAT

3
4
5

SEPARATR
CCC0001-CCC0600 Separator component ReadBRANCH

CMP_DAT
VOL_DAT
JUN_DAT

3
4
5

JETMIXER
CCC0001-CCCN201 Jetmixer component ReadBRANCH

CMP_DAT
VOL_DAT
JUN_DAT

3
4
5

TURBINE
CCC0001-CCC0400 Turbine component ReadTURBINE

CMP_DAT
VOL_DAT
JUN_DAT

3
4
5

ECCMIX
CCC0001-CCCN201

ECC mixer 
component ReadBRANCH

CMP_DAT
VOL_DAT
JUNDAT

3
4
5

Table 3-1 Connection between Card Numbers, Subroutines, and Common Blocks
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VALVE
CCC0101-CCC0499 Valve component ReadVALVE CMP_DAT

JUN_DAT
3
5

PUMP
CCC0101-CCC6199 Pump component ReadPUMP

CMP_DAT
VOL_DAT
JUN_DAT

3
4
5

MTPLJUN
CCC0001-CCC3NNM

Multiple junction 
component ReadMTPLJUN

CMP_DAT
VOL_DAT
JUN_DAT

3
4
5

ACCUM
CCC0101-CCC2200

Accumulator 
component ReadACCUM

CMP_DAT
VOL_DAT
JUN_DAT

3
4
5

1CCCG000-1CCCG999 Heat structures ReadHeatStructure HT_SRCM 8

60000000-6SSNN199 Radiation heat slabs ReadRadiation RAD_HTC 38

201MMM00-
201MMM99

Heat structure 
thermal properties ReadMaterialData M_TBLS

/matdat/ 9

202TTT00-201TTT99 General table data ReadGenTable GEN_TBL
C 11

20500000-205CCC98 or
20500000-205CCCC8 Control system ReadControlVar CON_VAR

C 27

30000000-30000499 Reactor kinetics ReadReactorKinetics
RKINC
/rknatb/
rrkinc/

21

30000011-30000020 and
30000501-30002999

Reactor kinetics 
feedback FeedBack RKINC

/rrkinc/ 21

Inverted junction 
table InvJunctionTable INV_TBL 10

Time dependent 
volumes and 

junction pointers
TransientSet TDP_PTR 13

Inverted heat 
structure table InvHeatStrTable INV_HTB 14

Statistics for 
transient run InitCompFinal STAT_C 20

Table 3-1 Connection between Card Numbers, Subroutines, and Common Blocks
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3.7  TransientControlM Module

The transient is controlled by the TransientControl subroutine, which is called by mars30.
TransientControl calls three subroutines: TransientSet, TransientAdvance, and TransientFinal.

3.7.1 TransientSet

The TransientSet subroutine initializes the problem database for the transient. It moves the
thermodynamic property file, filid(6), to low memory. It sets numerous offsets. One example is the offset
to the control variable that is used to control the time step size, which was input on the 200 card. The
TransientSet subroutine sets offsets in the lpdat dynamic common block for pointers to the start of the
component, volume, and junction dynamic common blocks. It sets the level stack indices. It sets
component, volume, and junction loop parameters and sets indices in the component block. It sets indices
in the inverted heat structures block. It sets pointers for time-dependent volumes and junctions that have
more than one set of data, i.e., the ones that have to be interpolated. It sets indices for accumulators, heat
structures, reflood calculations, user supplied restart/plot file variables, addresses for trips in general
tables, addresses for trip statements, addresses for minor edits, and steady-state statistics counters. It also
sets up separate list vectors for accumulators, pumps, separators, valves, turbines, jetmixers and eccmixers,
3-D components, real volumes, time-dependent volumes, volumes with no friction, volumes with friction,
abrupt area change junctions, horizontal flow junctions, and junction-source loops. It builds a list of all the
junctions and a list of all the volumes in the model. It sets up space for the scratch list vector. It sets the

Statistics for steady-
state run TransientSet SS_CNTR 24

Hydrodynamic 
systems InitMultiLoop LP_DAT 30

22000000- 22000099
DLL coupling to 

other codes, 
primarily CONTAIN

ReadContainCouple

LINK_CO
NT

LINK_DAT
A

31

Reflood input check 
and index setup InitRefloodHT HTRFLB

/rflhtc/ 32

List vectors for 
various components TransientSet L_VECTR 35

Sparse matrix 
controls tsetsl 40

Level stack table LevelStackTable LEVTBL 43

All All the input cards inp 1

Table 3-1 Connection between Card Numbers, Subroutines, and Common Blocks
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volume and junction flags that are used in the Godunov method. At the very end of the TransientSet
subroutine, a call to the fildmp subroutine is made. This subroutine prints a list of all the dynamic common
blocks, their number, their filid value, their name (comdeck name), where they start in the fa array, and
their length to the output file.

The list vectors were put together to reduce the running time on a vector computer, e.g., Cray.
However, most of the computers that the MARS code runs on today are not vector computers, so this extra
work of creating the list vectors which allows the transient part of the code to use separate do loops for a
set of volumes or junctions that are in the list vector may actually increase the running time. These list
vectors probably do more harm than good in that it makes the maintenance of the code much more
difficult. There seem to be separate loops for every little part of the code. The maintenance would be much
easier if there was just one loop over all the volumes with appropriate if statements to exclude or include
the appropriate volumes for the type of processing that was being performed in that section of coding. The
coding is gradually being migrated in that direction.

3.7.2 TransientAdvance (from TransientAdvanceM)

The TransientAdvance routine is main driver of TransientAdvanceM Module, and it controls the
transient. The MARS code has a integrated code scheme with containment code, kinetics code, 3D vessel
analysis module and visual engineering GUI tool. According this complicated control of time
advancement, TransientAdvance routine calls a GUI related function, GUI_trp_dat, i_icv, and 3D vessel
module, init_3d, r_mater, boron_3di. For the simplicity, this section describe only the essential part of time
advancement. 

It calls the following subroutines: TimeStepControl, CheckLevel, SetBoundaryProperty,
HeatStrAdvance, PRIZERLevel, HydroSolve, ReactorKinetics, and ControlVar. Some of the calls to the
subroutines are conditional. For example, the level model subroutine, CheckLevel, is not called if the level
model is not active. The level model is active if the variable is level model 0 is true. Other subroutines are
only called if a corresponding dynamic common block has been initialized. For example,
SetBoundaryProperty is called only if the time-dependent volume and junction block, tdpptr, which is
dynamic common block 13, exists. The if tests involving cpurei are related to stopping the transient at the
appropriate time step number based on the input on optional card 105. The variable done is set to a positive
non-zero number when the transient is to be terminated. The variable success is used to determine if the
time step is successful. It is zero for a successful time step and non zero for an unsuccessful time step. The
success variable is checked in the subroutine MoveHydroVar to determine if the new-time variables are to
be moved to their old-time locations or if the old-time values are to be moved to the new-time locations
and the time step repeated.

The subroutines called by TransientAdvance are briefly described in the following sections.
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3.7.2.1  TimeStepControl

Time step control is done in the subroutine, TimeStepControl. This is the first subroutine called by
TransientAdvance. MARS starts a new transient using the minimum time step size on the appropriate 201-
199 card. If after the time step taken, the mass error is below the preset limit errlo, MARS increases the
time step by 10% for the next time step. If the mass error is greater than the preset lower limit errlo and less
than the preset upper limit errhi, the time step is not changed for the next time step. It the mass error is
greater than the preset upper limit errhi, the time step is repeated with the time step size cut in half. These
preset limits are in the /tsctlc/ common block. They are initialized in data statements in the blkdta
subroutine to 0.0008 for errlo and 0.008 for errhi. The mass error used for time step control is defined as
the difference between the mixture density from the equation of state, which is a function of the new-time
pressure and internal energies, and the mixture density determined by the initial mixture density in a
volume plus any additions minus any subtractions as a result of convection and mass transfer during the
time step. This difference is divided by the mixture density to normalize it and the result is the mass error.
So, the mass error is really the fractional difference in the volume mass computed by two different
methods: equation of state and continuity equation. The mass error is computed for each volume in the
mass error subroutine, which is called from the SetVolumeProperty subroutine. Only the maximum mass
error in any volume is used in the comparison with errlo and errhi to determine if the time step should be
changed for the next time step. 

The sysmer variable that is printed out in the major edits for each system is defined differently than
the mass error used for time step control. The sysmer variable is the total system mass from the continuity
equation minus the total system mass from the state equation. Thus, sysmer could be zero for a time step in
which the time step size is cut in half or in which the time step is increased by 10%. The variable emass is
the sum of the sysmer values for each of the systems, e.g., primary, secondary. If emass is negative, the
entire system is gaining mass, and if emass is positive, the system is losing mass. Since emass is the sum of
the mass errors for multiple systems, it too can be deceiving in that one system could be gaining mass
while the other system could be loosing mass, which would result in the emass value not changing.

The time step size is also be limited by the Courant limit. The Courant limit is determined at the end
of a time step and is used to limit the time step size for the next time step. Two Courant limits are
computed and the smallest one is used for the limit. One of the limits is volume based and other is junction
based. Both limits are computed in the SetCourantLimitNew subroutine. The idea behind the volume
Courant limit is to limit the time step size so as to not remove more material from a volume than is present
in the volume at the beginning of the time step. The idea behind the junction Courant limit is to limit the
time step size so as to not remove more momentum from a junction than is present in the junction at the
beginning of the time step. The minimum Courant time step size limit is written to the screen file. If the
volume Courant limit had the smallest limit, the number of the volume that had the limiting time step size
is written to the screen file. If the junction Courant limit had the smallest limit, the number of the upstream
volume for that junction is written to the screen file. So in both cases, the number of a volume is written to
the screen file. In order to distinguish between the volume and the junction limits and between the liquid
and vapor phase limits, upper or lower case letters "f" or "g" are also written to the screen file to signify
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that liquid or vapor had the limit. Upper case letters are used if the limit was volume based and lower case
letters are used if the limit was junction based.

The original method of computing the Courant limit in MARS is in the SetCourantLimit subroutine.
It is not used any more.

After a restart, the time step size is the same as it would have been if the restart had not occurred.
Also the end time on the time step cards is not hit exactly. The code overruns the end time because the last
time step may not be exactly equal to the value necessary to end at the end time on the appropriate 201-299
card. This is in contrast to the earlier versions of the code, i.e. versions before MARS2.0, in which the last
two time step sizes were adjusted so as to hit the end time exactly. This adjustment of the last time steps
caused the code to compute different results whenever a restart time was inserted in the middle of a long
run. This has been fixed in MARS2.1, and now there is no adjustment of the last two time step sizes. If the
user wants to hit the end time exactly, then the end time on the appropriate time step card has to have a
minus sign in front of it.

3.7.2.2  CheckLevel

The CheckLevel subroutine controls the movement of two-phase levels between volumes. This
subroutine limits the maximum time step size to be less than 0.5 ms when the level is going to cross a
junction. It keeps cutting the time step by factors of two until it is less than 0.5 ms. To determine if the
level is going to cross a junction in the next time step, the level subroutine is called with and argument of 1.
This call causes the level subroutine to extrapolate the level position using its past position and the past
level velocity. 

The output variables from CheckLevel are dt, dtht, timehy, and nrepet.

3.7.2.3  SetBoundaryProperty

The SetBoundaryProperty subroutine updates the time-dependent volume and junction conditions for
the next time step. It interpolates between any tabular values that were entered on the time-dependent
volume or time-dependent junction cards. 

For time-dependent volumes, the input variables are the search variable, e.g. time, and the
appropriate tabulated set of thermodynamic properties. The thermodynamic properties that are in the table
depend on the input flag. The output variables are the thermodynamic properties interpolated between the
tabular values entered on the input cards. 

For time-dependent junctions, the input variables are the search variable, e.g., time, and the tabular
velocities or mass flow rates that are also input. The output variables are the two velocities, velfj and velgj,
interpolated between the tabular values entered or computed from the data on the input cards.
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3.7.2.4  HeatStrAdvance (from HeatStrSolve)

The HeatStrAdvance subroutine is the main driver for the heat transfer advancement. If the radiation
input has not been processed yet, and there are radiation heat structures in the problem, the
HeatStrAdvance subroutine calls RadiationHT to process the radiation input cards. It also calls QFDrive to
set up for the reflood calculations if necessary. It loops over all the heat structures and computes the power
input to the hydrodynamic volumes from heat transfer from the heat structures and any direct heating by
calling the Transient1D subroutine. The Transient1D subroutine calls the GetMat1D, kloss, SetBoundary,
and MetalWaterReaction subroutines. The GetMat1D subroutine calls the GasConductivity and
GapConductivity subroutines. The SetBoundary subroutine calls the GetHTCoefficient subroutine. The
GetHTCoefficient subroutine calls stcset, SinglePhase, sth2x2, CHFCalculation, PreCHF, PreCHFBundle,
SubcooledBoiling, PostCHF, CondensNewModel, and Condensation subroutines. The CHFCalculation
subroutine calls CHFSRL, CHFCanduBundle, CHFORNL, CHFAECLTable, CHFPGPower,
CHFPGGeometry, CHFPGFlux, and chfkup subroutines. The CondensNewModel subroutine calls the
FilmNewHTC, SinglePhase, and ncwall subroutines. The Condensation subroutine calls the SinglePhase
and noncnd subroutines. The details of all these subroutines will be discussed later in Section 3.9.

3.7.2.5  PRIZERLevel

The PRIZERLevel subroutine calculates the water level in the prizer pressurizer component.

3.7.2.6  HydroSolve

The HydroSolve subroutine is the main driver of HydroSolveM Module. This process solve the
hydrodynamics system. The details of the subroutines that HydroSolve calls will be covered in a later
section

3.7.2.7  ReactorKinetics

The ReactorKinetics subroutine advances the point kinetics solution for one time step.

3.7.2.8  ControlVar

The ControlVar subroutine advances the control variables for one time step.

3.7.3 TransientFinal

The TransientFinal subroutine cleans up after the transient successfully completes or fails. It rewinds
and closes the restart/plot file. It releases all the dynamic common blocks that were set up prior to the
transient.
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3.8  HydroSolveM Module

The HydroSolve subroutine of HydroSolveM Module is the main driver for the hydrodynamics
solution. A abbreviated flowchart of HydroSolve is shown below. The following subroutines are called by
HydroSolve.

• stcset loads the proper thermodynamic properties into the stcom common block

• Valve computes the behavior of the valves

• AccumLevel predicts if the accumulator will empty in this time step

• VolumeVelocity computes the junction averaged velocity for use in the wall friction calcu-
lations and the donored volume averaged velocities for use in the momentum flux calcula-
tion

• ThermalFront detects if a thermal front exists in a volume

• GetInterphaseHTC computes the interphase heat transfer and some information for Veloc-
ityExplicit

• GetInterphaseDrag computes the interphase drag and some information for VelocityEx-
plicit

• WallDrag computes the wall drag terms including flow regimes and the HTFS two-phase 
friction factor correlation

• HeadLoss calculates the void fractions at the throat and downstream of an abrupt area 
change

• VelocityExplicit computes the explicit liquid and vapor velocities, the pressure gradient 
coefficients needed for the implicit pressure solution, and the old-time source terms for the 
mass and energy equations

• ChokeFlow computes the choking velocity at junctions using the Henry-Fauske model or 
the original MARS choking model.

• CCFL fl determines if countercurrent flow limiting occurs and if it does, a flooding corre-
lation of the Wallis-Kudateladze type is used instead of the difference momentum equa-
tion

• SetJunctionProperty computes the junction donored properties from the upstream volume

• VelocityFinal calls the subroutines PressMatrixLoad and PressMatrixSolve to load and 
solve the pressure matrix, computes the new-time velocities, mass flow rates, and checks 
for bad donoring and water packing

• EquationFinal computes the new-time pressure and carries out the back substitution to 
obtain the new-time values for the noncondensable quality, vapor internal energy, liquid 
internal energy, vapor void fraction, pressure, vapor generation rate, and mixture density

• ImplicitVelocity computes the new-time liquid and vapor velocities using nearly-implicit 
coupled momentum equations and the old-time source terms for the mass and energy

• ImplicitPressure carries out the back substitution to obtain the new-time pressure and 
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boron density as well as the intermediate-time liquid internal energy, vapor internal 
energy, void fraction, noncondensable quality, vapor generation rate, and remainder of the 
source terms for the mass and energy equations used in the nearly-implicit solution 
scheme 

• ImplicitEnergy computes the new-time liquid internal energy, vapor internal energy, void 
fraction, noncondensable quality, and boron density using nearly-implicit convective 
terms in the mass and energy equations

• BoronTransport computes the new-time boron concentration using a second-order 
Godunov method

• SetVolumeProperty evaluates the equation of state for all components

• LevelTrack detects a two-phase level in a volume and computes the level propagation 
velocity

• VolumeAvgVelocity computes the volume-averaged velocities for use in the momentum 
flux calculations

HeatStrFinal advances the heat structures by adding the effects of the changed fluid temperatures

              subroutine HydroSolve
 a<<<<<<<<<<< do 10 m = 1, nloops(2,issys)
 a              call stcset(volmat(2,liv(2,issys)))
 a              call Valve(.false.)
 a              call AccumLevel
 a              call VolumeVelocity
 a              call ThermalFront
 a              call GetInterphaseHTC
 a              call GetInterphaseDrag (0)
 a              call WallDrag
 a              call HeadLoss
 a b<<<<<<<<<<< if (.not.istwostepflag7) then
 a b   c  Semi-explicit advancement scheme
 a b              call VelocityExplicit
 a b              call ChokeFlow
 a b              call CCFL
 a b              call SetJunctionProperty(1)
 a b              call VelocityFinal
 a b              call EquationFinal
 a b<<<<<<<<<<< else
 a b   c  Nearly implicit advancement scheme
 a b              call ImplicitVelocity
 a b              call ImplicitPressure
 a b              call SetJunctionProperty (0)
 a b              call ImplicitEnergy
 a b>>>>>>>>>>> endif
 a              call BoronTransport
 a              call SetVolumeProperty(1)
 a              call LevelTrack(0)
 a              call SetJunctionProperty (0)
 a              call VolumeAvgVelocity 
 a>>>>>>> 10  continue
 c<<<<<<<<<<< if (succes .ne. 2) then
 c              if (isimplicithttrnsfr6) call HeatStrFinal
 c>>>>>>>>>>> endif
 d<<<<<<<<<<< if (succes .ne. 2) then
 d              if (errmax .ge. errhi) succes = max (succes, 1)
 d>>>>>>>>>>> endif
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              return
              end

The HydroSolve subroutine is essentially one loop over each of the separate systems in the model.
Some of the subroutine calls are conditional in that they are only called when a certain condition is true.
This detail is not shown in the flowchart in order to simplify the diagram. Each of the subroutines well be
explained in more detail below.

3.8.1 stcset

The stcset subroutine loads the proper thermodynamic properties into the /stcom/ common block.
Thus, the heavy water properties get loaded if the primary system contains heavy water and light water
properties get loaded if the secondary system contains light water. This subroutine also sets a pointer to the
proper location in the FA array where the property tables start.

3.8.2 Valve

The Valve subroutine computes the behavior of the valves. Internally, there is a loop over all the
valves in the system and appropriate subroutines are called to process that type of valve. The types of
valves include:

1. vname = chkvlv (check valve)

2. vname = trpvlv (trip valve)

3. vname = inrvlv (inertial valve)

4. vname = mtrvlv (motor valve)

5. vname = srvvlv (servo valve)

6. vname = rlfvlv (relief valve)

In the coding, the variable vlvnm is set equal to the number corresponding to the type of valve in the
above list.

3.8.3 AccumLevel

The AccumLevel subroutine has a loop over all the accumulators in the system. It predicts if the
accumulator will empty in this time step. If the accumulator will empty, the effective liquid and vapor void
fractions are computed and used for the next time step. This prediction procedure prevents the large
negative mass error that occurs during the time step when an accumulator empties. Flow from an
accumulator is assumed to be all liquid, even during the time step in which it empties. However, during the
time step in which the accumulator empties, only the first part of the time step will have liquid flowing.
During the second part of the time step, vapor will be flowing. To account for this properly, the
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AccumLevel subroutine modifies the junction void fractions for this time step so that only the remaining
liquid in the accumulators is added to the primary system. 

3.8.4 VolumeVelocity

The VolumeVelocity subroutine computes the junction phasic mean absolute values of the velocities
normalized to the volume flow area for use in the wall friction calculations. It loops over all the junctions
in the system in two loops. The first loop is a vectorized loop over junctions and that accumulates sums in
the two volumes that the junction connects. The ordering of the junctions comes from a list vector that was
constructed in tsetsl. The junctions are ordered so that no two adjacent junctions have the same volumes
attached to them. In a pipe, this would be odd numbered junctions followed by the even numbered
junctions, providing the pipe had three or more internal junctions. This way, when the sums were
accumulated in the volume slots, they would not overwrite each other on a vector computer. The second
loop is a scalar loop and covers all the junctions that could not be put into the first list vector. The Cray
directives "cdir$ ivdep" and "cdir$ nextscalar" give you a hint as to what each loop is for.

The VolumeVelocity subroutine also computes the donored volume-averaged velocity that is used in
the momentum flux calculation. The momentum flux at a momentum cell face in the difference equation
notation is the product of the density times the velocity at the face, which gives the momentum, times
another velocity to get the momentum flux. In MARS, the volume-averaged velocity is used for the
momentum since it is located at the same place as the density, which is at the center of the volume. In
MARS, the velocity that is used to multiply the momentum by to get the momentum flux is not the same
volume-averaged velocity because that would result in an unstable finite difference scheme. Instead, a
donored velocity is used. This donored velocity is an averaged upstream junction velocity. In a pipe, this
donored velocity is just the upstream (based on the direction of the volume-averaged velocity) junction
velocity. This donored velocity is computed in the VolumeAvgVelocity subroutine, which is covered later.

3.8.5 ThermalFront

The ThermalFront subroutine detects if a thermal front exists in a volume. If it does, the
ThermalFront subroutine computes the thermal front propagation velocity, vfront, and the front position
relative to the bottom of the cell, dfront. Inside ThermalFront there is a loop over all the volumes that have
the thermal front flag set. Inside this volume loop, there is a loop over all the junctions attached to this
volume. Only vertical junctions are considered in this junction loop. A thermal front exists in a volume if
the absolute difference in liquid density between the volume above and the volume with the interface
divided by the liquid density of the volume with the interface is greater than 1%. A similar condition
relating the volume below and the volume with the interface is also checked. Once a thermal front is
detected, the code assumes that the liquid internal energy in the volume with the interface is discontinuous.
Inside this volume that has the thermal front, the internal energy of the liquid below the interface is
assumed to be the same as the internal energy of the liquid in the volume below the interface, and the
internal energy of the liquid above the interface is assumed to be the same as the internal energy of the
liquid in the volume above the volume with the interface. This is essentially donor-acceptor differencing of
the liquid internal energy for volumes in which a thermal front is detected.
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3.8.6 GetInterphaseHTC 

The GetInterphaseHTC subroutine is main driver of InterphaseHTC Module and calculates the
interphase heat transfer coefficient times an area per unit volume. The variables hif, hig, and hgf are used
for these quantities. The letters after the h in these variable names stand for interface-to-liquid, the
interface-to-liquid, and vapor-to-liquid. The GetInterphaseHTC subroutine also calculates the wall friction
and K-loss variables: fidxup, pfinrg, fwfxaf, fwfxag, fwalf, fwalg, and celvec. It calculates the flow
regime, floreg. This subroutine was very large (>3000 lines). It calls the ECCMixHTC, BubbleHTC,
BubbleDropSurface, FilmNewHTC,  FilmNewNC and helphd. 

3.8.6.1  ECCMiXHTC

The ECCMixHTC subroutine calculates the mixing of ECC liquid with cold leg flow and steam
condensation in different flow regimes in the ECC mixing component, ECCMixHTC, and returns the flow
regime number as well as the liquid and vapor interphase heat transfer coefficients. Possible flow regime
numbers range between 16 and 26. They are essentially the non-eccmixer flow regime number plus 15.

3.8.6.2  BubbleDropSurface

This routine computes interphase surface area term for bubbles and droplets

3.8.6.3  BubbleHTC

This routine computes liquid hif for bubbly flow.

3.8.6.4  FilmNewHTC

This routine calculates the heat transfer coefficient associated with the transfer of heat across a liquid
film.

3.8.6.5  FilmNewNC

This routine incorporates the effect of non-condensible gases upon condensation for the annular flow
regime.

3.8.7 GetInterphaseDrag

The GetInterphaseDrag subroutine is main driver of InterphaseDrag Module, and calculates the
interfacial shear (drag) coefficients, fij and fxj, and void distribution coefficient, c0j, for each normal
junction, i.e., non time-dependent junctions. It calculates the pressure drop variables, dpstf, dpstfk, and
dpstfl, needed by the VelocityExplicit subroutine. It calculates the junction flow regime, florgj. This
subroutine is very large (> 3000 lines). It calls the ECCMixDrag, BubbleDropDrag, BBYSLUGDrag,
BubbleDropDrag. The subroutine makes the final interphase drag changes and computes dpstf that is used
in VelocityExplicit.
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3.8.7.1   ECCMixDrag

The ECCMixDrag subroutine calculates the interphase friction factor for the volume in which the
mixing of ECC liquid with cold leg flow and steam condensation occurs.

3.8.7.2  BBYSLUGDrag

This routine calculates interphase friction coefficients in bubbly/slug flow.

3.8.7.3  BubbleDropDrag

The subroutine computes junction interphase drag term for bubbles and droplets in various cases, i.e.
k=0 bubbles, k=1 droplets,  k=2 postchf droplets. 

3.8.8 WallDrag

The WallDrag subroutine computes the wall drag terms including flow regimes and the two-phase
flow friction HTFS correlation. This subroutine calls viscos twice: first to get the liquid viscosity and
second to get the vapor viscosity. Both of these calls use the surface temperature for the temperature.

3.8.8.1  viscos

The viscos subroutine computes the viscosity at the given input temperature.

3.8.9 HeadLoss

The HeadLoss subroutine calculates void fractions at the throat and downstream of an abrupt area
change. Internally, the subroutine only loops over abrupt area junctions that are not time-dependent
junctions. The two junction based variables are returned from the call to HeadLoss are formfj and formgj.
These are the abrupt area form losses for liquid and vapor flow in the current flow direction.

The next set of five subroutines, VelocityExplicit, ChokeFlow, CCFL, VelocityFinal, and
EquationFinal, are called if the semi-implicit solution scheme is used. Another set is used for the nearly-
implicit solution scheme.

3.8.10 VelocityExplicit

The VelocityExplicit subroutine computes the explicit liquid and vapor velocities, the pressure
gradient coefficients needed for the implicit pressure solution, and the old-time source terms for the mass
and energy equations. The explicit velocities are the junction velocities resulting from using the old-time
pressure gradient. These explicit velocities are later refined to give the new-time velocities in the
VelocityFinal subroutine after the new-time pressure gradients are known. The pressure gradient
coefficients are used for this adjustment.
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The junction based variables returned from VelocityExplicit are fwalfj, fwalgj, faaj, fjunft, fjunrt, fij,
velfj, and velgj. The fwalfj and fwalgj variables are the wall friction terms in the liquid and vapor
momentum equations, faaj is the added mass term, fjunft and fjunrt  are the forward and reverse loss
coefficients, and of course, velfj and velgj are the liquid and vapor explicit velocities. Scratch variables,
which are stored in scrtch dynamic common block, are also computed in VelocityExplicit. These variables
are needed in later subroutines. The scratch variables include fal, ff, gal, gg, ihld3, pk, pl, pmhig, pmpph,
pshig, sathfx, sathgx, scvjck, scvtur, sourca, sourcf, sourcg, sourcm, sourcn, vfdpk, vgdpk, vfdpl, and
vfdpl. 

The VelocityExplicit subroutine calls the PUMP, Accum, and Turbine subroutines. The PUMP
subroutine computes the pressure change and torque for the pump, the torque for the inductive motor if
present, and advances the pump speed if is not connected to a shaft control component. It calls the
InterPumpHomo subroutine once to get the single-phase homologous data and again to get the two-phase
homologous data. The Accum subroutine computes the accumulator mass, wall heat transfer, and
momentum model parameters. The Turbine subroutine evaluates the turbine stage performance factors,
power, and torque.

3.8.10.1  PUMP and InterPumpHomo

The  PUMP subroutine computes the pump head. It calls the InterPumpHomo subroutine twice. The
InterPumpHomo subroutine interpolates the pump homologous curves. the first call is to get the single-
phase homologous data and second call to get the two-phase homologous data.

3.8.10.2  Accum

The Accum subroutine does the mass, momentum, and energy balances in the accumulator.

3.8.10.3  Turbine

The Turbine subroutine evaluates the turbine stage performance factors, power, and torque.

3.8.11 chokeFlow

The ChokeFlow subroutine computes the choking velocity at junctions using one of three choking
models.

1. Original MARS model

2. Henry-Fauske model

3. Moody model

For the Henry-Fauske choking calculations, ChokeFlow calls gcsub and gctpm. For the Moody
choking model calculations, ChokeFlow calls the gtpmoody subroutine. The gcsub subroutine computes
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the critical mass flux for subcooled liquid for the Henry-Fauske choked flow model. The gctpm does the
same thing for the two-phase flow. The gctpmoody subroutine computes the critical mass flux for the
Moody choking model. This later model was added as part of the CANDU updates supplied by the Korean
CAMP group. The ChokeFlow subroutine calls the stcset subroutine to get the proper fluid properties of
the donor volume. The stcset subroutine is explained in stcset. If the Henry-Fauske choked flow model is
used, which is the default choking model, then ChokeFlow calls gcsub or gctpm to get the critical mass
flux. if the Moody choked flow model is used, then the gctpmoody subroutine is called to get the critical
mass flux. The Moody model does not consider noncondensable gases, so whenever there are
noncondensable gases present in the upstream volume, the gctpm subroutine is called even if the Moody
model was selected by use of option 54 on Card 1.

3.8.11.1  gcsub

The gcsub subroutine returns the critical mass flux for subcooled liquid using the Henry-Fauske
choking model.

3.8.11.2  gctpm

The gctpm subroutine returns the critical mass flux for two-phase fluids using the Henry-Fauske
choking model.

3.8.11.3  gctpmoody

The gctpmoody subroutine returns the critical mass flux for subcooled liquid using the Moody
choking model.

3.8.12 CCFL

The CCFL subroutine determines if countercurrent flow limiting occurs, and if it does, a flooding
correlation of the Wallis-Kudateladze type is used instead of the difference momentum equation

3.8.13 VelocityFinal

The VelocityFinal subroutine calls the subroutines PressMatrixLoad and PressMatrixSolve to load
and solve the pressure matrix, computes the new-time velocities and mass flow rates, and checks for bad
donoring and/or water packing. If bad donoring occurs, recalculation of the new-time velocities is repeated
up to four times or until there is no more bad donoring. If water packing occurs, the new-time velocities are
recomputed once. Bad donoring is not determined as one might expect by a velocity reversal. It is based on
the total donored internal energy change during the time step across any junction. If the change is greater
than 20% of its value the last time step, or last iteration if there are iterations, then the bad donoring flag is
set true. If bad donoring occurs, the SetJunctionProperty subroutine (see SetJunctionProperty) is called to
get new donored properties based on the latest estimate for the final velocities. The pressure matrix is
solved again for the new-time pressure differences, and these pressure differences are used to compute the
new-time velocities. Bad donoring is checked up to four times, and if it occurs, the iteration through the
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redonoring, pressure difference solution, and new-time velocity calculation is repeated. If bad donoring
does not occur, the VelocityFinal subroutine continues on to check for water packing by calling the
WaterPacker subroutine. If water packing occurs, the pressure difference solution is redone, and the new-
time velocities are recomputed. There is no further check to see if water packing occurred again. The
results of the redone solution are accepted as final. After all the bad donoring and water packer logic is
finished, the SetJunctionProperty subroutine is called to get new donor properties based on the new-time
velocities. Bad donoring is checked again and if it occurs after water packing, the junctions are redonored
and the pressures are solved for to insure the packed and stretched junctions have the correct donoring.

3.8.13.1   PressMatrixLoad

The PressMatrixLoad subroutine fills the coefficient matrix and row reduces this matrix prior to the
call to PressMatrixSolve. The row reduction reduces the block 5x5 matrix that has one block for each
volume in the loop that is being solved to a block 1x1 matrix. The block 1x1 matrix is the pressure matrix
and is sent to PressMatrixSolve to solve for the increment in pressure in each volume for this time step. 

3.8.13.2  PressMatrixSolve

The PressMatrixSolve subroutine is the sparse matrix solver that is used in MARS to solve the
pressure matrix for the increment in pressure in each volume. This subroutine is also used to solve the
block 2x2 matrix for the velocities when the nearly implicit scheme is used. It is also used for solving other
sparse matrix systems in the nearly implicit scheme.

3.8.13.3  WaterPacker

The WaterPacker subroutine determines if water packing occurs, and if it does, modifies terms used
in the velocity equations to ameliorate the water packing.

3.8.14 EquationFinal

The EquationFinal subroutine computes the new-time pressure (p) using the old-time pressure and
the new-time pressure difference that was computed in VelocityFinal. It then does the back substitution to
obtain the new-time difference values and adds them to the old-time values for the noncondensable quality
(quala), vapor internal energy (ug), liquid internal energy (uf), and vapor void fraction (voidg). It also
computes new-time values for the  mixture density (rhom), mass generation rate (dotm), vapor generation
rate at the wall (gammaw), vapor condensation rate (gammac), and net vapor generation rate (vapgen). The
internal energies are then recomputed using a conservative form of the vapor and liquid energy equations
as opposed to the nonconservative form of the vapor and liquid energy equations used in the original
solution. The noncondensable quality is also recomputed using a conservative form of the noncondensable
continuity equation. The vapor void fraction is also recomputed using the equation.
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(3-1)

where  comes from the conservative form of the liquid continuity equation. 

When a noncondensable first  appears in a volume, i.e., qualao = 0 and quala > 0, the code originally
would do a partial backup inside HydroSolve and come back through the GetInterphaseHTC,
GetInterphaseDrag, VelocityExplicit, etc. subroutines with the volume seeded with a qualao equal to 1.0E-
8. This clever, but complicated, technique usually worked, but in some cases large mass errors would
occur. It was traced to the fact that the velocity at the junction that fluxed the noncondensable into the
volume reversed sign. Now the code was trying to flux a noncondensable out of a volume in which there
was no noncondensable. 

The fix was to change the code. Now, whenever the code first detects the appearance of a
noncondensable in a volume, it accepts the quala and ug solution from VelocityFinal and EquationFinal
and then adjusts the noncondensable mass fraction by assuming the minimum partial pressure is the triple
point pressure and the temperature is the triple point temperature. What happens when a noncondensable
first appears is that the set of five equations that are row reduced in PressMatrixLoad and solved in
PressMatrixSolve are not correct because the noncondensable continuity equation was replaced by an
equation that essentially sets the change in the noncondensable quality to zero. Consequently, the solution
that is obtained is a bad solution. Quite often the noncondensable quality is greater than 1.0, and the vapor
internal energy is less than the saturated steam value. By making this one-time adjustment in the
noncondensable quality and a corresponding thermodynamically consistent adjustment in the steam
internal energy, the code is able to recover and continue on without having to do the complicated partial
backup procedure. The new technique is working much better.

Old-time values of hif, hig, and hgf are recomputed in EquationFinal whenever there is a time step
reduction from over condensation. This is done so that the old-time weighting that is done in
GetInterphaseHTC will reduce the values of hif, hig, and hgf sufficiently so that the overcondensation can
be reduced as the time step is reduced. Otherwise, without any changes in the old-time values, whenever
the time step was reduced, the old-time weighting was actually increasing the values of hif, hig, and hgf.

The following set of three subroutines, ImplicitVelocity, ImplicitPressure, and ImplicitEnergy, are
used if the nearly implicit solution scheme is used. The ChokeFlow subroutine is also called by both
solution schemes. It was described earlier. The SetJunctionProperty subroutine is called by both the semi-
implicit and nearly-implicit solution schemes to get the donored junction properties. It is described later. 

3.8.15 ImplicitVelocity

The ImplicitVelocity subroutine computes the new-time liquid and vapor velocities using the
implicitly coupled momentum equations and the old-time source terms for the mass and energy equations.
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It calls PUMP (see PUMP and InterPumpHomo), Turbine (see Turbine), Accum (see Accum),
SetJunctionProperty (see SetJunctionProperty), ChokeFlow (see chokeFlow), CCFL, and
PressMatrixSolve (see PressMatrixSolve) with matrix set to 2.

3.8.16 ImplicitPressure

The ImplicitPressure subroutine carries out the back substitution to obtain the new-time pressure and
boron density as well as the intermediate-time liquid internal energy, vapor internal energy, void fraction,
and noncondensable quality. It also computes the vapor generation rate and the remainder of the source
terms for the mass and energy equations used in the implicit solution scheme.

3.8.17 ImplicitEnergy

The ImplicitEnergy subroutine computes the new time liquid internal energy, vapor internal energy,
void fraction, noncondensable quality, and boron density using implicit convective terms in the mass and
energy equations. It calls PressMatrixSolve (see PressMatrixSolve) with matrix set to 1 five times. The
first call is to get the mass  and , the second time is to get the noncondensable quality ,

the third call is to get the vapor energy , the fourth call is to get the liquid internal energy ,

the fifth call is to get the boron density. 

3.8.18 SetJunctionProperty

The SetJunctionProperty subroutine computes the junction donored properties from the upstream
volume. Quantities that are donored include the densities, void fractions, internal energies, and
noncondensable quality. If the level tracking model is activated in the volume, then the junction void
fractions are adjusted according to where the level is located in the volume. If the thermal-front tracking
model is activated in the volume, the donored internal energies and densities are adjusted according to
where the thermal front is located in the volume. The SetJunctionProperty subroutine also calls the
appropriate separator subroutine, Separator, dryer, GESeparator, stdry, or gedry according to the type of
separator in the input model. If there is an accumulator in the input deck then a special donoring scheme is
used. If the junction is horizontal, then either the StratifiedFlow or hseflw subroutine is called to adjust the
donoring when horizontal stratification occurs. The hseflw subroutine is called when Option 77 on Card 1
is present in the input deck, otherwise StratifiedFlow is called. Both subroutines compute the vapor pull-
through and liquid entrainment for stratified horizontal flow. They also adjust the donor void fractions for
inverted u-tube and normal u-tube geometries. The hseflw, which is called when option 77 is on card 1,
introduces some new geometric restrictions on the hse model.

3.8.18.1  Separator

The Separator subroutine donors the separator void fraction using simple vover and vunder input
variables.

αfρf αgρg αgρg x n
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3.8.18.2  dryer

The dryer subroutine dryer computes the exit vapor volume fraction of a dryer using the GE dryer
model.

3.8.18.3  GESeparator

The GESeparator subroutine computes the needed input to the GE mechanistic separator model and
calls the GE subroutines.

3.8.18.4  stdry

The stdry subroutine is a combined separator/dryer model. 

3.8.18.5  gedry

The gedry subroutine computes the needed input to the GE mechanistic separator model and calls the
GE subroutines plus the dryer model.

3.8.18.6  hseflw

The hseflw subroutine is the vapor pull-through and liquid entrainment model for stratified
horizontal flow. It also adjusts the donor void fractions for inverted u-tube geometry and normal u-tube
geometry. This subroutine introduces some new geometric restrictions on the hse model. It is called when
Card 1 Option 77 is present in the input deck.

3.8.18.7  StratifiedFlow

The StratifiedFlow subroutine is the vapor pull-through and liquid entrainment model for stratified
horizontal flow. It also adjusts the donor void fractions for inverted u-tube geometry and normal u-tube
geometry.

3.8.19 BoronTransport

The BoronTransport subroutine computes the new-time boron concentration (boron) using the
second-order Godunov method that does not smear the boron front as much as the donoring method does.

3.8.20 SetVolumeProperty

The SetVolumeProperty subroutine is member procedure of VolumeProperty Module. It evaluates
the equation of state for all components, and it contains two internal routines, StateACCUM and
StateVolumes. First, it calls StateACCUM for accumulators. Second, it calls StateVolumes for all the real
volumes, i.e., non time-dependent volumes. Last, it calls masserror to compute the mass error.
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3.8.21 StateACCUM

The StateACCUM subroutine calls a number of the sth2x subroutines or their equivalents for D2O,
std2x, or their equivalents for the new water properties, nth2x, to obtain the thermodynamic properties of
the fluid in the accumulators.

3.8.22 StateVolumes

The StateVolumes subroutine is the driver for computing the thermodynamic properties for all the
real volumes. It first calls classifyvols to sort the volumes into normal volumes, volumes with
noncondensables present, and volumes with no noncondensable present. The number of each of these types
of volumes are called numnormvol, numairvol, and numnoairvol, respectively. Next, the supertosub
subroutine is called to handle the normal volumes that are transitioning from a supercritical pressure
condition to a subcritical pressure condition. Then the subroutines, withair or its counterpart for the new
water properties, nwithair, is called to get the thermodynamic properties for the volumes that have
noncondensables in them. Next, the withoutair subroutine is called to get the thermodynamic properties for
the volumes that do not have noncondensables in them. The StateVolumesfinal subroutine is then called to
get the surface tension for all the normal volumes and to check for thermodynamic properties being out of
range.

3.8.23 LevelTrack

The subroutine detects a two-phase level in a volume. Once it detects a level, it computes the level
propagation velocity, the above-level void fraction, the below-level void fraction, and the level position
relative to the bottom of the volume. The level position is determined by either an examination of the level
criteria (icheck = 0 case) or by extrapolating the level position from the earlier time step (icheck = 1 case)
using the old-time level position and the old-time level velocity. After the level position has been
determined, the pressure gradient correction term is computed for the adjacent junctions. The velocities in
these junctions are then recomputed to be consistent with the level position. The level subroutine calls
SetJunctionProperty, GetInterphaseDrag, and VolumeAvgVelocity.

3.8.24 SetJunctionProperty

The subroutine calculate the donors junction properties from adjacent volume quantities. If icheck=0,
at end of advancement, set up for next time step;  If icheck=1, after vexplt, check for velocity reversal and
redonor. If icheck=2, after level, redonor junctions in scratch list for level crossing. 

3.8.25 VolumeAvgVelocity

The VolumeAvgVelocity subroutine computes the two volume-averaged velocities (velf and velg).
These volume-averaged velocities are used as one of the velocities in the momentum flux term in the
momentum equation. The other velocity is the donored junction velocity that was computed earlier in the
VolumeVelocity subroutine. There are three possible volume-averaged velocities for each volume, one for
each coordinate direction. It the coordinate direction is not being used, i.e., there are no cross flow
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junctions attached to the volume in that coordinate direction, then the volume-averaged velocities are set to
zero. If there is only a junction on one side of a volume such as might occur when the volume is dead-
ended, the volume-averaged velocity is set equal to the junction velocity. It might be argued that it should
be one-half of the junction velocity, but experience has shown that this is not correct. 

3.8.26 HeatStrFinal

The HeatStrFinal subroutine advances the heat structures by adding the effects of the changed fluid
temperatures. It uses the projected increments in the liquid, vapor, saturation temperatures to correct the
surface temperatures at convecting boundaries.

3.9  HeatStrSolve Module

This module contains two main drive routines, InitHeatStr and HeatStrAdvance. InitHeatStr is
routine for initialization process as described in Section 3.6.1.6. HeatStrAdvance is routine for transient
process for heat structure solution. 

3.9.1 HeatStrAdvance

The HeatStrAdvance subroutine is main driver for the heat conduction solution. It calls the
RadiationHT subroutine if there are radiation structures and the QFDrive subroutine if reflood is turned on.
It then calls the Transient1D subroutine to do the one-dimensional heat conduction solution.

A flow chart for HeatStrAdvance showing the calls is shown below. Filid(38) is the filid for the
radiation heat transfer database. This filid is 0.0 if there are no radiation heat structures. Filid(32) is the
filid for the reflood heat transfer database. This filid is 0.0 if reflood is not activated.

              subroutine HeatStrAdvance
 a<<<<<<<<<<< if (aflag) then
 a b<<<<<<<<<<< if (filid(38) .ne. 0.0d0) then
 a b              if (succes .eq. 0) call RadiationHT - radiation heat transfer
 a b>>>>>>>>>>> endif
 a              if (filid(32) .ne. 0.0d0) call QFDrive - reflood calculations
 a c<<<<<<<<<<< do 10 m = 1,nhtstr(2,i)
 a c d<<<<<<<<<<< if (.not.isstdystateflg0(2,j)) then
 a c d              call Transient1D (i,timeht,dtht) - one-dimensional transient heat 

conduction
 a c d>>>>>>>>>>> endif
 a c>>>>> 10    continue
 a>>>>>>>>>>> endif
              return

3.9.2 RadiationHT

The RadiationHT subroutine does the radiation heat transfer calculations.
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3.9.3 QFDrive

The QFDrive subroutine does the reflood calculations. This routine test the condition for the
beginning of reflood and set up the initial axial nodes. It calls an internal routine QFSearch to find heat
transfer patterns and determine the number of axial nodes. It calls GETHTCReflood and GETHTReflood
to find heat transfer coefficients and call Transient2D to advance temperatures. 

3.9.4 Transient2D

The Transient2D subroutine does the two-dimensional heat conduction solution. It calls the
GetMat2D subroutine to get the material properties. It also calls the htcsol subroutine to get 2D
temperature solution.

3.9.5 Transient1D

The Transient1D subroutine does the one-dimensional heat conduction solution. It calls the
GetMat1D subroutine to get the material properties. It also calls the kloss subroutine to get new loss
coefficients for the junctions above and below a volume in which a fuel rod has ruptured. It then calls the
SetBoundary subroutine to get the left and right boundary conditions for the heat structure and the
MetalWaterReaction subroutine if there has been any metal-water reaction on the outside of the cladding,
and if the fuel rod has ruptured, the inside of the cladding.

3.9.6 SetBoundary

The SetBoundary subroutine gets the left and right boundary conditions for a heat structure. It use
WallHeatTransfer Module and call GetHTCoefficient routine.

3.10  WallHeatTransfer Module

The main driver of this module is GetHTCoefficient and it contains the routines, Condensation,
CondensNewModel, PostCHF, PreCHF, PreCHFBundle, SinglePhase, SubcooledBoiling. 

3.10.1 GETHTCoefficient

The GETHTCoefficient subroutine calls CHFCalculation or CHFKutateladze of CriticalHeatFlux
Module. According to wall and fluid condition, it calls SinglePhase, PreCHF, PreCHFBundle,
SubcooledBoiling, PostCHF , CondensNewModel, and Condensation

3.10.2 CHFCalculation

This routine calculate CHF value for heat transfer calculation. It is main driver of CriticalHeatFlux
Module. The module have various correlation routines, CHFAECLTable, CHFCanduBundle,
CHFCanduH2O, CHFHANARO, CHFKnoebel, CHFKRB1, CHFKutateladze, CHFORNL, CHFPGBasic,
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CHFPGFlux, CHFPGGeometry, CHFPGPower, CHFRectangle, CHFSRL. The main driver
CHFCalcuation call one of these routines according to the geometric condition, 

3.10.3 SinglePhase

This routine calculate Dittus-boelter type forced convection heat transfer correlation for liquid and
vapor.

3.10.4 PreCHF

This routine calculate PreCHF forced convection heat transfer correlations.

3.10.5 PreCHFBundle

This routine calculate forced convection boiling heat transfer correlations for horizontal bundles.

3.11  Reactor Kinetics Subroutines

3.11.1 ReactorKinetics ( from TransientAdvanceM Module)

The ReactorKinetics subroutine, which is called from the TransientAdvance subroutine, advances the
reactor kinetics calculation for one time step. The reading of the reactor kinetics input cards is done by the
ReadReactorKinetics subroutine and the linking of the reactor kinetics with the rest of the code is done by
the InitReactorKinetics subroutine.

3.11.2 ReadReactorKinetics (from ReadNewProblemM Module)

The ReadReactorKinetics subroutine reads the 30000000-2, 30000101-199, 30000301-399, and
30000401-499 reactor kinetics input cards. It calls the FeedBack subroutine to read the 3000011-20,
30000501-599, 30000601-699, 30000701-799, 30000801-899, 30001701-1799, 30001801-1899,
300019C1-19C9, 30002001-2999 reactor kinetics feedback input cards. The reactor kinetics database is in
the rkinc dynamic common block. The reactor kinetics table for interpolation for the ANS79 fission
product decay is in the normal common block /rkntbl/.

3.11.3 InitReactorKinetics (from IntializeNewM Module)

The InitReactorKinetics subroutine links the reactor kinetics variables with variables in the rest of
the code. It checks the scram table reference and sets some pointers. It checks the volume references and
sets some pointers. It checks the heat structure references and sets some pointers. It computes the bias
reactivity. It does the scram curves. It checks to see if there is separable or table feedback. It does the heat
structure feedback or table feedback depending on which one is active. If table feedback is active, it does
the volume averaging and heat structure averaging. It evaluates the reactivity and sets up for the first time
step. For the Doppler feedback, it sets the offsets to the heat structures so that the code will run faster
during the transient.
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3.12  Control System Subroutines

3.12.1 ControlVar (from TransientAdvanceM Module)

The ControlVar subroutine, which is called from the TransientAdvance subroutine, does the control
system calculation for one time step. The reading of the control system input cards is done in the
ReadControlVar subroutine and the linking of the control system with the rest of the code is done in the
InitControlVar subroutine.

3.12.2 ReadControlVar(from ReadNewProblemM Module)

The ReadControlVar subroutine reads the 20500000, 205CCC00 or 205CCCC0, 205CCC01-98 or
205CCCC1-8 control system input cards.

3.12.3 InitControlVar (from IntializeNewM Module)

The InitControlVar subroutine checks for legal variable requests. It sets the initial conditions for all
the control components and edits out the initial conditions for all the components.

3.13  Output Files

3.13.1 Major Edits

The major edit output frequency is determined by the time-step control cards, 201-299. The major
edit contains information about all the volumes, junctions, heat structures, reactor kinetics, control
systems, etc. at a specific time in the transient. One subroutine, WriteMajorOutput, is responsible for
generating the major edit. It is called by TimeStepControl of timeStepControlM Module.

3.13.2 Minor Edits

The minor edit output frequency is determined by the time-step control cards, 201-199. The minor
edit contains information about all the variables requested on the 301-399 cards. Only one variable may be
requested per card, so there is a limit of 99 minor edit variables. One subroutine, WriteMinorEdit, is
responsible for generating the minor edits. It is called by TimeStepControl of timeStepControlM Module.

 The minor edits are accumulated in an internal buffer common block and are dumped to the output
file whenever 50 sets have been accumulated. 

3.13.3 Strip Edits

The strip edit output file variable list is determined by the strip request cards, 1001-1999. Only one
variable can be entered per card, so there is a limit of 999 strip edit variables. One subroutine, Strip of
TopControl Module, is responsible for generating the strip edits. It is called by MARS. The strip edits are
taken from the plot file that is written to the restart/plot file during the transient. The frequency of the strip
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file edits is therefore determined by the plot file frequency edits. This frequency is determined by what the
user enters on the time-step control cards, 201-299.

3.13.4 Screen Edits

The screen file shows the user the current status of MARS as it is running. Displayed on the screen
are the CPU time, the problem time, some variables associated with the Courant limit, some variables
associated with the mass error, and the reason the time step is either decreasing, staying the same, or
increasing. The variables associated with the Courant limit are the Courant time step, the volume in which
this limit occurs, the pressure in that volume and the void fraction in that volume. The variables associated
with the mass error are the mass error, the volume in which the largest mass error occurs, the pressure in
this volume, and the void coefficient in this volume. The ncount is also put out. The reason column
contains the reason that MARS uses to adjust the time step size. The ideal reason is the one called Courant.
This means the code is running at the Courant limit, which is full out when using the semi-implicit method.
Other reason that a user might see is dtmax, which means the code is running at the maximum time step
that the user entered on the time step card. During the early part of the transient, the user will see the dt
+10% reason, which means that the time step was increased by 10%. Since MARS starts out the transient
at the minimum time step size, you will see this early in the transient.

3.13.5 Debug Edits

Debug edits are obtained by use of the 105 card in the input deck.

3.13.6 Binary Restart/Plot Files

The rstplt file is generated whenever a restart file is requested. This file also contains the plot
variables. that can be plotted using post process feature of MARS.
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4  CODE DATABASE

The MARS code uses two types of memory blocks for its database; normal FORTRAN labeled
common blocks and modules. All the common block files have the comment card, *comdeck name, as
their first card. The modules are used for the dynamic memory block allocations and deallocations. The use
of modules allow dynamic allocation of memory blocks to suit the problem size.

4.1  Labeled Common Blocks

These are the normal FORTRAN labeled common blocks and have define or more labeled common
blocks.

4.1.1 Main control database - contrl.h - /contrl/ and /rstsum/

The contrl.h file contains the /contrl/ and the /rstsum/ common blocks. The /contrl/ common block
contains the main control information used by MARS. For example, the values for the current problem
time for the thermal hydraulics (timehy), the current time step size (dt), the current cycle count (count), the
total mass in all the loops (tmass), the total mass error in all the loops (emass), etc., are stored in this
common block. The /rstsum/ common block contains all the restart information used for printing the 103
cards at the end of a run. The values of the restart number (irstno) and corresponding problem time (rtime),
which are conveniently written to the output file for the user at the end of a transient, are also stored in the
contrl.h file in the rstsum common block. A listing of the contrl.h file follows.

!comdeck contrl
COMMON/contrl/dthy,dtht,dtn,dt,timehy,timeht,errmax,tmass,tmasso, &
      emass,emasso,count,curtmi,curtmj,curtrs,prevnd,cpurem(5),stdtrn,  &
      gravcn,testda(20),aflag,isrestartenabled0,ismajoreditenabled1,    &
      isminoreditenabled2,isplotenabled3,iscompleterestart4,            &
      interactiveflag5,isimplicithttrnsfr6,istwostepflag7,              &
      stdystatetermflg8,integrationflag9,isathenaopt10,isscdapopt11,    &
      isplotsqzflg12,rwtrstpltcmprssflag13,transrotatflag14,            &
      rstblcknumber1531,succes,done,ncount,nstsp,nrepet,help,nany,skipt,&
      problemtype05,problemopt611,ncase,fail,uniti,unito,chngno(99),    &
      ishydrochng0,isheatcondchng1,isrknchng2,ispltrcrdchng3,           &
      isradiationchng4,isfissionprdctchng5,iscntrlsyschng6,pageno,      &
      isprntaccum0,isprntbrntrn1,isprntccfl2,isprntchfcal3,             &
      isprntconden4,isprntdittus5,isprnteqfinl6,isprntfwdrag7,          &
      isprntht2tdp9,isprnthtfinl12,isprnthtrc113,isprnthydro15,         &
      isprntistate17,isprntjchoke18,isprntjprop19,isprntnoncnd20,       &
      isprntphantj21,isprntphantv22,isprntpimplt23,isprntpintfc24,      &
      isprntprednb25,isprntpreseq26,isprntpstdnb27,isprntqfmove28,      &
      isprntsimplt29,isprntstacc0,isprntstate1,isprntstatep2,           &
      isprntsuboil3,isprntsysitr4,isprnttstate6,isprntvalve7,           &
      isprntvexplt8,isprntvfinl9,isprntvimplt10,isprntvlvela11,         &
      isprntvolvel12,isprnttrip13,isprntpower14,isprntvolume15,         &
      isprntjunction16,isprntheatstr17,isprntradht18,isprntreflood19,   &
      isprntfsnprdtr20,isprntcontrol21,isprntinput22,isprntmiedit23,    &
      islevelmodel0,islevelcrossing1,issnapon,safe2
      !gamma rktpow3d has been removed in MARS. The variable belongs to 
      !PARCS code.
      REAL(8) dthy,dtht,dtn,dt,timehy,timeht,errmax,tmass,tmasso,emass, &
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      emasso,count,curtmi,curtmj,curtrs,prevnd,cpurem,stdtrn,gravcn,    &
      testda,safe2
      INTEGER succes,done,ncount,nstsp,nrepet,help,nany,ncase,pageno,   &
      cpurei(2,5)
      LOGICAL aflag,skipt,fail,uniti,unito,chngno,nmechk,issnapon
      !gamma
      ! replacement variables for iextra
      LOGICAL ishydrochng0,isheatcondchng1,isrknchng2,ispltrcrdchng3,   &
      isradiationchng4,isfissionprdctchng5,iscntrlsyschng6 
      !
      ! replacement variables for imdctl
      LOGICAL islevelmodel0,islevelcrossing1 
      !
      ! replacement variables for iroute
      INTEGER problemtype05,problemopt611 
      !
      ! replacement variables for print
      LOGICAL isrestartenabled0,ismajoreditenabled1,isminoreditenabled2,&
      isplotenabled3,iscompleterestart4,interactiveflag5,               &
      isimplicithttrnsfr6,istwostepflag7,stdystatetermflg8,             &
      integrationflag9,isathenaopt10,isscdapopt11,isplotsqzflg12,       &
      rwtrstpltcmprssflag13,transrotatflag14
      !
      ! replacement variables for ihlppr
      LOGICAL isprntaccum0,isprntbrntrn1,isprntccfl2,isprntchfcal3,     &
      isprntconden4,isprntdittus5,isprnteqfinl6,isprntfwdrag7,          &
      isprntht2tdp9,isprnthtfinl12,isprnthtrc113,isprnthydro15,         &
      isprntistate17,isprntjchoke18,isprntjprop19
      !
      LOGICAL isprntnoncnd20,isprntphantj21,isprntphantv22,             &
      isprntpimplt23,isprntpintfc24,isprntprednb25,isprntpreseq26,      &
      isprntpstdnb27,isprntqfmove28,isprntsimplt29
      !
      LOGICAL isprntstacc0,isprntstate1,isprntstatep2,isprntsuboil3,    &
      isprntsysitr4,isprnttstate6,isprntvalve7,isprntvexplt8,           &
      isprntvfinl9,isprntvimplt10,isprntvlvela11,isprntvolvel12,        &
      isprnttrip13,isprntpower14,isprntvolume15 
      !
      LOGICAL isprntjunction16,isprntheatstr17,isprntradht18,           &
      isprntreflood19,isprntfsnprdtr20,isprntcontrol21,isprntinput22,   &
      isprntmiedit23
      !
      INTEGER rstblcknumber1531 
      !gammaend
      EQUIVALENCE(safe2,nmechk),(cpurem(1),cpurei(1,1)) 
!dab+
!  Global variables for storing restart edit summary information.       
      INTEGER mxrst 
      PARAMETER (mxrst=500) 
      INTEGER nrstblk,irstno(mxrst),iblkno(mxrst) 
      REAL(8) rtime(mxrst) 
      COMMON/rstsum/rtime,nrstblk,irstno,iblkno 
!dab-
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4.1.2 Dynamic storage block assignments - comctl.h - /comctl/

The comctl.h file contains the /comctl/ common block. It contains control information for the
dynamic blocks. 

 
 *comdeck comctl
        integer ncoms,nfiles
        parameter (ncoms=104, nfiles=50)
        common /comctl/ comdat(ncoms),comdln(ncoms),filid(nfiles) ,
      & filsiz(nfiles),filndx(0:nfiles)                           ,
      & writedynamicfile0(ncoms+1)                                ,
      & writecommonblck2(ncoms+1)                                 ,
      & is4(ncoms+1)                                              ,
      & safe1
        real filid,safe1
        integer comdat,comdln,filsiz,filndx
        logical newrst
        equivalence (safe1,newrst)
        logical writedynamicfile0,
      &         writecommonblck2 ,
      &         is4

The maximum number of dynamic storage common blocks is given in the parameter statement for
nfiles as 50. For each of the dynamic common blocks there are three variables: filid, which is like a laundry
ticket that can be used to identify the block later, filsiz, which is the length of the dynamic common block,
and filndx, which is the starting location in the fa array for the block. Boldable  shows the association
between each dynamic common block and the number used in the filndx, filsiz, filid, etc. arrays.
Table 4-1 Association of a Dynamic Common Block and its Number in the filndx Array

Number Description
1  Input data and work scratch space during advancement
2  Time step control block
3  Component description block
4  Hydrodynamic volumes block
5  Hydrodynamic junctions block
6  Thermodynamic property file
7  Interactive input and output variable storage
8  Heat structure geometry and temperature block
9  Heat structure material property storage

10  Table of inlet and outlet junctions for each volume
11  General table storage
12  Minor edit file
13  Time dependent volumes and junctions pointers
14  Table of heat structures and data for each volume
15  Plot heading and control information (obsolete)
16  Minor edit control, save area, and labels
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The other parameter, ncoms, in the /comctl/ common block is the maximum number of normal
FORTRAN labeled common blocks that may or may not be written to the restart file. For each of these
blocks there are five variables: comdat, which is the name of the common block, comdln, which is the
length of the common block, writedynamicfile0, which is a logical flag that is true if the dynamic common
block on disk is to be written at a complete restart, writecommonblck2, which is another logical flag that is
true if the normal common block is to be written at a complete restart file. The variable safe1 is the last
variable in this common block and is used to determine the length of the /comctl/ common block so that it
can be written to the restart file using a "block" write using the first variable, comdat(1) and a length
instead of writing out each individual variable. The locf function is used to get the memory locations for
comdat(1) and safe1. The difference of these locations plus 1 is the length.

17  Plot record buffer (obsolete)
18  Trip block
19  Internal plot file control information
20  File for statistics during advancement
21  Reactor kinetics data
22  2-D plot requests and specifications (obsolete)
23  Plot comparison data tables (obsolete)
24  Steady-state block for statistics counter
25  Volume data needed for a moving system (obsolete)
26  Plot data for the internal plot subroutines (obsolete)
27  Control system block
28  Component indices in normal (input) order
29  Tabular data for rotations and translations for moving problem (obsolete)
30  Hydrodynamic system control information
31  Code coupling data
32  Reflood rezoning model storage space
33  User supplied plot record variable requests (obsolete)
34  Fission product data
35  Fixed list vectors
36  SCDAP data
37  Steady-state initialization check file
38  File for radiation heat transfer
39 Not used
40  File for sparse matrix strategy
41 Storage for print control cards on cards 2-5 (obsolete)
42 Not used
43  File for level model geometry description, i.e. stacks

44-50 Not used

Table 4-1 Association of a Dynamic Common Block and its Number in the filndx Array
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4.1.3 Dynamic storage pool - fast.h - /fast/

The dynamic common blocks reside in the fa array which is in the /fast/ common block. This block is
used mainly during input processing and problem initialization phases before the transient initiation.
During the transient processing, fast common is used mainly by the scratch variable common. Originally,
in RELAP, on the large mainframe computers, /fast/ was in blank common, which was loaded at the end of
the program. This allowed the program to give back to the operating system any excess memory, i.e., the
upper part of the fa array that was not needed for the problem currently being run. This allowed the user to
lower the cost of the run because on the large mainframe computers, the cost of the run included a factor
for the amount of memory used. Two developments in the computer field have made this procedure of
giving back memory un-necessary. One development is the inclusion of virtual memory in modern
operating systems that automatically pages out parts of memory that are not being used to disk. Thus,
many of the features of the FTB package that was developed by Bettis Atomic Power Laboratories to
handle these dynamic common blocks are now handled by the operating system (some more efficiently
than others of course). Another development has been the dramatic drop in the price of memory. The cost
of a chuck of memory to hold the fa array, about 18 Mbytes (2.2 million 8-byte words), is now only few
dollars.

 *comdeck fast
        integer lfsiz
        parameter (lfsiz=2200000)
        common /fast/ fa(lfsiz)
        real*8 fa
        integer ia(2,lfsiz)
        equivalence (fa(1),ia(1,1))

4.1.4 Equivalenced fa and ia arrays in /fast/

The 8-byte fa array is equivalenced to a 4-byte integer ia array so that integers can also be stored in
the /fast/ common block. In order to be able to use the same subscript for the real*8 and integer*4 words,
the integer array is doubly dimensioned. Thus, two integer words overlay one real*8 word. Since
FORTRAN stores doubly dimensioned array column wise, the two 4-byte integer words with the same
second subscript, ia(1,1) and ia(2,1), occupy the same memory as does the 8-byte real word, fa(1).

In order not to disturb the sign and exponent bits of the equivalenced 8-byte real word only the
second 4-byte integer, ia(2,1) is used for storing any logical or integer words that needed to be stored in the
/fast/ common block. The concern was that a negative integer has its sign bit and many of the bits adjacent
to the sign bit set to ones, which is a result of using the one’s or two’s complement for storing negative
numbers. Thus, any negative number would be storing bits in the exponent part of the equivalenced 8-byte
real word and this may cause problems when these words were processed through the floating point
processing unit. 
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4.1.5 Scratch database - scrtch.h

The scratch database is used to hold variables that do not need to survive from time step to time step.
Some of the variables only need to survive from a loop at the front of a subroutine to be used in another
loop later in the subroutine. Some variables need to survive from one subroutine, where the variable is first
computed, to a subroutine that is called later where the variable is used or possibly recomputed. The
scratch database can hold either volume data or junction data, and since the number of volumes is not equal
to the number of junctions, the length of the scratch area is determined by the maximum of the number of
volumes and the number of junctions. The number of variables in the scratch database for each volume or
junction is set by the parameter, scskp. Each of the variables in the scrtch file are equivalenced to an fa slot
and the start of the scrtch database is set by filndx(1).

Information on the layout of the scratch database is detailed in four lists in the scrtchc.h file. These
lists are ordered as follows:

1. The variables are listed by increasing slot number. This list indicates the type of
variable: vol or jun. It also indicates in which subroutine the variable is finished being
used and can be set to a NaN if the code was built with the NaN option.

2. The variables are listed in alphabetic order.

3. The variables used in each subroutine are listed by increasing slot number.

4. The variables are listed by increasing slot number. This list has ">"s between the
subroutine names to indicate that the variable has to survive from the previous
subroutine to the following subroutine. This list is useful for determining if a slot or
variable is free to be used elsewhere.
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5  FILES

MARS needs to read in an input file and write out an output file when it is run. If a restart is
requested, then a restart/plot file is also generated.

5.1  Input

The input file is opened in GenInitialize and read into the fa array in ReadInputCards. The input file
name is entered on the dialog box of the QuickWin version, shown in Figure 5-1, or on the command line
after the -i option in the case of the console version. The default file name is ‘indta.’ The input file is read
into dynamic common block 1. After the file is read into memory, individual cards are read in the r-level
subroutines out of the fa array. 

Figure 5-1 Dialog box for MARS Input and output file names

5.2  Output

Normally, there are two output files: the “printed” output file and the “restart/plot” output file. 

5.2.1 Print file

The print file is where the major and minor edits are written. This file name is entered on the dialog
box of the QuickWin version, shown in Figure 5-1, or on the command line after the -o option in the case
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of the console version. The default file name is ‘outdta.’

5.2.2 Restart/plot file

The restart/plot file is really two files merged into one file. The name of the restart/plot file is entered
on the dialog box of the QuickWin version, shown in Figure 5-1, or on the command line after the -r
option in the case of the console version. If a restart/plot file name is not entered, the default name of rstplt
is used. 

The restart/plot is a binary file with multiple records. Each record containing data is preceded by a
header record that identifies the type of the record that follows. This file is opened in the GenInitialize
subroutine. The restart portion of the file is written in the WriteRestartRecord subroutine. If this is a restart
run, the restart portion of the file is read into memory in the ReadRestartInput subroutine. The plot portion
of the file is written by two subroutines, WritePlotRecID and WritePlotRecord. The WritePlotRecID
subroutine writes the header information. The header information for the plots and consists of two records.
The first record contains the alphanumeric portion of the plot variable names, which are identical to the
minor edit variable names. The second record contains the numeric portion of the plot variable names. An
example of the alphanumeric portion is tempf and an example of the numeric portion is 3010000. The
actual values of the plot variables are written in the WritePlotRecord subroutine. These plot variables, even
though they are double precision (real*8) in memory, are written out as single precision (real*4) variables.
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6  ENVIRONMENTAL SUBROUTINES

6.1  CVI Package

The details of the CVI package are contained in Section 8. Basically, the CVI package is responsible
for reading in the free-format MARS input cards and parsing the information on the cards into data fields.
It determines the type of the data in the fields, i.e, integer, real, non-numeric or Hollerith (character). If the
CVI package finds an error in one or more of the data fields, the error is marked on the output so the user
can easily fix it.

6.2  INP Package

The details of the INP package are contained in Section 11. Basically, the INP package is responsible
for interpreting the information on the cards that is returned by the CVI package. It checks for the correct
number of words on the card, the type of data in each of the words on the card. It is also responsible for
expanding the input by creating additional cards if requested by the input on the card supplied in the input
deck. This simplifies the input deck for the user. The INP package can also handle multiple input cases that
are assembled together into one input deck. The individual cases are separated by a slash (/) cards.  

6.3  Thermodynamic Property Package

6.3.1 Steam Table Generator

The details of the original steam table generator are contained in Section 12. The information on the
new steam table generator is yet to be added to this manual.

6.3.2 Interpolation Subroutines

The details of the original steam table interpolation subroutines are contained in Section 12. The
information on the new steam table interpolation subroutines is yet to be added to this manual.

6.4  locf Subroutines

These subroutines determine the memory location of a variable. They are used by a number of
subroutines, e.g., they are used to resolve the memory location for the temperature in a volume so that the
heat conduction subroutine does not have to look it up at each time step. They are also used by the restart
subroutines to get the start and ending locations for the data contained in a common block, so that the data
can be written to the disk file as one binary write.
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7  INSTALLATION AND OPERATING PROCEDURES

This section briefly describes the basic installation procedure for MARS and the program execution
steps.  The platforms supported for the current (and most probably for the future) release of MARS are MS
Windows O/S systems, i.e., Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows NT, Windows 2000 and Windows XP,
all of them running on PC.  A version for the Linux operaing system is under development.

7.1  MARS Code Installation

The files released with MARS and their functions are:

1. mars.exe: MARS main program

2. contl.dll: Windows DLL for CONTEMPT4 coupled run

3. tpfh20: Steam table data for light water

4. tpfd20: Steam table data for heavy water

5. grfx.exe: post-plot data processor of 3-D grafout file

MARS can be installed by simply following the procedure below.

1. Copy all the distributed files in any of the directory preferred. (eg. C:\MARS)

2. Create a shortcut for mars.exe file on the desktop.

7.2  MARS Code Execution Steps

Once MARS has been installed and input data file is ready, proceed as follow to execute the
program.  It is assumed that MARS has been installed in C:\MARS and user's input files reside in
D:\Project_1\Case_1.

1. User may create the input data file in whichever directory location preferred. However, when the
directory other than MARS main directory (C:\MARS in our example) is used as a working directory,
steam table file should be also copied from the MARS main directory. The working directory also needs
contl.dll if MARS/CONTEMPT4 coupled analysis is performed. The contain.dll or master.dll is necessary
for the similar coupled analysis, such as containment analysis or 3-D kinetics calculations.

2. Click the right mouse button on the MARS shortcut, and then choose registration button.  You will
see the dialog window similar to Figure 7-1. Specify your MARS working directory (eg.
d:\Project_1\Case_1) as a 'Starting directory' and close the window by clicking OK. This step needs to be
performed only once, unless any other directory is used as a working directory.
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Figure 7-1 A View of MARS Execution Setting Dialog Window

3. Now, double click the MARS shortcut on your desktop.  Three new windows as shown in Figure
7-2 will appear.  In the top dialog window you can specify input and output data file names if the default
file names provided are not appropriate. When 3-D module is used, one can also specify i/o data file names
for 3-D analysis by clicking 'More 3D' button.  Once the data file names are assigned properly, you are
ready to the start analysis run by clicking 'Start Run' button. But if the output files are already present (if it
is not the very first run in this directory), the program terminates by file opening error. Users, therefore,
have to remove the previously generated output files by clicking 'Delete Files' button before the execution.
The ’delete files’ button pops up another window where you can select the problem type. For instance, if
’new’ problem type is selected, all the file generated in the previous run will be deleted. The ’rstplt’ file
could be remained undeleted if ’restart’ button is clicked on. The window provides file delete functions for
coupled analysis as well.

4. Once analysis run starts, you may want maximize the MARS main window by clicking max button
on the right upper corner of the window. Also rearranging the graph windows and the text info window to
'tile' form will enhance your interaction with several windows (See Figure 7-3). The graph windows show
the minor edit variables specified in the input file, and the text info box displays various information as the
run proceeds.

Beside above procedure, data file named 'inputc' should exist when CONTEMP4 module is invoked
by the input data.  The input file name is currently fixed as 'inputc' and the dialog box does not allow for
any change.  In running the MARS/CONTEMPT4 coupled problem, users should manually remove the
CONTEMPT4 output files before the execution.  Refer to CONTEMP4 manual for the preparation of
'inputc'.
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Figure 7-2 A View of Dialog Box Listing the Input and Output Files to Use

Figure 7-3 A View of MARS Running in Qwin Mode.
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7.3  MARS I/O Files

The input and output file names provided by default are as below.  These names can be overridden by
the user using the dialog box, as mentioned in Section 7.2.

Files related with both 1-D and 3-D Vessel modules

indta input data

plotfl minor edit data for plot

jbinfo trip information data

coupfl contour plot data

Files related with 1-D module only

outdta printed output

rstplt restart plot file

stripf the strip file

screen text sub-window output

Files related with 3-D module only

restart restart file

grafout plot data (needed for restart run)

mserr mass error data

output printed out for

mvyout text sub-window output

Files related with CONTEMPT4 module

inputc input file for CONTEMPT4 module

ouputc text output file

plotflc plot data file
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screenc text sub-window output

Files related with CONTAIN2.0 module

inputc input file for CONTAIN module

ouputc text output file

plotflc plot data file

Files related with 3D kinetics MASTER module 

MAS_INP input file for MASTER Module

    Note: Other I/O files for MASTER Modules are specified in ’MAS_INP’. 

Files related with MIDAS connection

Trip4Midas.dat trip data file

kinetic4Midas.dat reactor kinetics data file

VolJun4Midas.dat volume/junction/component data file

Heat4Midas.dat heat structure data file

MWR4Midas.dat metal-water reaction data file

reflood4Midas.dat reflood data file

control4Midas.dat control variable data file
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8  CVI PACKAGE

The CVI package contains two subroutines, cvic and cvirc, one test program, tcvi, and one test input
deck, tcvid. The cvirc subroutine reads one card into a internal array and then calls cvic to process the card.
While cards are not used anymore for input, it is still convenient in this description to refer to each
individual line of input as a card. The cvic subroutine processes one card of data that are in fields which are
self delimiting and which can contain data in integer and floating point decimal, hexadecimal, octal, and
three character (Hollerith) forms. The principal advantage of this input subroutine over the standard
FORTRAN 77 formatted input subroutine is that the input data need not be entered in predetermined
columns. This allows the design of input data forms to be simpler and the data entry easier. The subroutine
also facilitates the handling of data input lines with variable numbers of words per input line.

Two typical input lines are:
105,318,105+2,-14,-25-4   *THIS IS A COMMENT
10  25    2.1E-3  -1.4+5  245.65, TEST

The cvic subroutine converts the first two integer input fields, 105 and 318, to their binary integer
equivalents. The floating point entry, 105+2, is converted to the binary floating equivalent of 10.5. In a
similar fashion, the next integer entry, -14, is converted to a negative binary integer, and the next floating
point entry, -25-4, is converted to the binary floating point equivalent of -0.000025. The asterisk indicates
the end of the input fields to be converted, and the remainder of the input line contains the comment, THIS
IS A COMMENT. The second input line contains two integers, 10 and 25, three floating point numbers,
0.0021, -140,000, and 245.65, and one Hollerith string, TEST.

8.1  Data Field Description

Input information on a card is grouped into fields. A field on a card is defined to be those characters
of information which are between two successive separators, with one exception that will be mentioned in
the Hollerith description. The first field on a data card is assumed to start at the first non-blank character.
The last field on a card extends up to the end of the scanned characters. If the last field is completely blank,
it is ignored.

There are three type of fields on a card: (1) integer, (2) real, and (3) non-numeric or Hollerith. This
last type of field will be referred to as Hollerith in the following discussion. Field type is determined from
context, except that the Hollerith type can be forced regardless of context by the use of the two exceptional
characters: begin and end Hollerith indicators.

The conversion process uses a left-to-right scan of the input line columns. The scan begins with a
search for the beginning of a field, where the beginning of a field is the first non-blank character. Partial
conversion occurs during the scan of the field, and the conversion is completed after detecting the end of
the field. If no errors are found, zero is returned for the error flag, If errors are found, a positive number is
returned for the error flag. If the error was detected during the scan of the field, the number returned for the
error flag is the column within the field. If the error was detected during the completion of the conversion,
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the number returned for the error flag is the terminating column number. When the conversion of a field is
completed, the search for a new field resumes. Thus, fields may be separated by any number of blanks. If
an asterisk (*) or dollar sign ($) is encountered during the search for a new field, the scan is terminated and
the remainder of the input line may contain comments. If a field is terminated by an asterisk or dollar sign,
the conversion is completed and the remainder of the field may be comments. Decimal, hexadecimal, octal,
and Hollerith fields can be mixed in any order on a data line. 

The rules governing the conversion are listed separately for each type. Some of the paragraphs are
numbered in the following discussion to permit cross references between the paragraphs. 

8.1.1 Decimal Fields

Decimal fields include both integers and floating point numbers. Floating point numbers are real*8
(64 bits long) and integers are integer*4 (32 bits long). The integers are doubly subscripted arrays, e.g.,
ibin(2,40). In the code, the integers and real*8 variables are equivalenced in such a way that the integers
occupy the lower 32 bits of a 64-bit word, e.g. equivalence (bin(1),ibin(1,1)). The integers are referenced
with the first subscript equal to two, e.g., ibin(2,i), so as to get the lower 32 bits of the 64 bit word. Integers
do not have decimal points or exponents in their field, whereas floating point numbers have one or both of
these. Fields are separated by blanks or commas. The rules for decimal fields are discussed in the following
paragraphs. Note, while many of these comments are directed at CPUs with 32-bit 2-s complement
arithmetic, the INP subroutines also work on the Cray computer.

1. Each decimal field generates one binary word. Fields are initiated by the first non-
blank character that is encountered in the left-to-right scan of the card. A field is
terminated by either a blank ( ), a comma (,), an asterisk (*), or a dollar sign ($).

2. The sign of the decimal number, if present, occupies the first column of the field. A
plus sign (+) is assumed if no sign is present.

3. An integer is indicated if none of the following items are present in a field:

a decimal point (.), or

a sign, called an exponent sign, following a digit inside a field and followed by an integer
number, or

an E (e) or D (d) with or without a following exponent sign (+, -, or &) following a digit
inside a field and followed by an integer number.

4. A floating point quantity is indicated if any of the conditions listed in (3) above are
present. The digits preceding the exponent sign, E or D, make up the fractional part of
the floating point number. If no decimal point is present, a decimal point is assumed to
be in front of the first digit of the fraction. The exponent sign and following number
are the power of ten by which the fraction is multiplied. The exponent field does not
need to be present if a decimal point is used. One blank immediately following an E or
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D is treated as if it were a plus exponent sign. This is the only exception to the rule
that a blank terminates a decimal field.

5. Note that the decimal field format is such that data input lines generated by
FORTRAN 77 subroutines using I, E, D, F, or G output conversion can be read in by
cvic as long as at least one blank or a comma separates each field. Also this format is
compatible with the input conventions of FORTRAN 77 except:

the restrictions of no blanks between characters in the number,

the convention of an assumed decimal point at the beginning of the fractional part of a
number if no decimal point is present, and

the placement of data on the input line with arbitrary spacing between fields.

6. The range of integer data must be such that it can be stored in a four-byte word
(32 bits). Thus, the integer quantity must be equal to or greater than -231

(-2,147,483,648) and less than +231 - 1 (+2,147,483,647). The double precision word
(64 bits) appears as a correct double precision integer in that the high order 32 bits are
set to zero if the integer is positive and are set to ones if the integer is negative.

7. The magnitude of the fractional part of the floating point quantity with the decimal
point removed must be less than 264. The magnitude of the floating point quantity
must be within the floating point range of the CPU. On the UNIX workstations that
use IEEE-754 arithmetic, this range is 2.22507…x10-308 to 1.79769…x10+308 for
positive numbers and -1.79769…x10+308 to -2.22507…x10-308 for negative
numbers. Floating point values beyond these values are handled by the floating point
overflow and underflow subroutines supplied by the operating system. A floating
point quantity is converted as a double precision floating point number. Both integer
zero and floating point zero, regardless of sign, are stored as plus zero, which is all
zero bits.

8. Both integer and floating point zeros will thus test zero in either an integer or floating
point test. Hence, +0, -0, +0.0+0 all generate the same binary quantity. (Note that the
machine is incapable of representing integer minus zero, but can represent floating
point minus zero.)

9. Leading zeros are ignored. However, zeros preceding non-zero digits are significant in
a floating point number without a decimal point because of the assumed decimal point
in front of the first zero.

10. Errors detected in decimal fields include illegal characters, multiple decimal points, a
decimal point in the exponent field, sign placement errors, multiple Es or Ds, no digits
in the fraction or exponent fields, or magnitude errors described in (6) and (7) above.
Floating point overflow and underflow are not detected by cvic. A comma may be
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used only to terminate a field. A comma preceded by a blank is an error. Commas
entered in adjacent columns may not be used to enter a zero.

8.1.2 Hexadecimal Fields

1. Each hexadecimal field generates one binary word. The hexadecimal (base 16) field is
initiated by the first two non-blank characters being slash-x (/x). The field is
terminated by either a blank ( ), a comma (,), an asterisk (*), or a dollar sign ($).

2. The digits allowed in a hexadecimal field are the ten decimal digits, 0 through 9, and
the six alphabetic characters, A (a) through F (f). The alphabetic characters have
values 10 through 15. No signs are allowed. The converted quantity is assumed to be a
hexadecimal integer. Leading zeros are ignored.

3. Hexadecimal numbers can be considered a short, convenient form for binary
information, and are usually used to enter masks for packing bits into a word and
unpacking bits from a word. Each hexadecimal number represents four binary bits. If
the hexadecimal number represents a negative numeric quantity, then it needs to be
entered in two's complement form.

4. A field can contain up to sixteen hexadecimal digits (64 bits).

5. Examples of hexadecimal fields are /xff00, /xfffffff0, and
/x123456789abcdef.

6. Illegal characters and magnitude violations are detected as errors.

8.1.3 Octal Fields

Octal (base 8) fields are similar to the hexadecimal fields with the following differences.

1. The octal field is initiated by the first two non-blank characters being slash-oh (/o).

2. The digits allowed in an octal field are the eight digits, 0 through 7.

3. The size of the binary quantity must not exceed 64 bits. Thus, a maximum of 21 octal
digits are allowed and the 21st octal digit from the right must be less than 2.

4. Examples of octal fields are /o774, /o37777777770, and /o1234567.

8.1.4 Hollerith or Non-Numeric Fields

Three types of Hollerith fields are allowed, two of which are identical to the Hollerith fields used in
FORTRAN 77 format and data statements.
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1. Each Hollerith field generates one or more binary words. One of the FORTRAN-like
fields is initiated by the first non-blank character being an apostrophe (') or quotation
mark ("). In the following discussion, we will refer to both the apostrophe and the
quotation mark as the apostrophe. Fields started by an apostrophe are terminated by an
apostrophe. The end of an input line cannot terminate the Hollerith field started by an
apostrophe.

2. The second FORTRAN-like field is initiated by the letter H (h) immediately following
an integer decimal number. Fields started with the letter H extend for the number of
columns indicated by the decimal number that precedes the letter H. The number of
columns indicated must not extend beyond column 80. In these two types of Hollerith
fields, it is an error if a blank or a comma does not follow the field unless the field is
terminated in column 80.

3. The third type of Hollerith field is indicated by the first non-blank character being
other than a digit (0-9), a plus sign (+), a minus sign (-), a comma (,), an asterisk (*), a
dollar sign ($), or a slash (/). Thus, the first character being either an alphabetic
character or any other character except those just listed, indicates the third type of
Hollerith field. The third type of Hollerith field is terminated by a comma or a blank.

4. All 256 ASCII characters are allowed in the first two types of Hollerith fields. The
third type is restricted only in the first character of the field, and of course, the
terminating characters cannot be entered. The restrictions on the first character exist
because these characters specify other formats or terminate the scan. For example, a
sign or a digit indicates a decimal field. The field 100K is an erroneous decimal field,
but '100K' is a valid Hollerith field. An asterisk or dollar sign in a Hollerith field does
not terminate the scan of the input line. In fields initiated by an apostrophe, and
apostrophe can be entered by entering two apostrophes for everyone wanted in the
final string. This is done to distinguish it from the terminating apostrophe. As
examples of Hollerith fields and rules for apostrophes, the character field don't and
'don't' are written using the first two Hollerith types as: 

5. 5hdon't, 'don''t'  7h'don't'  '''dont''t'''

6. The Hollerith field don't can be written simply as don't when using the third type of
Hollerith field. However, the field'don't' can not be entered in that Hollerith field type.
A single apostrophe in column 80 or an odd numbered apostrophe of consecutive
apostrophes ending on column 80 is treated as a terminating apostrophe.

7. The first character is stored in the left-most byte of the storage location. Succeeding
characters are stored in consecutive bytes. Eight characters are stored in a word. If
necessary, blanks are inserted to pad out the word.
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8.2  Subroutine Usage

The main subroutine that does the parsing of the input 80-column card is cvic. The cvirc subroutine
reads one card at a time from the input unit (defined in efilesd.hh file as unit 11) and then calls cvic to parse
the card.

8.2.1 cvic - Decode One Card

The cvic subroutine is used to parse one 80-column card. The converted binary information from the
card is stored in the bin array. For each word stored in the bin array, a format code word in stored in the ic
array. Table 8-1 contains the various values of the format codes.

Hollerith fields can generate more than one binary word. The format code word for the first binary
word of a Hollerith field contains the number of characters in the field as a negative quantity. Succeeding
format code words generated from the Hollerith field have a value of 8 greater than the preceding code.
The code for the last binary word of a Hollerith field contains a number less than zero and equal to or
greater than -8. The format code numbers do not include the blanks that may have been added to fill out the
remainder of the 8-character word. Table 8-2 shows the values of the bin and ic arrays for the following
Hollerith input line:

'abcdefghij'      'klm'

Table 8-1 Format Codes Returned from Cvic Subroutine

Code Meaning

0 Zero in a decimal field (integer or floating point)

1 Integer number entered in a decimal field (non-zero)

2 Floating point number entered in a decimal field (non-zero)

3 Hexadecimal number entered in a hexadecimal field

4 Octal number entered in an octal field

< 0 Hollerith information entered in Hollerith field

Table 8-2 Example of Hollerith Data in the bin and ic Arrays

i bin(i) ic(2,i)

1 abcdefg -10

2 ij -2

3 klm -3
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The subroutine returns in num the number of binary quantities converted until a normal scan
termination or a detection of an error. The variable num will be zero if the card is all blank. It could also be
zero if the first non-blank character on the card is an asterisk or dollar sign.

The variable nerr is used as both an input quantity and as an output quantity. If nerr is zero on input,
and an error is detected, a one line error statement is printed on unit 6 just above an echo of the card in
error. This error print statement is:

******** error in card below at col.

If nerr is non-zero on input, then no error statement is printed. On return from cvic, if no error is
detected, nerr is zero. If an error occurs, nerr contains the column number of the error on the card.

Note that the bin array can contain a mixture of real*8, integer*4, and Hollerith information. Thus,
the FORTRAN variables used for this information must be chosen such that no undesirable integer-to-real
or real-to-integer conversions occurs. Equivalence statements can be used to avoid this problem, e.g., here
are some suggested specification statements for the calling subroutine:

character*80 bcd
real*8 bin(40)
integer ibin(2,40), ic(2,40), num, nerr
equivalence (bin(1),ibin(1,1))

If the ith variable is real*8, it can be obtained from bin(i), and if it is integer, it can be obtained
ibin(2,i). Also a common user error when inputting data with this subroutine is to enter a floating point
number in integer form or visa versa. This can be detected by testing the appropriate entry in the ic array.
The cvic subroutine statement is:

subroutine cvic (bcd, bin, ic, num, nerr)
bcd character*80 field containing the card to be converted input
bin 40-word real*8 array containing num converted quantities; output
ic 40-word integer array, ic(2,40), containing num code words for the 

converted quantities; output
num number of converted quantities; output
nerr error flag, input/output

input:
nerr = 0, any error comments are written to the output file
nerr ¦ 0, no error comments are written to the output file

output
nerr = 0, no error
nerr > 0, column number containing the error

8.2.2 cvirc - Read One Card and Call cvic

The cvirc subroutine reads one 80-column card image from the input (unit 11) file, calls the cvic
subroutine to parse the card image, and returns. The cvirc subroutine statement is identical to the cvic
subroutine statement.
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subroutine cvirc (bcd, bin, ic, num, nerr)

8.2.3 tcvi - Test cvic

The tcvi program can be used to test the cvic subroutine. The data input file for this program, tcvid, is
useful because it contains many examples of legal and illegal input data cards. The tcvi program also
contains examples of ways to check the format code array for format errors.
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9  COMDECK DESCRIPTIONS

This chapter contains a description of the comdecks and the modules in the MARS distribution.
These consist of:

• labeled common blocks along with their specification statements,

• dynamic blocks along with their specification and equivalence statements, 

• dynamic blocks using derived type variables,

• data statements alone, or 

• statement functions alone.

Comdecks containing labeled common blocks are your normal FORTRAN 90 common block.
Comdecks containing dynamic blocks are how MARS is able to use dynamic memory allocation in
FORTRAN 90 and still have meaningful mnemonics for the variable names. These dynamic blocks are
allocated using the dynamic memory allocation feature of FORTRAN 90. Comdecks containing
specification statements alone are quite often used in combination with another comdeck containing a set
of corresponding data statements alone or another comdeck containing a set of corresponding statement
functions alone. The dynamic block comdecks as well as the labeled common block comdecks will also
contain their corresponding specification statements, e.g., integer, real, logical, and character statements.

9.1  cmpalf.h

The cmpalf.h comdeck is a data statement comdeck, and contains one character*8 array, cmpalf.
This array initializes the names of the components names used in MARS. The names and their position in
the cmpalf array are given below. They are sorted alphabetically by name.
Table 9-1 Component Names in Comdeck cmpalf.h

Name Index
accum   13
annulus 7
branch  5
canchan 19
eccmix  15
jetmixer 6
mtpljun 3
multid  16
pipe    1
prizer  17
pump    4
sdbvol  18
separatr 8
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9.2  cmpdac.h

The dynamic block for the accumulator component belongs to the component block. It contains the
specification statements for the accumulator variables. The descriptions of the variables are given below.
The variables are used in the form, cmp_da(i)%acc%xxx, where xxx is the variable name given below. The
dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer, logical, or character, are given in the type column. 

sngljun 11
snglvol 10
tmdpjun 9
tmdpvol 2
turbine 14
valve   12

Table 9-2 Accumulator Component Variable Names in Comdeck cmpdac.h

Variable Type Description
accTrip I(2) Word 1: accumulator trip number.

Word 2: trip index
betav R Steam saturation coefficient of expansion
ClapyTf R Clapyron coefficient at the liquid temperature
CpgTg R Vapor specific heat, Cp, at the vapor temperature
CpnTg R Noncondensable specific heat, Cp, at the vapor temperature
CvgTg R Vapor specific heat, Cv, at the vapor temperature
DMgDt R Time rate of change in dome vapor mass (equilibrium model)
dpd R Variable used in solution matrix (right hand side)
dpddp R Variable used in solution matrix (left hand side)
DVliquid R Change in liquid volume over last time step
gasLen R Length of gas above the surge line
gasLen_o R Length of gas above the surge line, old-time
HfgTf R Heat of vaporization at the liquid temperature
HfgTg R Heat of vaporization at the vapor temperature
HfTg R Liquid enthalpy at the vapor temperature
HgTf R Vapor enthalpy at the liquid temperature
htFlag R Heat transfer flag
ncCond R Noncondensable thermal conductivity
ncCv R Noncondensable specific heat capacity, Cv
ncRho R Noncondensable density
ncRho_o R Noncondensable density, old-time
ncTemp_o R Noncondensable temperature, old-time (tempg is new-time)
ncVisc R Noncondensable viscosity
qTank R Heat transport to noncondensable from all sources
qTank_o R Heat transport to noncondensable from all sources (old-time)
srgDia R Surge line diameter

Table 9-1 Component Names in Comdeck cmpalf.h
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9.3  cmpdat.h

The cmpdat.h comdeck is a dynamic block for the components. It contains the specification
statements for variables that are common to all the components and variables that are used for time
dependent volumes and junctions. The descriptions of the variables are given below in alphabetical order.
The variables are used in the form, cmp_da(i)%xxx, where xxx is the variable name given below. The
dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer, logical, or character, are given in the type column.

srgElev R Surge line elevation drop
srgLen R Surge line length
tankArea R Tank cross sectional area
tankCp R Tank wall specific heat capacity
tankDiam R Tank diameter
tankDZ R Tank elevation change
tankLen R Length of the tank above the surge line
tankRho R Tank wall density
tankTemp R Tank wall temperature
tankTemp_o R Tank wall temperature, old-time
vDome R Dome volume (noncondensable)
vDome_o R Dome volume (noncondensable), old-time
VfgTf R vg - vf at the liquid temperature
VgTg R Vapor specific volume at the vapor temperature
vLiq R Liquid volume (tank and surge line)
vLiq_o R Liquid volume (tank and surge line), old-time
vTank R Tank volume
wallThick R Tank wall thickness

Table 9-3 Component Variable Names in Comdeck cmpdat.h
Variable Type Description
alpVR R Alphanumeric part of variable request code
cyl360degflg7 L
cylmltisctr5 L
firstJun I Position number of first junction of this component
firstJun_1 I Offset to first junction of this component in junction block
firstVol I Position number of first volume of this component
firstVol_1 I Offset to first volume of this component in volume block
geometryflag4 L
hasLatchingOccured L
headnTorqmltplrFlg L
headnTorqmltplrsatFlg L
is3dflg2 L
isChkVlvVlosed L
isDrainFlag L

Table 9-2 Accumulator Component Variable Names in Comdeck cmpdac.h
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isDummy3 L
isDummy6 L
isHysteresis L
isInitllyOpen L
isLoopComponent L
ismulti3 L
isNegVelFlg L
isOpt1Latch L
isOpt2Latch L
isPresscntrld L
isPumpStopFlg L
isPumpStoppedFlg L
isReliefVlv L
isShftConnectedFlg L
isSphericalAccum L
istripvlv3 L
istripvlv4 L
isTurbTypeOne L
isTurbTypeTwo L
isVelMassflwswtch L
isVlvCycled L
lastIndex I Last index
length I Length of component data
motorTorqReferalflg L
name R Component name (alphanumeric)
nComp I Number of components
nctpc I(2) Word 1: 0 if common block, block number if dynamic 

block
Word 2: offset, then index in transient subroutines

newTimenoOutflowflg L
newTimevolactveFlg L

nonzeroinnerradiusflag6 L
number I Component number
numJuns I Number of junctions in component
numVols I Number of volumes in component
numVR I Numeric part of variable request code
OctabtNumber I
oldTimenoOutflowFlg L
oldTimevolActveFlg L
pumpSpeedtblReferralflg L
pumpSpeedtblReferralsatflg L
snglphasReferalsatFlg L

Table 9-3 Component Variable Names in Comdeck cmpdat.h
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9.4  cmpdtv.h

The cmpdtv.h comdeck is a dynamic block for the valves. It contains the specification statements for
variables that are common to all the valves and variables that are used for specific valves like a trip valves,
motor and servo valves, and relief valves. The descriptions of the variables are given below in alphabetical
order. The variables are used in the form, cmp_da(i)%vlv%xxx, where xxx is the variable name given
below. The dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer, logical, or character, are given in the type
column. The valve type column indicates the type of the valve for which this variable is used. 

snglPhasReferralFlg L
Table R Table entries
tableEntry I Number of items/entry
tableNum I Total number of items
tableType I Table type
tripNum I Trip number
tripOffset I Offset in trip block, then index to trip during transient 

subroutines
twophaseReferralFlg L
twophaseReferralsatFlg L
type I Component type (defined in cmpalf.hh)

Table 9-4 Valve Component Variable Names in Comdeck cmpdtv.h

Variable Type Valve Type Description
abelan R relief
abelin R relief
adann R relief
adisk R relief
areaxx R
arings R relief
bdamp R relief
closeTrip I motor Close trip number
closeTrip I servo Used for control variable information
conv R motor Multiplier for converting csubv to form loss
drings R relief
dseat R relief
flapArea R inertial Valve disk area
flapLength R inertial Length of valve disk moment arm
flapMass R
flapRadius R inertial Valve disk radius
fullOpenA R all Normalized full open valve area
hring1 R relief
hring2 R relief
inertia R inertial Mass moment of inertia of valve disk

Table 9-3 Component Variable Names in Comdeck cmpdat.h
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9.5  cnvtpa.h

The cnvtpa.h comdeck is a specification block for the control system operators, e.g. sum, mult, etc. It
contains the specification statements for character string array, cnvtpa, that contains the names of these
variables. The names assigned to each position in the array are given below. They are sorted alphabetically
by name.

leakA R check Normalized area of valve leakage
maxTheta R inertial Maximum valve disk angular position
minTheta R inertial Minimum valve disk angular position
omega R inertial Valve disk angular velocity
omega_o R inertial Valve disk angular velocity, old-time
openSlope R motor Rate of change of normalized stem position
openTrip I motor open trip number
openTrip I servo Control variable number
pbellw R
pClose R check Back pressure to close valve
pClose R inertial Valve hinge cracking delta pressure used for coulomb 

damping torque
sprcon R relief
stemP R motor Normalized stem position
stemP R servo Normalized stem position, controlled by control variable
stemP_o R motor Normalized stem position, old-time
tableNt R motor Table entries (sets of three starting with normalized stem 

position, fjunf, fjunr)
tableNt R motor Variable used for table interpolation as follows: unused (15 

bits), number of items/entry (15 bits), total number of items 
(15 bits), current subscript (15 bits)

tableNum R
theta R inertial Valve disk angular position
theta_o R inertial Valve disk angular position, old-time
tripNum I trip Trip number
type I all Valve type
velvl R relief
velvlo R relief
vlsetp R relief
vlstmx R relief

Table 9-5 Control System Operator Names in Comdeck cnvtpa.h

Name Index
constant 18
delay 7
diffrend 5

Table 9-4 Valve Component Variable Names in Comdeck cmpdtv.h
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9.6  comctl.h

The comctl.h comdeck is a specification block and /comctl/ common block. It is the main control
block for storage in MARS. It contains the file identification numbers for all the dynamic storage blocks
that are used in MARS. The descriptions of the variables are given below in alphabetical order. The
dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer, logical, or character, are given in the type column. 

diffreni 4
div 3
feedctl 22
function 8
integral 6
lag 16
lead-lag 17
mult 2
poweri 12
powerr 13
powerx 14
prop-int 15
pumpctl 20
shaft 19
stdfnctn 9
steamctl 21
sum 1
tripdlay 11
tripunit 10

Table 9-6 Control Block Variable Names in Comdeck comctl.h

Variable Type Description
comdat I(ncoms) Index relative to fa of first word of common block to be saved
comdln I(ncoms) Length of common block to be saved

Table 9-5 Control System Operator Names in Comdeck cnvtpa.h
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filid R(nfiles) FTB filid for dynamic storage files:
(1) Input data and work scratch space during advancement
(2) Time step control block
(3) Component description block
(4) Hydrodynamic volumes block:
(5) Hydrodynamic junctions block
(6) Thermodynamic property file
(7) Interactive control block 
(8) Heat structure geometry and temperature block
(9) Heat structure material property storage
(10) Table of inlet and outlet junctions for each volume
(11) General table storage
(12) Minor edit file
(14) Table of heat structures and data for each volume
(16) Minor edit control, save area, and labels
(18) Trip block
(20) File for statistics during advancement
(21) Reactor kinetics data
(24) Steady-state block for statistics counters and uo
(27) Control system block
(28) Component indices in normal (input) order
(30) Hydrodynamic system control information
(32) Reflood rezoning model storage space
(33) User supplied plot record variable requests
(35) List vectors
(37) Steady-state initialization check file
(38) File for radiation heat transfer
(40) File for sparse matrix strategy
(41) rHelp data

filndx I(0:nfiles) Index of dynamic file in /fast/ or ftblcm block
filsiz I(nfiles) Length of dynamic file
ncoms I Parameter: number of common control slots

(initialized in a parameter statement to 104)
newrst L True if a restart problem, used during input processing (equivalenced 

to newrst)
nfiles I Parameter: number of dynamic file slots

(initialized in a parameter statement to 50)
writedynami
cfile0

flag for dynamic file on disk to be written at complete restart.

writecommo
nblck2

flag to write common block at complete restart

is4 TBD

Table 9-6 Control Block Variable Names in Comdeck comctl.h
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9.7  comlst.h

The comlst.h comdeck is a specification block and /comlst/ common block. It contains the names of
the common blocks that are written to the restart and dump files in MARS. These names are initialized in
the gninit subroutine. The list of common blocks that were written to the restart and dump files is built
dynamically at run time and is done in such a way that common blocks can easily be added to or removed
from the list.

9.8  cons.h

The cons.h comdeck is a specification block and /cons/ common block. It contains the names of some
constants that are used in MARS. These constants are initialized in the gninit subroutine to the values
shown in the table below. The dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer, logical, or character, are
given in the type column.

9.9  contrl.h

The contrl.h comdeck is a specification block and /contrl/ common block. It is the main control block
for many of the logical decisions made in MARS. The descriptions of the variables are given below in
alphabetical order. The dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer, logical, or character, are given
in the type column.

safe1 R Not written on restart file, provided to allow length checking when 
reading from restart file Used for timer argument when timing 
transient subroutine execution times (equivalenced to newrst)

Table 9-7 Constants Variable Names in Comdeck cons.h

Variable Type Value
pi R 3.14159265359
e R 5.0e-7
twopi R 2.0 * pi
piovr2 R pi * 0.5
piovr4 R pi * 0.25
sqrtpi R sqrt(pi)
sqrt2 R sqrt(2.0)
sqrt2p R sqrt2 * sqrtpi
mcme17 I None

Table 9-8 Main Control Block Names in Comdeck contrl.h

Variable Type Description

Table 9-6 Control Block Variable Names in Comdeck comctl.h
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aflag L Set true in dtstep when heat structures are to be advance
Checked in htadv

chngno L(90) Flags for card 1 options
count R Real value of the integer ncount
cpurei I(5) Integer values (5) of the real cpurem

(1=>3) not used
(4) word 4 from 105 card = ncount1, 
ncount for starting diagnostic edits = -1, write to dumpfil1 
for ncount2 = cpurei(5), 
stop = -2, write to dumpfil1 for ncount2 = cpurei(5), redo 
time step, write to dumpfil2, 
stop = -3, set in dtstep for -2 case. 
(5) word 5 from 105 card = ncount2, ncount for 
terminating diagnostic edits (equivalenced to cpurem)

cpurem R(5) Contains CPU remaining times values and advancement 
counts to start/stop diagnostic edit from input 
(equivalenced to cpurei)

curtmi R Time for next minor edit
curtmj R Time for next major edit
curtms R Time for next restart edit
done I Integer flag indicating state of transient. 

0 = advancements are to continue, 
!=0 = advancements are to be terminated

dt R Current time step
dtht R Heat structure time step, currently the same as dthy
dthy R Hydrodynamic time step requested by user
dtn R Time step limit due to material transport stability limit 

(Courant limit)
emass R Current mass error
emasso R Old mass error
errmax R Error estimate used in time step control
fail L Set to true if error encountered
gravcn R Gravitational constant (which may be set by input)
help I Used to control debug editing and termination

integrationflag9 L On-line selection of time integration flag
interactiveflag5 L Interactive flag
isathenaopt10 L Athena option
iscntrlsyschng6 L Control system change
iscompleterestart4 L Complete restart
isfissionprdctchng5 L Fission product change
isheatcondchng1 L Heat conduction change
ishydrochng0 L Hydrodynamic change

Table 9-8 Main Control Block Names in Comdeck contrl.h
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isimplicithttrnsfr6 L Implicit heat transfer
islevelcrossing L Level crossing activated
islevelmodel0 L Level model activated
ismajoreditenabled1 L Major edit enabled
isminoreditenabled2 L Minor edit enabled
isplotenabled3 L Plot enabled
isplotsqzflg12 L Plot record squoz flag
ispltrcrdchng3 L Plot record change
isprntaccum0 L Activate accum print block
isprntbrntrn1 L Activate brntrn print block
isprntccfl2 L Activate ccfl print block
isprntchfcal3 L Activate chfcal print block
isprntconden4 L Activate conden print block
isprntcontrol21 L Activate control print block
isprntdittus5 L Activate dittus print block
isprnteqfinl6 L Activate eqfinl print block
isprntfsnprdtr20 L Activate fsnprdtr print block
isprntfwdrag7 L Activate fwdrag print block
isprntheatstr17 L Activate heatstr print block
isprntht2tdp9 L Activate ht2tdp print block
isprnthtfinl12 L Activate htfinl print block
isprnthtrc113 L Activate htrc print block
isprnthydro15 L Activate hydro print block
isprntinput22 L Activate input print block
isprntistate17 L Activate istate print block
isprntjchoke18 L Activate jchoke print block
isprntjprop19 L Activate jprop print block
isprntjunction16 L Activate junction print block
isprntmiedit23 L Activate miedit print block
isprntnoncnd20 L Activate noncnd print block
isprntphantj21 L Activate phantj print block
isprntphantv22 L Activate phantv print block
isprntpimplt23 L Activate phantv pimplt block
isprntpintfc24 L Activate phantv pintfc block
isprntpower14 L Activate power print block
isprntprednb25 L Activate prednb print block
isprntpreseq26 L Activate preseq print block
isprntpstdnb27 L Activate pstdnb print block
isprntqfmove28 L Activate qfmove print block
isprntradht18 L Activate radht print block
isprntreflood19 L Activate reflood print block
isprntsimplt29 L Activate simplt print block

Table 9-8 Main Control Block Names in Comdeck contrl.h
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isprntstacc0 L Activate stacc print block
isprntstate1 L Activate state print block
isprntstatep2 L Activate statep print block
isprntsuboil3 L Activate suboil print block
isprntsysitr4 L Activate sysitr print block
isprnttrip13 L Activate trip print block
isprnttstate6 L Activate tstate print block
isprntvalve7 L Activate valve print block
isprntvexplt8 L Activate vexplt print block
isprntvfinl9 L Activate vfinl print block
isprntvimplt10 L Activate vimplt print block
isprntvlvela11 L Activate vlvela print block
isprntvolume15 L Activate volume print block
isprntvolvel12 L Activate volvel print block
isradiationchng4 L Radiation change
isrestartenabled0 L Restart enable bit
isrknchng2 L Reactor kinetics change
isscdapopt11 L Scdap is active
issnapon flag set to true if the snap socket is active
istwostepflag7 L Two step method
nany I Number of mass error messages remaining to be issued
ncase I Case number 

Initially = -1 in blkdta
Set to zero if last case of series

ncount I Count of number of advancements, successful or 
otherwise

nmechk L True if no mass error check requested on time step card 
(no 1 bit on time step card) (equivalenced to safe2)

nrepet I Number of hydrodynamic advancements at current dt to 
finish a requested time step of dthy

nstsp I Number of standard advancements
pageno I Page number
print I Old packed word, not used anymore
problemopt61 I Problem option (see ityp2 in inputd)

1 = stdy-st (1 and 2 are used for new and restart)
2 = transnt
3 = binary (3 and 4 are used for strip)

problemtype05 I Problem type (see ityp1 in inputd)
1 = new
2 = restart
3 = MARS internal plots (not used)
5 = strip
6 = cmpcom (compare dump records)

Table 9-8 Main Control Block Names in Comdeck contrl.h
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rstblcknumber1531 I Restart block number
rwtrstpltcmprssflag13 L
safe2 R Same purpose as safe1 (equivalenced to nmechk)
skipt L Logical flag used to control first entry processing in 

subroutine dtstep
stdtrn R Steady-state - transient flag

0.0 = steady-state
1.0 = transient

stdystatetermflg8 L Steady-state termination
succes I Integer flag indicating success of the advancement.

0 = No need to repeat advancement with reduced time 
step
1 = Excessive truncation error
2 = Water property error
3 = Non-diagonal matrix
4 = Metal appears

testda R(20) Data array for minor edits and plotting during debug. 
Temporary coding is used to load data in this array and 
scnreq accepts testda as a legal request

timeht R Problem time for heat structure advancements
timehy R Problem time for hydrodynamic advancements
tmass R Total mass of water in system currently
transrotatflag14 L Transient rotation flag, 

0.0 = steady-state
1.0 = transient

tmasso R Total mass of water in system at time = 0.0
uniti L Units for input

True = SI units
False =British units

unito L Units for output
True = SI units
False =British units

Table 9-8 Main Control Block Names in Comdeck contrl.h
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9.10  Module con_varc.f90

The module con_varc.f90 is a dynamic block for control variables. It contains the specification
statements for variables that are common to all the control variables. The descriptions of the variables are
given in Table 9-10 in alphabetical order.
Table 9-9 Module for the Control Variables

MODULE CON_VARC

      TYPE CONTROL_HEADER ; SEQUENCE
         INTEGER nCompnt(2)
         !gamma
         !cnvopt was divided into 3 LOGICAL variables
         LOGICAL UnitFlag,isMaxComponents,isGeneratorFlag 
         !gammaend
      END TYPE

      TYPE CONTROL_DATA ; SEQUENCE
         INTEGER CompntNum(2),CompntType(2),nTerms(2),nWords(2)
         !gamma
         !cnvnop was disintegrated to 1 INTEGER variable and 7 LOGICAL
         !variables
         INTEGER StdFuncType
         LOGICAL InitFlag,InitType,MinimumFlag,MaximumFlag,         &
         GeneratorFlag,UnitsFlag,TripComplementFlag
         !gammaend
         INTEGER TripNum(2,2),GenTblNum(2,2),DelayTable(2,3),TrqNum(2,2)
         REAL(8) cName,OldValue(4) 
         REAL(8) MinValue,Maxvalue,Var_n,Var_o,ScaleFtr,ShaftInertia,ShaftFrFtr,      &
         Afactor(4),DelayTime,DelayTimeHoldDiv,DelaySlope,StoreTime
         ! 6/23/98 add 3D control option cnvdim (1D or 3D ?)
         REAL(8) index1D3D
         INTEGER GenTripNum(2,2),GenDiscTrip(2,2) 
         REAL(8) GenRotVel,GenSyncVel,GenInertia,GenFrFtr,GenTorq,GenPowIn 
                                               
      END TYPE

      TYPE CONTROL_TABVAR ; SEQUENCE
         REAL(8) Afactor,alpVRC
         INTEGER numVRC(2),Pickup(2,2)
      END TYPE

      TYPE CONTROL_TABLE ; SEQUENCE
         INTEGER,POINTER              ::Connect(:)
         REAL(8),POINTER              ::DelayTbl(:)
         TYPE(CONTROL_TABVAR),POINTER ::var(:)
      END TYPE

      ! naming of block variables
      TYPE(CONTROL_HEADER)               :: ctl_hd
      TYPE(CONTROL_DATA), ALLOCATABLE    :: ctl_da(:),ctl_dax (:)
      TYPE(CONTROL_TABLE), ALLOCATABLE   :: ctl_tbl(:),ctl_tblx (:)
   END MODULE CON_VARC

Table 9-10 Control Variable Names in Comdeck con_varc.f90

Variable Type Description
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Afactor R “A” factor in sum or PID control components
alpVRC R Alphanumeric part of variable request code
cName R Control component alphanumeric name
cnvopt I Units (1 bit)

Flag for maximum number of components possible (2 bit)
Generator present flag (4 bit)

CompntType I Control component type
Connect I(4) 1: Connected component type

2: Connected component number
3: Block number
4: Offset during input processing, index during transient

DelaySlope R Slope for delay interpolation
DelayTable I(3) 1: Last entered table position

2: Number of table positions
3: Delay table position

DelayTbl R Delay table values
DelayTime R Delay time
DelayTimeHoldDiv R Delay time divided by number of hold values
GenDiscTrip I(2) 1: Generator disconnect trip number

2: Offset during input processing, index during transient
GeneratorFlag L
GenFrFtr R Generator friction factor
GenInertia R Generator inertia
GenPowIn R Generator power input
GenRotVel R Generator rotational velocity
GenSyncVel R Generator synchronous rotational velocity
GenTblNum I(2) 1: Table number input

2: Offset during input processing, index during transient
GenTorq R Generator torque
GenTripNum I(2) 1: Generator trip number

2: Offset during input processing, index during transient
InitFlag L
InitType L
isGeneratorFlag L
isMaxComponents L
MaximumFlag L
Maxvalue R Maximum value permitted component
MinimumFlag L
MinValue R Minimum value permitted component
nCompnt I Number of components
nTerms I Number of terms or factors
numVRC I Integer part of variable request code

Table 9-10 Control Variable Names in Comdeck con_varc.f90
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9.11  eccmxc.h

The eccmxc.h comdeck is a dynamic block for ECC mixer variable. It contains the specification
statements for variable that is common to the ECC mixer. The descriptions of the variables are given
below.

9.12  fast.h

The fast.h comdeck is a specification block and /fast/ common block. It is used for all the dynamic
storage in MARS. This comdeck also contains the parameter that sets the length of the fa array, lfsiz. 

nWords I Number of words in component.
OldValue R Old values needed in difference or pid component blocks
Pickup I(2) 1: Block number

2: Offset within block during input processing, index during 
transient

ScaleFtr R Scale factor
ShaftFrFtr R Friction factor for shaft component
ShaftInertia R Inertia for shaft component
StdFuncType I
StoreTime R Time to store next value
TripComplementFla
g

L

TripNum I(2) 1: Trip number
2: Offset within block to trip during input processing, index during 
transient

TrqNum I(2) 1: Control variable number for torque
2: Offset during input processing, index during transient

UnitFlag L
UnitsFlag L
Var_n R New value of control variable
Var_o R Old value of control variable

Table 9-11 ECC Mixer Component Variable Name in Comdeck eccmxc.h

Variable Type Description
anglECC R injection angle of ECC

Table 9-12 /fast/ Storage Pool Variable Names in Comdeck fast.h

Variable Type Description
fa R(lfsiz) Dynamic pool area (equivalenced to ia)
ia I(lfsiz) Dynamic pool area (equivalenced to ia)
lfsiz I Parameter, size of fa array

Initialized to 7,000,000

Table 9-10 Control Variable Names in Comdeck con_varc.f90
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9.13  flood.h

The flood.h comdeck is a specification block and /flood / common block. It is used for the variables
that are common to the reflood heat transfer subroutines. The descriptions of the variables are given below
in alphabetical order. 

9.14  gapvar.h

The gapvar.h comdeck is a specification block and /gapvar/ common block. It is used for a couple of
fuel pin gap variables. 

9.15  genrl.h

The genrl.h comdeck is a specification block and /genrl/ common block. It is holds the character
strings for the title of the problem case that is being run and the code version. A description is given below
of these variables in alphabetical order. 

Table 9-13 Reflood Variable Names in Comdeck flood.h

Variable Type Description
hmac R
hmic R
itrchf I Iteration counter for finding twchf
onrefl I 1: If reflood logic is currently active,

0: If reflood logic is currently inactive
refbun I 1: If heat structure is a bundle and reflood may exist

0: otherwise
twchf R
twnvg R
twqf R
wetbot R Height of bottom quench region
wettop R Length of top quench region
zbun R Bundle length
zqf R Height of the node above the bottom quench front
zqftop R Distance of the node from the top quench front

Table 9-14 Fuel Pin Gap Variable Names in Comdeck gapvar.h

Variable Type Description
pfluid R Fluid number of the gas in the fuel pin gap
pgas R Pressure in the gas in the fuel pin gap

Table 9-15 Problem Title Names in Comdeck genrl.h

Variable Type Description
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9.16   Module gent_blc.f90

The module gen_tblc.90 is a dynamic block for general table variables. It contains the specification
statements for variables that is common to the general tables. This description is given in Table 9-17.  The
dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer, logical, or character, is given in the type column.

ctitle C*108 Contains title card of case, time, and date
ptitle C*64 Contains program version identification and title

Table 9-16 Module for the General Tables
MODULE GEN_TBLC

          TYPE GEN_HEADER ; SEQUENCE
             INTEGER ngTbls(2)
          END TYPE

          TYPE GEN_DATA ; SEQUENCE
             INTEGER TblNo(2),TblLen(2),TblTrip(2,2)
             REAL(8) TblArg,TblValue
             INTEGER TblType(2),TblInfo(2,3)
             REAL(8), POINTER :: TblData(:)
          END TYPE

          TYPE (GEN_HEADER) :: g_hd
          TYPE (GEN_DATA),  ALLOCATABLE :: g_da(:), g_dax(:)
       END MODULE

Table 9-17 General Table Variable Names in Comdeck gen_tblc.f90

Variable Type Description
TblArg R Argument for last table lookup
TblData R Table values
TblInfo I Table type (15 bits)

Number of items/entry (15 bits)
Total number of items (15 bits)
Current subscript (15 bits)

TblLen I
TblNo I
TblTrip I Trip number (12 bits)

Unused (12 bits)
Trip location, relative to trip block (18 bits)
Trip location relative to dynamic block (18 bits)

TblType I
TblValue R Result from last table lookup
ngTbls I Number of general tables

Table 9-15 Problem Title Names in Comdeck genrl.h
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9.17  htrcom.h

The htrcom.h comdeck is a specification block and /htrcom/ common block. This common block
holds that variables that are used in the heat transfer correlations. The /htrcomc/ common block contains a
description of the variables in the /htrcom/ common block. A description is given below of these variables
in alphabetical order. The dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer, logical, or character, is
given in the type column. In the description column, input means that the value is set before calling htrc1,
computed means that it is set inside htrc1 and is for communication to lower level subroutines, and output
means that the quantity is returned by htrc1.
Table 9-18 Heat Transfer Correlation Variable Names in Comdeck htrcom.h

Variable Type Description
axpf R Axial power peaking factor (used for chf) (input)
beta R Coefficient of thermal expansion of appropriate phase 

(computed)
chf R Critical heat flux (output)
chfmul R Critical heat flux table lookup multiplier (output) or critical 

heat flux ratio (used for pg chfr)
cps R Specific heat of appropriate phase (computed)
drod R Rod outer diameter
dtsat R Wall temperature minus saturation temperature (computed)
enliq R Liquid enthalpy (computed)
fstrat R Percent of liquid stratification (computed)
g R Total cell centered mass flux (input)
gabs R Absolute value of total centered mass flux (input)
gamw R Direct wall flashing or condensation (output)
ggasa R Cell centered vapor mass flux (input)
gliqa R Cell centered liquid mass flux (input)
gridk R Critical heat flux ratio (used for pg chfr) spacer pressure loss 

coefficient (used for chf) (input) or grid spacer factor (used for 
pg chfr)

gridz R Heated channel inlet equilibrium quality based on total 
pressure (used for pg chfr)

hfg R Heat of vaporization (enthalpy difference between saturated 
vapor and saturated liquid) (input)

hfgp R Hfg based on total pressure (computed)
htcf R Heat transfer coefficient to liquid (output)
htcg R Heat transfer coefficient to vapor (output)
htcoef R Total heat transfer coefficient (output)
htdiam R Heated equivalent diameter (input)
htgamf R Factor to convert heat flux to interphase mass transfer due to 

flashing at wall
htgamg R Factor to convert heat flux to interphase mass transfer due to 

condensing at wall
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htlen R Heat transfer length from some position (used for chf) (input) 
or Reduced heat transfer length from some position (used for 
pg chfr) (input)

htlenc R Heat transfer length for natural convection (input)
htopta I Heat transfer package option number
htqof R Old-time heat flux to liquid
htqog R Old-time heat flux to vapor
htqot R Old-time total heat flux to fluid
htsa R heat transfer surface area (input)
htzhff R Heat transfer coefficient from wall to liquid using liquid 

temperature
htzhft R Heat transfer coefficient from wall to liquid using saturation 

temperature corresponding to total pressure
htzhgg R Heat transfer coefficient from wall to vapor using vapor 

temperature
htzhgp R Heat transfer coefficient from wall to vapor using saturation 

temperature corresponding to partial pressure
htzhgt R Heat transfer coefficient from wall to vapor using saturation 

temperature corresponding to total pressure
htzht R Total heat transfer coefficient from wall to fluid
ibundl I Rod bundle flag (computed)
irwt I Vertical/horizontal flag (computed)
iv I Volume index (input)
mode I Mode of heat transfer (output)
pithier R Rod pitch/diameter. (input)
qffo R Heat flux to liquid (output)
qfgo R Heat flux to vapor (output)
qfgox R Left (1)

Right (2) heat flux to vapor (output)
qfluxo R Total heat flux (output)
qualep R Equilibrium quality based on total pressure (computed)
sathfp R Saturation liquid enthalpy based on total pressure (computed)
tf R Volume liquid temperature (computed)
thcons R Thermal conductivity of appropriate phase (computed)
tw R Wall surface temperature (input)
viscs R Viscosity of appropriate phase (computed)

Table 9-18 Heat Transfer Correlation Variable Names in Comdeck htrcom.h
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9.18  module ht_rflb.f90

The module ht_rflb.f90 is a dynamic block for reflood variables. It contains the specification
statements for variables that are common to reflood. This description is given in Table 9-20. The
dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer, logical, or character, is given in the type column.
Table 9-19 Module for Reflood Variables

MODULE HT_RFLB
         INTEGER nhtga,nhtma,nscra1,nscra2 
         PARAMETER (nhtga=14,nhtma=13,nscra1=13,nscra2=5) 

         TYPE REFLOD_HDR
            INTEGER nRfHs(2)
         END TYPE

         TYPE REFLOD_BLK
            INTEGER iHsGeo(2),iRflood(2,4),nAxLev(2,2)
            REAL(8) zRfBun,zQbot,zQtop,NoAxMesh,tCHFQf,tRewet 
            INTEGER HsGeoNo(2)
         END TYPE

         TYPE REFLOD_TMPR
            REAL(8) tRfld_o,tRfld
         END TYPE

         TYPE ARFLD_TMPR
            REAL(8) tRfSf_o,tRfSf
         END TYPE

         TYPE REFLOD_TABLE
            INTEGER, POINTER           :: NoHsGeo(:,:)
            REAL(8), POINTER           :: HtdZlm(:)
            TYPE(REFLOD_TMPR), POINTER :: rft(:)
            TYPE(ARFLD_TMPR), POINTER  :: art(:)
         END TYPE

         TYPE(REFLOD_HDR)               :: hr_hd
         TYPE(REFLOD_BLK),ALLOCATABLE   :: hr_da(:),hr_dax(:)
         TYPE(REFLOD_TABLE),ALLOCATABLE :: hr_tbl(:),hr_tblx(:)

      END MODULE

Table 9-20 Reflood Variable Names in Module ht_rflb.f90

Variable Type Description
HsGeoNo I Heat structure-geometry which reflood set belongs to on restart this word is 

set to 0 or negative if the heat structure is deleted or overlaid in rhtcmp
HtdZlm R
htlenz R Axial mesh points coordinate
iHsGeo I Offset to ihtptr for first heat structure in a heat structure designated for 

reflood
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9.19  htscr1.h

The htscr1.h comdeck is a dynamic block for scratch storage of reflood scratch variables. It contains
the specification statements for variables that are used for scratch storage during a reflood calculation. A
description is given below. 

iRflood I(4) 1: Offset/index to heat structure dependent data
2: Offset/index to axial mesh point dependent data
3: Offset/index to temperature data
4: Offset/index to mesh point positioning data

nAxLev I(2) 1: Maximum number of axial levels
2: Current number of axial levels

nhtga I initialized to 14 in parameter statement
nhtma I Initialized to 13 in parameter statement
NoAxMesh R Current number of axial nodes on a reflood heat structure
NoHsGeo I
nRfHs I Number of heat structure-geometries designated for reflood- rezoning 

calculations
nscra1 I Initialized to 13 in parameter statement
nscra2 I Initialized to 5 in parameter statement
tCHFQf R Temperature corresponding to qfchfn
tRewet R Quench, Leidenfrost or rewet temperature
tRfld R New-time temperature array
tRfld_o R Old-time temperature array
tRfSf R
tRfSf_o R
zQbot R Height of reflood bottom quenched region
zQtop R Height of reflood top quenched region
zRfBun R Height of reflood bundle

Table 9-21 Reflood Scratch Variable Names in Comdeck htscr1.h

Variable fa(i) Type Description
indzhs 11 I
htb2 3 R
htc2 4 R
htf2 5 R
htts2 6 R
httr2 2 R
htdz 1 R
htbc2 7 R
htbd2 8 R
htv1 9 R
htv2 10 R

Table 9-20 Reflood Variable Names in Module ht_rflb.f90
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9.20  htscr2.h 

The htscr2.h comdeck is another dynamic block for scratch storage of reflood scratch variables. It
contains the specification statements for variables that are used for scratch storage during a reflood
calculation. This description is given below.  

9.21  htscr.h

The htscr.h comdeck is another dynamic block for scratch storage of heat transfer scratch variables.
It contains the specification statements for variables that are used for scratch storage during a the heat
transfer advancement calculation. A description is given below.  

Table 9-22 Reflood Scratch Variable Names in Comdeck htscr2.h

Variable fa(i) Type Description
aijr 2 R 1: Thermal conductivities for mesh intervals

2: Thermal conductivities divided by two for mesh intervals
3: Mesh point temperatures during mesh renodalization
4: Radial off-diagonal element

aijt 4 R Axial off-diagonal element
htvhc 1 R 1: Volumetric heat capacities for mesh intervals

2: Volume weighted volumetric heat capacities for mesh points
httc2 2 R
htpws 3 R Time dependent and volume weighted power term
tmpscr 5 R Mesh point temperatures during actual advancement

Table 9-23 Heat Transfer Scratch Variable Names in Comdeck htscr.h

Variable fa(i) Type Description
htb 28 R
hte 27 R
htee 29 R
htf 30 R
htflag 25 I
htgsmf 1 R
htgsmg 3 R
hthhff 7 R
hthhft 9 R
hthhgg 11 R
hthhgp 15 R
hthhgt 13 R
hthht 5 R
htqosf 17 R
htqosg 19 R
htqost 21 R
htscrp - I Initialized to 14 in a parameter statement
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9.22  Module ht_srcm.f90

The module ht_srcm.f90 is a dynamic block for storage of heat structure variables. It contains the
specification statements for variables that are used for heat structure storage during a the heat transfer
advancement calculation. The variables are used in the form, h_da(i)%xxx, where xxx is the variable name
given in Table 9-25. 

Table 9-24 Module for Heat Structure Variables

         TYPE HTS_HEADER ; SEQUENCE

            INTEGER nHStr(2)

         END TYPE

         TYPE HTS_DATA ; SEQUENCE

            INTEGER HsNo(2)

            !gamma htopt was divided into 1 INTEGER & 13 LOGICALs

            LOGICAL isStdFlg,isInpErr,isInitFlg,             &

            GeoRefFlg,GeoSatFlg,TmpRefFlg,             &

            TmpRefSatFlg,isXLBC,isXRBC,   &

            RfSide,RBCTyp,LBCTyp,is2Dinit

            INTEGER GeoTyp

            !gammaend

            INTEGER iTnew(2),iTold(2),iHtGeo(2),HtGeoOs(2),HtSrcTyp(2,2),     &

                    HtBVNc(2,2),HtBVNi(2,2),HtBCTyp(2,2),HtBCTypR(2,2)

            !gamma htbnts(2,2) was divided into 3 INTEGERs & 1 LOGICAL 

            INTEGER OptTbl(2),SbrtNo(2),                &

                    CordCdOfs(2)

            LOGICAL CordCdFlg(2)

            !gammaend

            INTEGER HtSfTyp(2,2),HtRfPt(2),HtBvFNc(2,2),HtBvFNi(2,2),      &

htsxrp - I Initialized to 27 in a parameter statement
httc 39 R
htvhc 40 R
qradlr 23 R

Table 9-23 Heat Transfer Scratch Variable Names in Comdeck htscr.h
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                    HtBvRNc(2,2),HtBvRNi(2,2),CHFOpt(2,2),CHFCallFlg(2,2)

            REAL(8) HtMode(2)          !equivalenced with HtSfTyp

            INTEGER HtGapRef(2,2),NoHtMesh(2),RfFlg(2,2),AxReZLim(2),AxMsNo(2)

            REAL(8) SrcFct,BndArea(2),HeatFlx(2)      !34-2

            REAL(8) HeatFlx_o(2)   

            REAL(8) DiSrcFct(2)   

            REAL(8) HtPow(2)   

            REAL(8) IntSrc,HtTime,HtDelT

            REAL(8) DeqHt(2) 

            REAL(8) HtCHF(2) 

            REAL(8) tVolAvg                                        !48-2

            !---------------------

            REAL(8) dTW2F(2)   !dTW2F,      !50-2  

            REAL(8) HtBndV(2),CHFMul(2),HtBCT(2)

            REAL(8) Htrfn(2),not(2),HeatFlx2V(2)

            REAL(8) Htcfg(2)   

            !                           

            REAL(8) GapRough,GapDisp

            REAL(8) HtRadius(2),HtdLenF(2),HtdLenR(2)

            REAL(8) GrdZF(2),GrdZR(2),GrdKF(2)

            REAL(8) GrdKR(2),AxPowP(2)                 !82-2 

            !---------------------

            INTEGER iScratch(2)

            REAL(8) OxiThI,OxiThO,OxiThI_o,OxiThO_o, H2Gen,H2Gen_o

            !gamma imw(2) was divided into 1 INTEGER & 7 LOGICALs    !90-2

            INTEGER CladMeshNo

MODULE HT_SRCM

            LOGICAL isRupt,isLosCoChg,isPlaStr,     &

                    LosCoRup,MWRinner,MWRcalc,&

                    MWRCorFlg

            !gammaend

            REAL(8) GapWdth,CladExR,CladHuRate,StrPlas,GapConMul,GapHTC

            !gamma added variables, htscmo
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            REAL(8) HtScm(2)

            !gammaend

            REAL(8) Stanton(2),Peclet(2)

            REAL(8) LenNC(2),Pit2Dia(2),HtFouF(2)             !104-2=102

            REAL(8) htmult(2,6)  ! BEMUSE

            INTEGER httrip(2,2)  ! BEMUSE

            !>>>>

            REAL(8) SrfWei,arean,GapIniP   ! from geometry data

            !<<<< 

         END TYPE

         !Geometry data:    3 + (nr-1)*8 + 3 = (nr-1)*htgskp + 6

         !nr: no. of radial meshes

         !used once for a set of heat structure

         TYPE HTS_ITV ; SEQUENCE          

            REAL(8) GapIntW,SrcFacV,VolWeiT  ! repeated nr times

            INTEGER CmpsNo(2,2)           ! repeated (nr-1) times 

            REAL(8) SrfWei,VolWeiR,VolWeiL ! repeated (nr-1) times                                                 

         END TYPE

         TYPE HTS_TABLE ; SEQUENCE

            REAL(8),        POINTER :: HtTemp(:) !size=2*nr

            TYPE (HTS_ITV), POINTER :: itv(:)   !nr times if necessary

         END TYPE

         ! Naming of Block ----------------------------------

         TYPE (HTS_HEADER)             :: h_hd

         TYPE (HTS_DATA),  ALLOCATABLE :: h_da(:) ,h_dax(:)

         TYPE (HTS_TABLE), ALLOCATABLE :: h_tbl(:),h_tblx(:)

      END MODULE HT_SRCM

Table 9-25 Heat Structure Variable Names in Module ht_srcm.f90

Variable Type Description
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AxMsNo I Number of heat structures with this geometry
AxPowP R(2) Axial power peaking factor, left- and right-hand side of heat structure 

(local flux/average flux from start of boiling to local point)
AxReZLim I Axial rezoning limit number
BndArea R(2) Area at left and right boundary
CHFCallFlg I(2) 1: Left and2: right chf correlation call flag
CHFMul R(2) Critical heat flux multiplier, left-and right-hand side
CHFOpt I(2) 1: Left and2: right chf correlation option
CladExR R Clad expanded outer radius (negative if it has burst)
CladHuRate R Is the cladding heatup rate
CladMeshNo I
CmpsNo I(2) 1: Composition number; 2: Composition offset
CordCdFlg L
CordCdOfs I
DeqHt R(2) Left and right side heated equivalent diameter
DiSrcFct R(2) Left and right direct source factor
dTW2F R(2) Left and right side old (twall - twater)
GapDisp R Cladding creep down radial displacement - radial displacement due to 

fission gas induced fuel swelling and densification
GapIniP R Gap initial pressure at input, initial pressure / temperature of reference 

volume (top of the core) after initialization
GapIntW R Radial interval width up to the gap plus inner and outer radii of cladding
GapRough R Fuel surface roughness + cladding surface roughness
GapWdth R Gap width for the gap conductance and ballooning case
GrdKF R(2) Grid spacer forward form loss coefficient, left- and right-hand side
GrdKR R(2) Grid spacer reverse form loss coefficient, left- and right-hand side
GrdZF R(2) Forward direction length from grid spacer, left- and right-hand side or for 

pg chfr: forward direction grid spacer factor, left-hand side
GrdZR R(2) Reverse direction length from grid spacer, left- and right-hand side or for 

pg chfr: reverse direction grid spacer factor, left-hand side
H2Gen R New hydrogen generated (kg)
H2Gen_o R Old value of hydrogen generated (kg)
HeatFlx R(2) Heat transfer rate at left and right boundary (new)
HeatFlx_o R(2) Heat transfer coefficient to liquid at left and right boundary (equivalence to 

htrnso)
HeatFlx2V R
HsNo I Heat structure number
HtBCT R(2) Left and right boundary condition value, usually sink temperature related 

quantity or heat flux
HtBCTyp I Boundary type input
HtBCTypR I Reduced boundary type
HtBndV R(2) Left and right boundary condition value, usually heat transfer coefficient

Table 9-25 Heat Structure Variable Names in Module ht_srcm.f90
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HtBvFNc I(2) 1: Left and 2: Right forward direction boundary volume input code to 
define equilibrium quality based on total pressure at the inlet to heated 
channel
2: Right forward direction boundary volume input code to define 
equilibrium quality based on total pressure at the inlet to heated channel

HtBvFNi I(2) 1: Left and 2: Right forward direction boundary volume offset index during 
transient to define equilibrium quality based on total pressure at the inlet to 
heated channel

HtBVNc I Boundary volume input code
HtBVNi I Boundary volume offset during input, index during transient or general 

table offset
HtBvRNc I(2) 1: Left and 2: Right reverse direction boundary volume input code to 

define equilibrium quality based on total pressure at the inlet to heated 
channel

HtBvRNi I(2) 1: Left and 2: Right reverse direction boundary volume offset index during 
transient to define equilibrium quality based on total pressure at the inlet to 
heated channel

Htcfg R (Equivalenced to htrgoo)
htcfgn R (Equivalenced to htrgon)
HtCHF R(2) Left and rigth side critical heat flux
htcmpf R
HtDelT R(2) Time increment
HtdLenF R Forward direction heated length from inlet, left- hand side or for pg chfr
HtdLenR R(2) Reverse direction heated length from inlet, left- and right hand side or for 

pg chfr: reverse direction reduced heated length from inlet
htfixa I Number of mesh size independent words for each heat structure Initialized 

to 143 in a parameter statement
HtFouF R
HtGapRef I(2) 1: Gap deformation model reference volume number;  2: Gap deformation 

model reference volume offset
HtGeoOs I Offset to heat structure geometry data
htgskp I Skip Factor for geometry data; Initialized to 8 in parameter statement
htlnfn R Forward direction heated length from inlet, right- hand side or for pg chfr: 

forward direction reduced heated length from inlet
HtMode R Heat transfer mode number during transient. This quantity and the 

preceding quantity occupy the same location
htopt I Old packed word, not used anymore
HtPow R Old power value
htpown R New power value
HtRadius R(2) Radius at left and right boundary
Htrfn R
htrfnn R
htrfon R
HtRfPt R

Table 9-25 Heat Structure Variable Names in Module ht_srcm.f90
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htrgnn R
htrgon R (Equivalenced to htcfgn)
htrgoo R (Equivalenced to htcfgo)
htrnso R(2) Heat transfer rate at left and right boundary (old) (equivalence to htcffo)
HtSfTyp I Heat transfer surface type during input
HtSrcTyp I(2) 1: Heat source type

2: Heat source offset for general table or control system power source; heat 
structure-geometry referral number for initial temperatures

HtTemp R Temperature in heat structure
HtTime R Time at beginning of advancement
iHtGeo I Heat structure-geometry referral number
ihtptr I Offset to heat structure
imw R Old packed word, not used anymore
IntSrc R Integral of the source distribution over space
iScratch I Index for scratch space during transient advancement
isLosCoChg L
isPlaStr L
isRupt L
iTnew I Offset to end of time step temperatures
iTold I Offset to beginning of time step temperatures
LenNC R(2) 1: Left and 2: Right forward natural convection length from entrance
LosCoRup L
MWRcalc L
MWRCorFlg L
MWRinner L
nHStr I Number of heat structures
NoHtMesh I Number of mesh points
not used R
OptTbl I
OxiThI R New oxide thickness on inside of cladding (m)
OxiThI_o R New oxide thickness on outside of cladding (m)
OxiThO R Old value of inside oxide thickness (m)
OxiThO_o R Old value of outside oxide thickness (m) (can be input as w2 on the 

1cccg003 card in rhtcmp)
Peclet R(2) Left, right side Peclet numbers
Pit2Dia R(2) 1: Left and 2: Right rod bundle pitch to diameter ratio
RfFlg I(2) 1: Reflood flag  2: Offset for trip when trip number in htrflg(1)
SbrtNo I
SrcFacV R Space dependent source factor times volume weights at each mesh point
SrcFct R Source multiplier
SrfWei R(2) Surface weight at left and right boundary
SrfWei R Surface weights at each mesh interval

Table 9-25 Heat Structure Variable Names in Module ht_srcm.f90
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9.23  intr_ac.f90

The intr_ac.f90 module is a dynamic block for the interactive variables. It contains the specification
statements for the interactive variables that can be displayed during a MARS calculation. It also contains a
description of these variables. This description is given below where the slot number in the fa array that the
variable is equivalenced to is given in the fa(i) column. The dimensions and type of the variable, real*8,
integer, logical, or character, is given in the type column.

9.24  inv_htb.f90

The inv_htb.f90 module is a dynamic block for the inverted heat structure table. It contains the
specification statements for the inverted heat structure table that can be used to find all the heat structures
attached to a given volume. It also contains a description of these variables. This description is given below
where the slot number in the fa array that the variable is equivalenced to is given in the fa(i) column. The
dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer, logical, or character, is given in the type column.

Stanton R(2) Left, right side Stanton numbers
StrPlas R Is the maximum plastic strain
tVolAvg R Volume averaged temperature
VolWeiL R Left volume weights at each mesh interval
VolWeiR R Right volume weights at each mesh interval
VolWeiT R Volume weights for average volume temperature calculation at each mesh 

point

Table 9-26 Interactive Variable Names in Module intr_ac.f90

Variable fa(i) Type Description
intrcv 3 R Conversion factor to SI units
intrla 2 R Variable name of input quantity or label of output quantity
intrni 5 I Input variable card number
intrno 1 I Number of interactive variables
intrva 4 R Current value of input quantity

Table 9-27 Inverted Heat Structure Table Variable Names in module v_htb.f90

Variable fa(i) Type Description
ihHsFrac 6 R Ratio of heat structure surface area to total surface area of all heat 

structures attached to volume
ihDhy2Dhs 5 R Ratio of volume hydraulic diameter to heat structure heated hydraulic 

diameter
ihNoHss 2 I Number of heat structures surfaces attached to this volume
ihHsNo 3 I Heat structure number
ihHsSufNo 4 I Index to surface temperature
invhkp I Not used anymore (Skip factor for each heat structures block

Initialized to 4 in a parameter statement)

Table 9-25 Heat Structure Variable Names in Module ht_srcm.f90
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9.25  inv_tbl.f90

The inv_tbl.f90 module is a dynamic block for the inverted junction table. It contains the
specification statements for the inverted junction table which can be used to find all the junctions attached
to a given volume. It also contains a description of these variables. This description is given below where
the slot number in the fa array that the variable is equivalenced to is given in the fa(i) column. The
dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer, logical, or character, is given in the type column.

9.26  jun_dat.f90

The jun_dat.f90 module is a dynamic block for the junctions. It contains the specification statements
for the junction variables. It also contains a description of these variables. This description is given below
where the slot number in the fa array that the variable is equivalenced to is given in the fa(i) column. The
dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer, logical, or character, is given in the type column.

invhos 1 I Not used anymore (Offset used to compute indexes stored in insrft)

Table 9-28 Inverted Junction Table Variable Names in module inv_tbl.f90

Variable fa(i) Type Description
invjun 3 I Old packed word, not used anymore
Invofs(2) 1 I Not used anymore
IvJcnNo 4 I Not used anymore
iIvJcnI 5 I Not used anymore
isMomFluxOff 5 L true if momentum flux is off
isOutlet 4 L true if outlet
isRevJcn 3 L true if reverse coordinate direction
isToEnd 5 L true if to connection
nIvJcns(2) I
not(2) I

Table 9-29 Junction Variable Names in Comdeck jundat.hf90

Variable fa(i) Type Description
Ajun 9 R Area of junction
Ajun_o - R Old ajun. (SCDAP only) positioned at ijsk3 + 2
Aratio 11 R(2) 1: Mixture volumetric flow rate for the junction 

divided by the total mixture volumetric flow rate on 
that end of the volume. Mixture is obtained by using 
sum of absolute value of phasic volumetric flow rates
2: same as 1, except for “to” volume

Athort 10 R Ratio of orifice area to junction area

Table 9-27 Inverted Heat Structure Table Variable Names in module v_htb.f90
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betaCCFL 57 R Form of CCFL correlation
0. = Wallis
1. = Kutateladze

C0j 60 R Junction distribution coefficient
C0j_o 61 R Junction distribution coefficient previous time step
C0j_os 85 R Saved beginning of advancement phasic distribution 

coefficient for level model backup
cCCFL 58 R Gas intercept for CCFL correlation
ChokeFlag 82 R Junction choking flag

0 = flow not choked
1 = flow choked

Cj_n 35 R 
Density correction factor ( ) applied to the junction 

convective term in choking
Cj_o 36 R Density correction factor applied to the junction 

convective term in choking previous time step
CjDisSC 54 R Subcooled discharge coefficient
CjDisSH 74 R Superheated discharge coefficient
CjDisTP 55 R Two-phase discharge coefficient
Diamj 13 R Diameter of junction
Diamj_o - R Old diamj. (SCDAP only)

Positioned at ijsk3 + 3
dummy L
Face
 

7 I(2) 1: From pointer in output form without sign
2: To pointer in output form without sign

fidxupo R
fij 33 R Interphase friction
fij_o 34 R Interphase friction previous time step
fij_os 83 R Saved beginning of advancement interfacial friction 

coefficient for level model backup
FlowEnthalpy 80 R Total enthalpy flow in junction. Includes both phases 

and noncondensables

Table 9-29 Junction Variable Names in Comdeck jundat.hf90

ρt
ρj
-----
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FRegimej 71 R Junction flow regime number in real format
1. CTB high mixing bubbly
2. CTT high mixing bubbly/mist transition
3. CTM high mixing mist
4. BBY bubbly
5. SLG slug
6. ANM annular-mist
7. MPR mist-pre-CHF
8. IAN inverted annular
9. ISL inverted slug
10. MST mist
11. MPO mist-post-CHF
12. HST horizontal stratified
13. VST vertical stratified
14. MWY ECC mixer wavy
15. MWA ECC mixer wavy/annular-mist
16. MAM ECC mixer annular-mist
17. MMS ECC mixer mist
18. MWS ECC mixer wavy/slug transition
19. MWP ECC mixer wavy-plug-slug transition
20. MPL ECC mixer plug
21. MPS ECC mixer plug-slug transition
22. MSL ECC mixer slug
23. MPB ECC mixer plug-bubbly transition
24. MBB ECC mixer bubbly

FromFace 130 I from face 1 bits
fwalfj 90 R Non-dimensional liquid wall friction coefficient
Fwalgj 91 R Non-dimensional vapor wall friction coefficient
fxj 68 R Wall friction interpolating factor
fxj_o 69 R Wall friction interpolation factor for previous time step
fxj_os 84 R Saved beginning of advancement interfacial friction 

interpolation coefficient for level model backup
idComp 81 I Index to component block for junction
idxDiagFrom 46 I(2) 1: Index to diagonal matrix element for from volume

2: Same for to volume
idxDiagMoment 50 I(2) 1: Diagonal index for sum momentum equation

2: Diagonal index for difference momentum equation
idxFrom 5 I From volume ordinal number
idxFromVol 42 I From volume index
idxOdigFrom 48 I(2) 1: Index to off-diagonal matrix element for from 

volume
2: Same for to volume

idxScrFrom 44 I(2) 1: Index to scratch space for from volume
2: Same for to volume

Table 9-29 Junction Variable Names in Comdeck jundat.hf90
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idxScrJun 52 I Index to scratch space for junction
volTo 3 I To volume input code
idxTo 6 I To volume ordinal number
idxToVol 43 I To volume index
ijsk2 - I Not used anymore !
ijsk3 - I Not used anymore !(ijsk1 + ijsk2)
ijsk4 - I Not used anymore ![0 if selap is not defined

2 if selap is defined (selap is the defined if SCDAP is 
used)]

ijsk5 - I Not used anymore !( ijsk3 + ijsk4)
ijsk6 - I Not used anymore !(0 if extjun and extj20 are not 

defined
20 if extjun and extj20 are defined
These are the extra junction plot variables that are 
useful for debugging purposes)

ijskp - I Not used anymore !(Junction skip factor
Initialized to 92 in a parameter statement)

iregj 72 R Vertical bubbly/slug flow junction flow regime 
number in real format

is2turbjunflg 123 L
is2vel1velflg 103 L
isAbrareachgflg 102 L
isAccactvflg 109 L true if accumulator is active
isAirjunflg 124 L
isCcflflg 126 L
isChokflg 94 L true if choked
ischoktstflgaccjun 100 L
isDbgprntflg 136 L
isDonprespvwrk 131 L
isEccmixflg1 134 L
isEccmixflg2 135 L
isElevchk 125 L
isFrmmomflxopt 107 L true if from volume has momentum flux off
isGodunovflg1 138 L
isGodunovflg2 139 L
isHorzvertjunflg 120 L
isInithsemod1 140 L
isInithsemod2 141 L
isInpflg 101 L
isJetjunflg 119 L
isJetmixflg1 113 L
isJetmixflg2 114 L

Table 9-29 Junction Variable Names in Comdeck jundat.hf90
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isJetmixflg3 115 L
isJunfloregnum 128 L
isLevelmod 142 L
isLiqentrain 145 L
isMomflxoffflg 108 L
isNochokflg 98 L
isNolosscoefabrjun 144 L
isNpccflflg 127 L
isOldtimchokflg 99 L
isOned L
isRevfrmvolconflg 96 L true if reversed from volume connection
isRevtovolconflg 97 L true if reversed to volume connection
isSepflg 104 L
isSepflg1 116 L
isSepflg2 117 L
isSepflg3 118 L
isStratflg 110 L
isStratflwflg 105 L
isStratinpdat1 111 L
isStratinpdat2 112 L
isStrtchjunflg 133 L
isTomomflxoffopt 106 L true if to volume has momentum flux off
isUpdwnjunflg 121 L
isVapcontphasejun 143 L
isVlvflg 122 L
isWatpackflg 137 L
isWatpackjunflg 132 L
itTdpjunflg 95 L true if time dependent junction
jc (now called blhjc) 4 I Old packed word, not used anymore
jcex 56 I Old packed word, not used anymore
jdirection 75 I Junction direction flag

0 = 1D/1D or 1D/3D or 3D/1D
1 = 3D/3D direction 1
2 = 3D/3D direction 2
3 = 3D/3D direction 3

jFace(6) I
jFactor R
Kfb 76 R Multiplier term for form loss coefficient for 

irreversible losses, forward
Kfc 77 R Exponent term for form loss coefficient for irreversible 

losses, forward

Table 9-29 Junction Variable Names in Comdeck jundat.hf90
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Kfj 27 R Constant term for form loss coefficient for irreversible 
losses, forward

Kformfj 29 R Liquid form loss term
Kformfjt 92 R Total form loss coefficient for irreversible losses, 

forward
Kformgj 30 R Vapor form loss term
Krj 28 R Constant term for form loss coefficient for irreversible 

losses, reverse
Kformrjt 93 R Total form loss coefficient for irreversible losses, 

reverse
Krb 78 R Multiplier term for form loss coefficient for 

irreversible losses, reverse
Krc 79 R Exponent term for form loss coefficient for irreversible 

losses, reverse
mCCFL 59 R Slope for CCFL correlation
mflowfj R
mflowgj R
mflowj 31 R Mass flow rate
mflowj_o 88 R Mass flow rate previous time step
mflownj R
nJuns 1 I Number of junctions
Qualaj 22 R Junction noncondensable quality
Qualnj
 

37 R(5) 1: First noncondensable junction mass fraction
2: Second noncondensable junction mass fraction
3: Third noncondensable junction mass fraction
4: Fourth noncondensable junction mass fraction
5: Fifth noncondensable junction mass fraction

rhofj 23 R Junction liquid density
rhogj 24 R Junction vapor density
rstFlag 53 I Junction number for output editing
Sonicj 63 R Junction sound speed divided by the junction density 

ratio (jcatn)
sonicj_o 89 R Junction sound speed previous time step
ToFace 129 I to face 1 bits
Ufj 18 R Junction liquid specific internal energy
Ugj 19 R Junction vapor specific internal energy
Velfj_os 86 R Saved beginning of advancement liquid velocity for 

level model backup
Velgj_os 87 R Saved beginning of advancement vapor velocity for 

level model backup
VelGradf R
VelGradg R
Vfda R

Table 9-29 Junction Variable Names in Comdeck jundat.hf90
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9.27  InitMultiLoop.f90 (Not common deck)

9.28  lev_tbl.f90

The levtbl.f90 module is a dynamic block for the level model. It is used to hold the level model data.
It also contains a description of these variables. This description is given below where the slot number in
the fa array that the variable is equivalenced to is given in the fa(i) column. The dimensions and type of the
variable, real*8, integer, logical, or character, is given in the type column. 

Vfj 14 R Liquid velocity
Vfj_o 15 R Liquid velocity previous time step
vgda R
Vgj 16 R Vapor velocity
Vgj_o 17 R Vapor velocity previous time step
VgjDrift 70 R Vapor drift velocity
virmassj 32 R Virtual mass (temperally not used)
Voidfj 20 R Junction liquid void fraction
Voidfj_o 64 R Junction liquid void fraction previous time step
Voidfj_oo 66 R Junction liquid void fraction time step two levels back
Voidfjr 25 R Ratio of junction liquid void to upstream volume 

liquid void
Voidgj 21 R Junction vapor void fraction
Voidgj_o 65 R Junction vapor void fraction previous time step
Voidgj_oo 67 R Junction vapor void fraction time step two levels back
Voidgjr 26 R Ratio of junction vapor void to upstream volume vapor 

void
Voidj 73 R Junction vapor void fraction used in the interphase 

drag
volFrom 2 I From volume input code
Xej 62 R Junction equilibrium quality based on extrapolated 

pressure & internal energy from jchoke

Table 9-30 Loop Control Array Variable Names in InitMultiLoop.hf90

Variable fa(i) Type Description
vlpndx 1 I Used to hold volume number and position data during hydrodynamic 

system sorting. 
Holds component indexes to allow printing of component, volume, 
and junction information in numerical order.

Table 9-31 Level Model Variable Names in Comdeck lev_tbl.f90

Variable fa(i) Type Description

Table 9-29 Junction Variable Names in Comdeck jundat.hf90
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9.29  lp_dat.f90

The lp_dat.f90 module is a dynamic block for the hydrodynamic systems control block. It is used to
hold the variables that are unique to the hydrodynamic system loops. It also contains a description of these
variables. This description is given below where the slot number in the fa array that the variable is
equivalenced to is given in the fa(i) column. The dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer,
logical, or character, is given in the type column.

levska 5 I Index of volume above head of this stack, used when moving a level 
from the head volume of this stack into the tail (bottom) volume of an 
adjacent stack where the adjacent stack is above this stack

levskb 6 I Index of volume below the tail of this stack, used when moving a 
level from the tail volume of this stack into the head volume of an 
adjacent stack where the adjacent stack is below this stack

levskd 7 I Flag indicating that this stack has been processed during this time 
advancement, used when moving a level from one stack into an 
adjacent stack

levskh 4 I Index of volume at head or top of this level stack
levskl 2 I Index of volume containing level in this level stack
levskn 1 I Number of level stacks in this system
levsko 3 I Index of volume containing level in this stack during previous time 

advancement

Table 9-32 Hydrodynamic Systems Control Variable Names in Comdeck lp_dat.f90

Variable fa(i) Type Description
extsnn 1 R(20) Not used anymore [Extra system variables for plotting purposes (nn = 

0->20)]
gerrs 1 R Not used anymore [Error at which scaling and solution order will be 

reevaluated]
iCmpLoop 2 I Offset (input); index (transient) to first hydrodynamic component in a 

system
iJunLoop 8 I Offset (input); index (transient) to first junction in a system
iVolLoop 4 I Offset (input); index(transient) to first volume in a system
iVolLoopF 6 I The number of the first volume in a system
ixcofp 1 R Index to array holding non-zero values of matrix
ixcofx(2) I
ixip 1 R(2) Pointer to control array for matrix inversion subroutine
ixipr 1 R(2) Pointer indicating first non-zero in row of solution matrix
ixipx 1 R Pointer to ip array during pminvd call
ixirn 1 R Similar function to ixirnr for previously inverted array
ixirnr 1 R Index to array holding position of non-zeros for matrix
ixirnx 1 R(2) Pointer to irn array during pminvd call

Table 9-31 Level Model Variable Names in Comdeck lev_tbl.f90
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ixivrn 1 R Pointer to array holding indexes of matrix elements for nearly 
implicit advancement

ixsopr 1 R Index to right hand side and solution results
ixw 1 R Index to work array for matrix inversion subroutine
LevStk 1 R Offset (input); index (transient) to the level stack data for this system
lListVec 1 R Index to list vector for system
lnonmf 1 R Not used anymore (Number of molten metal species in system)
lPack 1 R Packing flag from packer subroutine
lpskp - I Not used anymore (System skip factor, lpskp = lpskp1 + lpskp2)
lpskp1 - I Not used anymore 

(Number of variables slots in lpdat dynamic array
Initialized to 47 in a parameter statement)

lpskp2 - I Not used anymore (Number of extra system plot variables
Initialized to 20 in a parameter statement if extsys is defined, 
otherwise it is initialized to 0 in a parameter statement)

lSuccess 1 R For each system:
0 If no need to repeat advancement with reduced time step, 
1 If excessive truncation error, 
2 If water property error, 
3 If non-diagonal matrix, 
-1 If repeat advancement after success on previous advancement 
attempt

nCmpLoop 3 I Number of hydrodynamic components in a system
nJunLoop 1 R Number of junctions in a system
nLoops 1 I Number of hydrodynamic systems
nMatElm 1 R(2) Number of matrix elements allowed during solution
nMatOrd 1 R(2) Order of matrix
nNCGLoop 1 R Number of noncondensable gasses in system
nNonZero 1 R(2) Number of non zero elements in solution matrix
npMatOrd 1 R(2) Order of matrix plus one
nVolLoop 5 I Number of volumes in a system
ScaleErrC R
ScaleFlag 1 R(2) Indicates whether new scaling and solution order needed
solv_iteratv L
SysMassC 1 R System mass from conservation law applied to system, new-time 

value
SysMassCo 1 R Same as systmc but old-time value
SysMassD 1 R System mass from sum of densities times volumes
SysMassEr 1 R System mass error
SysMassErC 1 R System error measure
SysMCL 1 R System Courant limit
SysName 1 R System name

Table 9-32 Hydrodynamic Systems Control Variable Names in Comdeck lp_dat.f90
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9.30  l_vectr.f90

The lpdat.f90 module is a dynamic block for the list vector pointers block. It is used to hold the
pointers to the list vectors that are used in MARS for vectorization. It also contains a description of these
variables. This description is given below where the slot number in the fa array that the variable is
equivalenced to is given in the fa(i) column. The dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer,
logical, or character, is given in the type column. 

9.31  lvel.h

The lpdat.h comdeck is a dynamic block for the level model block. It is used to hold the level model
variables. A description of these variables is given below where the slot number in the fa array that the
variable is equivalenced to is given in the fa(i) column. The dimensions and type of the variable, real*8,
integer, logical, or character, is given in the type column

Table 9-33 List Vector Pointer Variable Names in Comdeck l_vectr.f90

Variable fa(i) Type Description
lv3d 14 I Pointer to multidimensional components
lvabrp 10 I
lvaccm 1 I Pointer to accumulator list
lvajun 16 I Pointer to list of all junctions
lvavol 17 I Pointer to list of all volumes
lvhzfl 11 I
lvjtmx 6 I Pointer to jetmixer list
lvjusr 9 I Pointer to junction-source list
lvnofr 13 I Pointer to volumes without wall friction list
lvprz 15 I Pointer to pressurizer component junction list
lvptr 1 I(P) List values
lvpump 2 I Pointer to pump list
lvrvol 7 I Pointer to real volume list
lvscr 18 I Pointer to scratch list
lvsepr 3 I Pointer to separator list
lvturb 5 I Pointer to turbine list
lvtvol 8 I Pointer to time dependent volume list
lvvalv 4 I Pointer to valve list
lvwifr 12 I Pointer to volumes with wall friction list

Table 9-34 Level Model Variable Names in Comdeck lvel.h

Variable Type Description
dtlev R
dvoidc R
dvoidi R
epsal1 R
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9.32  machaf.h & machas.h

The machas.hh comdeck contains specification statement for the integer variables used in “iand”
statement function for Apollo and Sun computers. 

integer i1wxyz, i2wxyz, iand

It also contains the statement function definition of “iand”. The statement function converts the
“iand” function to the “and” function. 

iand(i1wxyz, i2wxyz) = and(i1wxyz, i2wxyz)

9.33  maxmem.h

The maxmem.h module is a specification block and /maxmem/ common block. It contains the names
of two variables that are used in the to set the primary and secondary memory allocation. A description is
given below of these variables in alphabetical order. The dimensions and type of the variable, real*8,
integer, logical, or character, is given in the type column. 

9.34  mi_edtc.f90

The mi_edtc.f90 module is a dynamic block for the minor edits. It contains the specification
statements for the minor edit variables and their equivalences with the fa array. It also contains a
description of each of the variable names used in the miedtc.hh comdeck. A description is given below of
these variables in alphabetical order and the equivalences to their slot number in the fa array. The
dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer, logical, or character, is given in the type column. 

safe7 R
voidlt R

Table 9-35 Primary and Secondary Memory Allocation Variable Names in Comdeck maxmem.h

Variable Type Description
maxlcm I Maximum amount of secondary memory (none now used)
maxscm I Maximum amount of primary memory

Table 9-36 Minor Edit Variable Names in Comdeck mi_edtc.f90

Variable fa(i) Type Description
Micode 6 I(2) 1: Number of control block or if 0 then common(12 bits max)

2: Location offset in block (18 bits max)
miconv 8 R
mietab 2 I 1: Integer part of minor edit request (card number)
mietab 2 I 3: Integer part of minor edit request

Table 9-34 Level Model Variable Names in Comdeck lvel.h
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9.35  m_tbls.f90

The m_tbls.f90 module is a dynamic block for the thermal properties. It contains the specification
statements for the thermal properties variables and their equivalences with the fa array. It also contains a
description of each of the variable names used in the mtbls.hh comdeck. A description is given below of
these variables in alphabetical order and the equivalences to their slot number in the fa array. The
dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer, logical, or character, is given in the type column.

9.36  mxnfcd.h

The mxnfcd.h comdeck is a dynamic block for the thermodynamic property file names and molecular
weights. It contains the specification statements for the thermal property file name and molecular weights
variables and their equivalences with the fa array. It also contains a description of each of the variable
names used in the mxnfcd.hh comdeck. A description is given below of these variables in alphabetical
order and the equivalences to their slot number in the fa array. The dimensions and type of the variable,
real*8, integer, logical, or character, is given in the type column. 

mietaf 2 R 2: Alphanumeric part of minor edit request
mihold 6 R
milabl 6 R
mipck 1 I(5) 1: Number of items to be saved per time step (12 bits max)

2: Increment, 1 if no conversion factors, 2 if conversion factors (2 bits 
max)
3: Label pointer (18 bits max)
4: Save area pointer (18 bits max)
5: Number of time steps saved (6 bits max)

nmiet 1 I Number of minor edit requests.

Table 9-37 Thermal Property Variable Names in Comdeck m_tbls.f90

Variable fa(i) Type Description
mtbl 3 I Used for integer information in table
mtblen 2 I Length of data for material
mtblr 3 R Used for real (floating point) information in table
mtbnum 1 I Composition or material number
mtbptr 1 I Offset to material data
nmtbls 1 I Number of materials

Table 9-38 Thermal Property Variable Names in Comdeck mxnfcd.hh

Variable fa(i) Type Description
fsymbl 1 C*8(mxnfld) Symbols for available fluids set in blkdta.F
mxnfld 1 I tnorm

Initialized to 14 in parameter statement

Table 9-36 Minor Edit Variable Names in Comdeck mi_edtc.f90
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9.37  npacom.h

The npacom.h comdeck is a specification block for the /npacom/ and /npaccm/ common blocks. It
contains the names of the variables that are used in the link to the NPA. A description is given below of
these variables in alphabetical order. The dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer, logical, or
character, is given in the type column.

9.38  plotpc.h

The plotpc.h comdeck is a specification block for the /plotpc/ common block. It contains the names
of the variable that is used for plots on the PC. A description is given below of this variable. The
dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer, logical, or character, is given in the type column. 

9.39  PRIZERLevel.f90

The PRIZERLevel.f90 comdeck is a dynamic block for the pressurizer component. It contains the
specification statements for the pressurizer variables and their equivalences with the fa array. It also
contains a description of each of the variable names used in the przdat.hh comdeck. A description is given
below of these variables in alphabetical order and the equivalences to their slot number in the fa array. The

tpfnam 1 C*40(mxnfld) Names of thermodynamic properties files from which steam 
tables are to be obtained for needed fluids
File names initialized in blkdta, and overridden by file names 
given in tpfncl and tpfnin

tpfncl 1 C*40(mxnfld) Names of thermodynamic properties files as obtained from 
command line

tpfnin 1 C*40(mxnfld) Names of thermodynamic properties files as obtained from 
120-129 input cards
Overridden by file names given in tpfncl

wmoles 1 R(mxnfld) Molecular weight of fluid

Table 9-39 NPA Link Names in Comdeck npacom.h

Variable Type Description
npamsg C*96(5)
nwq I

Table 9-40 PC Plot Variable Names in Comdeck plotpc.h

Variable Type Description
image C*1(101,51)

Table 9-38 Thermal Property Variable Names in Comdeck mxnfcd.hh
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dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer, logical, or character, is given in the type column.

9.40  rad_htc.f90 

The rad_htc.f90 module is a dynamic block for the radiation heat transfer. It contains the
specification statements for the radiation heat transfer variables and their equivalences with the fa array. It
also contains a description of each of the variable names used in the radhtc.hh comdeck. A description is
given below of these variables in alphabetical order and the equivalences to their slot number in the fa
array. The dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer, logical, or character, is given in the type
column.

Table 9-42 Radiation Heat Transfer Variable Names in Comdeck rad_htc.f90

Table 9-41 Pressurizer Component Variable Names in Comdeck PRIZERLevel.f90

Variable fa(i) Type Description
przjnx 20 I Pressurizer junction indices starting from the top
LevelIndex 16 I Pressurizer liquid level node index
LiqLevel 13 R Liquid level in pressurizer
NoVol 19 I Number of pressurizer volumes (and junctions including the surge 

line junction)
przvnx 21 I Pressurizer volume indices starting from the top
HTCf 14 R User supplied interphase heat transfer coefficient for liquid
HTCg 15 R User supplied interphase heat transfer coefficient for vapor
srgVol 18 I
srgJun 17 I Surge line junction index

Variable fa(i) Type Description
chtij(:) R
contbl(2) R
emis 3 R Emissivity of a surface
ialpof 6 I
iareof 5 I
ias 0 R Not used anymore ![Offset to surface area (pointer into heat structure 

file)]
irhflx 2 I Not used anymore ![Offset to radiation heat fluxes which are for all 

heat structure.]
irhoff 10 I Offset to radiation heat transfer surface data for a set
itemof 4 I Offset to surface temperature (pointer into heat structure file)
itg 0 R Not used anymore ![Offset to fluid temperature (pointer into volume 

file)]
ivewof 11 I Offset to vfij matrix for a set
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9.41  rcompc.h

The rcompc.h comdeck is a specification block and /rcompa/ and /rcompc/ common blocks. It
contains the specification statements for the component variable names. It also contains the data statements
for the component names in the /rcompa/ common block. A description is given below of these variables in
alphabetical order. The dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer, logical, or character, is given
in the type column.

Table 9-43 Component Variable Names in Comdeck rcompc.h

jlr 2 I 0 = Left surface     (input)
1 = Right surface    (input)
In iradht subroutine jlr is changed to the sequence number of 
radiation surface so that it points to item of location in the heat 
structure dynamic file. 
This index is: - for left surface + for right surface

jrh 1 I Heat conductor surface number (input)
nrh 5 I Number of radiation surfaces in the set
nrhskp - I Not used anymore ![Skip factor for radiation heat transfer surface 

variables, parameter set to 7]
nrset 1 I Number of sets of radiation surfaces
nrsskp - I Not used anymore ![Skip factor for radiation heat transfer set 

variables, parameter set to 9]
qlrad 1 R Left radiation heat flux to heat conductors (not just radiative heat 

conductors)
qrad 7 R Radiation heat flux for a surface
qrrad 1 R Right radiation heat flux to heat conductors (not just radiative heat 

conductors)
refset 4 I The set number from which this set gets its view factors. 

Refset must always be less than setno.
rh_hd
setno 3 I The set number. 

May be negative during input processing
timrof 9 R Last time radiation heat transfer ended for a set
timron 8 R Last time radiation heat transfer calculation began for a set

Timron positive means radiation calculation is off
Timron negative means radiation calculation is on

trmin 6 R Minimum surface temperature of surfaces. 
If all surfaces have temp less than trmin no radiation calculated for 
the set

vfij 1 R View factors for first, next,... set   (nrh(1)**2 words)
voidmn 7 R Minimum vapor void fraction. if boundary volume void fraction is 

less than voidmn no radiation calculated for the set

Variable Type Description
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9.42  rflhtc.h

The rflhtc.h comdeck is a specification block and /rflhtc/ common block. It contains the specification
statements for the reflood heat transfer variable names. A description is given below of these variables in
alphabetical order. The dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer, logical, or character, is given
in the type column.

Table 9-44 Reflood Heat Transfer Variable Names in Comdeck rflhtc.hh

cmpalf C(17)*8 Component name. Set in data statement in cmpalf.hh.
1 pipe
2 tmdpvol
3 mtpljun
4 pump
5 branch
6 jetmixer
7 annulus
8 separatr
9 tmdpjun
10 snglvol
11 sngljun
12 valve
13 accum
14 turbine
15 eccmix
16 multid
17 prizer

cmpflg L
cmpsrc L
ncomp I

Variable Type Description
idrfl I
indtol I
inscr1 I
inscr2 I
inxlsr I(2)
inxtmn I
mesh4 I
meshy I
mmeshz I
nqfmov I
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9.43  r_kinc.f90

The r_kinc.f90 module is a dynamic block for the reactor kinetics variables. It contains the
specification statements for the reactor kinetics variables and their equivalences with the fa array. It also
contains a description of each of the variable names used in the rkinc.hh comdeck. A description is given
below of these variables in alphabetical order and the equivalences to their slot number in the fa array. The
dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer, logical, or character, is given in the type column.

Table 9-45 Reactor Kinetics Variable Names in Comdeck r_kinc.f90

Variable fa(i) Type Description
alttlbflg9 9 L
gmaxfctrstarflg14 14 L
initfailflg8 8 L
initflag6 6 L
iscnfnctcntrl01 3 I No. table coordinates bits, 4, 8, or 16
nmbrtblcoord0204 4 I
reftempunits10 10 L
reftempunits11 11 L
rkbol 25 R Delayed neutron fraction over generation time, point 

kinetics power option
rkborn R
rk3dnum R
rkcapt 35 R Reactor operating period initially, then current time 

value (starting from zero) during decay heat 
initialization and transient advancement, point kinetics 
power option

rkcnf1 47 R Integration weights at full interval, point kinetics 
power option

rkcnf2 48 R Integration weights at full interval, point kinetics 
power option

rkcnf3 49 R Integration weights at full interval, point kinetics 
power option

rkcnh1 44 R Integration weights at half interval, point kinetics 
power option

rkcnh2 45 R Integration weights at half interval, point kinetics 
power option

rkcnh3 46 R Integration weights at half interval, point kinetics 
power option

rkdbw R
rkdepv 41 R Dependent variables being advanced in time, point 

kinetics power option
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rkdnpt 19 I Pointer to density reactivity data (point separable 
feedback)
Pointer to coordinate data (tabular feedback)
Offset/index to composition data (1-D), point kinetics 
power option

rkdppt 20 I Pointer to Doppler reactivity data (point separable 
feedback) Pointer to tabular data (point tabular 
feedback)
Offset/index to zone data (one-d), point kinetics power 
option

rkdt 30 R Reactor kinetic time step, point and nodal kinetics 
power option

rkfi 42 R Delayed neutron and gamma yield fractions, point 
kinetics power option

rkfu38 33 R U239 production factor, point kinetics power option
Number of U238 atoms produced per fission, nodal 
kinetics power option

rkincfeedbackopt5 5 L
rkincpoint1dflg7 7 L
rklmda 43 R Decay constants for delayed neutrons and gamma 

decay, point kinetics power option
rknsc 17 I Number of scram data entries, point kinetics power 

option
rknsfb 23 I(2) 1: Number of heat structures in reactivity feedback, 

point kinetics power option
2: Pointer to heat structure feedback data

rknum 1 I Number of reactor kinetics equations, point and nodal 
kinetics power option

rknumd 2 I Number of delay groups, point and nodal kinetics 
power option

rknvfb 21 I(2) 1: Number of volumes in reactivity feedback, point 
kinetics power option
2: Pointer to volume feedback data

rkomeg 28 R Current reciprocal period, point kinetics power option
rkopt (now called blhrkopt) 3 I Old packed word, not used anymore
rkpow 36 R Total reactor power, i.e., the sum of fission power and 

gamma decay power, point and nodal kinetics power 
option

rkpowa 40 R Actinide decay power, point and nodal kinetics power 
option

rkpowf 38 R Power from fission, point and nodal kinetics power 
option
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9.44  rknatb.h

The rknatb.h comdeck is a specification block and /rknatb/ common block. It contains the
specification statements for the ANS79 neutron absorption effect variable names. It also contains the
descriptions of the variable names in the /rknatb/ common block. A description is given below of these
variables in alphabetical order. The dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer, logical, or
character, is given in the type column. 

Table 9-46 ANS79 Neutron Absorption Variable Names in Comdeck rknatb.h

9.45  rmadac.h

The rmadac.h comdeck is a specification block and /rmadac/ common block. It contains the
specification statements for the material data for heat structures variable names. A description is given
below of these variables in alphabetical order. The dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer,
logical, or character, is given in the type column. 

rkpowg 37 R Power from gamma decay, i.e. the sum of fission 
product decay power and actinide decay power, point 
and nodal kinetics power option

rkpowk 39 R Fission product decay power, point and nodal kinetics 
power option

rkpsi 34 R Fissions per initial fissile atom, point kinetics power 
option

rkqval 32 R Fraction of fission energy released at fission, point and 
nodal kinetics power option

rkrn 27 R Current reactivity, point kinetics power option
rkro 26 R Reactivity bias after initialization, point kinetics power 

option
rkslob 29 R Source divided by delayed neutron fraction over 

generation, point kinetics power option
rksptr 18 I Pointer to scram data, point kinetics power option, 

point kinetics power option
rksum 31 R Holds delayed neutron summation, point kinetics 

power option
spckincdensvar12 12 L
spckincpwrflg13 13 L

Variable Type Description
rkilk I Current position in table
rkntbl R(2,48) Table of neutron absorption 'g factor' as a function of shutdown time
rkntbx R Current interpolation factor
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Table 9-47 Material Data for Heat Structures Variable Names in Comdeck rmadac.h

9.46  rrkinc.h

The rrkinc.h comdeck is a specification block and /rrkinc/ common block. It contains the
specification statements for the reactor kinetics data variable names. A description is given below of these
variables in alphabetical order. The dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer, logical, or
character, is given in the type column.

Table 9-48 Reactor Kinetics Data Variable Names in Comdeck rrkinc.h

Variable Type Description
m1a I(4) True 32 bit integer, equivalenced to m1af
m1af R(4) Equivalenced to m1a
m1b R
m1c R
m2a I(4) True 32 bit integer, equivalenced to m2af
m2af R(4) Equivalenced to m2a
m2b R
m2c R
m3a I(4) True 32 bit integer, equivalenced to m3af
m3af R(4) Equivalenced to m3a
m3b R(4)
m3c R(18)
m4a I(4) True 32 bit integer, equivalenced to m4af
m4af R(4) Equivalenced to m4a
m4b R(40)
m4c R(32)
m5a I(4) True 32 bit integer, equivalenced to m5af
m5af R(4) Equivalenced to m5a
m5b R(22)
m5c R(10)

Variable Type Description
fberr L
idin I(8) Equivalenced to rdin
ix I
ld I
lde I
lim I
lx I
lxa I
lxd I
lxl I
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9.47  scrtch.h

The scrtch.h comdeck is dynamic block for the scratch variables. It contains the specification
statements for the scratch variables and their equivalences with the fa and ia arrays. The descriptions of the
variables are given below in alphabetical order where the slot number in the fa array that the variable is
equivalenced to is given in the fa(i) column. The dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer,
logical, or character, are given in the type column. In the Description column, the subname1>subname2
syntax means that the variable has to survive from the first subroutine to the second subroutine.

Table 9-49 Scratch Variable Names in Comdeck scrtch.h

lxp I
rdin R(8) Equivalenced to idin
rknumi I Not used anymore (has been replaced with following integer 

and logicals)
localcnfnctcntrl01 I
localnmbrtblcoord0204 I
islocalalttlbflg9 L
islocalgmaxfctrstarflg14 L
islocalinitfailflg8 L
islocalinitflag6 L
islocalreftempunits10 L
islocalreftempunits11 L
islocalrkincfeedbackopt5 L
islocalrkincpoint1dflg7 L
islocalspckincdensvar12 L
islocalspckincpwrflg13 L

Variable fa(i) Type Description
a1 70 R preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
a2 71 R preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
a3 72 R preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
a4 73 R preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
a5 74 R preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
a11 45 R preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
a12 46 R preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
a14 48 R preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
a15 49 R preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
a21 50 R preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
a22 51 R preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
a23 52 R preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
a24 53 R preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
a25 54 R preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
a25s
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a31 55 R preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
a32 56 R preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
a33 57 R preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
a34 58 R preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
a35 59 R preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
a35s
a41 60 R preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
a41s
a42 61 R preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
a42s
a43 62 R preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
a43s
a44 63 R preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
a44s
a45 64 R preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
a45s
a51 65 R preseq vimplt>pimplt
a51s 1 R vimplt
a52 66 R preseq vimplt>pimplt
a52s 2 R vimplt
a53 67 R preseq vimplt>pimplt
a53s 3 R vimplt
a54 68 R preseq vimplt>pimplt
a54s 4 R vimplt
a55 69 R preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
a55s 25 R vimplt
afrf 88 R eqfinl
afuf 87 R preseq eqfinl vimplt
agrg 80 R eqfinl
agug 86 R preseq eqfinl vimplt
agxa 79 R preseq vimplt
angmm 13 R pump>vexplt>vimplt
areav 71 R(6) volvel vlvela
arhof 89 R volvel vlvela
arhog 95 R volvel vlvela
aterm 45 R fwdrag
avelf 45 R phantv hifbub
avelfg 61 R phantv
aviscf 141 R vimplt
aviscg 142 R vimplt
avisfs 149 R vimplt
avisgs 150 R vimplt
avkx 25 R phantj>jchoke>vexplt>vimplt
avlx 26 R phantj>jchoke>vexplt>vimplt
avrf 153 R vexplt vimplt
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avrfg 22 R vexplt
avrg 154 R vexplt vimplt
axvelf 47 R fwdrag
b1 1 R eqfinl pimplt
b2 2 R eqfinl pimplt
b3 3 R eqfinl pimplt
b4 4 R eqfinl pimplt
b5 25 R eqfinl
badfw
bb5 5 R pimplt
beta 6 R statep
betaf 17 R statep
betafs 67 R statep
betag 18 R statep
betags 68 R statep
borona 5 R brntrn
boronb 6 R brntrn
bterm 46 R fwdrag
bxvelg 48 R fwdrag
celvec 64 R phantv
cflno 3 R brntrn
coefp 1 R preseq>syssol >syssol simplt>syssol
coefv 1 R vimplt>coev3d>jchoke>ccfl
coefx 1 R preseq simplt tsetsl >syssol
cond 5 R eqfinl pimplt
conm 6 R eqfinl pimplt
conmf 3 R eqfinl pimplt
conmg 4 R eqfinl pimplt
convf 61 R coev3d>vimplt flux3d>vexplt
convfs 63 R vexplt vimplt
convg 62 R coev3d>vimplt flux3d>vexplt
convgs 64 R vexplt vimplt
costhe 181 R phantv>phantj
cp 8 R statep
cpf 21 R statep
cpfs 71 R statep
cpg 22 R statep
cpgs 72 R statep
cps 57 R statep
ctermx 15 R fwdrag
cvelf 1 R volvel>vimplt
cvelg 2 R volvel>vimplt
cvmrv 97 R vexplt
dbodxj 4 R brntrn
dbodxv 1 R brntrn
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dbodx1 7 R brntrn
dbodx2 8 R brntrn
delpz
delpzk
delpzl
delv 96 R vexplt vimplt
delxa 5 R eqfinl simplt
difdpk 28 R jchoke>ccfl>vimplt>simplt
difdpl 30 R jchoke>ccfl>vimplt>simplt
diff 76 R vexplt
difg 77 R vexplt
difold 78 R vexplt
difr 95 R vexplt
difvfx 196 R(3) volvel>vexplt
difvgx 199 R(3) volvel>vexplt
dmvvec 65 R phantv
dpdxfx 6 R fwdrag
dpdxgx 7 R fwdrag
dpstf 1 R phantj>vexplt phantj>vimplt
dpstfk
dpstfl
drho 1 R state
drivew 172 I vimplt
dstar 178 R phantv>phantj
dstvec 68 R phantv
dtcrnf 3 R courn1
dtcrng 4 R courn1
dtsf 41 R phantv hifbub
dtsfm 56 R phantv
dtsfsb 60 R phantv
dtsfsp 59 R phantv
dtsg 42 R phantv
dtsgm 58 R phantv
dtsgms 57 R phantv
dvelfj 1 R vfinl
dvelgj 2 R vfinl
dx 80 R vexplt vimplt
dxk 40 R vexplt vimplt
dxkx 2 R phantj>ccfl>jchoke>vexplt>vimplt
dxl 41 R vexplt vimplt
dxlx 3 R phantj>ccfl>jchoke>vexplt>vimplt
dxx 47 R vexplt vimplt
entfs 75 R statep
entgs 76 R statep
entpy 24 R statep
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entpyf 25 R statep
entpyg 26 R statep
errm 3 R state
errmf 4 R state
f2 62 R phantv
fal 89 R vexplt preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
fanms 78 R phantv>fwdrag
ff 81 R vexplt>preseq>eqfinl pimplt vimplt
fgrw 91 R preseq>eqfinl
fidxup 160 R hydro>phantv>hloss>jchoke>phantj>vexplt>vimplt
fifj 87 R vexplt vimplt
figj 79 R vexplt vimplt
fjet 14 R vexplt vimplt
flomap
flompj
fluxm 62 R phantv
fp 95 R preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
fracag 98 R preseq>eqfinl
fracal 47 R preseq>eqfinl
fricfj 40 R vexplt vimplt
fricfk 57 R vexplt vimplt
fricfl 58 R vexplt vimplt
fricgj 41 R vexplt vimplt
fricgk 59 R vexplt vimplt
fricgl 60 R vexplt vimplt
frlmf1 55 R fwdrag
frlmf2 61 R fwdrag
frlmg1 56 R fwdrag
frlmg2 62 R fwdrag
frtbf1 59 R fwdrag
frtbf2 65 R fwdrag
frtbg1 60 R fwdrag
frtbg2 66 R fwdrag
frtrf1 57 R fwdrag
frtrf2 63 R fwdrag
frtrg1 58 R fwdrag
frtrg2 64 R fwdrag
fuf 100 R preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
fug 99 R preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
fwf1 6 R fwdrag
fwf2 10 R fwdrag
fwfaf1 4 R fwdrag
fwfag1 5 R fwdrag
fwfxaf 163 R(3) phantv>eccmxv>vexplt>fwdrag>ccfl
fwfxag 163 R(3) phantv>eccmxv>vexplt>fwdrag>ccfl
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fwg1 7 R fwdrag
fwg2 13 R fwdrag
fxa 76 R preseq>eqfinl
fxaa 145 R vimplt>pimplt
gal 90 R vexplt preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
gammsc 223 R tran>htadv>eqfinl simplt
gammsw 222 R tran>htadv>eqfinl simplt
gfwabs 4 R fwdrag
gg 82 R vexplt>preseq>eqfinl>pimplt vimplt
gp 96 R preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
gsum 65 R(6) volvel
guf 101 R preseq>eqfinl
gug 97 R preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
gxa 75 R preseq>eqfinl
gxaa 144 R vimplt>pimplt
hbar 5 R statep
hfg 43 R phantv hifbub
hgfc 38 R phantv
hgfc1 38 R phantv
hggff 28 R phantv
hifc 53 R phantv hifbub
hifc1 54 R phantv hifbub
hiff 184 R phantv
hifh 76 R preseq vimplt>pimplt
hifhdt 93 R eqfinl
higc 51 R phantv
higc1 52 R phantv
higg 187 R phantv
high 75 R preseq vimplt>pimplt
highdt 92 R eqfinl
higsub 55 R phantv
hlossf 98 R vexplt vimplt
hlossg 99 R vexplt vimplt
hsgf 85 R vexplt>preseq vimplt
hsubfs 65 R statep
hsubgs 66 R statep
htcff 219 R tran>htadv>eqfinl>phantv>eqfinl>pimplt>preseq>vimplt
htcfg 202 R tran>htadv>eqfinl>vimplt>pimplt>preseq
htcfp 220 R tran>htadv>eqfinl>phantv>eqfinl>pimplt>preseq>vimplt
htcft 203 R tran>htadv>eqfinl>vimplt>pimplt>preseq
htcgf 204 R tran>htadv>eqfinl>vimplt>pimplt>preseq
htcgg 218 R tran>htadv>eqfinl>phantv>eqfinl>pimplt>preseq>vimplt
htcgp 217 R tran>htadv>eqfinl>phantv>eqfinl>pimplt>preseq>vimplt
htcgt 205 R tran>htadv>eqfinl>vimplt>pimplt>preseq
htgcgf 213 R tran>htadv>eqfinl>phantv>eqfinl>pimplt>preseq>vimplt
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htgcgg 214 R tran>htadv>eqfinl>phantv>eqfinl>pimplt>preseq>vimplt
htgcgp 215 R tran>htadv>eqfinl>phantv>eqfinl>pimplt>preseq>vimplt
htgcgt 216 R tran>htadv>eqfinl>phantv>eqfinl>pimplt>preseq>vimplt
htgwff 210 R tran>htadv>eqfinl>phantv>eqfinl>pimplt>preseq>vimplt
htgwfg 211 R tran>htadv>eqfinl>phantv>eqfinl>pimplt>preseq>vimplt
htgwfp 221 R tran>htadv>eqfinl>phantv>eqfinl>pimplt>preseq>vimplt
htgwft 212 R tran>htadv>eqfinl>phantv>eqfinl>pimplt>preseq>vimplt
hydltf 206 R eqfinl>pimplt>htfinl
hydltg 207 R eqfinl>pimplt>htfinl
hydltp 209 R eqfinl>pimplt>htfinl
hydltt 208 R eqfinl>pimplt>htfinl
ihh1 4 I jprop stdry
ihh2 6 I jprop stdry
ihh3 5 I jprop
ihld1 42 I preseq>eqfinl
ihld1 42 I pimplt simplt statep vexplt vimplt
ihld2 43 I preseq>eqfinl pimplt>simplt
ihld2 43 I statep vexplt vimplt
ihld2a 108 I statep
ihld3 44 I vexplt statep preseq>eqfinl
ihld4 113 I statep
ihld4a 109 I statep
ihld5 46 I statep
ihld6 47 I statep
ihld7a 101 I svh2x2
ihld8 49 I svh2x2
ihld9 48 I svh2x2 statep thcond
ihld10 49 I statep thcond
ip 1 I tsetsl syssol
ipr 1 I tsetsl>vimplt>simplt>syssol
ireg 7 R fidisj>phantj
irn 1 I tsetsl syssol
irnr 1 I tsetsl>syssol

1 I tsetsl>vimplt>coev3d>syssol>simplt
is23 23 I stvrpx svh2x2
isptr 116 I vimplt
ivert 73 I phantv
ivrn 1 I tsetsl>vimplt
ja 33 I stvrpx svh2x2
jb 34 I stvrpx svh2x2
jetdf 184 I vimplt
jetdg 183 I vimplt
jetjdf 180 I vimplt
jetjdg 179 I vimplt
jetjsf 178 I vimplt
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jetjsg 177 I vimplt
jetsf 182 I vimplt
jetsg 181 I vimplt
jhld1 31 I phantv fwdrag
jhld2 32 I phantv fwdrag
jhld3 33 I phantv fwdrag
jhld4 34 I phantv
jhld5 35 I phantv
jhld6 36 I phantv
jhld7 37 I phantv
jtcond 186 R vimplt
jtcons 185 R vimplt
jtdjdf 176 I vimplt
jtdjdg 175 I vimplt
jtdjsf 174 I vimplt
jtdjsg 173 I vimplt
kapa 7 R statep
kapaf 19 R statep
kapaff 106 R statep state
kapafs 69 R statep
kapag 20 R statep
kapagg 107 R statep state
kapags 70 R statep
lflag 41 I statep
lflag2 40 I statep
lgg1 8 I jprop
lrhof 150 R simplt
lrhog 149 R simplt
ltest 8 I eqfinl
ltest2 9 I eqfinl
ltest3 10 I eqfinl
ltestt 56 I vexplt
ncrosk 45 R vexplt vimplt
ncrosl 46 R vexplt vimplt
nix 7 I jprop
nmapp 72 I phantv
nvalhi 74 I phantv
nvalhx 75 I phantv
paa 77 R stvrpx svh2x2
pack 44 I packer
pbb 78 R stvrpx svh2x2
pfinrg 169 R phantv>eccmxv>vexplt>fwdrag>ccfl
pk 18 R vexplt
pl 20 R vexplt
pmhig 151 R vexplt>preseq vimplt
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pmpph 17 R vexplt jchoke vimplt
pres 2 R statep
ps 52 R statep
psat 10 R statep
pshig 152 R vexplt>preseq vimplt
psld 72 R vexplt vimplt
pslope 12 R pump>vexplt>vimplt
psmf 70 R vexplt vimplt
psmg 71 R vexplt vimplt
psumf 91 R vexplt
psumg 92 R vexplt
pumpv 15 R vimplt
qsater 86 I statep
qter 36 I statep
qual 9 R statep
qualem 94 R preseq
ratd pf 67 R fwdrag
ratio 2 R brntrn
ratiof 53 R(6) volvel
ratiog 59 R(6) volvel
ravrf 52 R vexplt vimplt
ravrg 53 R vexplt vimplt
resorm 93 R preseq>eqfinl
resoru 92 R preseq>eqfinl
reynf1 91 R fwdrag
reynf2 14 R fwdrag
reyng1 92 R fwdrag
reyng2 15 R fwdrag
rfvfj 53 R vexplt vimplt
rfvfrc 10 R vimplt
rgvgj 54 R vexplt vimplt
rgvgrc 11 R vimplt
rhfg 44 R phantv hifbub
rhocpf 46 R phantv hifbub
rhofa 48 R vexplt vimplt
rhofs 102 R statep
rhoga 49 R vexplt vimplt
rhogs 103 R statep
rhov 2 R state
rvcrit 175 R phantv
sathfx 83 R vexplt>preseq vimplt
sathgx 84 R vexplt>preseq vimplt
scrchh 63 R phantv
scrxch 94 R vexplt
scskp
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scv1 7 R eqfinl pimplt
scv2 8 R eqfinl pimplt
scv2n 17 R(5) eqfinl pimplt
scv3 9 R eqfinl pimplt
scv4 10 R eqfinl pimplt
scv5 11 R eqfinl pimplt
scv6 12 R eqfinl pimplt
scv7 13 R pimplt
scv8 14 R pimplt
scv9 15 R pimplt
scv10 16 R pimplt
scvj1 14 R(11) vfinl packer
scvj2 15 R vfinl
scvj3 16 R packer>vfinl
scvj4 17 R vfinl
scvj5 191 R vimplt
scvj6 192 R vimplt
scvj7 193 R vimplt
scvj8 194 R vimplt
scvj11 187 R vimplt
scvj12 25 R vfinl
scvj22 188 R vimplt
scvj33 189 R vimplt
scvj44 190 R vimplt
scvjck 1 R vexplt>jchoke vimplt>jchoke
scvjn 163 R(5) vimplt
scvtur 16 R vexplt>jchoke vimplt
sinbt 10 R phantj>fidisj
snk 65 R(2) vexplt vimplt
snl 67 R(2) vexplt vimplt
sora
sorp 26 R eqfinl vimplt
soura 112 R vimplt>simplt
sourca 31 R vexplt>preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
sourcf 33 R vexplt>accum>preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
sourcg 32 R vexplt>accum>preseq>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
sourci 94 R eqfinl
sourcm 34 R vexplt>preseq>eqfinl>vimplt>pimplt
sourcm 34 R statep
sourcn 35 R vexplt>eqfinl vimplt>pimplt
sourcp 1 R preseq>packer>vfinl>eqfinl
sourcp 1 R packer>vfinl pimplt>simplt
sourcq 111 R vimplt>pimplt
sourcv 1 R jchoke>ccfl>vimplt
sourff 22 R pimplt>simplt
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sourgg 23 R pimplt>simplt
sourn 113 R(5) vimplt>simplt
stret 155 I packer
sumdpk 27 R jchoke>vimplt>simplt
sumdpl 29 R jchoke>vimplt>simplt
sumf 73 R vexplt
sumg 74 R vexplt
sumold 75 R vexplt
sumvfx 190 R(3) volvel>fwdrag
sumvgx 193 R(3) volvel>fwdrag
taa 79 R stvrpx svh2x2
tbb 80 R stvrpx svh2x2
tcouri 71 R phantv
tf 104 R statep
timinv 70 R phantv
tloc 13 R vexplt vimplt
tloc2 14 R vexplt vimplt
tnmins 45 R simplt
tnplus 46 R simplt
tpdpdx 14 R fwdrag
tquala 147 R pimplt>simplt
trmm 49 R phantv
trmm1 50 R phantv
tsat 51 R statep
tsater 82 I statep
tt 1 R statep
tter 32 I statep
ttg 105 R statep
tuf 24 R pimplt>simplt
tug 25 R pimplt>simplt
tvoidg
ubar 4 R statep
ufnc 7 R eqfinl
ugnc 6 R eqfinl
us 54 R statep
usubf 13 R statep
usubfs 63 R statep
usubg 14 R statep
usubgs 64 R statep
vagrg 15 R vexplt vimplt
vbar 3 R statep
velfjs 102 R vfinl
velgjs 103 R vfinl
velvcf 66 R phantv
velvcg 67 R phantv
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9.48  ss_cntr.f90

The ss_cntr.f90 comdeck is dynamic block for the steady-state variables. It contains the specification
statements for the steady-state variables and their equivalences with the fa array. The descriptions of the
variables are given below in alphabetical order where the slot number in the fa array that the variable is
equivalenced to is given in the fa(i) column. The dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer,
logical, or character, are given in the type column. The variables are allocated as in ss_da array.

vfa 77 R(6) volvel
vfdpk 27 R accum>ccfl>jchoke>packer>vexplt>preseq>vfinl
vfdpl 29 R accum>ccfl>jchoke>packer>vexplt>preseq>vfinl
vga 83 R(6) volvel
vgdpk 28 R accum>ccfl>jchoke>packer>vexplt>preseq>vfinl
vgdpl 30 R accum>ccfl>jchoke>packer>vexplt>preseq>vfinl
vmgnx 93 R vexplt
vngen 69 R vexplt vimplt
voidaa 4 R eqfinl
voidfa 88 R vexplt vimplt
voidga 86 R vexplt vimplt
voidgd 12 R phantv>phantj
voidgk 19 R vexplt
voidgl 21 R vexplt
voidgu 11 R phantv>phantj
vpgen 50 R vexplt vimplt
vpgnx 47 R vexplt
vrhof 13 R(6) volvel vlvela
vrhog 19 R(6) volvel vlvela
vruf 142 R simplt
vrug 141 R simplt
vrxg 51 R simplt
vrxgn 11 R(5) simplt
vs 53 R statep
vsubf 11 R statep
vsubfs 61 R statep
vsubg 12 R statep
vsubgs 62 R statep
vvfx 1 R(6) volvel vlvela
vvgx 7 R(6) volvel vlvela
xliqh 47 R phantv
xncn 11 R eqfinl
xvaph 48 R phantv
zambda
zzout
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Table 9-50 Steady-State Component Variable Names in Comdeck ss_cntr.f90

9.49  ssi_blk.f90

The ssi_blk.f90 comdeck is dynamic block for the steady-state self initialization variables. It contains
the specification statements for the steady-state self initialization variables and their equivalences with the
fa array. The ssi_blk comdeck consists of ssi_blk header and ssi_blk_data modules.  The header modules
and adata modules are allocated as ssi_hd and ssi_da or ssi_dax array, respectively. The descriptions of the
variables are given below in alphabetical order where the slot number in the fa array that the variable is
equivalenced to is given in the fa(i) column. The dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer,
logical, or character, are given in the type column. 

Table 9-51 Steady-State Self Initialization Variable Names in Comdeck ssi_blk.f90

9.50  stat_c.f90

The stat_c.f90 comdeck is dynamic block for the advancement statistics variables. It contains the
specification statements for the advancement statistics variables and their equivalences with the fa array.
The module stat_c consist of stat_header, statv_data, and statj_data blocks. These blocks are allocated as
st_hd, stv_da and stj_da, respectively. The descriptions of the variables are given below in alphabetical
order where the slot number in the fa array that the variable is equivalenced to is given in the fa(i) column.
The dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer, logical, or character, are given in the type column.

Variable fa(i) Type Description
CountMnDrhohDt 5 I Count of min d(rho*h)/dt for a volume
CountMnRho 7 I Count of min (rho-rhom) for a volume
CountMxDrhohDt 1 I Count of max d(rho*h)/dt for a volume
CountMxRho 3 I Count of max (rho-rhom) for a volume
OldMixU 9 R Old-time mixture u for a volume, u: internal energy

Variable fa(i) Type Description
npumps 1 I No. of pump component, controller pairs
nstctl 2 I No. of steam component, controller pairs
nfeeds 3 I No. of feed component, controller pairs
compid 4 I Component no. of regulated component
contid 5 I Controller no. regulating compid
cvrtno 6 I Controller type no.
cmptno 7 I Component type no.
cmpvnm 8 R Component search or control variable name
cmpvno 9 I Component search or control variable no.
cmptrp 10 I Component controlling trip no.
cmpiii 12 I Time dependent data table type
pzpres 11 R Pressurizer pressure
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Table 9-52 Advancement Statistics Variable Names in Comdeck stat_c.f90

Variable fa(i) Type Description
stccf1 3 I Number of times junction used CCFL correlation in entire problem
stccf2 4 I Number of times junction used CCFL correlation in this major print 

interval
stjck1 1 I Number of times junction choked in entire problem
stjck2 2 I Number of times junction choked in this major print interval
stjpk1 5 I
stjpk2 6 I
stlte1 10 I Number of times volume had largest mass error in entire problem
stlte2 11 I Number of times volume had largest mass error in this major print 

interval
strap1 24 I Number of time step repeats due to air appearance in this volume in 

entire problem
strap2 25 I Number of time step repeats due to air appearance in this volume in 

this major print interval
strcl1 22 I Number of times Courant limit for this volume caused reduced time 

step in entire problem
strcl2 23 I Number of times Courant limit for this volume caused reduced time 

step in this major print interval
strdc1 1 I Number of repeated time steps in entire problem
strdc2 2 I Number of repeated time steps in this major print interval
strdp1 26 I Number of time step repeats due to pressure change in this volume in 

entire problem
strdp2 27 I Number of time step repeats due to pressure change in this volume in 

this major print interval
strex1 14 I Number of times state extrapolation in volume caused reduced time 

steps in entire problem
strex2 15 I Number of times state extrapolation in volume caused reduced time 

steps in this major print interval
strpe1 18 I Number of times water property error in volume caused reduced time 

steps in entire problem
strpe2 19 I Number of times water property error in volume caused reduced time 

steps during this major print interval
strte1 16 I Number of times mass error in volume caused reduced time steps in 

entire problem
strte2 17 I Number of times mass error in volume caused reduced time steps 

during this major print interval
strxl1 12 I Number of times quality adjustment in volume caused reduced time 

steps in entire problem
strxl2 13 I Number of times quality adjustment in volume caused reduced time 

steps in this major print interval
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9.51  statec.h

The statec.h comdeck is a specification block and /statec/ common block. It contains the state
properties that are used in MARS. The descriptions of the variables are given below in alphabetical order.
The dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer, logical, or character, are given in the type column.

Table 9-53 State Property Variable Names in Comdeck statec.h

stsatp 4 I Total number of advancements
stscl1 20 I Number of times volume had smallest Courant limit in entire problem
stscl2 21 I Number of times volume had smallest Courant limit in this major 

print interval
stscpu 6 R CPU time required
stsdta 9 R Sum of time steps for average over edit
stsdtn 7 R Minimum time step during edit
stsdtx 8 R Maximum time step during edit
stsjpt 3 I Pointer to junction array
stslen - I Parameter set in stat_c.f90, currently = 0
stsreq 5 I Total number of requested advancements
stvpk1 28 I
stvpk2 29 I

Variable Type Description
advn R(5)
cvaox R(5) Same as rax
dconst R(5) Diffusion coefficient at reference conditions for non- condensable gasses and 

steam
dcvax R(5) Same as rax
nctype R(5)
nonair I
nonar I
noncn I Number of non-condensable gasses
nondum I Added by yjlee 2002-12-11
nonhe I
nonhy I
nonkr I
nonmf I Added by yjlee 2002-12-11
nonni I
nonxe I
qn R(5)
rax R(5) Gas constant of non-condensable gas
safe4 R
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9.52  stcblk.h

The stcblk.h comdeck is a specification block and /stcblk/ common block. It contains the fluid type
that are used in MARS. The stcblkc.h comdeck contains a description of each of the variable names used in
the stcblk.hh comdeck. The descriptions of the variables are given below in alphabetical order. The
dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer, logical, or character, are given in the type column.

Table 9-54 Fluid Type Variable Names in Comdeck stcblk.h

9.53  stcom.h

The stcom.h comdeck is a specification block and /stcblk/ common block. It contains the steam table
parameters that are used in MARS. The descriptions of the variables are given below in alphabetical order.
The dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer, logical, or character, are given in the type column.

tao R Term in cv = cvao + dcva *(t - tao) where cv is heat capacity and t is 
temperature

thca R(5)
thcb R(5)
tref R(5)
uaox R(5) Term in u = uao + integral (cv*dt) where u is internal energy
visao R(5)
wmolea R(5) Molecular mass of non-condensable gas

Variable Type Description
ndxstd I Pointer in fa array to first word of steam tables for fluid with fluid number 

nfluid
nfluid I Fluid number:

1 = light water
2 = heavy water
3 = carbon dioxide 
4 = helium
5 = hydrogen
6 = oxygen
7 = nitrogen
8 = sodium
9 = lead bismuth eutectic
10 = reserved
11 = reserved
12 = new light water (based on internal energy and pressure)
13 = reserved
14 = reserved
15 = new light water (supercritical etc. – restructured)
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Table 9-55 Steam Table Parameters in Comdeck stcom.h

9.54  sys_datc.f90

The sys_datc.f90 comdeck is dynamic block for the system variables. It contains the specification
statements for the system variables and their equivalences with the fa array. The descriptions of the
variables are given below in alphabetical order where the slot number in the fa array that the variable is
equivalenced to is given in the fa(i) column. The dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer,
logical, or character, are given in the type column.

Table 9-56 System Variable Names in Comdeck sys_datc.f90

Variable Type Description
istdum
it3bp I Base pointer to third table in steam tables for current fluid
it3p0 I Pointer to zeroth word of third table in steam tables for current fluid
it4bp I Base pointer to fourth table in steam tables for current fluid
it5bp I Base pointer to fifth table in steam tables for current fluid
lstcom I Number of words (single precision) in the /stcom/ common block

Set in parameter statement to 19 in stcom.h
np I Number of pressures in steam tables for current fluid
nprpnt I Number of thermodynamic properties in steam tables times nt for the current 

fluid
nsp I Number of saturation pressures in steam tables for current fluid
nst I Number of saturation temperatures in steam tables for current fluid
nt I Number of temperatures in steam tables for current fluid
pcrit R Critical point pressure of current fluid
pmax I Maximum allowed pressure for current fluid
pmin R Minimum allowed pressure for current fluid
ptrip R Triple point pressure of current fluid
stdum
tcrit R Critical point temperature of current fluid
tmax R Maximum allowed temperature for current fluid
tmin R Minimum allowed temperature for current fluid
ttrip R Triple point temperature of current fluid
vcrit R Critical point volume of current fluid
vtrip R Triple point volume of current fluid

Variable fa(i) Type Description
isNoNoncondensible 8 L True if there are no noncondensables in the system.

It is input on the 120 card.
NumSys 1 I Number of hydrodynamic systems
solv_iteratv L Logical variable for iterative solver activation
SysElev 3 R Elevation of system reference volume
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9.55  tdp_ptr.f90

The tdp_ptr.f90 comdeck is dynamic block for the time dependent volume-junction pointers. It
contains the specification statements for the system variables and their equivalences with the fa array. The
descriptions of the variables are given below in alphabetical order where the slot number in the fa array
that the variable is equivalenced to is given in the fa(i) column. The dimensions and type of the variable,
real*8, integer, logical, or character, are given in the type column.

Table 9-57 Time Dependent Volume-Junction Pointers in Comdeck tdp_ptr.f90

9.56  tmsrcm.h

The tmsrcm.h comdeck is a specification block and /tmsrcm/ common block. It contains a temporary
common block for the steam table parameters that are used in MARS. The dimensions and type of the
variable, real*8, integer, logical, or character, are given in the type column.

Table 9-58 Temporary Common Block for the Steam Table Parameters in Comdeck tmsrcm.h

9.57  trnhlp.h

The trnhlp.h comdeck is a specification block and /trnhlp/ common block. It contains a common
block for the some parameters that are used in MARS transient calculation. The descriptions of the
variables are given below in alphabetical order. The dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer,
logical, or character, are given in the type column.

SysMateral 6 I Material in system
SysMatNum 6 R Material number in system.

This and the previous word occupy the same location
SysName 7 R Name for system
SysRefVol 2 I Reference volume of system
PropFileName 9 R Thermodynamic properties file name (5 Hollerith words) for 

sysmat, as read from 120-129 input cards

Variable fa(i) Type Description
ntdpvs 1 I Time-dependent volume-junction pointers

Variable Type Description
prop R(26) Temporary common block for state property evaluations
s R(26)
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Table 9-59 Temporary Common Block for the Steam Table Parameters in Comdeck trnhlp.h

9.58  trp_blk.h

The trpblk.h comdeck is dynamic block for the trip components. It contains the specification
statements for the trip components and their equivalences with the fa array. The descriptions of the
variables are given below in alphabetical order where the slot number in the fa array that the variable is
equivalenced to is given in the fa(i) column. The dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer,
logical, or character, are given in the type column.

Table 9-60 Trip Components in Comdeck trp_blk.h

Variable Type Description
gerr I Estimated error in inversion process, 
Issys
Ixjff
ixpc
ixvf
ixvff
Lhtsol I Used to determine scratch storage lengths in trnset
matrix
mtype I Type of matrix multiply, needed in call to matrix product subroutine

Variable fa(i) Type Description
TripInitFlag 11 L initialization flag
TripLatchCode 12 L latch code
VarCodeLeft 18 I Variable code, left side
VarCodeRight 22 I Variable code, right side
NumVarCodeLeft 19 I Number part of variable code, left side
NumVarCodeRight 23 I Number part of variable code, right side
NumBlckLeft 20 I(2) 1: Block number of left variable

2: Offset to left variable during input, index to left 
variable during transient

NumBlckRight 24 I(2) 1: Block number of right variable
2: Offset to right variable during input, index to right 
variable during transient

TripExpand 8 I(2)
nLogicTrip 2 I Number of logical trips
rstFlag 10 I Trip number
nVarTrip 1 I Number of variable trips
LogicTripOffset 3 I Offset to logical trips
TripNumTermi1 4 I(2) 1: first trip number of terminate advancement

2: offset to first trip during input processing, index to 
first trip during transient
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9.59  tsctlc.h

The tsctlc.h comdeck is a specification block and /tsctlc/ common block. It contains a common block
for the mass error limits that are used in MARS. The descriptions of the variables are given below in
alphabetical order. The dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer, logical, or character, are given
in the type column.

Table 9-61 Mass Error Time Step Control Limits in Comdeck tsctlc.h

9.60  tstp_ct.f90

The tstp_ct.f90 module is dynamic block for the time step control. It contains the specification
statements for the time step control and the description of each of the variable names used in the tstp_ct.f90

TripNumTermi2 6 I(2) 1: Second trip number of terminate advancement
2: Offset to second trip during input processing, index 
to second trip during transient

OperTripNumLeft 18 I(2) 1: Left operand trip number
2; Offset to left trip time during input processing, 
index to left trip time during transient

OperTripNumRight 20 I(2) 1: Right operand trip number
2: Offset to right trip time during input processing, 
index to right trip time during transient

OpCode 17 I operation code
SignbitLeft 15 L sign bit on left trip number
SignbitRight 16 L sign bit on right trip number
TimeFlagLeft 13 L time of flag left variable
TimeFlagRight 14 L time of flag right variable
TripCon 26 R Constant on right side
TripScreen R(3)
TripTime 9 R Time trip was set, also used as trip switch

Negative if trip not set or false
Positive if set or true and the value is the time the trip 
was set

TripTime2 1 R Same variable as trptim but used with different 
subscripts
Trptim used in loops over all trips.
Trptm used when subscripting obtained from itrscn 
subroutine is used

Variable Type Description
errhi R Upper limit on mass error control

See dtstep for common statement.
errlo R Lower limit on mass error control.
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module. The descriptions of the variables are given below in alphabetical order and the dimensions and
type of the variable, real*8, integer, logical, or character, are given in the type column.

Table 9-62 Trip Components in Comdeck tstpct.hh

Variable Type Description
curclm I Limit value for card pointer
curcmi I Current counter for plot and minor edit
curcmj I Current counter for major edit
curcrs I Current counter for restart
curctl I Pointer to current card
curtmi R Current time for plot and minor edit (chngno(15))
curtmj R Current time for major edit (chngno(15))
curtrs R Current time for restart (chngno(15))
dtmax R Maximum time step
dtmin R Minimum time step
heathydrocoupledimplct2 L True if hydro and heat transfer solutions coupled 

implicitly
heathydrotimestepequal1 L True if heat transfer time step is set to hydro time step
heatstrcttmpblckomittd6 L True if heat structure temperature block is omitted in 

major edits
hydronearlyimplict3 L True if nearly implicit solution method for hydro
hydrotmeintgrtionsel5 L True if on-line selection of time integration for hydro
istsppac10 L not used
istsppac11 L not used
majeditevrytmestp12 L True if major edits every successful time step
masserrtimestepcntr0 L True if mass error estimate is used to control time step
mnreditevrytmestp13 L True if minor edits every successful time step
pltrcdevrytmestp14 L True if plot records every successful time step
scndjunblckomittd7 L True if second part of junction block is omitted in 

major edits
sscnvgnottested4 L True if test for convergence of steady-state is not made
statsblckomittd9 L True if statistics block is omitted in major edits
thrdfrthvolblckomittd8 L True if third and fourth parts of volume block are 

omitted in major edits
tspctr I Control variable number for user controlled time step
tspend R End time for associated time step values and counters
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9.61  turbine_data (in cmp_dat.f90)

The turbine_data type is specified in cmp_dat.f90 and it describes the dynamic block for the turbine
component. It contains the specification statements for the turbine component and a description of each of
the variable names used in the turbine_data type. The descriptions of the variables are given below in
alphabetical order. The dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer, logical, or character, are given
in the type column.

Table 9-63 Turbine Component Variable Names in Comdeck turbin.hh

tsppac I Advancement Control
      read off time step card in rtsc.F and packed into one wor
              tt in bits 1-6  (6 bits total, numbered from right, 6<=1)
                     only 5 are used
                 0 bits set = no error estimate time step control
                        max dt for hydro and heat time steps
                        hydro dt can be reduced by material Courant and
                          water property errors
                 1 (=1) mass error estimate used to control time step
                 2 (=2) heat transfer time step set to hydro time step
                 3 (=4) hydro and heat transfer solutions coupled impli
                 4 (=8) nearly implicit solution method for hydro
                 5 (=16) test for convergence of steady-state not made
                 6 not used
              ss in bits 7-12 (6 bits total, numbered from right, 6<=1)
                     only 4 are used
                 0 bits set = standard major edits
                 1 (=1) heat structure temperature block is omitted
                 2 (=2) second part of junction block is omitted
                 3 (=4) third and fourth parts of volume block are omit
                 4 (=8) statistics block is omitted
                 5 not used
                 6 not used
              d  in bits 13-18 (6 bits total, numbered from right, 6<=1
                     only 3 are used
                 0 bits set = standard output at requested frequency
                              using max dt
                 1 (=1) major edits every successful time step
                 2 (=2) minor edits every successful time step
                 3 (=4) plot records every successful time step
                 4 not used
                 5 not used
                 6 not used

tsppmi I Minor edit and plot frequency (max dt steps/edit)
tsppmj I Major edit frequency
tspprs I Restart frequency
tspskp I Skip parameter

Set in parameter statement to 21

Variable Type Description
eff R Turbine efficiency
friction R Turbine friction factor
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9.62  ufilef.h & ufiles.h

The ufilef.h and ufiles.h comdecks are a specification blocks and /ufilef/ and /ufiles/ common blocks.
They contain file names and unit numbers that are used in MARS. The descriptions of the variables are
given below in alphabetical order. The dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer, logical, or
character, are given in the type column.

Table 9-64 File Name and Unit Numbers in Comdecks ufilef.hh and ufiles.hh

9.63  usr_var.f90

The usr_var.f90 module is dynamic block for the user variables. It contains the specification
statements for the user variables. The descriptions of the variables are given below in alphabetical order.
The dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer, logical, or character, are given in the type column.

inertia R Turbine moment of inertia
power R Power developed by turbine
radius R Mean stage blade radius
reactionRatio R Stage reaction ratio
sftNum I Shaft component number
stageEff R Max. stage efficiency
torque R Torque developed by turbine
trip I(2) 1: Turbine disconnect trip number

2: Offset for above during input, index during transient
upJun I Junction number upstream of stage
velocity R Turbine rotational velocity

Variable Type Description
coupfl I
eoin I
filsch C*40(nflsch) Holds file names used in open statements (except for thermodynamic 

properties files)
Default values set by data statements in blkdta
User supplied values can be optionally entered in some machine versions

inpout I
input I Input file
jbinfo I User file to be copied to job output file
nflsch I Number of file names, set to 16 in a parameter statement in ufilef.hh
output I Printed output file
plotfl I Scratch file for internal plot capability
rstplt I Restart-plot file
sth2xt I Used for all thermodynamic property files
stripf I Strip file
tty I On-line screen file
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Table 9-65 User Variable Names in Comdeck usrvar.hh

9.64  vol_dat.f90

The vol_dat.f90 module is dynamic block for the volume variables. It contains the specification
statements for the volume variables. The descriptions of the variables are given below in alphabetical
order. The dimensions and type of the variable, real*8, integer, logical, or character, are given in the type
column.

Table 9-66 User Variable Names in Comdeck voldat.hh

Variable Type Description
nindx I
ntabl I
ntabla R
nusvar I

Variable Type Description
Addr_jet I Address in the junction block of the jet junction for 

this v
Area R Area of volume, three quantities, one per coordinate
Betaf R Liquid isobaric coefficient of thermal expansion at 

bulk conditions
Betag R Vapor isobaric coefficient of thermal expansion at bulk 

conditions
Boron R Boron density (mass of boron per cell volume)
Boron_o R Boron density previous time step
Cpf R Liquid specific heat capacity at constant pressure at 

bulk conditions
Cpg R Vapor specific heat capacity at constant pressure at 

bulk conditions
dFront_o R Location of thermal front (old-time)
dFront R Location of thermal front
DiaEquiv R Equivalent flow diameter Three quantities, one per 

coordinate
Fshape R Wall friction shape factor (one per coordinate)
dLev R Location of two-phase mixture level
dLev_o R Location of two-phase mixture level (old-time)
DotM R Bulk vapor generation rate per unit volume
DPLev R Difference in pressure between level position and 

volume center
DRfDp R Partial derivative of rhof with respect to pressure
DRfDUf R Partial derivative of rhof with respect to liquid specific 

internal energy
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DRgDP R Partial derivative of rhog with respect to pressure
DRgDUg R Partial derivative of rhog with respect to vapor specific 

internal energy
DRgDXa R Partial derivative of rhog with respect to 

noncondensable quality
DTDP R Partial derivative of satt with respect to pressure
DTDUg R Partial derivative of satt with respect to vapor specific 

internal energy
DTDXa R Partial derivative of satt with respect to 

noncondensable quality
DTfDP R Partial derivative of tempf with respect to pressure
DTfDUf R Partial derivative of tempf with respect to liquid 

specific internal energy
DTgDP R Partial derivative of tempg with respect to pressure
DTgDUg R Partial derivative of tempg with respect to vapor 

specific internal energy
DTgDXa R Partial derivative of tempg with respect to 

noncondensable quality
DTiDP R Interfacial temperature partial derivative with respect 

to P
DTiDUf R Interfacial temperature partial derivative with respect 

to Uf
DTiDUg R Interfacial temperature partial derivative with respect 

to Ug
DTiDXn R Interfacial temperature partial derivative with respect 

to QualNC
DTtDP R
Hnc R(5) Enthalpy of noncondensable source 

Five quantities, one per species
Hsolute R Enthalpy of the solute source
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FloReg R Flow regime number in real format
1. CTB high mixing bubbly
2. CTT high mixing bubbly/mist transition
3. CTM high mixing mist
4. BBY bubbly
5. SLG slug
6. ANM annular-mist 
7. MPR mist-pre-CHF 
8. IAN inverted annular
9. ISL inverted slug
10. MST mist
11. MPO mist-post-CHF
12. HST horizontal stratified
13. VST vertical stratified
14. MWY ECC mixer wavy
15. MWA ECC mixer wavy/annular-mist 
16. MAM ECC mixer annular-mist 
17. MMS ECC mixer mist
18. MWS ECC mixer wavy/slug transition
19. MWP ECC mixer wavy-plug-slug transition
20. MPL ECC mixer plug
21. MPS ECC mixer plug-slug transition
22. MSL ECC mixer slug
23. MPB ECC mixer plug-bubbly transition
24. MBB ECC mixer bubbly

FMuRex R(3) Viscosity ratio for wall friction (one per coordinate)
FricA R(3) Constant term in experimental friction correlation

Three quantities, one per coordinate
FricB R(3) Multiplier term in experimental friction correlation

Three quantities, one per coordinate
FricC R(3) Power term in experimental friction correlation

Three quantities, one per coordinate
fStrt R Horizontal stratification interpolating factor
Fwalf R(3) Liquid wall friction coefficient

Three quantities, one per coordinate
Fwalg R(3) Vapor wall friction coefficient

Three quantities, one per coordinate
Gaman R(5) noncondensable generation rate per unit volume 

Five quantities, one per species
Gamas R Solute generation rate per unit volume
Gammac R Condensation rate per unit volume associated with 

wall heat transfer
Gammaw R Vapor generation rate per unit volume associated with 

wall heat transfer
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Ggas R(3) Cell centered gas mass flux 
Three quantities, one per coordinate

Gliq R(3) Cell centered liquid mass flux 
Three quantities, one per coordinate

gravv R(3) 1: Coordinate of gravity along inertial x coordinate
2: Coordinate of gravity along inertial y coordinate 
3: Coordinate of gravity along inertial z coordinate

Hgf R Direct heating heat transfer coefficient per unit volume
Hgf_o R Direct heating heat transfer coefficient per unit volume 

previous time step
Hgf_os R Saved beginning of advancement direct 

noncondensable gas - liquid heat transfer coefficient 
for level model backup

HgRad R Used in radiation heat transfer from SCDAP 
components to volumes

Hif R Liquid side interfacial heat transfer coefficient per unit 
volume

Hif_o R Liquid side interfacial heat transfer coefficient per unit 
volume previous time step

Hif_os R Saved beginning of advancement liquid side interfacial 
heat transfer coefficient for level model backup

Hig R Vapor side interfacial heat transfer coefficient per unit 
volume

Hig_o R Vapor side interfacial heat transfer coefficient per unit 
volume previous time step

Hig_os R Saved beginning of advancement vapor side interfacial 
heat transfer coefficient for level model backup

DVsoundDP R Steam specific enthalpy at bulk conditions using 
partial pressure of steam

HtSens R Heat transfer coefficient for sensible heat transfer 
between vapor/gas mixture and liquid

Hvmix R Volume mixture enthalpy
Hyanpr R Rotation matrix used to convert from local coordinates 

to fixed coordinates
Hyarf R Liquid void fraction times density
Hyarg R Vapor void fraction times density
Hyaruf R Product of liquid void fraction, density, and internal 

energy
Hyarug R Product of vapor void fraction, density, and internal 

energy
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Hydxc R(6) 1: Change along inertial x axis due to moving from 
face 1 to center of volume along local x coordinate r 
hydxc
2: Change along inertial x axis due to moving from 
center of volume to face 2 along local x coordinate r 
hydxc
3: Change along inertial x axis due to moving from 
face 3 to center of volume along local y coordinate r 
hydxc
4: Change along inertial x axis due to moving from 
center of volume to face 4 along local y coordinate r 
hydxc
5: Change along inertial x axis due to moving from 
face 5 to center of volume along local z coordinate r 
hydxc
6: Change along inertial x axis due to moving from 
center of volume to face 6 along local z coordinate

Hydyc R(6) 1: Change along inertial y axis due to moving from 
face 1 to center of volume along local x coordinate r 
hydyc
2: Change along inertial y axis due to moving from 
center of volume to face 2 along local x coordinate r 
hydyc
3: Change along inertial y axis due to moving from 
face 3 to center of volume along local y coordinate r 
hydyc
4: Change along inertial y axis due to moving from 
center of volume to face 4 along local y coordinate r 
hydyc
5: Change along inertial y axis due to moving from 
face 5 to center of volume along local z coordinate r 
hydyc
6: Change along inertial y axis due to moving from 
center of volume to face 6 along local z coordinate
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hydzc R(6) 1: Change along inertial z axis due to moving from 
face 1 to center of volume along local x coordinate r 
hydzc
2: Change along inertial z axis due to moving from 
center of volume to face 2 along local x coordinate r 
hydzc
3: Change along inertial z axis due to moving from 
face 3 to center of volume along local y coordinate r 
hydzc
4: Change along inertial z axis due to moving from 
center of volume to face 4 along local y coordinate r 
hydzc
5: Change along inertial z axis due to moving from 
face 5 to center of volume along local z coordinate r 
hydzc
6: Change along inertial z axis due to moving from 
center of volume to face 6 along local z coordinate

hyposv R(3) 1: Coordinate along x inertial axis of vector from 
center of rotation to center of volume r hyposv
2: Coordinate along y inertial axis of vector from 
center of rotation to center of volume r hyposv
3: Coordinate along z inertial axis of vector from 
center of rotation to center of volume

InvJunIdx I Index to inverted junction table
InvHtIdx I Index to inverted heat structure table
is3dVol L true if volume if is multidimensional
iaAccum L true if this is an accumulator volume
isAirRpt L true if air has appeared and a partial backup is needed
isAnsInpflg L true if this has the ANS model active in this volume
isBundle2 L true if bundle in this volume
isBundle1 L true if there is a bundle in this volume
iCcoordDirc L true if this coordinate direction is being used in this 

volume
isCurrSaveFlg L saved current level model flag (isCurrVollvlFlg)
isCurrVollvlFlg L true if level is in this volume this time step
isDbgPrntFlg L true if debug prints are desired
isEquilFlg L true if equilibrium model is on in this volume
isExpFric L true if experimental friction is being used in this 

volume
isFlowRegmNum I flow regime number
isGasApperance L noncondensable gas appearance flag
isGodunovFlg1 L flags used for boron transport Godunov method
isGodunovFlg2 L flags used for boron transport Godunov method
isH2OPackerVol L true if water packing model is active in this volume
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isH2OPck L true if input specifies water packing is on in volume
isH2OPckStat L
isHorzStrat L horizontal stratification flag
isInput L
isInpVertStrat L true if vertical stratification input flag is set
isLamFricFactor L true if laminar friction factor numerator is 64, false if 

laminar friction factor numerator is 96
isLevelTrckInp L true if level tracking model is active in this volume
isLvlFlg L flag used in level model
isMapInfo L
isNegVoid L
isNew2PhasErr L true if error in two-phase region in this volume for this 

time step
isNewCnvgErr L true if non convergence of noncondensable solution 

iterations in this volume for this time step
isNewDrvdqtyErr L true if negative derived quantities in this volume for 

this time step
isNewLiqErr L true if error in liquid phase in this volume for this time 

step
isNewLrgstMasErr L true if largest mass error in this volume for this time 

step
isNewMassErr L true if mass error in this volume for this time step
isNewNegPres L true if negative pressure in this volume for this time 

step
isNewQualOvrn L true if quality exceeds 0 or 1 in this volume for this 

time step
isNewSonVelErr L true if negative sonic velocity in this volume for this 

time step
isNewVapErr L true if error in vapor phase in this volume for this time 

step
isNewXtrapErr L true if state properties extrapolation error in this 

volume for this time step
isNonCond L
isOld2PhasErr L true if error in two-phase region in this volume for this 

time step
isOldCnvgErr L true if non convergence of noncondensable solution 

iterations in this volume for this time step
isOldDrvDqtyErr L true if negative derived quantities in this volume for 

this time step
isOldLiqErr L true if error in liquid phase in this volume for this time 

step
isOldLrgstMasErr L true if largest mass error in this volume for this time 

step
isOldMassErr L true if mass error in this volume for this time step
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isOldNegPress L true if negative pressure in this volume for previous 
time step

isOldQualOvrn L true if quality exceeds 0 or 1 in this volume for this 
time step

isOldSonVelErr L true if negative sonic velocity in this volume for this 
time step

isOldVapErr L true if error in vapor phase in this volume for this time 
step

isOldXtrapErr L true if state properties extrapolation error in this 
volume for this time step

isPressChngRpt L true if a pressure change repeat when air appeared
isPrevSaveFlg L saved previous level model flag (isPrevVollvlFlg)
isPrevVollvlFlg L true if level was in this volume in previous time step
isPump L true if this is a pump volume
isReflood L true if reflood model is active in this volume
isStretch L stretch flag
isTdpVol L true if this is a time-dependent volume
isThermFrnt L true if thermal front is in this volume
isVapDis L
isVertStrat1 L vertical stratification flags
isVertStrat2 L vertical stratification flags
isWallFricInp L true wall friction is on in this volume
Length R Volume length, three quantities, one per coordinate
nVols I Number of volumes
P R Average pressure
Peclet R Volume Peclet number
P_o R Average pressure previous time step
PPs R Vapor partial pressure
PPs_o R Vapor partial pressure (old-time)
PitchAns R Pitch between fuel plates (ANS)
Q R Total heat transfer rate from wall to fluid
QualNC R noncondensable quality.
Qualan R(5) noncondensable mass fraction

Five quantities, one per species
QualNC_o R noncondensable quality previous time step
Quale R Equilibrium quality
Qualn_o R(5) noncondensable mass fraction previous time step

 Five quantities, one per species
Quals R Static quality
Qwf R Heat transfer rate from wall to liquid
Qwg R Heat transfer rate from wall to vapor
recipV R Reciprocal of volume (v), zero if v is zero
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ReCrit R Critical Reynolds number
Three quantities, one per coordinate friction factor = 
constant; see roughv

Rho R Total density
Rhof R Liquid density

Warning: the ordering of rhof and rhog must be 
maintained since fidis assumes this order

Rhog R Vapor density
Warning: the ordering of rhof and rhog must be 
maintained since fidis assumes this order

Rhog_o R Vapor density previous time step
Rhom R Total density for mass error check
Rho_o R Total density previous time step
WallRough R Wall roughness factor for direction 1, as input 

Reset in icmpn1 to Colebrook full turbulence friction 
factor

Hfsat R Liquid specific enthalpy at saturation conditions
Hgsat R Vapor specific enthalpy at saturation conditions
TsatP R Saturation temperature based on the steam partial 

pressure
SaveBtFlag I
Sigma R Surface tension
SineVAngle R Sine function of volume vertical angle

Three quantities, one per coordinate
Vsound R Homogeneous equilibrium sound speed

Also, used for scratch in hydro
LengthAns R Length of fuel plates (ANS)
SrcaMn R
PropIdx I Index data for sth2x water property subroutines
Tf R Liquid temperature
Tg R Vapor temperature
Kf R Liquid thermal conductivity
Kg R Vapor thermal conductivity
Utotal R Total internal energy in volume

Includes both phases and noncondensables
Tintf R Interphase temperature when noncondensable is 

present, saturation temperature at total pressure 
otherwise

Tmassv R Total mass in volume
Includes both phases and noncondensables

TsatP R Saturation temperature based on the total pressure
TTempi R Interfacial temperature, at fa(ivsk9+2)
Uf R Liquid specific internal energy
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UfLeva_o R Liquid internal energy above the thermal front (old- 
time)

UfLevb_o R Liquid internal energy below the thermal front (old- 
time)

UfLeva R Liquid internal energy above the thermal front
UfLevb R Liquid internal energy below the thermal front
Uf_o R Liquid specific internal energy previous time step
Ug R Vapor specific internal energy
Ug_o R Vapor specific internal energy previous time step
Ustm R Vapor specific internal energy at pps and tempg with 

non- condensable present
Ustm_o R Vapor specific internal energy at pps and tempg with 

non- condensable present (old-time)
V R Volume
Vapgen R Total vapor generation, sum of bulk vapor generation 

and vapor generation from flashing and condensation 
vapgen = dotm + gammaw + gammac

VapGen_o R Vapor generation rate per unit volume previous time 
step

Comp_idx I Index to component for volume
MatrixIdx I Index to diagonal matrix element
VolBlockIdx I Position of volume in volume block
ScratchIdx I Index to volume scratch space
Vf R(3) Average liquid velocity in a volume 

Three quantities, one per coordinate
Vf_o R Volume average liquid velocity previous time step x 

direction only
Vf_oo R Volume average liquid velocity previous time step but 

one x direction only
Vg R(3) Average vapor velocity in a volume 

Three quantities, one per coordinate
Vg_o R Volume average vapor velocity previous time step x 

direction only
Vg_oo R Volume average vapor velocity previous time step but 

one x direction only
VFront R Velocity of thermal front
Muf R Liquid viscosity
Mug R Vapor viscosity
VLev R Velocity of two-phase level movement
VLev_o R Velocity of two-phase level movement (old-time)
V_o R Volume previous time step
Voidg_oo R Vapor void fraction at old-time step (n - 1)
VoidLa_o R Void fraction above the mixture level (old-time)
VoidLb_o R Void fraction below the mixture level (old-time)
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Voidf R Liquid void fraction
Voidg R Vapor void fraction
Voidg_o R Vapor void fraction previous time step (n)
VoidLa R Void fraction above the mixture level
VoidLb R Void fraction below the mixture level
VolLev R Position of level within volume
FluidType I Fluid type in volume
VolNo I Volume number for editing
BrnPPM R
porosity R
RCenter R
Tfsub R
Tgsup R
vFace R(6)
jFace R(6)
DTenf R(6,3) Liquid Bulk Deformation Tensor
DTeng R(6,3) Vapor Bulk Deformation Tensor
sumxyf R
sumxzf R
sumyxf R
sumzxf R
sumzyf R
sumxyg R
sumxzg R
sumyxg R
sumyzg R
sumzxg R
sumzyg R
tangle R(3)
poz R(3)
Vcx R x-coordinate of center of volume w.r.t. ship c.g.
Vcy R y-coordinate of center of volume w.r.t. ship c.g.
Vcz R z-coordinate of center of volume w.r.t. ship c.g.
Vpx R x-coordinate of c. of vol. w.r.t. ship c.g. after rotation
Vpy R y-coordinate of c. of vol. w.r.t. ship c.g. after rotation
Vpz R z-coordinate of c. of vol. w.r.t. ship c.g. after rotation
Dirx R x-component of volume direction unit vector before 

rotation
Diry R y-component of volume direction unit vector before 

rotation
Dirz R z-component of volume direction unit vector before 

rotation
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9.65  vreqs.h & vreqd.h

The vreqs.h comdeck is the specification block and vreqs.hh comdecks is the data deck containing
the names of the variables that can be plotted. These variables are processed by the wrplid subroutine. The
descriptions of the variables are given below in alphabetical order. The dimensions and type of the
variable, real*8, integer, logical, or character, are given in the type column.

Table 9-67 Plot Variable Names in Comdecks vreqs.h & vreqd.h

Dirnx R x-component of volume direction unit vector after 
rotation

Dirny R y-component of volume direction unit vector after 
rotation

Dirnz R z-component of volume direction unit vector after 
rotation

grvxx R x-component of body force
grvyy R y-component of body force
grvzz R z-component of body force
NetGrav R net body force along volume direction
isMotionOn L True if motion option is selected
vRadi R distance of volume center from ship c.g.
vOldz R
isSdbSetFlg L
isPzrSetFlg L
isChanSetFlg L
iDoneitOnce L
iAmAvailable L
ScaleFlag I
Threed L
Twod L
isDrop L
idbvol I
mdbvol I
ndbvol I
Area_o R
DiaEquiv_o R
OxyFtr R

Variable Type Description
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t1 C*8(19) 1: time
2: cputime
3: emass
4: tmass
5: dt
6: stdtrn
7: dtcrnt
8: count
9: errmax
10: testda
11: rrangl
12: rrangw
13: rranga
14: rrdisp
15: rrdisv
16: rrdisa
17: rromeg
18: rrdmeg
19: rktpow3d
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t2 C*8(70) 1: rho
2: rhof
3: rhog
4: uf
5: ug
6: voidf
7: voidg
8: velf
9: velg
10: p
11: quals
12: quale
13: q
14: qwg
15: tempf
16: tempg
17: sounde
18: vapgen
19: quala
20: boron
21: sattemp
22: floreg
23: rhom
24: hsteam
25: sathf
26: sathg
27: betaf
f28: betagg
29: csubpf
30: csubpg
31: viscf
32: viscg
33: sigm
a34: thconf
35: thcong
36: pps
37: hif
38: hig
39: gammaw
40: gammac
41: drfdp
42: drfduf
43: drgdp
44: drgdug
45: drgdxa
46: dtfdp
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t2
(continued)

C*8(70) 47: dtfduf
48: dtgdp
49: dtgdug
50: dtgdxa
51: dtdp
52: dtdug
53: dtdxa
54: fwalf
55: fwalg
56: avol
57: hvmix
58: pecltv
59: vvol
60: tsatt
61: hyposv
62: gravv
63: vollev
64: voidla
65: voidlb
66: tmassv
67: tiengv
68: gammai
69: hgf
70: qualhy
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t3 C*8(26) 1: velfj
2: velg
j3: rhofj
4: rhogj
5: ufj
6: ugj
7: mflowj
8: voidfj
9: voidgj
10: qualaj
11: fij
12: formfj
13: formgj
14: xej
15: sonicj
16: c0j
17: vgjj
18: florgj
19: iregj
20: voidj
21: flenth
22: chokef
23: fwalfj
24: fwalgj
25: fjunft
26: fjunrt

t4 C*8(10) 1: htvat
2: htrnr
3: htchf
4: hthtc
5: httemp
6: htmode
7: htrg
8: htgamw
9: stant
10: pecl
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t5 C*8(36) 1: pmpvel
2: pmphead
3: pmptrq
4: vlvarea
5: vlvstem
6: acttank
7: acvliq
8: acvdm
9: acqtank
10: acrhon
11: turpow
12: turtrq
13: turvel
14: tureff
15: przlvl
16: pmpmt
17: pmpnrt
18: theta
19: omega
20: betav
21: ahfgtf
22: ahfgtg
23: avgtg
24: ahftg
25: acpgtg
26: acvgtg
27: aviscn
28: acpnit
29: ahgtf
30: dmgdt
31: xi
32: xco
33: xcu
34: dim
35: gdry
36: cdim
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t6 C*8(38) 1: rktpow
2: rkfipow
3: rkgapow
4: rkreac
5: rkrecper
6: rkpowk
7: rkpowa
8: rkotpow
9: rkofipow
10: rkogapow
11: rkorecpr
12: rkopowa
13: rkopowk
14: rkozntpw
15: rkoznfip
16: rkozngap
17: rkoznpwk
18: rkoznpwa
19: rkondfip
20: rkophi
21: rkobk
22: rkobtb
23: rkod
24: rkosiga
25: rkosigf
26: rkosigs1
27: rkosigs2
28: rkosigs3
29: rkozntm
30: rkoznalp
31: rkoznden
32: rkoznbor
33: rkozntf
34: rkocrpsn
35: rkocracf
36: rkocrdcf
37: rkondfpd
38: rkondrfp

t7 C*8 cntrlvar
t8 C*8(5) 1: zqbot

2: zqtop
3: fines
4: tchfqf
5: trewet
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t9a C*8(12) 1: bgth
2: bgnhg
3: bgmct
4: bgtfprs
5: bgtfprn
6: bgthq
7: bgthu
8: bgthqu
9: crucb
10: repool
11: shqin
12: shqout

t9b C*8(7) 1: achdpn
2: pgas
3: wdtqlp
4: zbtrub
5: ztprub
6: zbtcoh
7: ztpcoh

t9c C*8(27) 1: brchv
2: cggivy
3: damlev
4: dzfrcq
5: effoxd
6: h2oxd2
7: hoop
8: oxdeo
9: rci
10: rco
11: rnalf
12: rnoxd
13: rocrst
14: rpel
15: ruliq
16: wfrosr
17: wfrouo
18: wfrozr
19: wremsr
20: wremuo
21: wremzr
22: qscd
23: qwgscd
24: qflux0
25: qfg0
26: hfixf
27: hfixg
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t9d C*8 cadct
t9e C*8(2) 1: dcreph

2: dcrepc
t10a C*8(28) 1: tmpdmx

2: hgtdeb
3: pdbtot
4: twalmx
5: tmpdav
6: masliq
7: liqavg
8: massz
r9: massu
10: massfe
11: massag
12: masb4c
13: masuo2
14: maszo2
15: massal
16: massli
17: masscd
18: liqfe
19: liqzr
20: liqag
21: liquo2
22: liqzo2
23: denrgy
24: csenrg
25: intpow
26: intq
27: debqup
28: mppden

t10b C*8(11) 1: tmpcou
2: fpdeb
3: oxthk
4: afbulk
5: fracml
6: tmltel
7: pore
8: powdb
9: tothtc
10: gaphtc
11: mphtc

t11 C*8(2) 1: sysmer
2: systms
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9.66  zalfag.h

The zalfag.h comdeck is a statement function block. It contains the statement function to calculate
void fraction from quality, vapor specific volume, and liquid specific volume. The formula is given below. 

(9-1)

where 

 = void fraction

 = quality

 = vapor specific volume

 = liquid specific volume
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10  COMDECK DESCRIPTION OF THE 3D VESSEL MODULE

The 3D vessel module has been developed from the COBRA-TF code, which is a standalone code for
the 3D reactor vessel thermal-hydraulics. Because the COBRA-TF code was consolidated into the MARS
code as a 3D vessel module, some of the original COBRA-TF feature have been eliminated. At first the
input feature was modified so that the 3D vessel module input data are written in a single MARS input file.
The thermal property routines for steam/water were also changed so that the subroutines of the MARS 1D
modules are used in common in the 3D vessel module. Thus the subroutines that are related with these
modifications has been changed or eliminated. As s result, the subroutine tree of the 3D vessel module was
changed as shown in Figure 10-1. During transient advancement, one of the top-tier subroutines in the 3D
vessel modules, “trans,” is called by the subroutine “hydro” in the 1D module.

The subroutines for the 3D vessel module are separately maintained in the MARS directory “threed,”
which store of 112 subroutines and 66 common deck files. These are listed in Table 10-1 and Table 10-2,
respectively. The 3D vessel module uses both dynamic and fixed-size memory management feature. The
array size of the fixed-size memory can be changed by changing the parameters in “parameter.h” (See
Table 10-3 and Table 10-4). For some of frequently used variables, the dynamic memory feature was used.
Table 10-5 shows the modular data files for dynamic memory management, which include channel data
and gap data. Table 10-6 lists important variables in the 3D vessel module. 

Brief descriptions of important 3D vessel module subroutines are given below in alphabetical order:

10.1  bc2.f90

The subroutine “bc2” sets up the cell connection array and gap connection data. The variables for the
system pressure matrix are also allocated.

10.2  blkdat.f90

The subroutine “blkdat” provides the heat transfer data at saturation as a function of liquid enthalpy.

10.3  boiling.f90

The boiling heat transfer coefficient is calculated. For the CHF calculation, the AECL CHF Look-up
Table is used.

10.4  boron_3d.f90

This subroutine solves the boron transport equation for the 3D vessel module.

10.5  boron_3di.f90

This subroutine initializes the boron concentration of the 3D vessel module.
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10.6  c3mcl.f90

This subroutine calculates the material courant limit of Cell Ci, where Cell Ci is the 3D-side cell at
the 1D/3D interface.

10.7  c3packer.f90

This subroutine determines whether a water packing occurs in the 3D module or not, and if it does,
the momentum equation related to the packing volume is modified.

10.8  check_hb.f90

This subroutine checks the validity of the 3D cells that are used as boundary volumes of a heat
structure, and make an inverse table, chx(i,j)%i3htbl, which stores the corresponding pseudo 1D volume
number.

10.9  chftab_3D.f90

This subroutine calculates the critical heat flux using the 1986 AECL-UO Critical Heat Flux Lookup
Table from Heat Transfer Engineering vol. 7, nos 1-2, 1986.

10.10  cobrai.f90

This subroutine is one of top level subroutines, calling the input part and initializing the major
variables.

10.11  cpset.f90

This subroutine sets array elements as required by the sparse matrix solution subroutine that uses
existing strategy from previous solution.

10.12  csetsl.f90

This subroutine obtains space and sets arrays needed to control loading and          solving of pressure
equations. This subroutine is very similar to “tsetsl.f90” in the 1D module.

10.13  csort.f90

This subroutine stores the cell connection data.

10.14  ctor.f90

The information transfer for Cell Ci (from COBRA-TF to RELAP5/MOD3) at the 1D/3D interface is
carried out after unit conversion.
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10.15  ctor_hsc.f90

The 3D cell data is transferred to the 1D volume data array for the heat structure coupling.

10.16  curvem.f90

The subroutine “curvem” performs a table lookup and interpolation to determine the specific heat
and thermal conductivity of material type (i) as a function of the temperature.

10.17  cyssol.f90

This subroutine solves the system pressure equation using sparse matrix subroutines.

10.18  c_tfavg.f90

This subroutine calculates the fuel average temperature.

10.19  deform.f90

The subroutine “deform” calculates the new gap width when the dynamic gap conductance option is
used. It includes the following effects on gap width.

-stress free thermal expansion of the fuel

-elastic and thermal expansion of the cladding

-fuel/cladding contact elastic deformation

-optional fuel radial displacement due to relocation

This subroutine also calculates the axial elongation of the fuel and cladding, and the new fill gas
pressure resulting from the fuel pin geometry changes. Material property correlations are from matpro-11.
The subroutine “deform” is called from subroutine “gaphtc”.

10.20  dmpit.f90

This subroutine generates the restart dumps.

10.21  dumpit.f90

This subroutine writes all common blocks to a file for subsequent restart. 

10.22  error.f90

This subroutine handles error conditions.
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10.23  fillro.f90

 This subroutine fills a row in the system pressure matrix.

10.24  gaphtc.f90

The subroutine “gapthc” calculates the fuel pin gap total heat transfer coefficient. It includes heat
transfer due to radiation, conduction through the gas, and solid contact conduction. These models are based
on gapcon-2, and 3. The material properties come from matpro-11.

10.25  gasp.f90

This subroutine computes the gas mixture gas constant and specific heat from the properties of
individual gases by applying the Gibbs-Dalton law.

10.26  gauss.f90

This subroutine uses gauss elimination and back substitution to implicitly solve for the fuel rod
temperature profile. Only one direction is solved during one call. For example, during a transient a call
from temperature solves for the radial profile using gauss while an iterative technique (Gauss-Seidel) is
used axially. During steady state calculations, the subroutine “gauss” is called successively for the radial
and axial directions, effecting an alternating direction implicit solution.

10.27  grfsiz.f90

This subroutine calculates the size of “grfx” for graphics.

10.28  grid.f90

The subroutine “grid” is called from subroutine “intfr” to:

- calculate grid temperature [oF]

- calculate location of grid quench front [ft]

- calculate grid pressure loss coefficient

- calculate drop breakup source terms

10.29  gssolv.f90

 The subroutine “gssolv” solves the system pressure equation during transient advancement.
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10.30  gssolv3.f90

The subroutine “gssolv3” solves the system pressure equation during the automatic initialization of
the 3D vessel module.

10.31  gthcon.f90

The subroutine “gthcon” is adapted from the “gthcon” subroutine in matpro-11.

10.32  hcool.f90

This subroutine contains the heat transfer regime selection logic for both blowdown and reflood heat
transfer. This package is a composite of P. Ggriffith’s "beest" blowdown logic and Y.Y. Hsu’s best
estimate package for 1977. The primary independent variable is the clad surface temperature, with void
fraction, flowrate, and pressure being of secondary importance. The CHF wall temperature (tchf), the
minimum stable film boiling temperature (tmin), are calculated in subroutines boiling and heat. The
subroutine “hcool” determines the heat transfer coefficients for both fuel rods and structures.

10.33  heat.f90

The subroutine “heat” controls the heat transfer solution and determines the fluid phasic heat inputs. 

10.34  heatin.f90

The subroutine “heatin” calculates steady state rod temperatures. The objective is to minimize the
need to run expensive transients merely to recreate conditions similar to that of an experiment.

10.35  hgas.f90

This subroutine calculates enthalpy and density as a function of temperature and pressure for
superheated steam.

10.36  h_ncgm.f90

This subroutine calculates the initial enthalpy of noncondensable gas mixture.

10.37  init_3d.f90

The subroutine “init_3d” performs automatic initialization of the 3D vessel module. Initially the flow
in the 3D vessel module is stagnant. The subroutine “init_3d” finds the inlet and exit junctions of the 3D
vessel module. Then, the flow in the 3D vessel module is established using the flow rates which are
specified at the inlet junctions. The exit pressures are kept constant. After reaching a steady state, the heat
structures are also calculated so that they can reach steady states. By calling this subroutine, it’s not needed
to provide the initial conditions for the 3D vessel module.
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10.38  init_hsc.f90

 This subroutine processes the heat structure data for the heat structure coupling.

10.39  inputc.f90

This subroutine processes the 3D vessel module input data.

10.40  intfr.f90

This subroutine calculates the coefficients for the interfacial heat/mass/momentum transfer models.

10.41  liqptn.f90

This subroutine calculates ‘entrainment fraction’ at the 1D/3D interface junctions, when liquid flows
from 1D to 3D region.

10.42  move.f90

This subroutine inserts or deletes a row of nodes at axial level j. This subroutine is the heart of the
cell splitter-coalescence concept. The subroutine “move” must calculate values for the new nodes and shift
indices on arrays that are dimensioned by the heat transfer nodes.

10.43  msechk.f90

This subroutine calculates total mass error and the accumulated mass error of the 3D vessel module.

10.44  newdlt.f90

This subroutine determines the new time-step size.

10.45  nonf90.f90

This is an auto-calculating view factor program for the calculation of six location types. It is to be
implemented in the COBRA-TF hot bundle code. It was created on Dec 15 in 1982. An explanation of the
location types and code usage can be obtained through G.A. Sly at Pacific Northwest Labs. The code is
modular so additions or subtractions of location type can be made easily.

10.46  post3d.f90

After calculating the system pressure equations, the subroutine “post3d” performs back-substitutions
and prepares the time advancement.
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10.47  prep3d.f90

This subroutine prepares for calculating the hydrodynamic model

10.48  prop.f90

This subroutine calculates the thermodynamic and transport properties of Steam and Water for given
pressure (psia) and enthalpy (Btu/lbm)

10.49  qfront.f90

This subroutine determines when renoding is necessary. If the subroutine “tsplit” is exceeded, a row
of new cells is inserted. If the subroutine “tjp1-tjm1” less than the subroutine “tmerge”, row j is deleted.

10.50  qoxide.f90

This subroutine calculates the heat source in the clad due to the metal-water reaction as modeled by
Cathcart. The subroutine “qoxide” is called from the subroutine temp for each nuclear rod surface.

10.51  r3gmtry.f90

This subroutine reads 3D-module input related to the geometry.

10.52  radar.f90

The subroutine “radar” converts feet to cm because the subroutine “radq” is metric based.

10.53  radiant.f90

This subroutine calculates the radiation heat transfer.

10.54  radq.f90

This subroutine calculates the radiation heat transfer.

10.55  restrt.f90

This subroutine reads common decks written by subroutine “dumpit” for restart purposes. It also
reads some additional data form cards to enable restarting.

10.56  result.f90

This subroutine prints solution results at specified intervals in British unit.
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10.57  result_si.f90

This subroutine prints solution results at specified intervals in SI unit.

10.58  r_master.f90

This subroutine prepares the data for the coupled system thermal-hydraulics – 3D reactor kinetics
calculation.

10.59  scnreq3d.f90

This is similar to the subroutine “scnreq” in the 1D module. This was designed for the variables for
the 3D vessel module.

10.60  setin.f90

This subroutine reads the input data in a card group structure. The subroutine “setup” is called to
process the input data and initialize variables. The subroutine “setout” is called to print the data.

10.61  setout.f90

This subroutine summarizes input data for the three-fluid version of cobra.

10.62  setup.f90

This subroutine processes the input data.

10.63  sstemp.f90

This subroutine calculates steady-state rod temperatures for subroutine “heatin” by using subroutine
“gauss.”

10.64  stoeng.f90

This subroutine calculates the stored energy of one nuclear fuel rod in units of btu/lbm.

10.65  temp.f90

This subroutine is called by heat and solves the transient conduction eqn for the fuel rod n. The finite
difference form of the eqns is formulated using the cell conservation-connector scheme. In the radial
direction, the crank-nicolson method is used and the equations solved by gauss elimination. Axial
conduction is treated as an explicit source term.
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10.66  tgas.f90

This subroutine calculates the temperature as functions of pressure and enthalpy for superheated gas
and, calculates the specific heat as a function of enthalpy for superheated gas using subroutine “STH2X5”.

10.67  timchk.f90

This subroutine generates dumps due to trips or cp time.

10.68  timstp.f90

This subroutine sets the time step size and the edit interval time. This information is separated into
intervals. If the time into th transient is less than the end time for the current interval, the current
information is used; otherwise a new interval card is read and its data is used. If the minimum delta t read
in is less than zero an indicator for the end of problem is set up.

10.69  trans.f90

This subroutine calls major subroutines for time advancement of the hydrodynamic model of the 3D
vessel module.

10.70  transp.f90

This subroutine calculates thermal conductivities and viscosity for liquid and vapor as a function of
temperature and density using subroutines “VISCOS”, “THCOND”.

10.71  t_master.f90

This subroutine calls the MASTER code for the coupled system thermal-hydraulics – 3D reactor
kinetics calculation.

10.72  v1d3d.f90

This subroutine calculates the phasic velocities at the 1D/3D interfaces by back substitution.

10.73  vdrift.f90

This subroutine calculates the void drift model to simulate subchannel flow mixing phenomena.

10.74  veloc.f90

This subroutine calculates phasic velocities at the j and j+1 levels.
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10.75  xschem.f90

This subroutine solves the hydrodynamic models of the 3D vessel module. It calls the subroutine
“intfr” for the interfacial heat/mass/momentum transfer and the subroutine “vdrift” for the void drift
model. It solves the momentum equations first and, then, solves the scalar equations (mass and energy
equations) later using a semi-implicit ICE numerical solution scheme. In this subroutine, the system
pressure equation (or pressure correction equation) are established and solved.
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Figure 10-1 Subroutine tree of the MARS 3D vessel module; Top-tier subroutines are called by some 
subroutines in the MARS 1D Module.
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Table 10-1 Subroutines of the MARS 3D Vessel module.

abdrop.f90      dumpit.f90      intfr.f90       rsttbl.f90      
afromh.f90      edit.f90        levsol.f90      r_master.f90    
bacout.f90      errmsg.f90      lin2.f90        sat.f90         
bc2.f90         error.f90       liqptn.f90      scnreq3d.f90
blkdat.f90      fillro.f90      liq_pro.f90     second.f90      
blkdati.f90     filopen.f90     locfc.f90       sedit.f90       
boiling.f90     gaphtc.f90      move.f90        set13d.f90      
boron_3d.f90    gasp.f90        msechk.f90      setin.f90       
boron_3di.f90   gauss.f90       m_idx3d.f90     setout.f90      
c3mcl.f90       gdate.f90       newdlt.f90      setup.f90       
c3packer.f90    graf.f90        nonf90.f90      splitit.f90     
check_hb.f90    grfsiz.f90      outer.f90       sstemp.f90      
chftab_3D.f90   grid.f90        plot2d.f90      stoeng.f90      
clear.f90       gssolv.f90      post3d.f90      temp.f90        
clearc.f90      gssolv3.f90     prep3d.f90      tgas.f90        
cobrai.f90      gthcon.f90      prop.f90        timchk.f90      
cpset.f90       gtime.f90       qfront.f90      timstp.f90      
csetsl.f90      hcool.f90       qoxide.f90      trans.f90       
csort.f90       heat.f90        r3gmtry.f90     transp.f90      
ctor.f90        heatin.f90      radar.f90       t_master.f90    
ctor_hsc.f90    hgas.f90        radiant.f90     v1d3d.f90       
curve.f90       hsc_stat.f90    radq.f90        vap_pro.f90     
curve1.f90      h_ncgm.f90      rdabsf.f90      vdrift.f90      
curvem.f90      igraf.f90       reduce.f90      veloc.f90       
cyssol.f90      igrfsiz.f90     reducel.f90     volliq.f90      
c_tfavg.f90     init_3d.f90     restrt.f90      volvap.f90      
deform.f90      init_hsc.f90    result.f90      wrabsf.f90      
dmpit.f90       inputc.f90      result_si.f90   xschem.f90
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Table 10-2 Common deck files of the MARS 3D Vessel module.

abcdt.h     dimension.h iterstat.h  simsol.h    
absord.h    dlimit.h    matpro.h    skipf3d.h   
alphn.h     dmpctrl.h   mfrac.h     snkdat.h    
bcindx.h    entrdat.h   mvydt.h     spltdat.h   
c3btu2si.h  flwblk.h    oldvals.h   stdyerr.h   
c3com.h     gapconc.h   parameter.h st_com.h    
c3connct.h  gapdat2.h   propdat.h   tax.h       
c3fast.h    graphics.h  quen.h      tempd.h     
c3mserr.h   grddat.h    raddat.h    time_ctl.h  
c3tctrl.h   gridin.h    rebal.h     ufilefc.h   
c3trans.h   hollerith.h resultd.h   veldat1.h   
c3xschm.h   htcs.h      rodtab.h    vwxy.h      
cccfl.h     htdat.h     sdrop.h     xkvars.h    
chf_tab.h   init_3dt.h  sdropl.h    xtradat.h   
clp_lvl.h   injdat.h    setind.h    xtradat.h   
contrller.h iterstat.h  setupd.h     
dimension.h iterstat.h  simsol.h     
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Table 10-3 Parameters in the “parameter.h” file.

istopp: maximum array size for graphics data dump.
madim: number of flow blockages or grid types,                               
mbdim: number of channels in a section,                                      
mddim: number of gaps that convect orthogonal transverse momentum,           
medim: not used,                                                             
mfdim: number of rod geometry types,                                         
mhdim: not used,                                                             
midim: number of graphics dump (see igraf.f)                                 
mkdim: (ngt*ngal*ngcl) 
mldim: number of geometry variation tables to be entered,                    
mrdim: number of heater rods (see nrdim),                                    
msdim: number of sink BCs,                                                   
mtdim: number of entries in a material table,                                
mudim: number of vertical mesh cell BCs,                                     
mvdim: number of forcing functions for BCs,                                  
mydim: number of gaps for which the vertical velocity of a channel convects transverse 
momentum 
between sections,              
mmdim: originally, mmdim=nqdim*mxdim                                         
nqdim: number of sections in a Vessel component,                             
nbdim: number of interfacing cells for a cell,                               
nedim: number of interfacing cells for a cell  a simultaneous solution group.
nfdim: number of entries to be entered in some tables,                       
nidim: number of computational cells within a simultaneous solution group,   
nldim: number of transverse momentum cells for crossflow will be set to zero,                                        

nndim: number of radial nodes in a conductor,                                
npdim: number of material property tables,                                   
mrdim: number of heater rods (see nrdim),                                    
nrdim: number of rod outside surfaces,                                        
nsdim: number of vessel connection,                                          
ntdim: number of unheated conductors,                                        
nvdim: number of unheated conductor outside surfaces                         
nxdim: the largest node number at end of rod,                                
nydim: number of radial nodes in a conductor,                                
nzdim: total number of vertical elevations in vessel,                        
n3dim: number of axial power tables,                                         
n4dim: number of temperature initialization tables,                          
n5dim: number of pairs of elements in a temperature initialization table,
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Table 10-4 The parameters used in the MARS 3D Vessel Module. 

Table 10-5 Modular Data Files of the MARS 3D Vessel Module.

PARAMETER (madim=10,mbdim=90,mddim=50,medim=10,mfdim=20,          
mhdim=5,midim=2001,mkdim=400,mldim=40,mrdim=50,msdim=20,          
mtdim=20,mudim=80,mvdim=20,mydim=20,m5dim=40,            
nqdim=10,nbdim=45,nedim=60,nfdim=50,                              
nldim=150,nndim=10,npdim=20,nrdim=150,nsdim=2,ntdim=85,nvdim=170, 
nxdim=100,nydim=10,nzdim=80,n3dim=5,n4dim=10,n5dim=20,n8dim=mrdim,
istopp=100000)                                                    

cgq_dat.f90 
chn_dat.f90 
chx_dat.f90 
gpo_dat.f90 
gpx_dat.f90 
iter_sol.f90
m3D_dat.f90 
vtx_dat.f90 
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Table 10-6 Description of major variables in the MARS 3D Vessel Module.

Variables Description Common block 
or Module

a(m1)    Off-diagonal element in conduction matrix abcdt     
aaak               Coefficient for void drift model gapdat2   
aab(nb,na)         Pressure coefficients for surrounding cells m3d_dat   
aabl(nz,3)         Pressure coefficients for levels above and below current levels rebal     
aac(ne,ni)         Banded system pressure coefficient matrix m3d_dat   
abscis(mv,nf)      Time at which boundary condition forcing function factor is 

applied
absord    

acont              Continuity channel area chx_dat   
ae(mc,mx)          New time entrained liquid volume fraction chx_dat   
aeold(mc,mx)       Old time entrained liquid volume fraction chx_dat   
aesink(m5)         Entrained liquid volume fraction at pressure sink snkdat    
afact(ml,ma)       Variation table factor setupd    
aflux              Average linear heat rate xtradat   
agfact(nf,mf)      User-input cold gap width or variable gap conductance gapconc   
ainjt(ms)          Injection boundary condition flow area injdat    
airs(5)            Cell residual error array simsol    
airsl(5)           Level residual error array rebal     
al(mc,mx)          New time vapor volume fraction chx_dat   
alfa               Interpolated void fraction value for heat transfer calculation quen      
alfa1              0.5＊ ( AL ( I,J-1 ) + AL ( I,J )) quen      
alfa2              0.5＊ ( AL ( I,J ) + AL ( I,J+1 )) quen      
alfaj              Cell-centered void fraction value for heat transfer calculation quen      
alfj               Cell-centered value of calculation liquid fraction quen      
alfl1              Interpolated value of calculation liquid fraction quen      
alfl1              0.5＊ ( ALIQ ( I,J-1 ) + ALIQ ( I,J )) quen      
alfl2              0.5＊ ( ALIQ ( I,J ) + ALIQ ( I,J+1 )) quen      
aliq(mc,mx)        New time liquid volume fraction chx_dat   
aliqs(ms)          Liquid volume fraction at pressure sink snkdat    
almax              Maximum vapor volume fraction (1.0 - ALMIN) xtradat   
almin              Maximum vapor volume fraction (1.0e-8) xtradat   
alold(mc,mx)       Old time vapor volume fraction chx_dat   
alsink(ms)         Vapor volume fraction at pressure sink snkdat    
asink(ms)          Pressure sink flow area snkdat    
atcavg(nz)         Cladding temperature (˚K) averaged radially and axially over one 

fluid cell
tax       

atcis(nz)          Cladding inside surface temperature (˚F) averaged over one fluid 
cell

tax       
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atfs( nz )         Fuel outside surface temperature (˚F) averaged over One fluid cell tax       

axial(n3,nf)       Power profile tables xtradat   
axialp(n3,nx)      Integrated and normalized power profile tables rodtab    
axialt(n4,n5)      Table of axial location for rod temperature initialization xtradat   
axj(nf,mf)         Table of axial location for cold gap width gapconc   
b(m1)              Diagonal element of conduction matrix abcdt     
b_ppm              Boron concentration                                                       chx_dat   
beta               Mixing coefficient gapdat2   
blb2jk Conversion factor; btu/lb to J.kg c3btu2si
btu2j  Conversion factor; btu to J c3btu2si
c(m1)              Off-diagonal element of conduction matrix abcdt     
c3alphf            1.0 - (Void fraction at the 1D/3D interface) c3com     
c3alphg            Void fraction at the 1D/3D interface c3com     
c3area             1D/3D interface area c3com     
c3betaf            Variable for RELAP5/COBRA connection c3com     
c3betag            Variable for RELAP5/COBRA connection c3com     
c3brn              Boron concentration at the 1D/3D interface c3com     
c3dpm              Donor property vector at the 1D/3D interface c3com     
c3fa A big container array for the 3D vessel module c3fast
c3mcli             Courant limit[s] inside the vessel midule c3ctrl    
c3mclo             Courant limit[s] in the 1D/3D interface c3ctrl    
c3vg               Vapor velocity at the 1D/3D interface c3com     
c3vl               Liquid velocity at the 1D/3D interface c3com     
c3vpgno            Vapor generation rate at the 1D/3D interface c3com     
c3xi               Variable for RELAP5/COBRA connection c3com     
c3yeta             Variable for RELAP5/COBRA connection c3com     
caexp(n8)          Clad axial expansion gapconc   
carea(n1,mf)       Area of conduction node rodtab    
cdexp(nz,n8)       Clad radial expansion gapconc   
cdgrid(mc.mx)      Form loss coefficient (velocity head) grddat    
cellno(mc,mx)      Solution array cell numbers simsol    
chefd              Drop deposition coefficient quen      
chefp              Drop repulsion coefficient quen      
chen1              Term in Chen nucleate boiling correlation quen      
chen2              Term in Chen nucleate boiling correlation quen      
coldgp(nz,n8)      Cold gap widths gapconc   
cond               Thermal conductivity td_mod    
cons(na)           Factor to nondimensionalize vessel error m3d_dat   
cp_f               liquid specific heat at constant pressure                    chx_dat   
cp_g               vapour specific heat at constant pressure                    chx_dat   
cpf                Liquid specific heat ( saturated ) propdat   
cpfilm             Liquid specific heat propdat   
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cpl                Subcooled liquid specific heat propdat   
cps_f              Saturated liquid specific heat                               chx_dat   
ctfail Failure flag in the 3D vessel module contrller
date(2)            Current date for result headings xtradat   
dax(nx,mr)         Axial distance between fine mesh nodes rodtab    
daxmin(mr)         Minimum distance between fine mesh nodes rodtab    
dd(m1)             Right hand side of conduction matrix abcdt     
ddelp(na)          Change in pressure variation from last iteration m3d_dat   
ddrop              Droplet diameter quen      
de                 Hydraulic diameter quen      
delp(na)           Linear pressure variation m3d_dat   
delt Time step size contrller
den_mix            Mixture density                                              chx_dat   
dfemdp                Partial derivative of the new time vertical entrained liquid 

momentum flow rate wrt. Pressure
chx_dat   

dfgmdp                Partial derivative of the new time vertical vapor momentum flow 
rate wrt. Pressure

chx_dat   

dflmdp                Partial derivative of the new time vertical continuous liquid 
momentum flow rate wrt. Pressure

chx_dat   

dfuel(mf)          Diameter of fuel pellet rodtab    
dhfdp              Derivative of saturated liquid enthalpy with respect to pressure propdat   
dhgdp              Derivative of saturated vapor enthalpy with respect to pressure propdat   
dhtsdt(mx,nv)      Derivative of liquid heat transfer coefficient for unheated 

conductors
htcs      

dhyd               Equivalent diameter chx_dat   
dpdtc              DP/DT term for Chen correlation quen      
dria(nc,mr)        Parameter used in conductance solution rodtab    
dstep  No. of time step in the 3D vessel module contrller
dt                 Current hydrodynamic time stop size xtradat   
dt_cobra           Variable for RELAP5/COBRA connection; time step size in 

COBRA-TF
c3com     

dt_relap           Variable for RELAP5/COBRA connection; time step size in 
RELAP5

c3com     

dt_super           Variable for RELAP5/COBRA connection; time step size c3com     
dvdhl              Partial derivative of liquid specific volume w.r.t. enthalpy chx_dat   
dvdhv              Partial derivative of vapour specific volume w.r.t. enthalpy chx_dat   
dvdpl              Partial derivative of liquid specific volume w.r.t. pressure chx_dat   
dvdpv              Partial derivative of vapour specific volume w.r.t. pressure chx_dat   
dvidh              Inverse derivative of vapor specific volume with respect to 

enthalpy
propdat   

dwesink(ms)        Derivative of sink entrained flow with respect to pressure snkdat    
dwgsink(ms)        Derivative of sink vapor flow with respect to pressure snkdat    
dwlsink(ms)        Derivative of sink liquid flow with respect to pressure snkdat    
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dx                 Axial mesh node increment xtradat   
dx1                Axial length increment of bottom half of rod heat transfer node xtradat   
dx2                Axial length increment of top half of rod heat transfer node xtradat   
dxi                1/DX xtradat   
dxsink(ms)         Mesh cell length for pressure sink snkdat    
dxt(nx,mr)         Length of fine mesh conduction nodes rodtab    
errin              Maximum normalized error simsol    
etime              Current elapsed simulation time xtradat   
factor             Sing convention normalization factor gpo_dat   
fathx(n8)          Fuel axial thermal expansion gapconc   
fdexp(nz,n8)       Fuel diametral expansion gapconc   
fem                New time vertical entrained liquid momentum flow rate chx_dat   
femn               Old time vertical entrained liquid momentum flow rate chx_dat   
fgama(nx,nr)       Fraction of heat flux that causes subcooled boiling htcs      
fgm                New time vertical vapor momentum flow rate chx_dat   
fgmn               Old time vertical vapor momentum flow rate chx_dat   
flag_bd            Variable for RELAP5/COBRA connection; bad donor c3com     
flag_bd2           Variable for RELAP5/COBRA connection; bad donor 2 c3com     
flag_cobra         Variable for RELAP5/COBRA connection c3com     
flag_relap         Variable for RELAP5/COBRA connection c3com     
flag_stop          Variable for RELAP5/COBRA connection c3com     
flag_wp            Variable for RELAP5/COBRA connection; water packing c3com     
flm                New time vertical liquid momentum flow rate chx_dat   
flmn               Old time vertical liquid momentum flow rate chx_dat   
fract              Interpolation constant for properties propdat   
fractw             Fraction of surface in contact with drops quen      
frdrel(nz,n8)      Fuel radial displacement due to relocation gapconc   
ft2m   Conversion factor; ft to m c3btu2si
ftdens(mf)         Fuel theoretical density rodtab    
ftype(mf)          Alphanumeric flag for rod type alphn     
fwall              Transverse wall friction flog gpo_dat   
fwd                View factor--wall to drops quen      
fwg                View factor--wall to steam quen      
g                  Total mass flux quen      
gama               Vapor generation rate chx_dat   
gaph(nx,mr)        Local value of gap conductance gapconc   
gapth(nz,n8)       Gap thickness gapconc   
gasmol(mf)         Number of moles of gas present gapconc   
gc                 Gravitational constant xtradat   
gg                 Vapor mass flux quen      
gg1                Mass flux of vapor at bottom of cell quen      
gg2                Mass flux of vapor at top of cell quen      
gin                Initial mass flux setupd    
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gliq               Liquid mass flux quen      
gliq1              Mass flux of liquid at bottom of cell quen      
gliq2              Mass flux of liquid at top of cell quen      
gpcon(nz,mr)       Gap conductance at  each axial level gapconc   
gperim             Grid perimeter grddat    
grfn(m5)           Array used for short vessel dump option mvydt     
grfx               Array used as a buffer for the post-process plot file mvydt     
grmult             Grid multiplication factor grddat    
gsfrac(6,mf)       Mole fractions of fill gap for nuclear fuel rods xtradat   
gvapc              Mass flux of vapor at cell center quen      
h11                Local value of HH1 propdat   
h22                Local value of HH2 propdat   
h33                Local value of HH3 propdat   
h44                Local value of HH4 propdat   
h55                Local value of HH5 propdat   
h66                Local value of HH6 propdat   
hascl              Product of interfacial area and heat transfer coefficient for 

subcooled liquid
chx_dat   

hascv              Product of interfacial area and heat transfer coefficient for 
subcooled vapor

chx_dat   

hashl              Product of interfacial area and heat transfer coefficient for 
superheated liquid

chx_dat   

hashv              Product of interfacial area and heat transfer coefficient for 
superheated vapor

chx_dat   

heatp(mf)          Heated perimeter for rods rodtab    
heatpi(mf)         Heated perimeter for rod interior surface rodtab    
hf                 Saturated liquid enthalpy propdat   
hf_n               liquid saturation enthalpy at new time step                  chx_dat   
hf_o               liquid saturation enthalpy at old time step                  chx_dat   
hfg                Heat of vaporization propdat   
hg                 Saturated vapor enthalpy propdat   
hg_n               Vvapour saturation enthalpy at new time step                  chx_dat   
hg_o               Vapour saturation enthalpy at old time step                  chx_dat   
hgap(mr)           Gap conductance (constant value) gapconc   
hginj(ms)          Donor cell vapor enthalpy of injection boundary condition injdat    
hgsink(ms)         Sink donor cell vapor enthalpy snkdat    
hin                Initial enthalpy setupd    
hinj(ms)           Mixture enthalpy of injection boundary condition injdat    
hl                 New time liquid enthalpy chx_dat   
hlinj(ms)          Donor cell liquid enthalpy of injection boundary condition injdat    
hln                Old time liquid enthalpy chx_dat   
hlsink(ms)         Sink donor cell liquid enthalpy snkdat    
hperim(nt)         Wetted perimeter for unheated conductor rodtab    
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hperimi(nt)        Wetted perimeter on interior for unheated conductor rodtab    
hrod               Heater rod type flag alphn     
hsink(ms)          Sink mixture enthalpy snkdat    
hspl               Dittus-Boelter correlation for liquid quen      
hspv               Dittus-Boelter correlation for vapor quen      
hspvc              Vapor convective heat transfer coefficient quen      
htcl(nx,nr)        Heat transfer coefficient to the liquid rodtab    
htcv(nx,nv)        Heat transfer coefficient to vapor rodtab    
hv                 New time vapor enthalpy chx_dat   
hvalue(mu)         Enthalpy used for boundary conditions absord    
hvn                Old time vapor enthalpy chx_dat   
i_where            Variable for RELAP5/COBRA connection c3com     

i1cvoln            Interface cell no. at the RELAP5 side c3com     
i1max              Maximum number of connection for each system        c3connct  
i1nic              Connection pointer for each system                  c3connct  
i3cell             Cell no. of the 1D/3D interface cell c3com     
i3chan             Channel no. of the 1D/3D interface cell c3com     
i3mode             1D/3D connection mode: -1 for bottom, 0 for horizontal, 1 for top c3com     

i3modet            Transverse 1D/3D connection mode c3com     
iactab(mc)         Continuity area variation table number chn_dat   
iamtab(mc)         Momentum area variation table number chn_dat   
iaxp(mr)           Flag for rod axial power table rodtab    
ibound(2,mu)       Channel and axial node numbers at which boundary conditions 

will be applied
absord    

icent              Center of AAC array (diagonal element of pressure array) simsol    
icll(mb,mz)        Channel to be included in calculating the liquid level mvydt     
iconf              Fuel conductivity degradation flag gapconc   
idchan(mc)         Channel identification numbers in the order input cgq_dat   
idgap(mg)          Gap conductance numbers in the order input cgq_dat   
idgpc(mf)          Gap conductance model flag gapconc   

ierror             Error flag xtradat   
iftyp(mr)          Flag type flog rodtab    
igap(3)            Number of gaps that face the II inside of gap gpo_dat   
igapa              Number of gaps in section above to which gap connects gpo_dat   
igapb              Number of gaps in section below to which gap connects gpo_dat   
igapc(mr)          Gap connection width variation table number gapconc   
igatab             Transverse connection width variation table number gpo_dat   

igdum(15)          Miscellaneous plot file information mvydt     
igrf(m5,2)         Array used for short vessel dump option mvydt     
igrfit(mh)         Component numbers to be saved for plotting mvydt     
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igrfop             Vessel post-process plot dump option mvydt     
ik                 Channel on II side of gap gpo_dat   
ilocs(8,mc)        Gap numbers that make transverse connections to channem MC chn_dat   

ilvl               Number of levels for rebalancing rebal     
imatax(mf)         Flag for surface oxide material properties on inner heat transfer 

surface
rodtab    

imatox(mf)         Flag for surface oxide material properties on outer heat transfer 
surface

rodtab    

imatyp(n1,mf)      Material type flog rodtab    
in2m   Conversion factor; in to m c3btu2si
in2mm  Conversion factor; in to mm c3btu2si
indcmp(mh,mi)      Directory array with record numbers for each component mvydt     
indxsp             Response vector for individual connection           c3connct  
inode(mc,my)       Axial level of channel used to convect lateral momentum between 

sections
chn_dat   

iopt               Output option xtradat   
iprop              Interpolation index propdat   
ipropp             Property table index propdat   
ipropp1            Interpolation index propdat   
iprops             Interpolation index propdat   
ipwtab(mc)         Wetted perimeter variation table number chn_dat   
irebal             Rebalancing flag simsol    
irelf              Fuel radial relocation flag gapconc   
irstrt             Restart option xtradat   
irtab(n4,mr)       Rods using temperature initialization table xtradat   
isect              Section number spltdat   
isects(nq,6)       General channel splitting data array spltdat   
ispec(mu)          Boundary condition type absord    
istab(n4,nt)       Unheated conductors using temperature initialization table xtradat   
istyp(nt)          Geometry type for unheated conductor simsol    
itin               Number of vessel iterations simsol    
iturb              Flag for void drift model gapdat2   
ixcofc             Coefp storage space for connection                  c3connct  
ixsopu             Unit source vector for the calculation of influence c3connct  
jaxl(ml,ma)        Node associated with axial variation setupd    
jcell(mz)          Continuity cell where the liquid level ends mvydt     
jflend(mr)         Fluid node at end of rod rodtab    
jflst(mr)          Fluid node at start of rod rodtab    
jfluid(nz,mr)      Hydrodynamics node associated with heat transfer node rodtab    
jgap(3)            Number of gaps that face the JJ side of the gap gpo_dat   
jht(nz,mr)         Heat transfer node pointer array rodtab    
jhtend(mr)         Node at end of rod rodtab    
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jk                 Channel on JJ side of the gap gpo_dat   
jsll(mb,mz)        Continuity cell where the liquid level starts mvydt     
jstend(nt)         Fluid node at start of conductor rodtab    
kbnd(2,nl)         Index numbers of gaps with specified crossflows absord    
kchana(mc,11)      Channel numbers connecting to the top of Channel I chn_dat   
kchanb(mc,11)      Channel numbers connecting to the bottom of Channel I chn_dat   
kf                 Saturated liquid thermal conductivity propdat   
kfilm              Vapor thermal conductivity at film temperature propdat   

kg                 Saturated vapor thermal conductivity propdat   
kgap1(md)          Number of gap convecting orthogonal transverse momentum vwxy      
kgap2(md)          Gap number to which transverse momentum is convected vwxy      
kgap3(md)          Gap number from which transverse momentum is convected vwxy      
kgapa(mc,my)       Gap number in section above to or from which the axial velocity 

of channel I convects momentum
chn_dat   

kgapb(mc,my)       Gap number in section below  to or from which the axial velocity 
of channel convects momentum 

chn_dat   

kl                 Liquid thermal conductivity propdat   
lb2kg  Conversion factor; lb to kg c3btu2si
lb2kuv Conversion factor; lb/ft3 to kg/m3 c3btu2si
lchan(mc)          Section number channel I is in chn_dat   

lcs(nv)            Channel connected to conductor rodtab    
length             Mesh length increment in transverse direction gpo_dat   
lrc(nz,mr)         Channel connected to rod gapconc   
matr(n1)           Material index for subregion xtradat   
maxnds             Maximum number of vessel nodes in any axial level mvydt     
mcon(na,nj)        Contains hydrodynamic cell connection data for the vessel m3d_dat   

mode(nx,nr)        Heat transfer mode on rods rodtab    
modes(mx,nv)       Heat transfer mode on unheated conductors rodtab    
msim(na)           Array containing last cell number in each simultaneous solution 

group
simsol    

mtsave             Counter on time step number xtradat   
mxgdmp             Maximum number of post-process plot dumps mvydt     
naah               Constant = 8 xtradat   
nafact             Number of axial variation tables setupd    
namgap(mc)         Number of gaps for which a channel convects lateral momentum 

between sections
chn_dat   

nax                Total number of axial nodes (all levels) xtradat   
naxl(ml)           Number of entries in each axial variation table setupd    
naxn(n3)           Number of entries in axial power table xtradat   
naxp               Number of axial power tables xtradat   
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nc                 Conduction flag xtradat   
ncell              Hydrodynamic solution mesh cell number simsol    
ncells             Number of hydrodynamic mesh cells simsol    
ncgraf             Number of components that may have data saved for post-process 

plots
mvydt     

nchanl             Total number of channels xtradat   
nchll(mz)          Number of channels included in the current liquid level plot mvydt     
ncols              Column number in system pressure coefficient array simsol    
ncsec(mb,nq)       Channel numbers contained in axial section ISECT in the order 

read
spltdat   

ncvar              Number of vessel channel variables being dumped to plot file mvydt     
ndt                Time step number at dump xtradat   
ndx                Total number of levels in vessel component xtradat   
ndxp1              Total number of axial levels in channel, plus 1 xtradat   
nfuelt             Number of fuel types xtradat   
nfunct             Number of forcing functions absord    
ngdump             Current number of graphics dumps that have been taken mvydt     
ngpax(mf)          Number of entries in cold gap width table gapconc   

ngpff              Number of entries in gap conductance forcing function xtradat   

ngrps              Number of simultaneous solution groups simsol    
ngvar              Number of vessel gap variables being dumped to plot file mvydt     
nhfn(mu)           Number of forcing functions to be applied to axial boundary 

condition enthalpy
absord    

nibnd              Number of axial and/or injection boundary conditions absord    
nidvar             Number of variables being dumped to plot file for 1-D 

components
mvydt     

nk                 Total number of transverse connections (gaps) between channels gapdat2   

nkbnd              Total number of specified crossflows absord    
nllr               Number of liquid level plots to be saved for graphics mvydt     
nlmgap             Number of gaps that convect orthogonal transverse momentum vwxy      

nmsk               Number of sinks xtradat   
nnodes(mf)         Total number of nodes in conductor rodtab    
noder(ni)          Number of conduction nodes in region xtradat   
npfn(mu)           Number of forcing function to be applied to axial boundary 

condition pressure or mass flow 
absord    

npts(mv)           Number of points in each forcing function table absord    
nrax(n4)           Number of entries in temperature initialization table xtradat   
nrenode(mr)        Number of time steps between rezoning rodtab    
nrod               Total number of fuel rods rodtab    
nrodin(mr)         Index of heat transfer surface on inside of conductor rodtab    
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nrt(n4)            Number of rods using initialization tables xtradat   
nrtab              Number of temperature initialization tables xtradat   
nrvar              Number of vessel rod variables being dumped to plot file mvydt     
nsects             Nomber of axial sections spltdat   
nskipx             Number of axial nodes to skip between lines of printed output xtradat   
nsrod              Number of unheated conductors rodtab    

nst(n4)            Number of unheated conductors using initialization tables xtradat   
nstr(nt)           Slab geometry index rodtab    
nucl               Nuclear rod flag alphn     
nwfn(nl)           Number of forcing functions to be applied to crossflow boundary 

condition
absord    

nxtloc             Location of next available record on the post-process plot file mvydt     
ordint(mv,mf)      Boundary condition forcing function factor absord    
p                  Pressure chx_dat   
pa2ps  Conversion factor; psia to Pascal c3btu2si
pgap(mf)           Input gas pressure gapconc   
pgas(mr)           Pressure in rod N gapconc   
pi                 Constant, xtradat   

pinj(ms)           Pressure for pressure source boundary condition injdat    
pint(nz,n8)        Contact pressure (fuel-clad) gapconc   
pl                 Local pressure quen      
ployf(mf)          Factor in Hermite interpolation rodtab    

power              Power applied to rod rodtab    
powr(nc)           Radial power profile xtradat   
pref               System reference pressure propdat   
prfilm             Vapor Prandtl number propdat   
prinhs(nt)         Unheated conductors to print spltdat   
printr(nr)         Rod number to print spltdat   
prl                Liquid Prandtl number propdat   
prs2ent Conversion factor; psia.ft3/lb to J c3btu2si
psink(ms)          Sink pressure snkdat    
pvalue(mu)         Pressure or flow used for boundary conditions absord    
qax                Rod power xtradat   

qchf               Interpolated value for critical heat flux quen      
qchff              Critical heat flux chx_dat   
qfract(n1,mf)      Fraction of heat generated in node rodtab    
qhn                Near wall condensation (Hancox-Nicoll) quen      

π
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qliq               Wall heat flux to liquid chx_dat   

qreg(n1)           Power fraction for region xtradat   
qrod(nx,nr)        Heat flux (Btu/hr-ft²) rodtab    
qvap               Wall heat flux to vapor chx_dat   
rad(n1,mf)         Radial location of node center rodtab    
radb(n6,mf)        Radial location of node boundary rodtab    
radial(mr)         Radial power factor rodtab    
radp(nc)           Radial location for power profile table xtradat   
reg                Vapor Reynolds number quen      
regu               REG/µ quen      
rfilm              Vapor density at film temperature propdat   
rhof               Saturated liquid enthalpy propdat   
rhog               Saturated vapor enthalpy propdat   
rhovol(n1,mf)      Material mass in conduction node rodtab    
ri144              1/144 xtradat   
rjac(5,nk)         Cell Jacobian matrix simsol    
rjacl(5,7)         Level jacobian matrix rebal     
rl(mc,mx)          New time liquid density chx_dat   
rlsink(ms)         Sink donor cell liquid density snkdat    
rmuls(nv)          Number of unheated conductors represented by a single unheated 

conductor
rodtab    

rmult(nr)          Number of rods a single rod represents rodtab    
rodq               Power * axial profile rodtab    
roufc(mf)          Clad surface roughness gapconc   
rouff(mf)          Fuel surface roughness gapconc   
ruvab(3)           Lateral momentum convected by axial velocity at the bottom of a 

section
gpo_dat   

ruvat(3)           Lateral momentum convected by axial velocity at the top of a 
section

gpo_dat   

rv(mc,mx)          New time vapor density chx_dat   
rvsink(ms)         Sink donor cell vapor density snkdat    
satv_f             Specific volume of liquid at saturation condition            chx_dat   
satv_g             Specific volume of vapour at saturation condition            chx_dat   
scbmod             Subcooled boiling fraction quen      
scrsl(me)          Lever loop source error array rebal     
sdetb              Transition boiling heat flux due to drop deposition quen      
sf2sm  Conversion factor; ft2 to m2 c3btu2si
si2sm  Conversion factor; in2 to m2 c3btu2si
sigma              Surface tension propdat   
sinkk(ms)          Sink form loss coefficient snkdat    
sours(na)          Cell reduced error array m3d_dat   
soursl(nz)         System rebalancing error array rebal     
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sourst(ni)         System reduced error array m3d_dat   
sphts              Specific heat td_mod    
storj(na,nd)       Storage for reduced system Jacobian used for back substitution to 

unfold linear variation of independent variables
m3d_dat   

supf               Suppression factor in Chen correlation quen      
tchf               CHF temperature quen      
tchf1              CHF temperature at bottom of cell quen      
tchf2              CHF temperature at top of cell quen      
tchff              Wall temperature at the CHF chx_dat   
temp_f             Liquid temperature                                           chx_dat   
temp_fo            Liquid temperature at old time step                          chx_dat   
temp_g             Vapour temperature                                           chx_dat   
temp_go            Vapour temperature at old time step                          chx_dat   
temp_s             Saturation temperature                                       chx_dat   
tend End time contrller
tf                 Saturation temperature (˚F) propdat   
tfagv(nz,n8)       Fuel temperature (˚F) averaged radially over pellet and Axially 

over one fluid node
rodtab    

tfluid(nr,nx)      Vapor temperature (˚F) quen      
tgasp1             Term used in TGAS propdat   
tgasp2             Term used in TGAS propdat   

tgdmp(mi)          Simulation times at which plot data has been saved mvydt     
thn                Homogeneous nucleation temperature propdat   
time(2)            Current time of day xtradat   
timet Problem time contrller
tl                 Liquid temperature quen      
tliq(nx,nr)        Liquid temperature seen by rod htcs      
tmboil             Cell merger criterion in nucleate boiling quen      
tmerge             Cell merger criterion for nonnucleate boiling quen      
tmin               Minimum film boiling temperature quen      
treg(n1)           Thickness of material region xtradat   
trinit(n4,n5) Temperature in rod initialization table xtradat   
trod(nn,nx,mr)     Rod temperature for each axial node and each radial node td_mod    
tsboil             Cell split criterion for nucleate boiling quen      
tsplit             Cell split criterion for nonnucleate boiling quen      
tstr(ny,mx,nt)     Temperature of unheated ccnductor td_mod    
tt(m1)             New rod temperature abcdt     
ttime              Total transient length xtradat   
tube               Tube type flag alphn     
tvap(nx,nr)        Vapor temperature seen by rod htcs      
uej(mc)            Entrained liquid velocity, channel I, node J chn_dat   
uejm(mc)           Entrained liquid velocity, channel I, node J-1 chn_dat   
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uejp(mc)           Entrained liquid velocity, channel I, node J+J chn_dat   
uf                 Saturated liquid viscosity propdat   
ufilm              Vapor viscosity propdat   
ug                 Saturated vapor viscosity propdat   
ul                 Liquid viscosity propdat   
uvj(mc)            Vapor velocity, channel I, node J chn_dat   
uvjm(mc)           Vapor velocity, channel I, node J-J chn_dat   
uvjp(mc)           Vapor velocity, channel I, node J+J chn_dat   
veinj(ms)          Entrainment velocity at injection byundary injdat    
vej(mg)            Entrained liquid velocity for gap K, node J chn_dat   
vejm               Entrained liquid velocity at J-1 level quen      
vejp(mg)           Entrained liquid velocity, gap K, node J+1 chn_dat   
vesink(ms)         Sink drop velocity snkdat    
vfg                Specific volume of vapor minus liquid propdat   
vgjm               Vapor velocity at J-1 level quen      
vinj(ms)           Mixture velocity at injection boundray injdat    
vlinj(ms)          Liquid velocity at injection boundary injdat    
vlj(mg)            Liquid velocity, gap K, node J chn_dat   
vljm               Liquid velocity at J-1 level quen      
vljp(mg)           Liquid velocity, gap k, node J+1 chn_dat   
vln                Old time liquid density chx_dat   
vlsink(ms)         Sink liquid velocity snkdat    
vvinj(ms)          Vapor velocity at injection boundary injdat    
vvisink(ms)        Sink vapor velocity snkdat    
vvj(mg)            Vapor velocity, gap K, node J chn_dat   
vvjp(mg)           Vapor velocity, gap K, node J+1 chn_dat   
vvn                Old time vapor density chx_dat   
wall               Wall type flag alphn     
weing(ms)          Entrainment massflow rate at injection boundary injdat    
wem                Entrain liquid mass flow rate in transverse momentum cell gpx_dat   
wemo               Old time liquid mass flow rate in transverse momentum cell gpx_dat   
wesink(ms)         Entrained droplet flow at pressure sink boundary snkdat    
wesinko(ms)        Old time entrained droplet flow at pressure sink boundary snkdat    
wginj(ms)          Vapor mass flow rate at injection boundary injdat    
wgm                New time transverse vapor momentum flow rate gpx_dat   
wgmo               Old time transverse vapor momentum flow rate gpx_dat   
wgsink(ms)         New time sink vapor flow rate snkdat    
wgsinko(ms)        Old time sink vapor flow rate snkdat    
winj(ms)           Mixture mass flow rate at injection boundary injdat    
wkr                Lateral form drag coefficient gpo_dat   
wlinj(ms)          Liquid mass flow rate at injection boundary injdat    
wlm                New time transverse liquid momentum flow rate gpx_dat   
wlmo               Old time transverse liquid momentum flow rate gpx_dat   
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wlsink(ms)         New time sink liquid flow rate snkdat    
wlsinko(ms)        Old time liquid flow at pressure sink boundary snkdat    
wsink(ms)          Sink mixture flow rate snkdat    
wvalue(50)         Specified transverse flow value absord    
x(nz)              Axial node coordinates xtradat   
xa                 Quality quen      
xc(nx,mr)          Axial node elevations for each rod rodtab    
xliq               Liquid heat flux ramp xtradat   

xliq1              Liquid heat flux ramp for node above xtradat   
y(n3,nf)           Axial location for power profile xtradat   
z                  Total axial length xtradat   
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11  INP PACKAGE

The INP package is a convenient set of data input subroutines for use with FORTRAN 77 programs.
The INP package that is used in MARS came from the INPF package that was developed at Bettis Atomic
Power Laboratory (BAPL) in the 1960-1970 period.11-1,11-3 It was converted to the IBM-360-370 by Dick
Wagner when the PDQ program was imported from BAPL11-2 and renamed INP. It has later been
converted to work on the Cray computer as well an numerous UNIX workstations. For the user, INP offers:
free-form input, card numbers to identify each card, arbitrary ordering of input cards except for
replacement cards, arbitrary use of comments both on the data card and as separate cards, easy preparation
of multiple input cases in which only a few cards are changed, and a listing of the card input data. For the
programmer, INP offers a convenient method of implementing a user-oriented card input scheme and
includes: extensive checking of the number of entries on a card, the mode (integer, floating point, or
alphanumeric) of the entries, automatic expansion of sequential and overlay type of input data, deletion of
un-needed cards, checking for extraneous input, and the ability to detect several types of input errors. In
today's terminology, we should be using record instead of card, but we will stick to the ancient terminology
because of its historical significance to this package.

The following two sections will cover INP as seen from a user's point of view and from a
programmer's point of view. A third section summarizes the error messages and the table-list structure.

11.1  User Aspects of INP

The data file contains input for one or more problem sets. No relationship is assumed between
problem sets. Each problem set consists of one or more cases in which the input data for the second and
succeeding cases consist of the data from the previous case plus any modification cards entered for the
present case. Thus, we have the hierarchy as shown in Table 11-1. The individual cases are separated by a
slash (/) card, and the final case is terminated by a period (.) card. The period card always serves as a
separator between sets.

Table 11-1 Hierarchy of the File, Set, and Case Levels in INP Input Data File

File Level Set Level Case Level

File Set 1 Case 1.1

Case 1.2

Case 1.3

Case 1.4

Set 2 Case 2.1

Case 2.2

Case 2.3
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A list containing the card sequence number and an image of each card is printed to the output file at
the beginning of the printed output for each case. The card sequence number starts at one for each case.
The first line of the listing contains the heading, LISTING OF INPUT FOR CASE n, where n is the case
number. A MARS input deck normally contains only one case. Even though the capability to create
multiple cases and multiple sets in one input deck, it is rarely done by the MARS users. For this reason,
most users only have a single title card at the beginning of the deck and a single end-of-set card (period
card) at the end of the deck. 

11.1.1 Title Cards

Each case can have zero, one, or more title cards. The title card has an equal (=) character as the first
non-blank character in the card. Any alphanumeric characters can be in the remainder of the card. The title
card is used as a page header. It is recommended that one title card be entered for each case. If more than
one title card is entered in a case, the contents of the last title card is used for the page heading. 

11.1.2 Comment Cards

Comment cards have either an asterisk (*) or a dollar sign ($) as the first non-blank character on the
card. Any information may be entered in the remainder of the card. Blank cards are considered comment
cards. There is no processing of comment cards other than listing them.

11.1.3 End Cards

The end-of-case card has a slash (/) as the first non-blank character in the card. Comments may
follow the slash. The end-of-set card has a period (.) as the first non-blank character in the card. Comments
may follow the period. Another terminator is the end-of-file mark on the file.

11.1.4 Data Cards

All cards other than title, comment, end-of-case, or end-of-set cards are data cards. Data cards can
contain a variable number of fields. The types of fields on a data card are related as follows:

alphanumeric
numeric

decimal, 0-9,+,-,. and does not start with 0
integer, no decimal point or exponent
floating point, decimal point or exponent or both
octal, starts with 0, contains [0-7]
hexadecimal, starts with x, contains [0-9, a-f]

Alphanumeric fields are separated by commas and numeric fields are separated by one or more
blanks or commas. 

An alphanumeric field starts with any character other than a digit (0-9), sign (+-), decimal point (.),
asterisk (*), dollar sign ($), slash (/), or apostrophe('). The field is terminated by a comma (,) or the end of
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the card. All characters except commas are allowed. Imbedded blanks are considered part of the field and
do not terminate the field.

A decimal field starts with a digit (0-9), sign (+ or -), or decimal point (.). A decimal integer field has
no decimal point or exponent part; it only has an optional sign followed by digits, e.g. 1234 or -1234. A
decimal floating point field has a decimal point, exponent part, or both. The exponent part has a sign, an
e(E) or d(D), or an e(E) or d(D) followed by a sign that is followed by a number. The number gives the
power of ten to multiply the preceding number by, e.g., 0.123 or -0.123 or 1.23-3 or 1.45+3 or 1.25e2 or
4.67D-9.

An octal field starts with the digit 0 and can contain digits (0-7) only.

A hexadecimal field starts with an x(X) and can contain the digits (0-9) and the letters (a-f, A-F).

Zero is unique in that it can be entered as either a decimal floating point number, 0.0, or as a decimal
integer, 0.

11.1.5 Example Cards

Here are some examples of cards from a MARS input deck.

= Edward’s pipe problem base case with extras
* Configuration Control Problem
0000100 new transnt
301 p 3010000
0000201 0.020,1.0-7,.001,7, 2,10,100
505 velfj 3010000 ge velgj 3010000 0.0 n
0030000 edward's pipe
0030101 4.56037-3,20
0050201 0.0,1.0+5,1.0 100.0,1.0+5,1.0
20100300 tbl/fctn 2 3
. end of case

11.2  Programmer Aspects of INP

The INP package is a set of thirteen subroutines that are useful in any FORTRAN program to handle
input data. Four subroutines, inp, inp2, inplnk, and inpmod, form a basic set and are used together. Seven
of the subroutines provide specialized input processing and storage capability, and the remaining two
subroutines are used internally for packing and unpacking format indicators into a single word.

One call to the inp subroutine gets each set or case from the input file. The inp subroutine reads and
converts the data, removes duplicate cards, and forms an input buffer. This input buffer consists of a sorted
table array of card numbers that are cross referenced to a list array containing data words taken from the
cards together with mode words generated during input conversion. The type of conversion is dictated by
the card fields themselves and is stored in the mode word. There are three types of conversions,
alphanumeric, real, and integer. The ordering of the cards in a deck, other than the initial title card and the
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final end-of-set card, is not important, except for duplicate card numbers. If there are two cards having the
same card number, the last card is used. The last title card is used in the output title line, and several card
listing options are provided.

Subroutine inplnk locates one card at a time and provides the linkage between a FORTRAN program
and the input buffer containing the table array and list array prepared by inp. Subroutine inpmod is used to
check the appropriate mode of the data against a specified list, also one card at a time. Subroutine inp2 is
used to move and check data from the input buffer array through calls to inplnk and inpmod. The inp2
subroutine can be used to process data from a single card or from a set of cards within a specified range. It
also checks for the specified minimum and maximum number of items and the mode of the data. It then
transfers the data to the array specified in the call statement. 

Subroutine inp4 executes a do loop which includes calls on inp2, modifying the parameters for each
subsequent call by specified increments. Subroutine inp5 is similar to inp4 in that it will process more than
one set of cards. However, it has the additional capability to expand either of two input types and store the
data in either of two modes. Subroutines inp6 and inp7 are used for printing error comments. Function inp8
is used to determine if there are cards in the table which were not referenced by inplnk. Finally, functions
inp9 and inp10 can be used to delete cards from the table array and list array that have been either selected
or processed by inplnk.

The INP package includes facilities for expanding data that has been specified in a compact notation
on the card. The expansion may be of sequential or overlay type, and the expanded data may be stored in
either dense of scattered mode. In all cases, it is assumed that the data is to be associated with some index
value, e.g., a junction number or a volume number. The compact notation simplifies input preparation
when the data for several indices is the same, and the expansion then reproduces the data and associates it
with each of these index values.

11.2.1 Sequential Expansion

The basic unit of input for sequential expansion is the set of data to be expanded followed by the
terminal index for the expansion. For example, if the input consists of the values: 

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 5

the first set is (1.1, 1.2, 1.2) with terminal index 3 and the second set is (1.4, 1.5, 1.6) with terminal index 5.
The calling program specifies the base index (usually zero) which is one less than the starting index value.
Assuming a zero base index for the above input, the first set is reproduced three times and associated with
indices 1, 2, and 3. The second set is reproduced twice and associated with indices 4 and 5. The terminal
indices must form an increasing sequence, and the calling program may specify an upper bound for this
sequence.
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This method of expansion is used quite often in MARS input decks for components. For example, if
the user wanted to input the same volume length, 0.45 m, for all 15 volumes in pipe component number
102, then the input card is:

10200301 0.45 15

11.2.2 Overlay Expansion

The basic unit of overlay expansion is the set of data to be expanded preceded by the initial index for
the expansion and followed by the terminal index for the expansion. For example, if the input consists of
the values:

3, 2.1, 2,2, 6, 5, 2.3, 2,4, 8

the first set is (2.1, 2.2) with indices 3 and 6. The second set is (2.3, 2.4) with indices 5 and 8,. This
example show that the index ranges for the various sets can overlap. The sets are expanded sequentially
and the expansion of each set overlays or replaces any data previously associated with its indices. For the
above example, the complete expansion associates the first set with indices 3 and 4 while the second set is
associated with indices 5, 6, 7, and 8. The calling program may specify both a lower bound for the initial
index and an upper bound for the terminal index. The base index value is always zero.

This method of expansion is not used in MARS. It is only included here to complete the description
of the INP package.

11.2.3 Dense Storage

When dense storage is used, the storage array is assumed to contain a separate store vector for each
value of the index. The store vector must be a least as large as the input set, and the calling program must
specify the starting location in the store vector, i.e., the position in the store vector at which the input set is
to begin. For example, consider the sequential expansion input 3.1, 3,2, 1, 3.3, 3.4, 3 together with a store
vector length of 4 and a starting location of 2. The expansion results in the storage array

---, 3.1, 3.2, ---
---, 3.1, 3.2, ---
---, 3,3, 3,4, ---

where three dashes indicates a location that is not altered by the expansion. It should be noted that the
storage array is actually one-dimensional, and the above two-dimensional representation has been used
only to demonstrate its format.

11.2.4 Scattered Storage

When scattered storage is used, the storage array is assumed to contain a separate store vector for
each element of the input set. The store vectors are of a specified length and contain a single data value for
each value of the index. For example, consider the overlay expansion input
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2, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 3, 5, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 5

together with a store vector length of 6. The expansion results in the storage array

---, 4.1, 4.1, ---, 4.4, ---
---, 4.2, 4.2, ---, 4.5, ---
---, 4.3, 4.3, ---, 4.6, ---

Here again, the storage array is actually one-dimensional and the three dashes indicate and unaltered
location. Note that the first value in each input set is stored in the first line (first store vector), the second
value is stored in the second line, and so forth. By specifying a starting location (other than 1) in the
storage array, the calling program can force the expansion to begin in the store vector other than the first.
For example, with a starting location of 7, the above expansion becomes:

---, ---, ---, ---, ---, ---

---, 4.1, 4.1, ---, 4.4, ---

---, 4.2, 4.2, ---, 4.5, ---

---, 4.3, 4.3, ---, 4.6, ---

In the following descriptions, variable arrays are named for their real or integer formats. Arrays l3
and a3 are equivalent and arrays l1 and l2 will probably have equivalent real names in the calling program.

11.2.5 efiless - File Unit Numbers 

The efiless.hh comdeck contains the specification statements for the input, output, inpout, and tty
files. The efilesd.hh comdeck contains the data statements for initializing the unit numbers, which are
given in the following list:

11.2.6 inp - Input Echo and Package Initialization

The inp subroutine is used to read in the data cards for the next case. It reads cards from the input file
until an end-of-case card (period card), an end-of-set card (slash card) card is read, or an end-of-file mark
is encountered. The data is stored in the xl1 array. The title card string from the input deck is inserted into
the hed character string along with the current time and date character strings. The ncase parameter should

Table 11-2 File Names and Unit Numbers

File Name Unit Description

input 11 input file unit number

output 12 output file unit number

inpout 20 inp output file unit number

tty 6 message file unit number
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be set to 0 for the first call to inp. It is incremented by 1 inside inp, and the sign bit is set if this is the last
case of a problem set, i.e., the data is terminated by a period card.

The xl1 array consists of nl1 real*8 words. One control word is stored at location 1, the list array
starts at location 2, and the table array starts at last location, xl1(nl1). The table extends downward towards
the origin of the xl1 array. The space between the end of the list array and the end of the table array is used
for temporary working storage. Figure 11-1 shows that storage layout in the xl1 array. 

Figure 11-1 Storage Layout for the xl1 Array (64-bit Words) in the INP Package

Data card information is converted to binary form through calls to the cvic subroutine in the CVI
package. The binary information from a data card that is not a continuation card is stored starting at the
beginning of the temporary working storage, and the mode indicators are stored beginning at the middle of
the temporary working storage. The binary information and mode flags for continuation cards are stored
following the information for the preceding card. As each individual data card is processed, there must be
40 words between the end of the list array or the last converted binary quantity and the beginning of the
mode indicators. This space is necessary to prevent the binary quantities from overrunning the mode
indicators and the mode indicators from overrunning the table array. Forty words are necessary because
this is the maximum number of quantities that can be entered on an 80-column card. After the data card
and any continuation cards have been converted, the binary data and mode indicators are stored as if the
data were entered on one card. Subsequent processing can proceed as if only one card was entered. A table
word is then constructed consisting of the card number (or the card sequence number if the card number is
illegal, c flag = 1 in this case), an error flag specifying whether a card format error was detected (e flag = 1
in this case), an index into the list array where the binary data starts (index), the number of data words on
the card, and a usage indicator (u flag = 0 initially). If there are data other than the card number on the card,

xl1(1)

xl1(nl1) card No.

32

31

30

c e index
No.

Words

29

32

31

30 1128

17 bits 11 bits

u

29 bits
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working

storage

xl1(2)
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30
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m
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32 30 28 24
31 29 135

…
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the binary information is moved downward one word eliminating the card number from the list array. The
corresponding mode indicators returned from cvic are converted to two-bit mode flags (m flags = -1, 0, or
1) and stored in a packed form, 30 flags per word, following the binary information. The table array words,
one for each card, constitute the table array, and the list array is made up of the converted binary
information and associated mode flag words.

In the replacement card checking phase, the new card number is compared against the current card
numbers stored in the table array. If a duplication is found, the table word containing the card number is
replaced by the new table word. Space occupied by the replaced list array data is recovered by:

1. shifting the list array data down over the top of the replaced data when the number of
words on the replaced card and the new card are different, or

2. overstoring the replaced list array data when the number of words are the same. 

Table array index pointers are updated when the list array data are moved. When a replacement card
contains only a card number, the card acts as a deletion card. In this case, the table array word is deleted,
and the list array data space is retrieved by shifting the list array data over the deleted data. A message,
“card above is replacement card,” is printed below any card that replaces or deletes a data card. A card
containing only a card number that is not a duplicated card number has no effect on the table or list arrays,
and no message is printed.

As the data cards are being converted to binary, each quantity is checked to see if it is identical to the
hexadecimal quantity, 7fffffffffffffff, which is the largest positive quantity that could be expressed in
floating point notation on the IBM360-370, which where this coding originated. This quantity is not
allowed as an input item for programming efficiency as explained in the inp9 and inp10 descriptions, and
the quantity is changed to 7ffffffffffffffe. This is not considered an error. However, when this occurs, the
message,

$$$$$$$$ Word nnn has unallowed bit pattern, it has been changed.

is printed to the output file where nnn indicates the word on the card that was modified.

The IEEE-754 standard has changed the meaning of 7fffffffffffffff. It is now a NaN, so that no input
number from a card can possibly be equal to that number, and all the extra checking that is done to check
for that number and modify it by one bit in least significant place is probably not necessary on a computer
that uses IEEE-754 arithmetic, which is all the workstations and PCs that are currently being
manufactured.

A normal return from the inp subroutine is made if a period or slash card is read or an end-of-file
mark is encountered after at least one input card was read. Before a normal return, the table array is sorted
by card number and is moved adjacent to the list array and the number of words in the list array and the
number of words in the table array are packed into the control word at xl1(1). Upon a normal exit, the
absolute value of ndata is set equal to the number of words needed in xl1 to hold the control word, the list
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array, and the table array. The number of words needed is equal to one plus the number of words in the list
array plus the number of words in the table array. The sign of ndata is set minus if no data cards (cards
other than title, comment, slash, or period cards) are entered for a case. In normal usage this indicates that
no input data were entered, and that the succeeding case may have input identical to the preceding case.

On entry to inp, ndata indicates whether the array xl1 contains data from a previous case. If ndata = 0,
then xl1 contains no data from a previous case, and the table array and list array are assumed empty. If
ndata > 0, then xl1 is assumed to contain data from a previous problem in the same compacted format as
that obtained upon a return from inp, i.e., xl1 contains a control word containing the number of words in
the list and table arrays followed by the list and table arrays. In that case, the table array is moved to the
end of xl1, the use flags in the table array are cleared, and the input cards for the current case are then
processed as described previously.

The parameter isw indicates the return status. If isw = 0, a normal return was made and no errors
were detected during the processing of the input cards. If isw = 1, the end-of-file mark was encountered
when trying to read the first data card of a case, and inp returned immediately. If isw = 2, a normal return
was made, but card format errors were detected and the list of input cards contains one or more errors
(messages 3 through 6 in Table 11-3). The usual practice in this case is to continue checking the input data
for additional errors, but execution is terminated after input checking is completed. If isw = 3, the array xl1
is not large enough to process the input data (messages 1 or 2 in Table 11-3), and inp returns immediately.
The inp subroutine statement is:

subroutine inp (xl1, nl1, hed, ncase, ndata, isw)
xl1 array for table array and list array storage, real*8; input
nl1 length of storage locations available in xl1 array, integer*4; 

input
hed heading, contains title card string, date, and time, 

character*108; output
ncase case number of previous case, integer*4; input/output

set ncase to 0 for the initial call
incremented by 1 inside inp
output:

< 0 end-of-case card (period card) was detected
ndata flag for previous problem data, integer*4; input/output

input:
¦ 0 ignore previous table and list arrays
> 0 use previous table and list arrays

output:
> 0 total storage used in xl1 array
< 0 no data cards were found for this case

isw return status, integer*4; output
0 = normal return, no errors were detected
1 = end-of-file mark found
2 = card format errors
3 = xl1 array is too small
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11.2.7 inp2 - Read One Dataset

The inp2 subroutine is used to move data from the card input buffer and perform certain checking
functions. The input buffer array is loc1 and the array into which the data will be stored is loc2. The ics
array is the specification array that controls the way inp2 operates on and checks the data in the input
buffer. The subroutine inplnk is used to locate each card, and inpmod is used to check the alphanumeric-
real-integer format. On return, ics(6) is set to -1 if any card requested contained a conversion error, or if
any of the tests specified by the parameters in ics(2), ics(3), ics(4), or ics(7) failed. Otherwise, if ics(6) was
positive on entry, ics(6) is set to +nmove, the number of items moved and if ics(6) was negative on entry,
ics(6) is set to -nmove if no errors were found. The ics(7…) array is used to specify the format of the data
items on the card. It uses the same format as used by inpmod subroutine: -1 for alphanumeric, 0 for integer,
and +1 for real. There is also a provision for condensing this part of the array by using ±n, n > 2, in the
format string to indicate the next n format items are to be repeated. The inp2 subroutine statement is:

subroutine inp2 (loc1, loc2, ics)
loc1 input buffer, real*8, input
loc2 output array, real*8, output
ics data specification and checking controls, integer*4, input/output

ics(1) c1, first card number, input
ics(2) ±c2, last card number, input

= 0 only one card is wanted
> 0 card numbers are sequential
< 0 card numbers are increasing, not sequential

ics(3) min, minimum number of items to be processed, input
can be 0 if not sure if the card is present
ics(6) will be ¦ 1 if inp2 found one or more cards

ics(4) max, maximum number of items to be processed, input
= 0 ignored

ics(5) nj, skip factor in output array, loc2, input
usually 0

ics(6) ±j, abs(j) = starting index in loc2, input/output
input:

> 0 data is moved and all checking is done
ð 0 no data is moved but all checking is done

output:
> 0 number of items moved and checked
= 0 no cards with specified numbers are present if 

ics(3) = 0
= -1 format error on card

ics(7) array defining the data item format on the card, integer*4, 
input

= -1 alphanumeric
= 0 integer
= +1 real
= ±n

|n| Š 2 format repeats and n is the number of items 
repeated

+n the cycle is reset at the beginning of each new 
card

-n the cycle can overlap cards
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Within a cycle, all elements must be -1, 0, or +1 
(no allowance for nested repeat cycles).

11.2.8 inp4 - Read Multiple Datasets

The inp4 subroutine permits several sets of related data to be moved and checked by a single call. A
do loop which includes a call to inp2 is executed ntimes inside inp4. The first time through the loop, the c1,
c2, minz, maxz, nj, j, loc1, and loc2 are as described in inp2. The format array is loc5. For each subsequent
time through the loop, an internal variable that is set to c1 is increased by c3. The same is true for abs(c2).
Also, if j is positive, it is increased by j1. The value of j when inp4 returns is as described for inp2. The
maximum size of array loc5 is 40. There are no calls to inp4 in MARS. The inp4 subroutine statement is:

subroutine inp4 (c1, c2, minz, maxz, nj, j, c3, ntimes, j1, loc1, loc2, 
loc5)

c1 first card number, integer*4, input
c2 ± last card number, integer*4, input
minz minimum number of items to process, integer*4, input
maxz maximum number of items, ignored if 0, integer*4, input
nj number of spaces to skip between items in loc2, integer*4, input
j starting point in loc2, integer*4, input/output
c3 increment for c1, integer*4, input
ntimes number of times do loop is executed, > 0, integer*4, input
j1 increment for j, integer*4, input
loc1 input buffer, real*8, input
loc2 output array, real*8, output
loc5 format array, integer*4, input

= -1 alphanumeric field
= 0 integer field
= +1 real field

11.2.9 inp5 - Read Vector Dataset

The inp5 subroutine is similar to inp4 in that it will process several sets of cards on a single entry. It
is more powerful than inp4 in that it performs a sequential or overlay expansion of the input and stores the
expanded data in either dense or scattered mode.

The basic unit input data is a vector of components. If n1 is positive, the data is of sequential form
where means that is to be repeated times and represents expanded vectors with, and. If n1 is negative, the
data is of the overlay form where the data is overlaid on an initial set of vectors beginning at the vector and
extends through the vector, with, and. For either type, there results a sequence of expanded input of the
form. For overlay data, a positive nmin requires that the lower limit be included while a negative nmin
only specifies a lower bound. For sequential type, a negative nmin can be used for negative indexing. For
both types, a positive nmax is used to require that the upper limit be included while a negative nmax only
specifies an upper bound.

The vectors form a two dimensional array with elements. This array can be stored into xl2 in two
different modes where one mode is the transpose of the other mode. If nstore is positive, it is stored in
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xl2(j+(k-1)+nstore*(i-1)). If nstore is negative, it is stored in xl2(j+(i-1)+|nstore|*(k-1)) and proper size of
nstore depends on nmin and nmax. This is equivalent to having a two-dimensional array defined as
real*8 ss(nstore,n) and equivalence (xl2(j),ss(1,1)). If nstore is positive, the data is stored in ss(k,i), and if
nstore is negative, the data is stored in ss(i,k).

The exact location in which a particular element of an input set is stored depends upon both the
expansion type and the storage mode. Let j be the index of a particular element in an input set
( ), and let i be one of the index values with which this set is associated. Then the storage
location for element j associated with index value i is one of the following:

sequential expansion - dense storage
loc2(j + in4 * (i - 1 - nmin) + (j - 1))

overlay expansion - dense storage
loc2(j + in4 * (i - 1) + (j - 1))

sequential expansion - scattered storage
loc2(j + (i - 1 - in2) + |in4| * (j - 1))

overlay expansion - scattered storage
loc2(j + (i - 1) + |in4| * (j - 1))

The parameters c1, c2, c3, in5, in7, and loc5 are handled as in inp4. The in7 parameter contains not
the expanded amount of data, but instead, the amount of data on the cards. In particular, c1, c2, c3, and
ntimes specify the cards in a set and the number of sets to process, while in6 is added to in7 after each set
to change the starting point in loc2. 

The in1 input parameter is the input set length and is positive for sequential expansion and negative
for overlay expansion. The in4 input parameter is the length of the store vector and is positive for dense
storage and negative for scattered storage. The use of in2 and in3 depends upon the expansion type. For
sequential expansion, in2 is the base index (one less than the initial index value) and in3 is an upper bound
for the terminal indices. The in2 parameter is normally zero, but may have any positive or negative value
required to define the initial index. The in3 parameter is positive if the upper limit is to be taken on,
negative if it is merely an upper bound, and zero if it is to be ignored. For overlay expansion, in2 is the
lower bound for the initial indices and in3 is the upper bound for the terminal indices. In either case, a
positive value specifies that the limit must be taken on by some input set, and a negative value merely
provides a bound. The in3 parameter may be zero to signify no upper bound.

The array loc6 has a length of in8 and is used for temporary storage inside inp5. It must be large
enough to hold the un-expanded input data for one card set, . Additional error checks are made
because of the form of the input, and error messages 15 through 20 can be printed. Subroutine inp6 is
called for error processing. If the parameters, in1, in4, or in5 are less than or equal to zero, an abnormal
termination occurs. The value of in7 must be checked on the return from inp5 since it is set to -1 if any

1 j in1≤ ≤

c1 c c2< <
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errors have been detected. As in inp4, the maximum size of array loc5 is 40. The inp5 subroutine statement
is:

subroutine inp5 (c1, c2, c3, in1, in2, in3, in4, in5, in6, in7, loc1, loc2, 
loc5, loc6, in8)

c1 first card number, integer*4, input
c2 ± last card number, integer*4, input
c3 card number increment, integer*4, input
in1 ±n1, input set length, integer*4, input

> 0 sequential expansion
< 0 overlay expansion

in2 ±nmin, base index, integer*4, input 
in3 ±nmax, upper bound for terminal indices, integer*4, input
in4 ±nstore, length of storage vector, integer*4, input

> 0 for dense storage
< 0 for scattered storage

in5 ntimes, number of times do loop is executed, integer*4, input
in6 newj, increment for j, integer*4, input
in7 j, starting index in loc2, integer*4, input
loc1 input card buffer array, real*8, input
loc2 output array, real*8, input
loc5 format array, integer*4, input

= -1 alphanumeric field
= 0 integer field
= +1 real field

loc6 temporary storage array, real*8, input/output
in8 length of loc6 array, integer*4, input

11.2.10 inp6 - Error Processing for inp2

The inp6 subroutine may be used when item n1 of a set obtained from cards c1 through c2 by inp2 is
found to be in error. Upon return, card will be the card number and item the number of the field on that
card which contained the data item in error. The inp6 subroutine statement is:

subroutine inp6 (c1, c2, n1, card, item, loc1)
c1 initial card number, integer*8, input
c2 final card number, integer*8, input
n1 item number desired, integer*8, input
card number of the card that contains the error, integer*8, output
item field number that is in error the card, integer*8, output
loc1 input card buffer array, real*8, input

11.2.11 inp7 - Error Message Printing

The inp7 subroutine prints on the output file an error message that says items on card are in error.
The inp7 subroutine statement is:

subroutine inp7 (card, item)
card the card number, integer*8, input
item the item number on the card, integer*8, input
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11.2.12 inp8 - Count Unreferenced Cards

The integer*4 inp8 function returns the number of unreferenced cards in the input card buffer table
array for the current case. A card is unreferenced if it has not been called by inplnk. If list = 1, the card
numbers of unreferenced cards are listed, and if list = 0, no output is generated. Asterisks will precede an
unreferenced card number if the e-flag bit is set for this card in the table array. The e-flag bit is set when
the card number is illegible and means that number printed is not a card number, but instead, it is an index
of its location in the card input deck. The inp8 function statement is:

integer function inp8 (list, a)
list output flag, integer*8, input

= 0 no output
= 1 listing

a input card buffer (table-list) array, real*8, input

11.2.13 inp9 - Delete All Processed Cards

 The integer*4 inp9 function returns the new length of the table-list after it has deleted from the table
array those cards which have been referenced at least once during the current case by inplnk, inp2, inp4, or
inp5 and the associated data and mode words. A card is marked as referenced in the table when the u-flag
bit is set. The one parameter to this function is the name of the array containing the table-list arrays. When
all the cards and associated data have been deleted, the length is 1, and only the control word is left. 

When a card is deleted, a hole in the table array and list array is created, and the remaining table and
list array entries must be moved to recover the storage made available. In order to move the remaining
table and list array entries only once and not use storage outside of the array xl1, the holes are marked with
the bit pattern 7fffffffffffffff as they are formed. After all cards are deleted, holes are located by testing for
this special bit pattern. Thus, the bit pattern used for marking holes must not be allowed as a data item. The
bit pattern selected is the largest positive floating point number on the IBM-360-370 and is unlikely to
occur. As described for inp, if that bit pattern is entered as input data, the last significant bit is set to zero.

Any holes created by card and data deletion are squeezed out, the table indices are adjusted
accordingly, and the control word is updated. The inp9 function statement is:

integer function inp9 (a)
a input card buffer (table-list) array, real*8, input/output

11.2.14 inp10 - Delete Specified Range of Processed Cards

The integer*4 inp10 function performs the same type of deletion as inp9, but for a specified range of
cards rather than for all cards that have been processed. It returns the new length of the table-list array.
Parameter l1 is the name of the array containing table and list; c1 and c2 specify that all cards, c,

, are to be deleted form the table-list. Any holes created by card deletion are squeezed out, the
table indices are adjusted accordingly, and the control word is updated. The inp10 function statement is:
c1 c c2≤ ≤
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integer function inp10 (a, nc1, nc2)
a input card buffer (table-list) array, real*8, input/output
nc1 first card number to delete, integer*8, input
nc2 last card number to delete, integer*8, input

11.2.15 inplnk - Card Number Search

The inplnk subroutine searches the table array part of array a for the card numbered card. It sets next
equal to the next largest card number in the table array. If no such card exists, then next = -1. On return
from inplnk, if many = 0, the card numbered card is not in the table. If many < 0, a format error was
detected by inp on the card. If many > 0, many is set to the number data fields (excluding the card number)
on the card, and the data are located in the list array beginning at a(where). If card is positive, the u-flag bit
is set in the table entry for the card if it is found. The u-flag bit is the used bit and signifies that the card has
been used and will be removed when inp9 or inp10 is called. If card is negative, the u-flag bit is cleared if
the card is found. The inplnk subroutine issues no error messages to the output file. The inplnk subroutine
statement is:

subroutine inplnk (card, next, where, many, a)
card ± the card number, integer*4, input

> 0 u-flag (used) bit is set if in table array
< 0 u-flag (used) bit is cleared if in table array

next the next largest card number, integer*4, output
= -1 no such card exists

where location in the a array where data from card is stored, integer*4, 
output

many number of data fields on the card, integer*4, output
< 0 format error on card
= 0 no such card number in table array
> 0 number of data fields on card excluding card number

a array where the data is stored, real*8, input/output

11.2.16 inpmod - Data Type Identification

The inpmod subroutine checks mnum items of data stored sequentially beginning at loc1(j) for
appropriate format (where n and mnum must be exactly equal to the values returned by an previous inplnk
call). The format specification begins at loc3(7) with entries of -1 for alphanumeric, 0 for integer, and +1
for real. Cyclic repetition of two or more entries can be condensed by prefixing the repeated format by ±n,
the number of items repeated, +n if the cycle is to be reset for each entry to inpmod or -n if it is to pick up
at the stopping point of the previous entry. To allow starting within the format specification, nc is the
number of items on cards previously checked with the current format. On return from inpmod, n = 0 if no
errors were found; 0 < n < 10000 if item n should have been integer but was not; n < 0 if item -n should
have been real but was not; and n > 10000 if item (n - 10000) should have been alphanumeric but was not.
A decimal zero is considered either integer or floating point as required to satisfy these mode tests. The
inpmod subroutine issues error messages to the output file. The inpmod subroutine calls inpupk to unpack
the mode flags out of the list array. Note that the format specification contains an entry for each field in the
case of real and integer but contains an entry for each word created from an alphanumeric field. The
inpmod subroutine statement is:
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subroutine inpmod (loc1, loc3, j, mnum, n, nc)
loc1 array for data items to be checked, real*8, 
loc3 control words and format specification, integer*4, input
j index in loc1 where data starts, integer*4, input
mnum number of items to check, integer*4, input
n cyclic repetition factor and output error flag, integer*4, input/

output
< 0, item |n| should be real, but is not
= 0, mode is correct
< 10000, item n should be integer. but is not
> 10000, item n should be alphanumeric, but is not

nc number of items on previous card checked with current format, 
integer*4, input

11.2.17 inppck - Pack Mode Words in List Array

The inppck subroutine is called from the inp subroutine to construct the packed mode words for
insertion into the list array. The mode values came from the cvic subroutine call that read in the card deck.
The inppck subroutine statement is:

subroutine inppck (l1, n, l2)
l1 array (2) of two packed words for insertion into list array, 

integer*4, output
n number of mode words to pack into l1, integer*4, input
l2 array (2,*) of mode words in right 32 bits of a 64-bit word, 

integer*4, input

11.2.18 inpupk - Unpack Mode Words from List Array

The inpupk subroutine is called by inpmod to unpack the mode words from the list array so that they
can more easily be used to check the format of the individual data items. The inpupk subroutine statement
is:

subroutine inpupk (l1, n, l2)
l1 array (2) of two packed words containing the modes from list array, 

integer*4, input
n size of l2 array, number of mode words to unpack into l2, 

integer*4, input
l2 array (n) of unpacked mode words in right 32 bits of a 64-bit word, 

integer*4, output
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11.3  INP Summary

11.3.1 Error Message Summary

All error messages are preceded by eight asterisks to facilitate recognition of errors in the midst of
the normal program output. The symbols used in the following are replaced by actual values when they
occur in the output listing.

Table 11-3 INP Package Error Messages

Number Message

1 Insufficient storage allocation for previous data, processing terminated

2 Insufficient storage for data, processing terminated

3 ^ points to card error at col. (a ^ sign is placed under the column in error)

4 End of tile encountered before end (.) card

5 Continuation card indicated, but no previous data card. Treated as a new card

6 Unrecognizable card number

7 Word “n5” on card “ic” should be alphanumeric format

8 Card “c+a+1” missing in sequence

9 Too few numbers on cards “ic1” through “ic2”

10 Too many numbers on cards “ic1” through “ic2”

11 Word “n5” on card “ic” should be in integer format

12 Word “n5” on card “ic” should be in floating point format

13 Cards “ic1” through “ic2” missing

14 Illegal format on card “ic”

15 “m” numbers on cards “ic1” through “ic2” are not a multiple on “n1”

16 Item “m” on card “ic” is less than minimum allowed of “nmin”

17 Item “m” on card “ic” exceeds maximum allowed for “nmax”

18 Error in limits of the set beginning at item “m” on card “ic”

19 Lower limit of “nmin” not included on cards “ic1” through “ic2”

10 Upper limit on “nmax” not included on cards “ic1” through “ic2”

21 The following cards were not used

22 Item “item” on card “card” in error
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11.3.2 Word Structure Used in xl1

11.3.2.1  Control Word Structure

The lx1 array contains a control word, converted data from the cards, mode indicators and the table
entries. The control word is the first word of this array. This control word is divided into two 32-bit integer
words. Word 1 contains the length of the table, and word 2 contains the length of the list containing the
binary data and the mode indicators. Figure 11-2 shows this structure and is repeated here as a reference
for the following detailed description.

11.3.2.2  Table Word Structure

The table consists of 64-bit words. The first word is the control word and is further broken into two
32-bit words that are further subdivided into a set of bit fields. In these 32-bit words, the bits are numbered
from the right starting at 1 and going to 32 for the leftmost bit.

For the leftmost 32-bit word, word 1, bits 1-29 contain the card number or the sequence number. Bit
30 is the usage flag (u). This bit is 0 if the card has not been processed and 1 if it has been processed. The
sequence number is generated by the inp subroutine if the card number is unintelligible.

 Bit 30 is the card-sequence flag. It is 0 if bits 1-29 contain a card number and 1 if bits 1-29 contain a
sequence number. Bit 31 is the error flag. It is 0 if no format errors occurred when parsing the card, and 1
if there were format errors.

xl1(1)

xl1(nl1) card No.

32

31

30

c e index
No.

Words

29

32

31

30 1128

17 bits 11 bits

u

29 bits

Control Word

list array

table array

temporary

working

storage

xl1(2)

integer*4 word

alphanumeric (8 characters)

table length list length

32
31

30
29

28

m

30 2-bit mode words

m … mm

32 30 28 24
31 29 135

…

real*8 word

Figure 11-2 Storage Layout for the xl1 Array (64-bit Words) in the INP Package
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For the second 32-bit word, word 2, bits 0-15 contain the index in the xl1 array for the first data word
of the card associated with this table array. Bits 16-31 contain the number of words on the card excluding
the card number. A summary of this information is shown in Table 11-4.

Card numbers are limited to 536,870,911 (229 - 1), Card numbers greater than this result in error
message 6 being printed. The list length and word count are limited to 131,072 (217). The number of words
on a card is limited to 2048 (211).

11.3.2.3  Mode Indicator Word Structure

For each card (continuation cards are considered as part of the first card here), the mode indicator
words are stored immediately following the last data word. Mode indicators consist of two bits, and these
are packed, right-justified, 30 indicators per word. Because packing only 30 mode indicators per word
leaves the left-most four bits zero, there is no possibility of a mode indicator word to be treated as the
special bit pattern that is used for a deleted card. The mode indicators are as follows:

0 for an integer or floating point zero,
1 for a non-zero integer,
2 for a non-zero floating point quantity, and
3 for an alphanumeric quantity.

Table 11-4 Table Word Structure

Word Bit range Contents

1 1-29 Card number (sequence number if card number is illegal)

30 Used flag (u)
= 0 not used

= 1 used (processed by inp2, inp4, etc.)

31-32 not used

2 1-11 Number of words on the card

12-28 Index into il1 array for card data

29 Format error flag (e) from cvic call
 = 0 no errors

= 1 one or more errors

30 Card number in error flag (c)
= 0 no error, card number in word 1, 1-29

= 1 illegal card number, sequence number in word 1, 1-29

31-32 Not used
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12  THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTY PACKAGE

The thermodynamic properties of water are obtained from subroutines that interpolate values in
binary tables. The tables are constructed from the evaluation of functions in the 1967 ASME Steam
Tables12-1 using the ASTEM package12-2. The stgh2o program is used to generate the binary tables and
write them out to a file. Initialization of the tables in memory in MARS is done once in the InitCompFirst
subroutine by calling ReadSteamTable. The table interpolation subroutines, sth2x0, sth2x2, sth2x3,
sth2x4, sth2x5, and sth2x6, return all the single phase and/or saturated thermodynamic properties for a
given set of input parameters. Allowable combinations of input parameters are temperature and pressure,
temperature and specific volume, pressure and enthalpy, or pressure and internal energy. Saturated
properties can also be obtained for a given set of input parameters. Allowable combinations of input
parameters for saturation properties are temperature, temperature and quality, or pressure and quality. The
psatpd subroutine returns the partial derivative of pressure with respect to temperature along the saturation
line and either the saturation pressure or saturation temperature when it is given either a temperature or
pressure.

Other subroutines were developed to generate the heavy water binary tables and to interpolate in
these tables. Since these subroutines are almost identical to the ones for light water, they are not described
here. Over the course of the development of MARS other thermodynamic property subroutines have been
developed. Some of these subroutines were developed for liquid metals, like lithium, potassium, NaK, etc.,
and for cyrogenic fluids, like helium, nitrogen, CO2, etc. The interpolation subroutines that were used to
for these fluids were more general and an attempt was made to put the light water and heavy water tables
into this set. The attempt was not judged to be completely successful when a comparison was made with
the original subroutines, so the original light and heavy water subroutines were not replaced with this more
general set. However, calls to the more general set can still be seen in the coding as one of the cases in the
if-then-elseif-endif blocks that decide which set of tables to use.

All the subroutines require SI units for input and return SI units for output. The set of thermodynamic
properties used in MARS are shown in Table 12-1. When the symbols are used in the text or equations,
saturated quantities are denoted with a superscript, s, saturated liquid quantities are denoted with a
subscript, f, and saturated vapor quantities are denoted with a subscript, g.

Table 12-1 Thermodynamic Quantities

Quantity Symbol SI Units

Temperature K

Pressure Pa or N/m2

Specific Volume m3/kg

Internal Energy J/kg

T

P

v 1 ρ⁄=

u
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12.1   stgh2o - Generate Water Properties

The stgh2o program generates the binary tables that are used in MARS to compute the
thermodynamic properties of water. There are five tables and they are written to one binary file as three
records. Two of the tables are essentially an echo of the temperature and pressure input values, and the
other three tables are generated using the ASTEM package. The first table contains the temperature input
values. The second table contains the pressure input values. The third table contains the saturation
properties at each of the input pressure values. The fourth table contains the saturation properties at each of
the input temperature values. The fifth table contains the single phase properties for each of the input
temperature-pressure value combinations. The stgh2o program as well as the ASTEM package are in the
envrl directory in the MARS distribution.

12.1.1 Input Data

The input data for stgh2o is free-format. The input consists of five groups of records plus an optional
sixth record. In the following description, an active data record means any non-blank record. Each record
is limited to 80 characters. The active data records can be separated by blank records.

The first data record is ignored if first character is an asterisk,'*'. In the MARS distribution, the first
data record is the *deck record that names the file and is used by the usplit utility for a file name when the
envrl.s file is split into individual files.

The next active record is the title record and contains the title that is given to the thermodynamic
properties file.

Enthalpy J/kg

Entropy J/kg-K

Coefficient of Isobaric 
Thermal Expansion

1/K

Coefficient of Isothermal 
Compressibility

1/Pa

Quality (kg vapor)/(kg total)

Specific Heat at Constant 
Pressure

J/kg-K

Table 12-1 Thermodynamic Quantities

Quantity Symbol SI Units

h u Pυ+=

s

β 1
υ
−− ∂υ

∂Τ
−−−−⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞

P

=

κ 1–
υ
−−− ∂υ

∂P
−−−−⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞

Τ
=

x

CP
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The next active data record is the temperature count record and contains the number of temperatures,
nt, followed by at least one blank, comma, or slash, followed by any character strings the user wishes.

The next active data record(s) are the temperature records and contain nt temperature values in
ascending order, delimited by at least one blank, comma, or end-of-record. The temperatures must be in SI
units, i.e., K. For proper operation of the interpolation subroutines, three temperatures must be included in
this set. For water, these are the triple point temperature,  = 273.16 K, the critical point temperature,

 = 647.3 K, and the ASME maximum temperature limit, 1073.15 K. The maximum temperature that

can be entered is  = 5000 K.

The next active data record is the pressure count record and contains the number of pressures, np,
followed by at least one blank, comma, or slash, followed by any character strings the user wishes.

The next active data record(s) are the pressure records and contain np pressure values in ascending
order, delimited by at least one blank, comma, or end-of-record. The pressures must be in SI units, i.e., Pa.
For proper operation of the interpolation subroutines, two pressures must be included in the set. These are
the triple point pressure,  = 611.2445, and the critical point pressure,  = 2.212E+7. At least one

pressure must be larger than the critical point pressure.

The last active record(s) are the trailing records and contain any characters the user wishes. The
trailing records are optional. 

The limits on the input temperatures and pressures are shown in the following table along with the
symbol that will be used in the following discussion.

12.1.2 Sample Input File

The following listing shows the input file that is currently used for generating the light water
properties for MARS. This file contains one *deck record, one title record, one temperature count record,
66 temperatures on seven records, one pressure count record, 38 pressures on seven records, and no trailing
records.

*deck stgh2oi

Table 12-2 Data Limits for Water

Description Temperature (K) Pressure (Pa) Specific Volume (m3/kg)

Minimum 2.73160d+02 6.11240d+02 n/a

Maximum 5.00000d+03 1.00000d+08 n/a

Triple Point 2.73160d+02 6.11240d+02 1.00020d-03

Critical Point 6.47300d+02 2.21200d+07 3.17000d-03

Ttp

Tcp

Tmax

Ptp Pcp

Tmin Pmin

Tmax Pmax

Ttp Ptp vtp

Tcp Pcp vcp
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tpfh2o version 1.1.1, tables of thermodynamic properties of light water
 66 temperatures as follows:
 273.16 277.5 280. 285. 290. 295. 300. 305. 310. 315.
 320. 330. 340. 350. 360. 380. 400. 420. 440. 460.
 480. 500. 510. 520. 530. 540. 550. 560. 570. 580.
 590. 595. 600. 605. 610. 615. 620. 625. 630. 635.
 640. 642. 644. 645. 646. 647. 647.3 648. 649. 650.
 652. 654. 660. 675. 700. 800. 1073.15 1450.
 1800. 2200. 2600. 3000. 3500. 4000. 4500. 5000.
 38 pressures as follows:
 611.2445 2.e3   5.e3   10.e3   20.e3 50.e3    100.e3
   200.e3   400.e3   800.e3   1000.e3   1500.e3   2000.e3
   2500.e3   3000.e3   3500.e3   4000.e3   5000.e3   6000.e3
   7000.e3   8000.e3   10000.e3   12500.e3   15000.e3   17500.e3
   20000.e3   21000.e3   22000.e3   22120.e3   23000.e3   24000.e3
   25000.e3
   30.e6   40.e6   50.e6   60.e6   80.e6   100.e6

12.1.3 Binary Table Format

There are five binary tables and they are packed into a single one-dimensional array. In the following
description, nst refers to the number of saturation temperatures, i.e., temperatures that are less than or equal
to the critical point temperature, , and nsp is the number of saturation pressures, i.e., pressures that are

less than or equal to the critical point pressure, . In the example above, nst = 47 and nsp = 29.

The first record contains data limits, table statistics, and pointers into the third record. The second
record contains the total number of words in the third record. The quantities in the first record are shown in
Table 12-3, and the one quantity in the second record is shown in Table 12-4. Figure 12-1 shows the
location of these points in the pressure-temperature plane. 

Table 12-3 Record 1 of the Steam Table Binary File, tpfh2o

Word 
No.

Variable 
Name in 
Coding

Symbol Description Value for 
Water

1 ttrip Triple Point Temperature 2.73160D+02

2 ptrip Triple Point Pressure 6.11240D+02

3 vtrip Triple Point Specific Volume 1.00020D-03

4 tcrit Critical Point Temperature 6.47300D+02

5 pcrit Critical Point Pressure 2.21200D+07

6 vcrit Critical Point Specific 
Volume

3.17000D-03

Tcp

Pcp

Ttp

Ptp

vtp

Tcp

Pcp

vcp
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7 tmin Minimum Temperature 2.73160D+02

8 pmin Minimum Pressure 6.11240D+02

9 tmax Maximum Temperature 5.00000D+03

10 pmax Maximum Pressure 1.00000D+08

11 nt No. Temperature Points

12 np No. Pressure Points

13 nst No. Saturation Temperatures

14 nsp No. Saturation Pressures

Table 12-3 Record 1 of the Steam Table Binary File, tpfh2o

Word 
No.

Variable 
Name in 
Coding

Symbol Description Value for 
Water

120010008006004002000
0.00e+0

1.00e+7

2.00e+7

3.00e+7

4.00e+7

Definitions for STH2X... Subroutines

Temperature (K)

Liquid (x = 0.0)
IT = 0 (ex. STH2O5)
IT = 4 (STH2O5)

Vapor (x = 1.0)
IT = 4

Liquid (x = 0.0)
IT = 1

Vapor (x = 1.0)
IT = 4 (ex. STH2O5)
IT = 3 (STH2O5)

Two Phase
0 • x • 1.0
IT = 2

P-crit = 2.212E7

P-ice = 611.244
T-ice = 273.16

Figure 12-1 Pressure-Temperature Diagram Showing Regions and Critical and Triple Points

Tmin

Pmin

Tmax

Pmax
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 Record 3 contains the values that are used in the interpolation subroutines. Logically, it is composed
of five binary tables.

1. Temperature table,

2. Pressure table,

3. Saturation pressure table,

4. Saturation temperature table, and

5. Single phase table.

12.1.3.1  Table 1, Temperatures

The temperatures in the temperature table are the values from the input and are in increasing order.
There are nt values, and they are the first nt words in record 3. For the example input deck shown above,
there are 66 words in this table.

12.1.3.2  Table 2, Pressures

The pressures in the pressure table are the values from the input and are in increasing order. There are
np values, and they are stored behind the temperature table. For the example input deck shown above, there
are 38 words in this table.

15 it3bp Base Pointer to Table 3

16 it4bp Base Pointer to Table 4

17 it5bp Base Pointer to Table 5

18 it3p0 Pointer to start of Table 3

Table 12-4 Record 2 of the Steam Table Binary File, tpfh2o

Word Variable Name 
in Coding Description

1 ntot Total No. Points in Record 3

Table 12-3 Record 1 of the Steam Table Binary File, tpfh2o

Word 
No.

Variable 
Name in 
Coding

Symbol Description Value for 
Water
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12.1.3.3  Table 3, Saturation Properties vs. Temperature

The saturation properties as a function of temperature are stored immediately behind the pressure
table. There are 1 + 2*nprops*nst values, where nprops is the number of saturation properties, and nst is
the number of saturation temperatures. The parameter nprops is set to 6 in a parameter statement. 

The liquid and vapor saturation properties are shown in Table 12-5. These values are added to record
3 in the order shown in the table: saturation pressure, saturation liquid specific volume, saturation vapor
specific volume, saturation liquid internal energy, etc. There is one set for each temperature that is less
than or equal to the critical point temperature. For the example input deck shown above, there are 565
words in this table.

12.1.3.4  Table 4, Saturation Properties vs. Pressure 

The saturation properties as a function of pressure are added to record 3 immediately behind the
saturation properties as a function of temperature. There are 1 + 2*nprops*nsp values, where nsp is the
number of saturation pressures.

The liquid and vapor saturation properties are shown in Table 12.1.3.5. The values are added to
record 3 in the order shown in the table: saturation temperature, saturation liquid specific volume,

Table 12-5 Saturation Quantities as a Function of Temperature in Table 3

Quantity Symbol SI Units

Pressure Pa or N/m2

Specific Volume m3/kg

Internal Energy J/kg

Coefficient of Isobaric 
Thermal Expansion

1/K

Coefficient of Isothermal 
Compressibility

1/Pa

Specific Heat at Constant 
Pressure

J/kg-K

Entropy J/kg-K

P
s
T
s( )

vf
s
T
s( ) vg

s
T
s( )

uf
s
T
s( ) ug

s
T
s( )

βf
s
T
s( ) βg

s
T
s( )

κf
s
T
s( ) κg

s
T
s( )

Cpf
s
T
s( ) Cpg

s
T
s( )

sf
s
T
s( ) sg

s
T
s( )
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saturation vapor specific volume, saturation liquid internal energy, etc. For the example input deck shown
above, there are 349 words in this table.

12.1.3.5  Table 5, Single Phase Properties

The single phase properties as a function of temperature and pressure are added to record 3
immediately behind the saturation properties as a function of pressure. There are nprops*nt*np values.

The single phase properties are shown in Table 12-7. The values are added to record 3 in order
shown in the table: liquid or vapor specific volume, liquid or vapor internal energy, liquid or vapor
coefficient of isobaric thermal expansion, liquid or vapor coefficient of isothermal compressibility, liquid
or vapor specific heat at constant pressure, and liquid or vapor entropy. In this table, the pressure index
varies the most rapidly. The liquid properties are used when the pressure-temperature point is in the liquid
region and vapor properties are written when the pressure-temperature point is in the vapor region. For the
example input deck shown above, there are ntot = 16127 words in this table.

The binary output file is written as three records to FORTRAN unit 1. The file is named tpfh2o.

Table 12-6 Saturation Quantities as a Function of Pressure in Table 4

Quantity Symbol SI Units

Pressure Pa or N/m2

Specific Volume m3/kg

Internal Energy J/kg

Coefficient of Isobaric 
Thermal Expansion

1/K

Coefficient of Isothermal 
Compressibility

1/Pa

Specific Heat at Constant 
Pressure

J/kg-K

Entropy J/kg-K

Table 12-7 Single Phase Quantities as a Function of Temperature and Pressure in Table 5

Quantity Symbol SI Units

Specific Volume m3/kg

P
s
P
s( )

vf
s
P
s( ) vg

s
P
s( )

uf
s
P
s( ) ug

s
P
s( )

βf
s
P
s( ) βg

s
P
s( )

κf
s
P
s( ) κg

s
P
s( )

Cpf
s
P
s( ) Cpg

s
P
s( )

sf
s
P
s( ) sg

s
P
s( )

v P T,( ) or vg P T,( )
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12.2  Interpolation Subroutines

The table interpolation subroutines have a set of arguments that are quite similar. The following
defines these arguments:

a steam tables
err true if the subroutine call was successful, false otherwise
it region in the steam tables (see Figure D.3-1)

1 = liquid below the critical point pressure
2 = two phase
3 = vapor below the critical point pressure
4 = above the critical point pressure

itype input flag for psatpd subroutine
1 = evaluate the derivative at the input temperature and return the 
saturation pressure
2 = evaluate the derivative at the input pressure and return the 
return saturation temperature

p pressure (Pa)
pdt partial derivative of pressure with respect to temperature along 

the saturation line (Pa/K)
s array of 26 thermodynamic quantities returned by the subroutine 

(see Table 12-8)
t temperature (K)

Internal Energy J/kg

Coefficient of Isobaric 
Thermal Expansion

1/K

Coefficient of Isothermal 
Compressibility

1/Pa

Specific Heat at Constant 
Pressure

J/kg-K

Entropy J/kg-K

Table 12-8 Thermodynamic Properties Returned in the s Array

No. Property No. Property No. Property

1 10 19

2 11 20

Table 12-7 Single Phase Quantities as a Function of Temperature and Pressure in Table 5

Quantity Symbol SI Units

uf P T,( ) or ug P T,( )

βf P T,( ) or βg P T,( )

κf P T,( ) or κg P T,( )

Cpf P T,( ) or Cpg P T,( )

sf P T,( ) or sg P T,( )

T
P
s
or T

s κf
s

P vf
s κg

s
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Slot 23, labeled indices in Table 12-8 is a packed 64-bit word. In the top 32-bits part of the word, the
subroutines store the last index into the temperature table, and in the bottom 32-bits part of the word, the
subroutines store the last index into the pressure table. This is done to speed up the interpolation process.

12.2.1 ReadSteamTable - Read Water Properties

The ReadSteamTable subroutine reads the tpfh2o file the five binary tables into memory and
initializes the tables. This subroutine is in the oned directory in the MARS distribution. The subroutine
statement is:

subroutine ReadSteamTable (n, nuse, record, a)
n FORTRAN unit number from which thermodynamic properties file data 

is read (input)
nuse Number of words available in array a for storage of binary tables 

(input)
This value must be greater than or equal to ntot 
Number of words of array a actually needed for the binary tables 
(output)
= -1 if error detected during binary table read or initialization 
(output)

record Character array into which information about the binary tables and 
generating program is placed (output)

a Array into which binary tables are read (output)

12.2.2 sth2x0 - Saturated Properties, F(T)

Subroutine sth2x0 returns the saturation pressure for a given temperature. This subroutine does not
use the binary tables, and therefore, it can be called before the binary tables are read in using the
ReadSteamTable subroutine. This subroutine only returns the saturation pressure in p. The err flag is set

3 12 21

4 13 22

5 14 23 indices

6 15 24

7 16 25

8 17 26

9 18

Table 12-8 Thermodynamic Properties Returned in the s Array

No. Property No. Property No. Property

v vg
s

Cpf
s

u uf
s

Cpg
s

h ug
s

β hf
s s

κ hg
s

sf
s

Cp βf
s

sg
s

x βg
s
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true if the input temperature is below the triple point temperature or above the critical point temperature.
The subroutine statement is:

subroutine sth2x0(t, p, err)
t Temperature (K)
p Pressure (Pa)
err Error flag

true if t <  or t > 

The formula for the saturation pressure as a function of temperature that is used is

(12-1)

where

(12-2)

(12-3)

The values of  are given in Table 12-9. The values for the critical point pressure, , critical point

temperature, , are given in Table 12-2.

Table 12-9 Parameters for Saturation Pressure vs. Temperature

Index i

1 -7.691234564d0

2 -26.08023696d0

3 -168.1706546d0

4 6.423285504d1

5 -1.189646225d2

6 4.167117320d0

7 2.097506760d1

8 1.d996.d0

Ttp Tcp

Ps Pcp

kiFr1
i

i 1=

5

∑
Fr k7Fr1

2 k6Fr1 1+ +( )
----------------------------------------------------

Fr1

kgFr1
2 k9+( )

-----------------------------–=

Fr
T

Tcp
--------=

Fr1 1 Fr–=

ki Pcp

Tcp

ki
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12.2.3 sth2x1 - Saturated Properties, F(T,x)

Subroutine sth2x1 returns the saturation properties for a given temperature and quality. The
temperature is entered as s(1) and the quality is entered as s(9). The err flag is set true if the input
temperature is below the triple point temperature or above the critical point temperature. It is also set true if
the input quality is less than 0.0 or greater than 1.0. The two-phase mixture quantities are returned in s(3)
through s(5) and s(24). The saturated liquid and vapor values are returned in s(11) through s(22) and s(25)
and s(26). The variable s(10) is set to s(2). The sth2xb entry point in sth2x1 is for skipping over the
evaluation of the saturation temperature when it is already known. It is not called by any subroutine in the
current version of the MARS. The other entry point, sth2x2, is discussed next. The subroutine statement
for sth2x1 is:

subroutine sth2x1(a, s, err)
a Binary table array (input)
s Array of 26 thermodynamic quantities returned by the subroutine 

(see Table 12-8)
err Error flag

true if t <  or t >  or x < 0.0 or x > 1.0

12.2.4 sth2x2 - Saturated Properties, F(P,x)

Subroutine sth2x2 returns the saturation properties for a given pressure and quality. The err flag is set
true if the input pressure is below the triple point or above the critical point pressure. It is also set true if the
input quality is less than 0.0 or greater than 1.0. This subroutine is an entry point in sth2x1, and therefore,
it is found in the sth2x1.ff file in the envrl directory of the MARS distribution. The subroutine statement is:

subroutine sth2x2(a, s, err)
a Binary table array (input)
s Array of 26 thermodynamic quantities returned by the subroutine 

(see Table 12-8)
err Error flag

true if t <  or t >  or x < 0.0 or x > 1.0

The saturated temperature is obtained from the pressure from equations given in a SHARE program
109512-3. The equations and constants were given with pressure in psia and temperature in F. The
constants were converted to SI units, Pascals and K. There are two equations: one for low pressures and
one for high pressures.

(12-4)

(12-5)

Ttp Tcp

Ptp Pcp

T
s
c1 ci p1P( )ln[ ]i 1–

i 2=

9

∑+= px P py≤ ≤

T
s
b1 bi p2P( )ln[ ]i 1–

i 2=

6

∑+= py P Pcp< <
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where the limits on pressure are given in Table 12-10. The coefficients are given in Table 12-11 and Table
12-12. The variable names are the same as those in sth2x1. 

The equations in the SHARE program were augmented for some calculations with an ice condenser
where the pressure is below the triple point. For this case, the following equation is used.

(12-6)

The coefficients for this equation are given in Table 12-10.

Once the saturation temperature is obtained, it is adjusted using a single-step Newton iteration to be
consistent with the formula for the saturation pressure in Equation (12-1).

Table 12-10 Pressure Limits for Saturation Temperature vs. Pressure Formulas

Variable in code Symbol Value

pxxx1 378.951459d0

pxxy3 102640.782d0

pxx1 1.450377377d-3

pxx2 1.450377377d-4

crp 22120000.d0

plow 611.2444d0

Table 12-11 Parameters for Saturation Temperature vs. Pressure Formula for 
Low Pressure Range

Variable in Code Symbol Value

c(1) 274.9043833d0

c(2) 13.66254889d0

c(3) 1.176781611d0

c(4) -.189693d0

c(5) 8.74535666d-2

c(6) -1.7405325d-2

c(7) 2.147682333d-3

T
s
cc1 Pln[ ]2 cc2 Pln[ ] cc3+ += ptp P px≤ ≤

px

py

p1

p2

Pcp

Ptp

c1

c2

c3

c4

c5

c6

c7
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12.2.5 sth2x3 - Single Phase Properties, F(T,P)

Subroutine sth2x3 returns the single phase properties for a given temperature and pressure. The err
flag is set true if the input temperature is below the triple point or above the maximum temperature. It is
also set true if the input pressure is less than 0.0 or greater than maximum pressure. The it variable is set to
the appropriate value, (1, 3, or 4) depending upon the location of the temperature-pressure point (see
Figure 12-1). The it variable can never be in the two-phase region, region 2, because temperature and
pressure do not determine a unique state in the two-phase region. The subroutine statement is:

subroutine sth2x3(a, s, it, err)
a Binary table array (input)

c(8) -1.383432444d-4

c(9) 3.800086611d-6.

Table 12-12 Parameters for Saturation Temperature vs. Pressure Formula for 
High Pressure Range

Variable Symbol Value

b(1) 6669.352222d0

b(2) -4658.899d0

b(3) 1376.536722d0

b(4) -201.9126167d0

b(5) 14.82832111d0

b(6) -.4337434056d0

Table 12-13 Parameters for Saturation Temperature vs. Pressure Formula for 
Below Triple Point Pressure

Variable Symbol Value

cc(1) 0.84488898d0

cc(2) 2.9056480d0

cc(3) 219.74589d0

Table 12-11 Parameters for Saturation Temperature vs. Pressure Formula for 
Low Pressure Range

Variable in Code Symbol Value

c8

c9

b1

b2

b3

b4

b5

b6

cc1

cc2

cc3
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s Array of 26 thermodynamic quantities returned by the subroutine 
(see Table 12-8)

it Region in the table
1 single phase liquid
3 single phase vapor
4 above the critical point pressure

err Error flag
true if t <  or t >  or p <  or p > 

12.2.6 sth2x4 - Water Properties, F(T,v)

Subroutine sth2x4 returns the single phase properties for a given temperature and specific volume.
The err flag is set true if the input temperature is below the triple point or above the maximum temperature.
It is not set true if the input specific volume is out to range. The it variable is set to the appropriate value,
(1, 2, 3, or 4) depending upon the location of the temperature-specific volume point (see Table 12-8). The
saturation properties are set to the appropriate values at the input temperature if the input temperature is
less than the critical point temperature. The subroutine statement is:

subroutine sth2x4(a, s, it, err)
a Binary table array (input)
s Array of 26 thermodynamic quantities (see Table 12-8)

t temperature (input)
v specific volume (input)

it Region in the table
1 single phase liquid
2 two-phase
3 single phase vapor
4 above the critical point pressure

err Error flag
true if t <  or t >  or x < 0.0 or x > 1.0

12.2.7 sth2x5 - Water Properties, F(P,h)

Subroutine sth2x5 returns the single phase properties for a given pressure and enthalpy. The err flag
is set true if the input pressure is less than 0.0 or above the maximum pressure. It is not set true if the input
enthalpy is out to range. The it variable is set to the appropriate value, (1, 2, 3, or 4) depending upon the
location of the pressure-enthalpy point (see Table 12-8). The saturation properties are set to the appropriate
values at the input pressure if the input pressure is less than the critical point pressure. The subroutine
statement is:

subroutine sth2x5(a, s, it, err)
a Binary table array (input)
s Array of 26 thermodynamic quantities (see Table 12-8)

p pressure (input)
h enthalpy (input)

it Region in the table
1 single phase liquid
2 two-phase
3 single phase vapor
4 above the critical point pressure

Ttp Tmax Ptp Pmax

Ttp Tcp
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err Error flag
true if p <  or p >  or h is out of range

12.2.8 sth2x6 - Water Properties, F(P,u)

Subroutine sth2x6 returns the single phase properties for a given pressure and internal energy. The
err flag is set true if the input pressure is less than 0.0 or above the maximum pressure. It is not set true if
the input internal energy is out to range. The it variable is set to the appropriate value, (1, 2, 3, or 4)
depending upon the location of the pressure-internal energy point (see Table 12-8). The saturation
properties are set to the appropriate values at the input pressure if the input pressure is less than the critical
point pressure. The subroutine statement is:

subroutine sth2x6(a, s, it, err)
a Binary table array (input)
s Array of 26 thermodynamic quantities (see Table 12-8)

p pressure (input)
u internal energy (input)

it Region in the table
1 single phase liquid
2 two-phase
3 single phase vapor
4 above the critical point pressure

err Error flag
true if p <  or p >  or u is out of range

12.2.9 psatpd - Saturation Pressure or Temperature and dP/dT

Subroutine psatpd returns the partial derivative of pressure with respect to temperature along the
saturation line and either the saturation pressure (itype = 1) or the saturation temperature (itype = 2). The
err flag is set true if itype = 1 and the input temperature is less than the triple point temperature or above
the critical point temperature. The err flag is set true if itype = 2 and the input pressure is above the critical
point pressure. This subroutine is in the oned directory while the other interpolation subroutines are in the
envrl directory in the MARS distribution. The subroutine statement is:

subroutine psatpd (t, p, pdt, itype, err)
t temperature (input if itype = 1, output if itype = 2)
p pressure (output if itype = 1, input if itype = 2)
pdt partial derivative of pressure with respect to temperature along 

the saturation line
itype input flag for psatpd subroutine

1 evaluate the derivative at the input temperature and return 
the saturation pressure

2 evaluate the derivative at the input pressure and return 
the return saturation temperature

err true if the subroutine call was successful, false otherwise

Ptp Pcp

Ptp Pcp
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12.3  Interpolation Procedures

All the interpolation subroutines use similar table search and interpolation procedures. Weighted
derivative interpolation is used or the liquid specific volume interpolation and linear interpolation is used
for all the other liquid properties. Linear or reciprocal interpolation is used or the vapor properties based on
the perfect vapor relations.

(12-7)

(12-8)

(12-9)

(12-10)

(12-11)

As an example, since , linear interpolation is used for the temperature dependence and
reciprocal interpolation is used for the pressure dependence. The linear interpolation formula is:

(12-12)

and the reciprocal interpolation formula is:

(12-13)

The saturation pressure as a function of temperature is computed using the K function of the IFC
formulation. The sth2x0 subroutine is just a coding of this formula. Enthalpy values are obtained from the
formula

(12-14)

Inside the sth2x1 subroutine, the saturation pressure is obtained from the K function. Both the
saturation tables are searched for the nearest bracketing values. These are used for the interpolation. The
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saturated liquid properties are obtained by linear interpolation on temperature. The saturated vapor specific
volume is obtained from the following equations:

(12-15)

(12-16)

Linear interpolation on temperature is used for saturated vapor internal energy. The saturated vapor
coefficient of isobaric thermal expansion is obtained from reciprocal interpolation on pressure. The
saturated vapor specific heat at constant pressure is obtained from linear interpolation on temperature. The
two-phase values of specific volume, internal energy, and enthalpy are obtained from the saturated liquid
and vapor values and the quality, e.g,

(12-17)
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13  RSTPLT FILE STRUCTURE

The restart/plot file, rstplt, is used by MARS to restart and continue a problem. It is also the file used
by plotting programs like XMGR5 to plot the results of a MARS run and by the strip option to extract data
from a MARS run for use in other programs. This file is written in binary on the local disk. The default file
name is rstplt, but can be set to any filename by use of the -r option on the command line.

Inside the code, the rstplt file name is stored in the character*32 variable, filsch(5), in the /ufilef/
common block, which is in comdeck file ufilef.hh. It is initialized to rstplt in the main program, MARS and
modified to the file name entered on the command line after the -r or -R option if either of these options are
used. In the following discussion, the restart file will be referred to as rstplt even though it may have been
modified to the name entered on the command line. The unit variable number is stored in the variable rstplt
in the /ufiles/ common block, which is in comdeck file, ufiles.hh, and is initialized to 13 in MARS.

Whenever the restart option is turned on in MARS, the rstplt file is written. If the MARS problem is
a restart of a previous problem, then this file is read up to the restart point and overwritten from this point
on. The file is written using buffer out and read using buffer in statements on the CRAY and by Fortran
binary writes and reads on all other computers. The type of write/read that is used is under the control of
the bufr define variable. If bufr is defined, then buffer out/in is used. All the binary write records are
prefaced by a two-word record containing two integers. The first integer is the number of words in the
following record, and the second word is the size in bytes of the words in the following record. The size is
always 8 bytes for the restart records. Since this two-word record precedes all rstplt records, it is not
included in the record descriptions below.

If the problem is a new problem, the ReadRestartFile subroutine opens the file as a new file. The
name of the file is stored in filsch(5). If this file exists, the code exits after it informs the user that this file
exists. This behavior can be altered by using the -R option on the command line. Normally, the user would
use the -r option on the command line to specify the restart file name, but if the -R option is used instead,
the restart file can exist and will be overwritten. This is convenient during a sequence of debug runs in
which the programmer wants to skip the process of removing the restart file between each debug run.

If the problem is a restart of a previous problem, the ReadRestartInput subroutine opens the file as an
old file. If the problem is a strip problem, the srestd subroutine opens the file as an old file. The restart file
must exist in both of these cases. 

The file structure consists of six types of records:

1. rstplt - identifies the file as a restart/plot file

2. plotinf - length information about the following plotalf and plotnum records

3. plotalf - alphanumeric parts of the plot variable/number combination
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4. plotnum - numeric parts of the plot variable/number combination

5. plotrec - actual values to be plotted for the plot variable/number combination

6. restart - record header for the restart records 

In the description of the record structures, the letters A, I, R4, and R8 represent alphanumeric
(Hollerith or character), integer, real*4, and real*8 type variables, respectively. The integer variables are
two integer*4 words on the 32-bit computers and one integer*8 word on the 64-bit computers. Each
alphanumeric character string is eight bytes long and padded on the right with blanks if necessary.

13.1  Rstplt Record Structure

The rstplt record is the first record of the restart/plot file and is written by the ReadRestartFile
subroutine. If this record is not correct, the file is not a MARS rstplt file. The record consists of seven 8-
byte words. This record is written by ReadRestartFile for a new problem and read in and checked by
ReadRestartInput for a restart problem.

13.2  Plotinf Record Structure

The plotinf record is a three-word header record for the plotalf and plotnum records. Plotalf and
plotnum records always follow a plotinf record. There is only one plotinf record per restart. For a new
problem, there is only one plotinf record in the rstplt file. After a restart, another plotinf record is written to

Table 13-1 Rstplt Record Structure

Word Description

1-3 (A) Program Identification in the form
’Program_Name/Modification_No./Cycle_No.’ 

The information is identical to the first 16 columns at the top of every printed page
'  MARS/3.2pt          '

4-6 (A) These three words contain the character string:
'restart-plot file       '

7-9 (A) This word contains the date and time the file was written in the form, day-month-year 
followed by hour:minute:second

'12-OCT-01    15:08:12   '

10 (I) Problem type. This is the variable problemopt611. This flag identifies the type of the 
problem, transient or a steady-state type. This flag is used to discard the restart/plot file 
and start over if the problem type changes, e.g., if a steady-state problem is restarted as 
a transient problem, then the steady-state restart/plot file is discarded and a new rstplt 

file is started.
2
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the file at the location of the restart. This is done because the number of plot variables in the problem could
have been changed by the restart deck. The record structure is.

13.3  Plotalf Record Structure

The plotalf record is a multiple-word record whose length is given by word 2 of the plotalf record.
The plotalf record contains all the alphanumeric parts of the plot variables. It is needed to identify the
variable for the plots. The identification of the quantities is the same as the alphanumeric part of the
variable request code used for the minor edits and plotting. The record consists of 8-byte words. The record
structure is:

13.4  Plotnum Record Structure

The plotnum record is a multiple-word record whose length is given by word 2 of the plotalf record.
The plotnum record contains all the numeric parts of the plot variables. It is needed to identify the variable

Table 13-2 Plotinf Record Structure

Word Description

1 (A) This word contains the character string:
"plotinf "

2 (I) This word contains the length of the plotalf records. Since the length of the plotnum 
records is the same as the length of the plotalf records, word 2 is also equal to the length 

of the plotnum records. 
Example:

379

3 (I) This word contains the length of the plotrec records. If the values have been 
compressed using the sqoz subroutine, then word 3 will be equal to (word2 + 1)/2. If the 
values have not been compressed, then word 3 will equal word 2. In the present version 

of the MARS program, the plotrec values are always compressed. 
Example:

190

Table 13-3 Plotalf Record Structure

Word Description

1 (A) This word contains the character string:
'plotalf '

2... (A) This and subsequent 8-byte words contain the alphanumeric part of the label for the 
variable. Examples of the first one and a later one are:

'time    '

'rhof    '
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for the plots. The identification of the quantities is the same as the alphanumeric part of the variable
request code used for the minor edits and plotting. The record consists of 8-byte words. The record
structure is:

13.5  Plotrec Record Structure

The plotrec record is a multiple-word record whose length is given in word 3 of the plotinf record.
The plotrec record contains the actual values of the variables to be plotted. The record consists of 8-byte
records, where each 8-byte word is normally composed of two real*4 floating point values packed into one
8-byte word. The plotrec records do not necessarily follow the plotinf, plotalf, and plotnum records. The
plotrec records can be interspersed in the file with restart records.

13.6  Restart Record Structure

The restart record actually consists of several records. The first record is a three word header record.
Subsequent records contain the title of the problem and values from the common blocks. 

Table 13-4 Plotnum Record Structure

Word Description

1 (A) This word contains the character string:
'plotnum '

2... (A) This and subsequent 8-byte integers contain the numeric part of the label for the 
variable. Examples of the first one and a later one are:

'0       '

'203010000'

Table 13-5 Plotrec Record Structure

Word Description

1 (A) This word contains the character string:
"plotrec "

2... (2R4) This and subsequent 8-byte words contain the numeric value for the variable to be 
plotted. The first one is time. Example:

634.94
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13.6.1 Restart Header Record

The structure of the restart header record is:

13.6.2 Restart Title Record

The structure of the 20 8-byte restart title record is:

13.6.3 Restart Common Block Records

The common blocks used in MARS are written out next as a series of records. First, the normal
common blocks that are necessary for restarting the problem are written out. The starting positions and
lengths of these normal common blocks are determined in the subroutine GenInitialize. These values are
measured in 8-byte words. The values are written as real*4 or real*8 words on their respective computers.

Table 13-6 Restart Header Record Structure

Word Description

1 (A) This word contains the character string:
'restart '

2 (I) This word contains the "print" variable. the print variable is a packed word used 
in MARS to store numerous bits of information about the problem.
23

3 (I) This word contains the variable ncount. This variable is the number of 
advancements, successful or otherwise, taken by the MARS problem.
0

Table 13-7 Restart Title Record Structure

Word Description

1-8 (A) These eight 8-byte words contain the ptitle character string. This string contains the 
program version identification and title and is initialized in the comdeck, ptitle.hh.

'  MARS/3.2pt          Reactor Loss Of Coolant Analysis 
Program'

9-20 (A) These 12 8-byte words contain the ctitle character string. This string contains the title 
card of the case plus the time and date. It is read in the rcards subroutine.

'  ROSA.3.2.Com.PBL.Rev2: ROSA/AP600; Mod 3.2; Common PBL 
Configuration           12-OCT-01    15'
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After the normal or named common blocks are written to the restart file, the dynamic common blocks
that are part of the /fast/ common block are written out.

13.7  Summary

In summary, the restart/plot file always starts with a rstplt record. Whenever a plotinf record appears,
it is immediately followed by a plotalf and a plotnum record. These records can be followed by one or
more plotrec records. The number depends upon the minor edit frequency that was entered on the time step
control card. Interspersed among the plotrec records can be one or more blocks of restart records. If the
problem is restarted, then the rstplt file will contain another set of plotinf, plotalf, and plotnum records
followed by one or more plotrec records and one or more blocks of restart records. This file can become
quite large and is often many megabytes long.

Table 13-8 Restart Common Block Record Structure

Record Description

1 (R8) Named common block /comctl/
This record is currently 724 4-byte words long

2 (R8) Named common block /contrl/
This record is currently 268 words long

3 (R8) Named common block /statec/
This record is currently 140 words long 

4 (R8) Named common block /k3all/
This record is currently 114 words long

5 (R8) Named common block /k3point/
This record is currently 190 words long

6 (R8) Named common block /lvel/
This record is currently 10 words long

4 (R8) Dynamic common blocks in the /fast/ named common block.
The starting position and length of these dynamic common blocks were computed in 
the FTB subroutines when these dynamic common blocks were created. These values 
are measured in 8-byte words. The values are written as real*8 words. The length of 

this record is problem dependent.
Example: voldat dynamic common block.
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